
NRC FORM 464 Part I U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION I-UIAI/A RESPONSE NUMBER 
(6-1998) 

5.14-1 2000-0096 4 

RESPONSE TO FREEDOM OF 
o INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) I PRIVACY RESPONSE FINAL 

* ACT (PA),REQUEST TYPE PARTIAL 

REQUESTER DATE 

Mr. Jim Warren MAR 2 9 2000 

PART I. -- INFORMATION RELEASED 

D No additional agency records subject to the request have been located.  

D• Requested records are available through another public distribution program. See Comments sectibn.  

APPENDICES Agency records subject to the request that are identified in the listed appendices are already available for 

H public inspection and copying at the NRC Public Document Room.  

1APPENDICES Agency records subject to the request that are identified in the listed appendices are being made available for 

I public inspection and copying at the NRC Public Document Room.  

Enclosed is information on how you may obtain access to and the charges for copying records located at the NRC Public 
Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW, Washington, DC.  

r APPEND ICES IE Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.  

7]Records subject to the request that contain information originated by or of interest to another Federal agency have been 
referred to that agency (see comments section) for a disclosure determination and direct response to you.  

D• We are continuing to process your request.  

D See Comments.  

PART L.A - FEES 
AMOUNT * You will be billed by NRC for the amount listed. None. Minimum fee threshold not met.  

$ D You will receive a refund for the amount listed. Fees waived.  
See comments 
for details 

PART 1.B - INFORMATION NOT LOCATED OR WITHHELD FROM DISCLOSURE 

D No agency records subject to the request have been located.  

F] Certain information in the requested records is being withheld from disclosure pursuant to the exemptions described in and for 
the reasons stated in Part II.  

E] This determination may be appealed within 30 days by writing to the FOIA/PA Officer, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555-0001. Clearly state on the envelope and in the letter that it is a "FOIA/PA Appeal." 

PART L.C COMMENTS (Use attached Comments continuation page if required) 

SIGNATURE - FREEDOM OPWNORMATION AC JNDP ~ACY ACT OFFICEIR 
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TCON24 Accession Number - 9910130322 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: A9488-245 A9488-265 

Size: 19pp.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Inspection report, NRC-generated Issued: 991004 

Desc/: Insp repts 50-250/99-05 & 50-251/99-05 on 990725-0904.No violations 

Title: noted.Major areas inspected:aspects of licensee 

operations,maint,engineering & plant support.  

Authors: * Region 2 (RII, Post 820201) 

Recipients: 

Dockets:-000--0-5- Tu P P ,, oo ai-------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Inspection Report # 50-250/99-05 

Inspection Report # 50-251/99-05 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 Q 991004 Package: 9910130319 A 

PDR ADOCK 05000251 Q 991004

Ps HOE/A To Vie Adiioa Inomain ENTE To Vie 
0et -tcp 

i 

<Reolace

Count: *0 <Replace>

I



TCON24 Accession Number - 9907150057 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: A8584-133 R8584-145 

Size: 13pp.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Inspection report, NRC-generated Issued: 990702 

Desc/: Insp repts 50-250/99-03 & 50-251/99-03 on 990502-0612.No violations 

Title: noted.Major areas inspected:aspects of licensee 

operations,maint,engineering & plant support.  

Authors: * Region 2 (RII, Post 820201) 

Recipients: 

Dockets: 50002505-2 u P P ,, ow ai-------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Inspection Report # 50-250/99-03 

Inspection Report # 50-251/99-03 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 Q 990702 Package: 9907150053 A 

PDR ADOCK 05000251 Q 990702

ke HOE/A To Vie Adiioa Inoraton ENE To Vie Tet 0! p lo Exit.

-ount: *0 I r\ 1= lzry-arcl - I



TCON24 Accession Number - 9810300015 Start End == 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: R5663-064 R5663-094 

Size: 28pp.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Inspection report, NRC-generated Issued: 980922 

Desc/: Insp repts 50-250/98-09 & 50-251/98-09 on 980727-31 & 0810- 14.No 

Title: violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations, maint & 

engineering.  

Authors: * Region 2 (RII, Post 820201) 

Recipients: 

Dockets: 5---2--5-2 u P t n n , r o L------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Inspection Report # 50-250/98-09 

Inspection Report # 50-251/98-09 

File Locations: PDR RDOCK 05000250 Q 980922 Package: 9810300013 A 

PDR ADOCK 05000251 Q 980922

-s 6OE A To Vie Adiioa Inomain ENE To Vie Tet 0Sap 
lo Exit.

:ount" *8 •. r• •' JJ LdL•-•"



TCON24 Accession Number - 9801220123 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: A1875-134 A1875-17R 

Size: 45pp.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Inspection report, NRC-generated Issued: 980109 

Desc/: Insp repts 50-250/97-12 & 50-251/97-12 on 971102-1213. Violations 

Title: noted.Major areas inspected:operations,maint, engineering & plant 

support re radiological emergency plan implementing procedures.  

Authors: * Region 2 (RII, Post 820201) 

Recipients: 

Dockets" 500025 5-2 r P t n n , r o g------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Inspection Report # 50-250/97-12 

Inspection Report # 50-251/97-12 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 Q 980109 Package: 9801220111 B 

PDR ADOCK 05000250 F 980109

Ps HOE/A To Vie Addtina Inomain ENE To Vie Tet E p To Exit.

Count: *0 •,\•I• Lo•-•

m



TCON24 Accession Number 9709150149 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: A0373-216 R0373-268 

Size: 53pp.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Inspection report, NRC-generated Issued: 970905 

Desc/: Insp repts 50-250/97-08 & 50-251/97-08 on 970628-0809.No violations 

Title: noted.Major areas inspected:licensee operations, maint,engineering & 

plant support.  

Authors: * Region 2 (RII, Post 820201) 

Recipients: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Inspection Report # 50-250/97-08 
Inspection Report # 50-251/97-08 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 Q 970905 Package: 9709150146 A 

PDR RDOCK 05000251 Q 970905 

10 =1[19 *; 0 - 0 0 -0 - S* s 
WA 9s. OR L ..

:ount: *0 <Kep Lace-



TCON24 Accession Number - 9605100199 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: * Microfilm Address: 88226-261 88226-300 

Size: 40pp.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Incoming Correspondence Issued: 960503 

Desc/: Responds to RAI re proposed amend concerning thermal power uprate.  

Title: 

Authors: HOVEY,R.J. Florida Power & Light Co.  

Recipients: * Document Control Branch (Document Control Desk) ( 

Dockets: 500050 5- 0u P t n n , r o L------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Other Related Number L-96-117 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 P 960503 Package: 9605100199 # 

PDR RDOCK 05000251 P 960503

-s .A To Vie Ad iioa Ifra tin ENE To Vie Tet ES p 10- Ext

-ount: *0 <Renl •ce>



TCON24 Accession Number - 9611130152 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: * Microfilm Address: 90724-339 90724- ;' 

Size: 9pp.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Incoming Correspondence Issued: 961106 

Desc/: Informs that several plant mods have been completed to support therr 

Title: power uprate.Revised descriptions in ERDS data point library encl.  

Authors: HOVEY,R.J. Florida Power & Light Co.  

Recipients: * Document Control Branch (Document Control Desk) ( 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

Other Related Number L-96-282 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 F 961106 Package: 9611130152 #

:ount: *0 <.lef•Lace.•-•



TCON24 Accession Number - 9611140236 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: 90887-196 90887-201 

Size: Gpp.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Licensee Event Report (See also RO,RO) Issued: 961106 

Desc/: LER 96-011-00:on 961009,potential for overpressurizing post accident 

Title: containment vent filter housings occurred.Caused by improper change •t 

mgt.Monitoring sys operating procedures revised.W/961106 Itr.  

Authors: HICKEY,J.R. Florida Power & Light Co.  

HOVEY,R.J. Florida Power & Light Co.  

Recipients: * Document Control Branch (Document Control Desk) ( 

---------------------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

Licensee Event Rpt # 96-011 961009 Event Date 

Other Related Number L-96-292 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 S 961106 Package: 9611140236 # 

- U * * -*.. 0 - 0 0 * D l*S-

:ount: *0 '=• VLC % ý



TCON24 Accession Number - 9611140314 Start 

Availability: PDR Format: * Microfilm Address: 90814-351 90814

Size: 9pp.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Incoming Correspondence Issued: 961106 

Desc/: Informs of completion of plant modifications to support thermal powc.r 

Title: uprate.Revisions to ERDS Data Point Library, encl.  

Authors: HOVEYR.J. Florida Power & Light Co.  

Recipients: * Document Control Branch (Document Control Desk) ( 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Other Related Number L-96-284 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000251 P 961106 Package: 9611140314 #

Count: *0 •I\•V ýý-



TCON24 Accession Number - 9703270315 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: TXT Microfilm Address: 92264-173 92264-215 

Size: 44pp.  

Document Type: Inspection report, NRC-generated Issued: 970307 

Desc/: Insp repts 50-250/97-01 & 50-251/97-01 on 970101-0215.No violations 

Title: noted.Major areas inspected:operations, maintenance,engineering & 

plant support.  

Authors: * Region 2 (RII, Post 820201) 

Recipients: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000250 50-250 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 3, Florida Power and Light C 

05000251 50-251 Turkey Point Plant, Unit 4, Florida Power and Light C 

Inspection Report # 50-250/97-01 

Inspection Report # 50-251/97-01 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000250 Q 970307 Package: 9703270314 A 

PDR ADOCK 05000251Q 970307

S 0 .- - -<Renl ace>

:ount: *0



TCON24 Accession Number - 7906210274 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: * Microfilm Address: 15149-147 15149-15C, 

Size: 4pp.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Pleadings Issued: 790508 

Desc/: Rpplicant motion to dismiss proceeding.Disposition of power increase 

Title: safety aspects should be governed by 10CFR2.760.Urges that date be s' 

for NRC response to amend issue.Certificate of Svc encl.  

Authors: TROWBRIDGE,G.F. Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge 

Recipients: 

---------------------------------------------------------------

Dockets: 05000261 50-261 H.B. Robinson Plant, Unit 2, Carolina Power & Light C 

790510 Docket Date 

File Locations: PDR RDOCK 05000261 G 790508 Package: 7906210274 # 

-~ 1. 5! 
-10S - 06 S -S - 0 *

-ount: *0 %--: H C3 %- ý-



TCON24 Accession Number - 7905040309 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: * Microfilm Address: * -* * 

Size: 30pp.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Document Type: Safety Evaluation Report Issued: 790330 

Desc/: Suppl 2 to 740520 safety evaluation of proposed amend to License 

Title: DPR-23,allowing power increase from 2,200 MWt to 2,300 MWt.  

Authors: * Operating Reactors Branch 1 (Pre 790625) 

Recipients: 

Dockets: 05000261 50-261 H.B. Robinson Plant, Unit 2, Carolina Power & Light C 

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000261 P 790330 Package: 7905040307 A 

M-0 M11H -G * - . 0 - S* -. 6

:ount: *0 F,\•-•. LCI•.•.



TCON24 Accession Number - 7905040307 Start End 

Availability: PDR Format: * Microfilm Address: * -* * -* 

Size: 2pp.  

---------------------------------- 7------------------------------------------

Document Type: Outgoing correspondence Issued: 790330 

Desc/: Forwards Suppl 2 to 740520 safety evaluation of proposed power 

Title: increase.

Authors: SCHWENCER,A.  

Recipients: JONES,J. A.

Operating Reactors Branch 1 (Pre 790625) 

Carolina Power & Light Co.

Dockets: 05000261 50-261 H.B. Robinson Plant, Unit 2, Carolina Power & Light C

File Locations: PDR ADOCK 05000261 P 790330 Package: 7905040307 *

Ps 6OE/A To Vie Adiioa Inoraton ENE To Vie Tet 0Sap To 0 -

<-Kep ý.ace>--ount" *0



FARLEY Units 1 and 2 

Dockets 50-348 & 50-364 

Publicly Available

IR -rý



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9910290206 

FROM: * 

TO:

Non-proprietary, "Farley Units 1 & 2 LBB Calculation Results 
Due to SG Replacement & SG Snubber Elimination Programs." 

AFFIL: EMVWEST 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 991006 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRZAR FPAC: 9910290202B

ODID: NSD-SAE-ESI-99-DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A9718 316 A9718 320 RIDS:

Requests withholding of proprietary rept NSD-SAE-ESI-99-389, 
"Farley Units 1 & 2 LBB Calculation Results Due to SG 
Replacement & SG Snubber Elimination Programs."

FROM: GALEMBUSH, J.S.  

TO: COLLINS,S.J.  

ISSUED: 991006 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: CAW-99-1363

AFFIL: EMVWEST 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

8pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9910290202A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A9718 308 A9718 315 RIDS:

9910290202 Forwards non-proprietary & proprietary versions of "Farley 
Units 1 & 2 LBB Calculation Results Due to SG Replacement & 
SG Snubber Elimination Programs," used to support SG 
replacement project.Proprietary encl withheld.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

ISSUED: 991018 AVAIL: PDR 3pp 

TASK: ODID: NEL-99-0359

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9910290202*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A9718 305 A9718 320 RIDS: AP01

9910290204



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT 

9909210092 Insp repts 50-348/99-05 & 50-364/99-05 on 990627-0807.No 

violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations, 
maintenance,engineering & plant support.  

FROM: * AFFIL: NE R2 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 990902 AVAIL: PDR 7pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9909210089A 

TASK: ODID: 50-348/99-05 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A9238 171 A9238 177 RIDS: 

-----------------------------------------------------

9907260080 Forwards response to NRC 990702 RAI re SG replacement 
related TS change request submitted 981201.Ltr contains no 
new commitments.  

FROM: MOREY,D. AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

TO: * AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

ISSUED: 990719 AVAIL: PDR 15pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9907260080# 

TASK: ODID: NEL-99-0269 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A8732 336 A8732 350 RIDS: A001 

-----------------------------------------------------

9904290244 Forwards corrected ITS markup pages to replace pages in 
981201 license amend requests for SG replacement.  

FROM: MOREYD. AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

TO: * AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

ISSUED: 990421 AVAIL: PDR Spp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9904290244* 

TASK: ODID: NEL-99-0129 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A7887 164 A7887 180 RIDS: A001 
------------------------------------------------------



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9903300089 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp repts 50-348/99-01 & 50-364/99-01 on 990110-0220.  
Violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations, 
maintenance,engineering & plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 990319 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

10pp.

ODID: 50-348/99-01

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9903300088A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A7534 325 A7534 334 RIDS:

Forwards Relief Request RR-40 for Units 1 & 2 for SG primary 
nozzles inside radius.Util requests NRC approval of propose 

d relief request by Mar 4,2000 to support Unit 1 SG 
replacement outage in spring of 2000 & Unit 2 SG in 2001.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 990225 AVAIL: PDR 6pp.

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9903090338#

ODID: NEL-99-0052 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A7178 006 A7178 011 RIDS: A047

9903020262

FROM: *

TO:

Safety evaluation supporting amends 141 & 133 to licenses 
NPF-2 & NPF-8,respectively.

AFFIL: N*******

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 990219 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRSER FPAC: 9903020254B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A7031 357 A7031 358 RIDS:

9903090338

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9901210096 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp repts 50-348/98-07 & 50-364/98-07 on 981018-1128.No 

violations noted.Major areas inspected:licensee operations, 
maint,engineering & plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 981228 AVAIL: PDR 4pp.  

TASK: ODID: 50-348/98-07

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9901210091A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A6602 028 A6602 044 RIDS:

9810300154

FROM: *

TO:

Insp repts 50-348/98-05 & 50-364/98-05 on 980712-0829.No 
violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations,maint, 
engineering & plant support.

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980928 AVAIL: PDR

ODID: 50-348/98-05

16pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9810300151A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A5663 343 A5663 358 RIDS:

NRC Info Notice 98-040, "Design Deficiencies Can Lead to 

Reduced ECCS Pump Net Positive Head During Design-Basis 
Accidents."

FROM: ROE,J.W.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 981026 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-98-040

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9810210103#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: A5629 163 A5629 171 RIDS: DF03

TASK:

9810210103

DOCKET NO:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9810160211 

FROM: * 

TO:

Proposed tech specs section 6,providing recognition of addl 
mgt positions associated with SG replacement project & 
providing ability to approve procedures re project which may 
affect nuclear safety.  

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 981012 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTECH FPAC: 9810160210A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A5542 292 A5542 297 RIDS:

Application for amends to licenses NPF-2 & NPF-8,revising 
section 6 of TS by recognizing addl mgt positions associated 
with SG replacement project & providing ability to approve 
procedures re project which may affect nuclear safety.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 981012 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

8pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9810160210*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A5542 284 A5542 297 RIDS: A001

9809140309 Informs of input error in limiting small break LOCA analyses 
submitted to & approved by NRC for JM Farley Plant,Units 1 & 
2 power uprates.Error is reported IAW 10CFR50.56,since 
absolute value of error is in excess of 50 F.

FROM: MOREYD.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980910 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9809140309#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A5091 318 A5091 323 RIDS: A001

9810160210



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9807080315 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp repts 50-348/98-03 & 50-364/98-03 on 980412-0530.No 
violations noted.Major areas inspected:licensee operations, 
engineering,maint & plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980701 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-348/98-03

49pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9807080308B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A4048 087 A4048 139 RIDS:

9805060050 

FROM: * 

TO:

Safety evaluation supporting amends 137 & 129 to licenses 
NPF-02 & NPF-08,respectively.  

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980429 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

80pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRSER FPAC: 9805060042B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A3348 081 A3348 162 RIDS:

Forwards revised response to request for addl info re power 
uprate facility operating licenses & Tech Specs change 
request.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980417 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

16pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9804240274#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A3180 251 A3180 266 RIDS: A001

9804240274



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

Forwards EA & FONSI re power uprate for plant,Units 1 & 2.  

Proposed amend would change max reactor core power level for 

facility operation from 2,652 MWt to 2,275 MWt.

FROM: ZIMMERMAN,J.I.  

TO: MOREY,D.N.  

ISSUED: 980417 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: TAC M98120

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9804220253*

DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A3143 304 A3143 314 RIDS: DF01

9803240033 

FROM: *

Revised pages 58 & 59 to ,,FNP,Units 1 & 2,Power Uprate 
Project BOP Licensing Rept." 

AFFIL: EUTSNOC

TO: AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980316 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRZAR FPAC: 9803240030A

DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2857 355 A2857 358 RIDS:

Forwards response to 980311 telcon re license amend request 

to allow operation at increased reactor core power level of 

2775 MWt.Revised pages 58 & 59 of ,,FNP,Units 1 & 2,Power 

Uprate Project BOP Licensing Rept," encl.

FROM: WOODARD,J.D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980316 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

3pp.

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9803240030*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2857 352 A2857 358 RIDS: A001

9804220253

9803240030

DRN:

DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

Application for amends to licenses NPF-2 & NPF-8 to revise 
existing TS in entirety.Amend consists primarily of 
conversion of current TS to improved TS,per NUREG-1431,rev 
l.Vols 1-10 contain listed attachments.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980312 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

77pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9803190030*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2816 001 A2825 247 RIDS: A001

Responds to RAI related to power uprate facility operating 
licenses & TS change requests.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980303 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

17pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9803100270#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2571 329 A2571 345 RIDS: A001

Forwards response to 980210 & 13 RAI re power uprate license 
amend request allowing operation of increased reactor core 
power level of 2775 Mwt.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980226 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

22pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9803040465#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2462 189 A2462 210 RIDS: A001

9803190030

9803100270

9803040465



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9802190132

FROM: *

TO:

Revised proposed changes to TS page 6-19a for power uprate.

AFFIL: EUTSNOC

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980212 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTECH FPAC: 9802190131A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2244 326 A2244 330 RIDS:

Forwards responses to questions raised during 980109,29 & 
980202 telcons re power uprate facility OLs & TS change 
request.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980212 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

llpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9802190131*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2244 315 A2244 330 RIDS: A001

Submits response to request for addl info re power uprate 
facility operating licenses & Tech Specs change request.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 980123 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

20pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9802060194#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A2135 311 A2135 330 RIDS: A001

9802190131

9802060194



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9801210292

FROM: *

TO:

Insp repts 50-348/97-14 & 50-364/97-14 on 971019-1129.  

Violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations, 
engineering,maintenance & plant support.

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 971229 AVAIL: PDR 36pp.

ODID: 50-348/97-14

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9801210252B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1856 196 A1856 231 RIDS:

Forwards response to RAI related to power uprate facility 

operating licenses & TSs change request.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 971231 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9801080314#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1753 353 A1753 357 RIDS: A001

Summary of 971120 meeting w/Southern Nuclear Operating Co to 

discuss matters related to steam generator replacement 

projects proposed for both Farley nuclear units.List of 

attendees enclosed.

FROM: GLEAVES,W.

TO: *

ISSUED: 971205 AVAIL: PDR 34pp.

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: N*******

DOCUMENT TYPE: CNMINS FPAC: 9712150340#

ODID: TAC M72416 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1460 015 A1460 048 RIDS: DF01

TASK:

9801080314

9712150340

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

Submits description of evaluation method discussed in 971204 

telcon re BE-LBLOCA evaluation for SG replacement project.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 971209 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9712150241#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1467 264 A1467 267 RIDS: A001

9711250119

FROM: *

TO:

Corrected page 4-12 to WCAP-14723, "Farley Nuclear Plant 

Units 1 & 2 Power Uprate Project NSSS Licensing Rept."

AFFIL: EMVWEST

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 971119 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRTOPR FPAC: 9711250019C

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1257 142 A1257 143 RIDS:

Forwards nonproprietary & proprietary versions of "SNC 

Response to NRC RAI on BELOCA," in response to RAI re power 

uprate facility OLs & TS change request.W/responses to 

questions 1-11 & 13-33,affidavit & authorization ltr.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 971119 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

59pp.

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9711250019*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1257 059 A1257 143 RIDS: AP01

9712150241

9711250019



9711140169

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT 

Notification of 971120 meeting w/util in Rockville,MD to 

discuss Southern Nuclear Operating Co, Inc plans & schedule 

for SG replacement.

FROM: ZIMMERMAN,J.I. AFFIL: N******* 

TO: BERKOW,H.N. AFFIL: N******* 

ISSUED: 971031 AVAIL: PDR 4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9711140169# 

TASK: ODID: . DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: A1148 348 A1148 351 RIDS: DF01 
---------------------------------------------------

9707300124

FROM: MOREY, 

TO: * 

ISSUED: 970

Requests approval for "proposed alternative" be extended to 

SG replacement outages currently scheduled for Unit 1 16th 

refueling outage & Unit 2 14th refueling outage.SNC has made 

decision to replace SGs in both units.  

D. AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

725 AVAIL: PDR lp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9707300124# 

nfnTn. DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: 93980 263 93980 263 RIDS: A001 
------------------------------------------------------

Forwards suppl to 970701 request for addl info related to 

power uprate submittal for plant,Units 1 & 2.

FROM: ZIMMERMAN,J.I. AFFIL: N******* 

TO: MOREY,D.N. AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

ISSUED: 970724 AVAIL: PDR 7pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT 

TASK: ODID: TAC M98120 DIN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: 93950 021 93950 027 RIDS: DF01 
-----------------------------------------------------

FPAC: 9707280217# 

DPN: DRN:

9707280217



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

NRC Info Notice 97-051, "Problems Experienced w/Loading & 

Unloading Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage & Transportation of 
Casks."

FROM: SLOSSON,M.M.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 970711 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-97-051

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

llpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9707080365#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 93946 345 93946 355 RIDS: DF01 
-----------------------------------------------

Forwards RAI re power uprate submittal for plant,Units 1 & 2 

to allow for increase in licensed thermal power from 2652 
MWt to 2775 MWt.Westinghouse nonproprietary class 3 rept 
WCAP-14723 was included w/licensee submittal.

FROM: ZIMMERMAN,J.I.  

TO: MOREY,D.N.  

ISSUED: 970701 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: TAC M98120

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

llpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9707080120#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: 93665 346 93665 356 RIDS: DF01

9703040373 

FROM: * 

TO:

"Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 & 2 Power Uprate Project BOP 
Licensing Rept." 

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 970214 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

88pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRZAR FPAC: 9703040325C

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: 91966 140 91966 227 RIDS:

9707080365

DOCKET NO:

9707080120



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9703040367

FROM: *

TO:

Non-proprietary version of WCAP-14723, "Farley Nuclear Plant 

Units 1 & 2 Power Uprate Project NSSS Licensing Rept."

AFFIL: EMVWEST

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 970131 AVAIL: PDR 393 

TASK: ODID: WCAP-14723

pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRTOPR FPAC: 9703040325B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: 91965 111 91966 139 RIDS:

NRC Info Notice 96-041, "Effects of Decrease in Feedwater 
Temperature on Nuclear Instrumentation."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 960726 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-96-041

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

lopp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9607220160#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO:

9606140003

FICHE: 89242 333 89242 342 RIDS: DF01 

Application for amends to licenses NPF-2 & NPF-8,providing 
improved operating margins as well as increased flexibility 
w/respect to core designs & plant operating strategy. Rev 2 
to NSD-NT-OPL-96-152 withheld.

FROM: MOREY,D.

TO: *

ISSUED: 960612 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

3pp.

AFFIL: EUTSNOC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9606140003*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000348 FICHE: 88781 117 88781 257 RIDS: A001

9607220160



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

NRC Info Notice 93-082, "Recent Fuel & Core Performance 
Problems in Operating Reactors."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 931012 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-93-082

AFFIL: NRRBPO 

AFFIL: 

llpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9310070159#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 77289 001 77289 012 RIDS: DF03 
-----------------------------------------------

NRC Info Notice 91-075, "Static Head Corrections Mistakenly 
Not Included in Pressure Transmitter Calibr Procedures."

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 911125 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-91-075

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9111190139#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 59881 112 59881 115 RIDS: 
-----------------------------------------------

Suppl 3 to NRC Info Notice 86-106, "Feedwater Line Break." 
Svc list encl.

FROM: ROSSIC.E.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 881110 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

ll3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8811040324#

ODID: IEIN-86-106 S03DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 47559 072 47559 184 RIDS:

9310070159

DOCKET NO:

9111190139

DOCKET NO:

8811040324

DOCKET NO:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

IE Info Notice 84-73, "Downrating of Self-Aligning Ball 
Bushings Used in Snubbers." Svc list encl.

FROM: JORDAN,E.L.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 840914 AVAIL: PDR

ODID: IEIN-84-73TASK:

DOCKET NO:

AFFIL: NIEEM 

AFFIL: 

ll5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8409110367#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 26653 194 26653 312 RIDS:

8409110367



North Anna Units 1 and 2 

Dockets 50-338 & 50-339 

Publicly Available
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9904210144 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp repts 50-338/99-01 & 50-339/99-01 on 990131-0313.  
Violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations, 
engineering,maintenance & plant support.In addition,results 
of insp by region based fire protection specialist encl.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 990412 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/99-01

27pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9904210142A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: A7727 215 A7727 241 RIDS:

NRC Info Notice 98-040, "Design Deficiencies Can Lead to 
Reduced ECCS Pump Net Positive Head During Design-Basis 
Accidents."

FROM: ROE,J.W.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 981026 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-98-040

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9810210103#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO:

9806090227 

FROM: *

TO:

FICHE: A5629 163 A5629 171 RIDS: DF03 

Insp repts 50-338/98-02,50-339/98-02 & 72-0016/98-02 on 
980308-0418.Violations noted.Major areas inspected: 
operations,maint,engineering & plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980518 AVAIL: PDR 19pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9806090223B

ODID: 50-338/98-02 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: A3716 007 A3716 029 RIDS:

9810210103

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9707310120 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp repts 50-338/97-04 & 50-339/97-04 on 970518-0621.No 
violations noted.Major areas inspected:operations,maint, 
engineering & plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 970721 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

3Opp.

ODID: 50-338/97-04

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9707310113A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 93974 173 93974 205 RIDS:

NRC Info Notice 97-051, "Problems Experienced w/Loading & 
Unloading Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage & Transportation of 
Casks."

FROM: SLOSSON,M.M.  

TO:

ISSUED: 970711 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

llpp.

ODID: IEIN-97-051

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9707080365#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO:

9607220160

FICHE: 93946 345 93946 355 RIDS: DF01 

NRC Info Notice 96-041, "Effects of Decrease in Feedwater 
Temperature on Nuclear Instrumentation."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K.

TO:

ISSUED: 960726 AVAIL: PDR lopp.

AFFIL: N*******

AFFIL:

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9607220160#

ODID: IEIN-96-041 DIN: DPN:

FICHE: 89242 333 89242 342 RIDS: DF01

9707080365

TASK: DRN:

DOCKET NO:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

9510240272 

FROM: * 

TO:

Proposed TS 4.4.5.l,Table 4.4-1,reducing from two to one min 

number of SGs required to be inspected during first ISI 
following SG replacement.  

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 951017 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTECH FPAC: 9510240269A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 85929 227 85929 232 RIDS:

Application for amend to license NPF-7,modifying Table 4.4-1 
of TS 4.4.5.1 to reduce from two to one min number of SGs 
required to be inspected during first ISI following SG 
replacement.

FROM: O'HANLON,J.P.

TO: *

ISSUED: 951017 AVAIL: PDR 1Opp.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9510240269*

ODID: 95-533 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 85929 217 85929 232 RIDS: A001

Forwards ISI summary rept re 1995 SG replacement of 
refueling outage.

FROM: O'HANLON,J.P.

TO: *

ISSUED: 950802 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9508090201*

ODID: 95-31 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 84994 001 84994 230 RIDS: A047

9510240269

TASK:

9508090201

DRN:

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

Insp repts 50-338/95-11 & 50-339/95-11 on 950521-0617.  

Violations noted.Major areas inspected:plant status,plant 

operations,maint observations,surveillance observations, 
on-site engineering,plant support & previous insp items.

FROM: MCWHORTER,R.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 950713 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/95-11

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

19pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9507240369B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 84824 043 84824 061 RIDS:

Insp rept 50-339/95-10 on 950430-0603.No violations noted.  

Major areas inspected:plant status & SG replacement.

FROM: TAYLOR,D.R.  

TO:

ISSUED: 950629 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

26pp.

ODID: 50-339/95-10

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9507140169A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 84760 318 84760 343 RIDS:

Insp rept 50-339/95-05 on 950325-0429.No violations noted.  

Major areas inspected:plant status & SG replacement project.

FROM: TAYLOR,D.R.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 950522 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-339/95-05

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

28pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9505310019A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 84094 103 84094 130 RIDS:

9507240377

9507140172

9505310022



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Insp repts 50-338/95-02 & 50-339/95-02 on 950219-0318.No 
violations noted.Major areas inspected:plant status,prompt 
on-site response to events,plant operations,maint & 
surveillance observations & plant support activities.

FROM: TAYLOR,D.R.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 950412 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/95-02

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

14pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9504240053A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 83598 060 83598 073 RIDS:

Requests relief from requirements of ASME Section XI Code 
associated w/extent of exams practical for upcoming North 
Anna Unit 2 SG replacement.ISI program relief request NDE-22 
for North Anna Unit 2 encl.

FROM: O'HANLON,J.P.

TO: *

ISSUED: 950403 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: 95-127

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

llpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9504070116#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 83466 321 83466 334 RIDS: A047

Insp repts 50-338/95-01 & 50-339/95-01 on 950122-0218.  
Violations noted.Major areas inspected:plant status,prompt 
response to on-site events,plant operations,maint 
observations & surveillance observations.

FROM: MCWHORTER,R.D.

TO:

ISSUED: 950313 AVAIL: PDR 18pp.

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9503200175A

ODID: 50-338/95-01 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 83176 312 83176 329 RIDS:

9504240060

9504070116

9503200177

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Responds to util 941110 request for reduction in scope of 

NRC reviews & insp activities for forthcoming plant SG 

replacement project in spring of 1995.Informs that NRC does 

not intend to audit\review util SG replacement.

FROM: MATTHEWS,D.B.  

TO: O'HANLON,J.P.

ISSUED: 950303 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

4pp.

ODID: TAC M91373

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9503070264#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 82990 065 82990 068 RIDS: DF01

Insp repts 50-338/94-31 & 50-339/94-31 on 941225-950121.  
Noncited violations identified.Major areas inspected:plant 
operations,maint & surveillance observations,plant status 

on-site engineering & SG replacement.

FROM: MCWHORTER,R.D.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 950130 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/94-31

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

12pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9502140112A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 82714 247 82714 258 RIDS:

Provides notification of temporary special security measures 
to be implemented for containment access facility being 

const to support plant Unit 2 SG replacement/refueling 
outage.Encl withheld.

FROM: O'HANLON,J.P.

TO: *

ISSUED: 950106 AVAIL: PDR 2pp.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9501170081#

ODID: 94-737 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 82378 261 82378 262 RIDS: IE53

9503070264

9502140114

9501170081

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Withraws 940728 proposed LAR for use of Westinghouse laser

welded sleeving process for repair of defects in SG tubes.  

Util decided to conduct North Anna Power Station,Unit 2 SG 

replacement during spring 1995 outage.

FROM: O'HANLON,J.P.

TO: *

ISSUED: 941011 AVAIL: PDR ip.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9410180190#

ODID: 94-563 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000339 FICHE: 81371 338 81371 338 RIDS: A001

Notice of withdrawal of 930702 application for amend to 

licenses NPF-4 & NPF-7,revising TS re steam generator insp 

reduction after steam generator replacement.

FROM: ENGLE,L.B.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 940328 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRRBPP22 

AFFIL: 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TFFRN FPAC: 9404010275A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 78735 236 78735 238 RIDS:

Forwards notice of 940301 withdrawal of 930702 application 

for amends to licenses NPF-4 & NPF-7,modifying TS re steam 

generator insp reduction after steam generator replacement.

FROM: ENGLE,L.B.  

TO: STEWART,W.L.

ISSUED: 940328 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

Ip.

ODID: TAC M87029

AFFIL: NRRBPP22 

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9404010275*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 78735 235 78735 238 RIDS: DF01

9410180190

TASK:

9404010277

DRN:

9404010275
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Withdraws 930702 application for amends to licenses NPF-4 & 

NPF-7 to reduce from two to one min number of SGs required 

to be inspected during first ISI following SG replacement, 

based on discussions w/NRC during 940215 telcon.

FROM: STEWART,W.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 940301 AVAIL: PDR ip.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9403090173#

ODID: 94-103 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 78436 355 78436 355 RIDS: A001

NRC Info Notice 93-082, "Recent Fuel & Core Performance 
Problems in Operating Reactors."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K.  

TO:

ISSUED: 931012 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

llpp.

ODID: IEIN-93-082

AFFIL: NRRBPO 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9310070159#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO:

9307150048 

FROM: *

TO:

FICHE: 77289 001 77289 012 RIDS: DF03 
-----------------------------------------------

Proposed tech specs changes to reduce minimum number of SGs 

required to be opened for insp during first insp following 
SG replacement.  

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 930702 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTECH FPAC: 9307150044A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 75685 125 75685 130 RIDS:

9403090173

TASK:

9310070159

DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Application for amends to licenses NPF-4 & NPF-7 modifying 
table 4.4-1 of TS 4.4.5.1 to reduce minimum number of SGs 
required to be opened for insp during first insp 
(i.e.,refueling outage)following SG replacement.

FROM: STEWART,W.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 930702 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

8pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9307150044*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 75685 117 75685 130 RIDS: A001 
------------------------------------------------------

Insp repts 50-338/93-14 & 50-339/93-14 on 930404-0508.  
Violation noted.Major areas inspected:plant status,followup 
of operational events,operational safety verification,maint 
& surveillance observation & action on previous insp items.

FROM: LESSER,M.S.

TO:

ISSUED: 930603 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

32pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9307020247B

ODID: 50-338/93-14 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 75542 330 75542 361 RIDS:

Insp repts 50-338/93-11 & 50-339/93-11 on 930308-12.No 
violations noted.Major areas inspected:post-weld heat 
treatment,review of radiographs,cleanliness insps of primary 
& secondary boundary spaces & sys hydrostatic testing.

FROM: ECONOMOS,N.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 930408 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/93-11

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

17pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9304200067A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 74626 114 74626 129 RIDS:

9307150044

9307020261

TASK:

9304200080

DRN:
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9303300062 

FROM: 

TO:

Insp repts 50-338/93-01 & 50-339/93-01 on 930115-0211.Two 
noncited violations identified.Major areas inspected:program 

organization & mgt controls,HP technician training & 

operational & administrative controls.  

AFFIL: 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 930312 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/93-01

23pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9303300055A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 74387 049 74387 071 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------

Insp repts 50-338/93-04 & 50-339/93-04 on 930111-15 & 25-29.  

No violations or deviations noted.Major areas inspected: 
steam generator replacement project activities,including 
severing of piping attached to SGs.

FROM: ECONOMOS,N.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 930223 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/93-04

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

18pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9303020376A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 74021 181 74021 198 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------

Partially withheld insp repts 50-338/93-06 & 50-339/93-06 on 

930125-29.No violations noted.Major areas inspected: 
physical security program, including protected vital area 
barriers. Portions withheld (ref IOCFR2.790).

FROM: TILLMAN,A.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 930211 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/93-06

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9302230096A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 64874 238 64874 239 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------

9303020383

9302230108
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Insp repts 50-338/93-05 & 50-339/93-05 on 930111-15.No 

violations or deviations noted.Major areas inspected:control 

of heavy loads in containment & crane insps to be performed 

during SG replacement project.

FROM: BURNETT,P.T.  

TO:

ISSUED: 930205 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

5pp.

ODID: 50-338/93-05

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9302160072A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 64813 038 64813 042 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------

Insp repts 50-338/92-28 & 50-339/92-28 on 921116-20.No 

violations or deviations noted.Major areas inspected:to 

observe certain activities in preparation for SG Replacement 

Project in unit 1 & to review approved welding procedures.

FROM: ECONOMOS,N.  

TO:

ISSUED: 921215 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

7pp.

ODID: 50-338/92-28

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9212290115A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 64437 291 64437 297 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------

Insp repts 50-338/92-25 & 50-339/92-25 on 921102-06.No 

violations noted.Weaknesses noted re heavy loads program.  

Major areas inspected:post-refueling startup tests,routine 

surveillance of core performance & control of heavy loads.

FROM: BURNETT,P.T.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 921125 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/92-25

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9212040251A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 64134 080 64134 088 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------

9302160089

9212290122

9212040260
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LER 92-013-00:on 921021,determined that ESF response time 

testing for AFW pump not performed.Caused by personnel 

error,resulting in inadequate surveillance test procedure.  

Testing performed & procedures revised.W/921110 ltr.

FROM: KANE,G.E.

TO: *

ISSUED: 921110 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRLER FPAC: 9211180001#

ODID: 92-013 DIN: 92-013 DPN: DRN: 00

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 63976 063 63976 067 RIDS: IE22

9210280294 

FROM: * 

TO:

Vols 1-3 of Design Package DC 90-13-1, "North Anna Power 
Station Unit 1 SG Replacement." 

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 920930 AVAIL: PDR 1,36 

TASK: ODID: DC 90-13-1

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRZAR FPAC: 9210280288A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 63805 012 63808 300 RIDS:

Forwards Vols 1-3 of Design Change Package 90-13-1, "North 
Anna Power Station Unit 1 SG Replacement." W/53 

nonproprietary drawings & 10 proprietary drawings.  
Proprietary drawings withheld.

FROM: BOWLING,M.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 921023 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: 92-684

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9210280288*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 63805 001 63808 300 RIDS: A001

9211180001

TASK:

9210280288
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Forwards Westinghouse proprietary application to withhold 

util submittal entitled, "70% Draft Design Change Package 

90-13-1 for SG Replacement Activity at North Anna Unit 1." 

Encls withheld (ref 1OCFR2.790).

FROM: BOWLING,M.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920922 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: 92-608

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9210070079*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 63463 312 63463 314 RIDS: AP01

Summary of 920323 meeting w/util re plant steam generator 
replacement program.List of attendees encl.

FROM: ENGLE,L.B.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920327 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRRBPP22 

AFFIL: NRRBPP22

60pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CNMINS FPAC: 9204010356#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 61208 251 61208 310 RIDS: DF01

Application for amend to license NPF-4,requesting that amend 

request in 920128 ltr to limit max reactor power to 95% of 
rated thermal power until steam generator replacement be 
processed as emergency change per 10CFR50.91(a) (5).

FROM: STEWART,W.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920227 AVAIL: PDR 9pp.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9203030263#

ODID: 92-042A DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 60819 032 60819 040 RIDS: A001

9210070079

9204010356

9203030263

TASK: DRN:
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Application for amend to License NPF-4,modifying License 
Condition 2.D(1) re max power level to add footnote which 
states that max reactor power level shall be limited to 95% 
of rated thermal power.

FROM: STEWART,W.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920128 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: 92-042

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9202030109*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 60473 147 60473 202 RIDS: A001

Application for amend to License NPF-4,allowing one-time 
extension of specific surveillance requirements for ninth 
cycle to permit surveillance testing to coincide w/steam 
generator replacement program.

FROM: STEWART,W.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920120 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: 92-001

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

17pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9201270008#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 60397 105 60397 121 RIDS: A001

NRC Info Notice 91-075, "Static Head Corrections Mistakenly 
Not Included in Pressure Transmitter Calibr Procedures."

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.  

TO:

ISSUED: 911125 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

3pp.

ODID: IEIN-91-075

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9111190139#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 59881 112 59881 115 RIDS:

9202030109

9201270008

9111190139

DOCKET NO:
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Submits revised outage schedules & operating cycles for 1992 
& 1993 for facility due to steam generator replacement 
schedule change.Outage forecast table encl.

FROM: STEWART,W.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 911011 AVAIL: PDR 3pp.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9110250133#

ODID: 91-605 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 59458 275 59458 277 RIDS: IE26

Notification of 911022 counterparts meeting w/util in Glen 
Allen,VA to discuss status of planned mods to CCW sys, 
DCRDR, resolution of SRV setpoint drift & insp plans & issue 
& steam generator replacement oversight.Agenda encl.

FROM: BUCKLEY,B.C.  

TO: BERKOW,H.N.

ISSUED: 911011 AVAIL: PDR

ODID:TASK:

DOCKET NO:

4pp.

AFFIL: NRRBPP2T 

AFFIL: NRRBPP2T 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9110210204#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 59433 043 59433 046 RIDS: DF01

Insp Repts 50-338/90-19 & 50-339/90-19 on 900820-24.  
Violations noted but not cited.Major areas inspected: 
licensee radiation protection program consisting of review 
in areas of external & internal exposure control.

FROM: GLOERSEN,W.B.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 900914 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/90-19

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

12pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9010100105A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 55422 027 55422 038 RIDS:

9110250133

TASK:

9110210204

DRN:

9010100106
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Insp Repts 50-338/89-15 & 50-339/89-15 on 890501-05.  
Violation noted.Major areas inspected:radiation protection 

program, including review of areas of external & internal 

exposure control & program to maintain doses ALARA.

FROM: GLOERSEN,W.B.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 890602 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-338/89-15

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

19pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 8906270076B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000338 FICHE: 50319 018 50319 036 RIDS:

Suppl 3 to NRC Info Notice 86-106, "Feedwater Line Break." 
Svc list encl.

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 881110 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

ll3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8811040324#

ODID: IEIN-86-106 S03DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 47559 072 47559 184 RIDS: 
-----------------------------------------------

IE Info Notice 84-73, "Downrating of Self-Aligning Ball 
Bushings Used in Snubbers." Svc list encl.

FROM: JORDAN,E.L.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 840914 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-84-73

AFFIL: NIEEM 

AFFIL: 

ll5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8409110367#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 26653 194 26653 312 RIDS:

8906270080

8811040324

DOCKET NO:

8409110367

DOCKET NO:
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Requests action concerning defective demineralizer design, 
related corrosion & cracking in steam generators & turbine 
discs.Commends NRC decision to require EIS re experimental 
replacement of steam generators.

FROM: ALLEN,J.

TO: BRADFORD,P.  

ISSUED: 800218 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: ECINAEC

AFFIL: NRCC 

4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 8007070059D

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: FICHE: 18385 229 18385 232 RIDS:

8007070079
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9906170130 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/99-03 on 990328-0508.Six violations of NRC 

requirements occurred & being treated as non-cited 

violations.Major areas inspected:aspects of licensee 

operations,maint,engineering & plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 990607 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

2 7pp.

ODID: 50-395/99-03

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9906170129A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: A8352 125 A8352 151 RIDS:

NRC Info Notice 98-040, "Design Deficiencies Can Lead to 

Reduced ECCS Pump Net Positive Head During Design-Basis 
Accidents."

FROM: ROE,J.W.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 981026 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-98-040

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9810210103#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

.DOCKET NO:

9809090104 

FROM: *

TO:

FICHE: A5629 163 A5629 171 RIDS: DF03 
-------------------------------

Insp rept 50-395/98-06 on 980628-0725.No violations noted.  

Major areas inspected:operations,maintenance,engineering & 
plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980924 AVAIL: PDR 22pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9809090102A

ODID: 50-395/98-06 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: A4957 317 A4957 338 RIDS:

9810210103

TASK: DRN:
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9806090081 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/98-03 on 980330-0417.Violations noted.  

Major areas inspected:operations,maint,engineering & plant 
support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 980529 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

29pp.

ODID: 50-395/98-03

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9806090075B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: A3699 283 A3699 311 RIDS:

9801210176 

FROM: * 

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/97-13 on 971019-1129.Violations noted.Major 
areas inspected:operations,maint,engineering & plant 
support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 971223 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-395/97-13

46pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9801210167B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: A1856 289 A1856 334 RIDS:

NRC Info Notice 97-051, "Problems Experienced w/Loading & 
Unloading Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage & Transportation of 
Casks."

FROM: SLOSSON,M.M.  

TO:

ISSUED: 970711 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

11pp.

ODID: IEIN-97-051

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9707080365#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 93946 345 93946 355 RIDS: DF01

9707080365

DOCKET NO:
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9705080290 

FROM: *

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/97-01 on 970209-0322.No violations noted.  

Major areas inspected:operations,maintenance,engineering 
plant support.  

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 970417 AVAIL: PDR 37pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9705080281A

ODID: 50-395/97-01 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 92802 252 92802 293 RIDS:

9703280081

FROM: *

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/96-15 on 961229-970208.Violations noted.  

Major areas inspected:operations,maintenanceengineering & 

plant support.

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 970310 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: 50-:

34pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9703280069B

395/96-15 DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 92274 009 92274 046 RIDS:

9610010147 

FROM: * 

TO:

"Startup Report for VC Summer Nuclear Station Power Uprate." 

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 960923 AVAIL: PDR 6p] 

TASK: ODID: RC-96-0229

p. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTEST FPAC: 9610010143A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 89884 338 89884 343 RIDS:

TASK:
DRN:
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9610010143 Forwards Startup Rept for VCSNS Power Uprate.

FROM: TAYLOR,G.J. AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

TO: * AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

ISSUED: 960923 AVAIL: PDR ip. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9610010143* 

TASK: ODID: RC-96-0229 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 89884 337 89884 343 RIDS: IE26 
------------------------------------------------------

9607220160 NRC Info Notice 96-041, "Effects of Decrease in Feedwater 
Temperature on Nuclear Instrumentation."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K. AFFIL: N******* 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 960726 AVAIL: PDR lopp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9607220160# 

TASK: ODID: IEIN-96-041 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: FICHE: 89242 333 89242 342 RIDS: DF01

9501240077 Insp rept 50-395/94-27 on 941101-1216.Violations noted.Major 
areas inspected:activities associated w/SG replacement 
project.

FROM: AFFIL: 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 950110 AVAIL: PDR 21pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9501240066B 

TASK: ODID: 50-395/94-27 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 82419 274 82419 294 RIDS:
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Discusses 941215 meeting held in Region II ofc re results of 

util SG replacement outage & informs that meeting provided 
better understanding of project including challenges,mods & 
assessments made.Attendees list encl.

FROM: MERSCHOFF,E.W.  

TO: SKOLDS,J.L.  

ISSUED: 941220 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

123pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9501030177#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 82173 046 82173 168 RIDS: IE45

Notification of significant licensee meeting w/util on 
941215 to review SG replacement outage.

FROM: CANTRELL,F.S.

TO: *

ISSUED: 941027 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: NE R2

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9411300037#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81871 182 81871 183 RIDS: IE45

9411290084 

FROM: 

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/94-24 on stated date.Violations noted.Major 
areas inspected:activities associated w/steam generator 
replacement.  

AFFIL: 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 941118 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-395/94-24

33pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9411290079B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81858 256 81858 288 RIDS:

9501030177

9411300037
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9411250031 Amend 119 to license NPF-12,changing TS to support SG 

replacement.  

FROM: BATEMAN,W.H. AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 941118 AVAIL: PDR 38pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLLOLL FPAC: 9411250030A 

TASK: ODID: NPF-12 A 119 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81841 272 81841 309 RIDS: 
--------------------------------------------------

9411250030 Forwards amend 119 to license NPF-12 & safety evaluation.  

Amend changes TS to support SG replacement.  

FROM: WUNDER,G.F. AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

TO: SKOLDS,J.L. AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

ISSUED: 941118 AVAIL: PDR 3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9411250030* 

TASK: ODID: TAC M88172 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81841 269 81841 339 RIDS: DF01 
--------------------------------------------------

9411210068 Imforms of arrangements made re mgt meeting to be held on 

941215 in Atlanta,GA re SG replacement outage.Proposed 
meeting agenda encl.  

FROM: BOGER,B.A. AFFIL: NE R2 

TO: SKOLDS,J.L. AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

ISSUED: 941027 AVAIL: PDR 3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9411210068# 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81785 003 81785 005 RIDS: IE01 
-----------------------------------------------------
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9411070050 

FROM: 

TO:

Insp rept 50-395/94-22 on 940901-30.Violations noted.Major 
areas inspected:SG Replacement Project.  

AFFIL: 

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 941020 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-395/94-22

14pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9411070044B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81604 146 81604 159 RIDS:

Forwards basis for & description of revised SLB & FWLB 
analyses & results of revised analyses,supporting SG 
replacement TS Change Request TSP 930015.Revised page 
incorporating approved amend 116 to TS also encl.

FROM: SKOLDS,J.L.  

TO: WUNDER,G.F.

ISSUED: 941020 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

47pp.

ODID: RC-94-0275

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9410260147*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81456 134 81456 181 RIDS: A001

Forwards response to questions on EQ for SG replacement,per 
931029 submittal of majority of safety analysis results & 
associated TS changes for SG replacement.

FROM: SKOLDS,J.L.  

TO: WUNDER,G.F.  

ISSUED: 941017 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: RC-94-0270

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9410210166#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 81426 303 81426 305 RIDS: A001

9410260147

9410210166
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Discusses 940831 meeting w/util re preparations,safety 
assessment aspects & schedule for 940909 refueling outage 8 
& SG replacement combined multiproject.

FROM: BOGER,B.A.  

TO: SKOLDS,J.L.  

ISSUED: 940906 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

29pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9409160188#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 80907 049 80907 078 RIDS: IE45

Partially withheld insp rept 50-395/94-18 on 940718-0818 
(ref 10CFR73.21).Apparent violations being considered for 
escalated enforcement action.Major areas inspected:alarm 
stations,safeguards info,security training & qualification.

FROM: THOMPSON,D.H.

TO:

ISSUED: 940831 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9409130450A

ODID: 50-395/94-18 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 80848 236 80848 237 RIDS:

Notification of 940831 meeting w/util in Atlanta,GA to 
discuss refueling outage 8 & SG replacement plans.

FROM: CANTRELL,F.S.

TO: *

ISSUED: 940819 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: NE R2

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9409020024#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 80736 066 80736 067 RIDS: IE45

9409160188

9409130457

TASK:

9409020024

DRN:
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9407110101 Insp rept 50-395/94-14 on 940606-10.No violations noted.  
Major areas inspected:licensee SGRP mgt organization & 
staffing,nonconformance program & implementation of QA 
requirements.  

FROM: KLEINSORGE,P.E. AFFIL: NE R2 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 940623 AVAIL: PDR 8pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9407110094A 

TASK: ODID: 50-395/94-14 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 80133 339 80133 346 RIDS: 
-------------------------------------------------------

9405240197 Forwards response to NRC 940425 RAI for SG replacement (SGR) 
review.Rev to pages xiv & 3.2-3 of 931029,submittal 
supporting SGR TS changes.Informs that minor rev to LOCA 
hydraulic loads on core barrel made.  

FROM: SKOLDS,J.L. AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

TO: WU1NDER,G.F. AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

ISSUED: 940518 AVAIL: PDR 13pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9405240197# 

TASK: ODID: RC-94-0141 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 79487 342 79487 354 RIDS: A001 
-------------------------------------------------------

Responds to 931029 ltr re RAI for steam generator 
replacement review & provides questions to be addressed.

FROM: WUNDER,G.F. AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

TO: SKOLDS,J.L. AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

ISSUED: 940425 AVAIL: PDR 4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT 

TASK: ODID: TAC M88172 DIN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 79129 218 79129 221 RIDS: DF01 
-----------------------------------------------------

FPAC: 9405030159# 

DPN: DRN:

9405030159
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Insp rept 50-395/94-06 on 940222-24.No violations or 
deviations noted.Major areas inspected:SG replacement 
project.

FROM: KLEINSORGE,W.P.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 940316 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9403280193A

TASK: ODID: 50-395/94-06 DIN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 78653 252 78653 257 RIDS:

9403170303 

FROM: *

Proposed tech specs re steam generator replacement.  

AFFIL: EUTSCEG

TO: AFFIL:

ISSUED: 940311 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

72pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTECH FPAC: 9403170301A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 78607 005 78607 077 RIDS:

Confirms telephone conversation between RM Fowlks & FS 
Cantrell re briefing on plant SG Replacement Project to be 
conducted at Region II office on 940222.Proposed meeting 
agenda encl.

FROM: MERSCHOFF,E.W.  

TO: SKOLDS,J.L.  

ISSUED: 940214 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 9402280004#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 78275 043 78275 045 RIDS: IE01

9403280200

DPN: DRN:

9402280004
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Insp rept 50-395/94-01 on 940110-14 No violations noted.  
Major areas inspected:area of SG replacement project.

FROM: KLEINSORGE,W.P.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 940125 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9402150155A

TASK: ODID: 50-395/94-01 DIN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 78111 028 78111 033 RIDS:

Informs that licensee decided to reanalyze SBLOCA w/o credit 
for increase in SI flow for listed reasons,w/respect to SG 
replacement project.

FROM: SKOLDS,J.L.  

TO: WUNDER,G.F.  

ISSUED: 931221 AVAIL: PDR 

TASK: ODID: RC-93-03

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9401030371#

11 DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 77679 359 77679 360 RIDS: A001

Application for amend to license NPF-12,consisting of TS 
Change TSP 930017,revising Figures 3.9-1 & 3.9-2 to permit 
storage of fuel assemblies in Region 2 & 3,respectively,of 
spent fuel storage racks.

FROM: SKOLDS,J.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 931213 AVAIL: PDR 4pl 

TASK: ODID: RC-93-0304

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

p. DOCUMENT TYPE: TLAOOL FPAC: 9312230108*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 77630 136 77630 241 RIDS: A001

9402150162

9401030371

DPN: DRN:

9312230108
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9312220073 Summary of 931130 meeting w/SCE&G in Rockville,MD re 

licensee upcoming SG replacement,scheduled to begin Sept 
1994.List of attendees encl.

FROM: WUNDER,G.F. AFFIL: NRRBPP22 

TO: * AFFIL: NRRBPP22 

ISSUED: 931215 AVAIL: PDR 121pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CNMINS FPAC: 9312220073# 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 77562 100 77562 220 RIDS: DF01 
------------------------------------------------------

9311120077 Notification of 931130 meeting w/util in Rockville,MD to 
discuss SG replacement.

FROM: WUNDER,G.F. AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

TO: BAJWA,S.S. AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

ISSUED: 931109 AVAIL: PDR 3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9311120077# 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 77177 198 77177 201 RIDS: DF01 
------------------------------------------------------

9311080057 Proposed tech specs supporting SG replacement.

FROM: * AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 931029 AVAIL: PDR 35pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TSTECH FPAC: 9311080047A 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 77136 019 77136 053 RIDS: 
------------------------------------------------------
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NRC Info Notice 93-082, "Recent Fuel & Core Performance 
Problems in Operating Reactors."

FROM: GRIMES,B.^K.  

TO:

ISSUED: 931012 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

llpp.

ODID: IEIN-93-082

AFFIL: NRRBPO 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9310070159#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 77289 001 77289 012 RIDS: DF03 

Insp rept 50-395/93-16 on 930517-21.Deviation noted.Major 
areas inspected:design changes & mods & engineering support 
activities.

FROM: THOMAS,M.  

TO:

ISSUED: 930618 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

16pp.

ODID: 50-395/93-16

AFFIL: NE R2 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9307020134B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 75542 080 75542 095 RIDS:

Nonproprietary "Primary Loop Leak-Before-Break 
Reconciliation to Account for Effects of SG Replacement/ 
Uprating."

FROM: LEE,Y.S.

TO:

ISSUED: 930430 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: EMVWEST

AFFIL:

20pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRTOPR FPAC: 9305110064C

ODID: WCAP-13694 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 74886 288 74886 308 RIDS:

9310070159

DOCKET NO:

9307020147

9305110079

TASK: DRN:
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Requests that proprietary WCAP-13605, "Primary Loop Leak
Before-Break Reconciliation to Account for Effects of SG 
Replacement/Uprating" be withheld,per IOCFR2.790.

FROM: LIPARULO,N.J.

TO: MURLEY,T.

ISSUED: 930416 AVAIL: PDR 9p 

TASK: ODID: CAW-93-451

AFFIL: EMVWEST 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

p. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9305110064B

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 74886 279 74886 287 RIDS:

Insp rept 50-395/93-13 on 930412-16.No violations or 
deviations noted.Major areas inspected:ISI,SG tube specimen 
removal,SG replacement project & Flow Accelerated Corrosion.

FROM: KLEINSORGE,W.P.

TO:

ISSUED: 930426 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9305040209A

ODID: 50-395/93-13 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 74827 280 74827 288 RIDS:

Summary of 920812 meeting w/util in Rockville,MD re steam 
generator replacement.List of attendees & licensee handout 
used in meeting encl.

FROM: WUNDER,G.F.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920923 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

AFFIL: NRRBPP21

41pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CNMINS FPAC: 9210060163#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 63392 304 63392 343 RIDS: DF01

9305110074

9305040219

TASK:

9210060163

DRN:
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Forwards proposed schedule for submittal of info to support 
steam generator replacement.Delta Design 75 requirements & 
performance data will be submitted by 920831.

FROM: SKOLDS,J.L.  

TO: WUNDER,G.F.  

ISSUED: 920604 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: EUTSCEG 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ 

7pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 9206120008#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 62025 338 62025 344 RIDS: A001

Summary of 920109 meeting w/util in Rockville,MD to discuss 
licensee proposed SG replacement program.

FROM: WUNDERG.F.

TO: *

ISSUED: 920122 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

AFFIL: NRRBPP21

27pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CNMINS FPAC: 9201290221#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 60400 001 60400 027 RIDS: DF01

Notification of 920109 meeting w/util in Rockville,MD to 
discuss steam generator replacement at facility.

FROM: WUNDERG.F.  

TO: ADENSAM,E.G.  

ISSUED: 911231 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9201060079#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 60214 286 60214 288 RIDS: DF01

9206120008

9201290221

9201060079
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NRC Info Notice 91-075, "Static Head Corrections Mistakenly 
Not Included in Pressure Transmitter Calibr Procedures."

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.

TO:

ISSUED: 911125 AVAIL: PDR 3pp.

AFFIL: NRRBTA

AFFIL:

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9111190139#

ODID: IEIN-91-075

DOCKET NO:

9109240381

FICHE: 59881 112 59881 115. RIDS: 

Insp rept 50-395/91-18 on 910812-16.Violations noted but not 
cited.Major areas inspected:dose assessment,semiannual rept, 
environ monitoring,QA audits & radwaste storage.

FROM: SEYMOUR,D.A.

TO:

ISSUED: 910904 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NE R2

AFFIL:

20pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 9109240378A

ODID: 50-395/91-18 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 59185 065 59185 084 RIDS:

Notification of 910828 meeting w/util in Rockville,Md to 
discuss util SG replacement & technical support issues.

FROM: WUNDER,G.F.  

TO: ADENSAM,E.G.  

ISSUED: 910822 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

AFFIL: NRRBPP21 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9108270195#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000395 FICHE: 58893 005 58893 007 RIDS: DF01

9111190139

TASK: DIN: DPN: DRN:

TASK:

9108270195

DRN:
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Suppl 3 to NRC Info Notice 86-106, "Feedwater Line Break." 
Svc list encl.

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 881110 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

ll3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8811040324#

ODID: IEIN-86-106 S03DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 47559 072 47559 184 RIDS: 

IE Info Notice 84-73, "Downrating of Self-Aligning Ball 
Bushings Used in Snubbers." Svc list encl.

FROM: JORDAN,E.L.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 840914 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-84-73

AFFIL: NIEEM 

AFFIL: 

115pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8409110367#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 26653 194 26653 312 RIDS:

8811040324

DOCKET NO:

8409110367

DOCKET NO:



Surry Units 1 and 2 

Dockets 50-280 & 50-281 

Publicly Available
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NRC Info Notice 98-040, "Design Deficiencies Can Lead to 
Reduced ECCS Pump Net Positive Head During Design-Basis 
Accidents."

FROM: ROE,J.W.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 981026 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-98-040

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9810210103#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO:

9707080365

FICHE: A5629 163 A5629 171 RIDS: DF03 

NRC Info Notice 97-051, "Problems Experienced w/Loading & 
Unloading Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage & Transportation of 
Casks."

FROM: SLOSSON,M.M.

TO:

ISSUED: 970711 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: N*******

AFFIL:

llpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9707080365#

ODID: IEIN-97-051

FICHE: 93946 345 93946 355 RIDS: DF01 

NRC Info Notice 96-041, "Effects of Decrease in Feedwater 
Temperature on Nuclear Instrumentation."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 960726 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: IEIN-96-041

AFFIL: N******* 

AFFIL: 

lopp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9607220160#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 89242 333 89242 342 RIDS: DF01

9810210103

TASK:

DOCKET NO:

9607220160

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO:
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NRC Info Notice 93-082, "Recent Fuel & Core Performance 
Problems in Operating Reactors."

FROM: GRIMES,B.K.  

TO:

ISSUED: 931012 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

llpp.

ODID: IEIN-93-082

AFFIL: NRRBPO 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9310070159#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 77289 001 77289 012 RIDS: DF03 

NRC Info Notice 91-075, "Static Head Corrections Mistakenly 
Not Included in Pressure Transmitter Calibr Procedures."

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.  

TO:

ISSUED: 911125 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

3pp.

ODID: IEIN-91-075

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 9111190139#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 59881 112 59881 115 RIDS: 

Notification of 911022 counterparts meeting w/util in Glen 
Allen,VA to discuss status of planned mods to CCW sys, 
DCRDR,resolution of SRV setpoint drift & insp plans & issue 
& steam generator replacement oversight.Agenda encl.

FROM: BUCKLEY,B.C.  

TO: BERKOW,H.N.

ISSUED: 911011 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

4pp.

AFFIL: NRRBPP2T 

AFFIL: NRRBPP2T 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CMMEMO FPAC: 9110210204#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 59433 043 59433 046 RIDS: DF01

9310070159

DOCKET NO:

9111190139

DOCKET NO:

9110210204

DOCKET NO:
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LER 90-019-00:on 901218,all six main feedwater flow 
transmitters found isolated,equalized & drained.Caused by 
personnel error.Policy re personnel responsible for 
performing valve manipulation will be reviewed.W/910114 ltr.

FROM: KANSLER,M.R.

TO: *

ISSUED: 910114 AVAIL: PDR 5pp.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NIRCTQ

DOCUMENT TYPE: TRLER FPAC: 9101220501#

ODID: 90-019 DIN: 90-019 DPN: DRN: 00

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 56523 321 56523 325 RIDS: IE22

Suppl 3 to NRC Info Notice 86-106, "Feedwater Line Break." 
Svc list encl.

FROM: ROSSI,C.E.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 881110 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

AFFIL: NRRBTA 

AFFIL: 

ll3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8811040324#

ODID: IEIN-86-106 S03DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 47559 072 47559 184 RIDS: 

Forwards Press Release 84-94 re NRC proposed imposition of 
civil penalty in amount of $40,000 against util for 
allegedly assuming that all hydraulic snubbers rebuilt 
during steam generator replacement projects.

FROM: KAMMERER,C.

TO:

ISSUED: 840731 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

2pp.

AFFIL: NRCCA

AFFIL:

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 8510230016A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000000 FICHE: 33109 100 33109 101 RIDS:

9101220501

TASK:

8811040324

DOCKET NO:

8510230234
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8409110367 IE Info Notice 84-73, "Downrating of Self-Aligning Ball 
Bushings Used in Snubbers." Svc list encl.

FROM: JORDAN,E.L. AFFIL: NIEEM 

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 840914 AVAIL: PDR ll5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIIEIN FPAC: 8409110367# 

TASK: ODID: IEIN-84-73 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: FICHE: 26653 194 26653 312 RIDS:

8204230447 Expresses appreciation for use of video tape cassette re 
steam generator replacement project.Portions of tape were 
used during 811204 Commission briefing.

FROM: O'REILLY,J.P. AFFIL: NIE2D 

TO: LEASBURG,R.H. AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

ISSUED: 811230 AVAIL: PDR Ip. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 8204230447# 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 12817 154 12817 154 RIDS: IE31

8110190371 Forwards notice of proposed issuance of amends to facility 
OL,approving steam generator replacement program.

FROM: REID,R.W. AFFIL: NOROLOR4 

TO: PROFFITTW.L. AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

ISSUED: 771021 AVAIL: PDR 2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 8110190066B 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 10265 265 10265 271 RIDS:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NUDOCS PARTIAL RECORD FORMAT REPORT

8104300304 IE Insp Repts 50-280/81-07 & 50-281/81-07 on 810302-05.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected:steam generator 
replacement,IE Info Notice 81-04,cracking in main steam & 
feedwater lines & IE Bulletin 79-13.

FROM: CROWLEY,B.R.

TO:

ISSUED: 810317 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

7pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 8104300300A

ODID: 50-280/81-07 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 08398 011 08398 017 RIDS:

8103170585 LER 81-001/01T-0:on 810225,w/unit defueled for steam 
generator replacement,routine testing exam of loop A main 
steam piping revealed linear indications.Caused by corrosion 
pitting.Subj areas will be repaired.

FROM: WILSON,J.L.

TO: *

ISSUED: 810311 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NOIR2

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TRLER FPAC: 8103170579A

ODID: 81-001 DIN: 81-001 DPN: DRN: 0

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 07939 245 07939 247 RIDS: A002

IE Insp Repts 50-280/80-42 & 50-281/80-46 on 801203-05.No 
noncompliance-noted.Major areas inspected:followup on IE 
Bulletin 80-11 re masonry wall design & status of const for 
steam generator replacement.

FROM: LENAHAN,J.J.

TO:

ISSUED: 810128 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 8103040807A

ODID: 50-280/80-42 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 07812 166 07812 170 RIDS:

TASK: DRN:

TASK:

8103040814

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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PNO-II-81-019:on 810223 & 24,during steam generator 
replacement outage,ultrasonic insp detected linear defect in 
base metal on pipe in 30-inch main steam line of steam 
generators A,B & C.Cause under investigation.

FROM: SHYMLOCK,M.

TO:

ISSUED: 810225 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIPNOT FPAC: 8103040479#

ODID: PNO-II-81-019 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 07812 340 07812 341 RIDS: K001

PNO-II-80-141:on 800814,unit achieved criticality following 
extended outage for steam generator replacement.Reactor will 
remain at low power for 24-h to conduct physics testing.No 
further action anticipated.

FROM: HARDIN,A.K.  

TO:

ISSUED: 800815 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

Ip.

AFFIL: NOIR2 

AFFIL: 

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIPNOT FPAC: 8010090309#

ODID: PNO-II-80-141 DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 03627 362 03627 362 RIDS:

8009230013 Motion for stay of effectiveness of Amend 47 to OL, 
authorizing replacement of steam generators,pending appeal 
before US Court of Appeals for DC Circuit in which FES is 
challenged.W/Civil pleadings & excerpts of NUREG-0523.

FROM: DOUGHERTY,J.B.

TO: *

AFFIL: ECIPOTOM

AFFIL: NRCC

ISSUED: 800918 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

lllpp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TTPLED FPAC: 8009230013#

ODID: ISSUANCES OLA DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 06596 088 06596 198 RIDS: DS03

8103040479

TASK:

8010090309

DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Requests action concerning defective demineralizer design, 
related corrosion & cracking in steam generators & turbine 
discs.Commends NRC decision to require EIS re experimental 
replacement of steam generators.

FROM: ALLEN,J.

TO: BRADFORD,P.  

ISSUED: 800218 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: ECINAEC

AFFIL: NRCC 

4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 8007070059D

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: FICHE: 18385 229 18385 232 RIDS:

8005140076 

FROM: * 

TO: *

Summary of ACRS Subcommittee on Surry Nuclear Power Station 
800123 meeting in Washington,DC re review of proposed 
results of steam generator replacement.  

AFFIL: NACRS 

AFFIL: NACRS

ISSUED: 800414 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

22pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CNMINS FPAC: 8005140076#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 04952 001 04952 022 RIDS:

Confirms 800505 telcon re util 800429 ltr delaying steam 
generator replacement.Replacement will begin in Fall 1980.

FROM: SYLVIA,B.R.  

TO: DENTON,H.R.

ISSUED: 800509 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

Ip.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NRRD 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 8005120400#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 04907 196 04907 196 RIDS: A001

8007070079

8005120400



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Notifies NRC of plans to delay steam generator replacement.  
Facility will be shut down in Sept 1980 for refueling & 
returned to svc for 18 months before replacing steam 
generator.

FROM: SYLVIA,B.R.  

TO: DENTON,H.R.  

ISSUED: 800429 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 374

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NRRD 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 8005020159#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 18386 210 18386 211 RIDS: A001

Discusses options for disposal of reactor coolant pipe from 
Unit 1 steam generator replacement.Preferred option is 
onsite storage.

FROM: SYLVIA,B.R.  

TO: DENTON,H.R.

ISSUED: 800418 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 311

2pp.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NORD 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 8004220318#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 04660 009 04660 010 RIDS: A001

Notification of ACRS Subcommittee on Surry Nuclear Station 
800123 meeting in Washington,DC to continue review of steam 
generator replacement program.

FROM: HOYLE,J.C.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 791220 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NRCSEY 

AFFIL: 

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TFFRN FPAC: 8004150249#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

FICHE: 04586 348 04586 350 RIDS:

8005020159

8004220318

8004150249

DOCKET NO:
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PNO-II-79-048:on 791227,portable heater caught fire in 
containment area,requiring bldg evacuation.No injuries.Work 
limited prior to atmospheric testing.Unit shut down for 
steam generator replacement.

FROM: WEBSTER,R.H.

TO:

ISSUED: 791228 AVAIL: PDR IP.

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIPNOT FPAC: 8002060393#

ODID: PNO-II-79-048 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 01929 350 01929 350 RIDS:

Advises that steam generator replacement will be considered 
complete on 791231 for purpose of progress reporting 
requirements.Final rept to be issued by 800229.

FROM: STALLINGS,C.M.

TO: DENTON,H.R.

ISSUED: 800102 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

AFFIL: EUTVEPC

AFFIL: NORD

ip.

ODID: 1183

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 8001040555#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 01685 105 01685 105 RIDS: A001

IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-77 on 791002-05.No noncompliance 
noted.Major areas inspected:auxiliary bldg,steam generator 
replacement & observation of welding.

FROM: KLEINSORGE,W.P.

TO:

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 791024 AVAIL: PDR 6pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7912050550A

ODID: 50-281/79-77 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 01503 158 01503 164 RIDS:

8002060393

TASK:

8001040555

DRN:

7912050555

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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7911150574 PNS-79-066:on 790627,Wackenhut security ofc received bomb 
threat re facilities.Security ofc evacuated & searched;no 
bomb found.Facilities not operating due to steam generator 
replacement.

FROM: ERVIN,N.E.

TO:

ISSUED: 790627 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOID

AFFIL:

ip. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIPNOT FPAC: 7911150574#

ODID: PNS-79-066 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 01450 349 01450 349 RIDS:

Forwards J Dougherty 790418 petition submitted on behalf of 
intervenors Potomac Alliance,Citizens Energy Forum,VA 
Sunshine Alliance & Truth in Power.Requests halt to const & 
replacement of steam generators.W/o encl.

FROM: DENTON,H.R.  

TO: PROFFITT,W.L.  

ISSUED: 791024 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NORD 

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 7911070564#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 01293 070 01293 071 RIDS:

7911050492 Director's decision under 10CFR2.206,denying requests of 
citizen groups for suspension of DPR-37 & for preparation of 
EIS & programmatic EIS addressing environ impacts of steam 
generator replacement.

FROM: DENTON,H.R.

TO:

ISSUED: 791024 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: ,NORD

AFFIL:

73pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TTDEC FPAC: 7911050486A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 01268 003 01268 078 RIDS:

TASK:

7911070564

DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Responds to ltr re shutdown of five nuclear power plants.  
NRC terminated shutdown order for four of five plants after 
completion of reanalysis & mods to piping sys.One remains 
shut down for replacement of steam generators.

FROM: DENTON,H.R.  

TO: KENNEDY,W.H.  

ISSUED: 790921 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NORD 

AFFIL: ECI***** 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 7910090383#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: FICHE: 01114 111 01114 115 RIDS:

IE Insp Repts 50-280/79-41 & 50-281/79-61 on 790717-20.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected:feedwater piping 
insp per IE Bulletin 79-13,steam generator replacement & 
inservice insp program.

FROM: BLAKE,J.J.  

TO: 

ISSUED: 790817 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID: 50-280/79-41

AFFIL: NOIR2 

AFFIL: 

4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7910020098A

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 01062 313 01062 316 RIDS:

IE Insp Repts 50-280/79-40 & 50-281/79-40 on 790604-0706.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected:plant operations & 
mgt,including steam generator replacement outage work.

FROM: BURKE,D.J.

TO:

ISSUED: 790719 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7909200155A

ODID: 50-280/79-40 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 00975 003 00975 005 RIDS:

7910090383

7910020113

7909200160

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Discusses insp & replacement of HEPA filters re steam 
generator replacement project.Requests concurrence in 
changing frequency of filter replacement from monthly to 
quarterly to provide better data for surveillance program.

FROM: STALLINGS,C.M.  

TO: DENTON,H.R.

ISSUED: 790913 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

Ip.

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NORD 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7909170437#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 00956 300 00956 300 RIDS: A001

IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-36 on 790417-20.No noncompliance 
noted.Major areas inspected:licensee work plans & progress 
of steam generator replacement.

FROM: SANDERS,W.F.

TO:

ISSUED: 790620 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIRI

AFFIL:

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7908280174A

ODID: 50-281/79-36 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 15078 154 15078 156 RIDS:

IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-41 on 790529-0601.No noncompliance 
noted.Major areas inspected:steam generator replacement, 
welding & associated activities & nondestructive 
examinations.

FROM: KLEINSORGE,W.P.

TO:

ISSUED: 790626 AVAIL: PDR 6pp.

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7908240147A

ODID: 50-281/79-41 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 00780 125 00780 130 RIDS:

7909170437

7908280182

TASK:

7908240151

DRN:

TASK: DRN:
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IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-39 on 790619-22.No noncompliance 
noted.Major areas inspected:steam generator replacement 
program QA audits,control of nonconformance repts & welding 
activities.

FROM: GOUGE,M.J.

TO:

AFFIL: NOIR2C

AFFIL:

ISSUED: 790706 AVAIL: PDR 4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7908230688A

ODID: 50-281/79-39 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 00795 356 00795 359 RIDS:

IE Insp Repts 50-280/79-31 & 50-281/79-49 on 790430-0601.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected:plant operations & 
maint,including Unit 2 steam generator replacement outage 
work,& followup on previously identified items.

FROM: BURKE,D.J. AFFIL: NOIR2

TO: AFFIL:

ISSUED: 790626 AVAIL: PDR 4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7908150528A

ODID: 50-280/79-31 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 00678 304 00678 307 RIDS:

IE Insp Repts 50-280/79-16 & 50-281/79-24 on 790327-30.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected: reactor coolant 
pipe decontamination & radiation protection aspects of steam 
generator replacement project.

FROM: EWALD,S.C. AFFIL: NOIR2

TO: AFFIL:

ISSUED: 790515 AVAIL: PDR 5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7907230708A

ODID: 50-280/79-16 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 00359 216 00359 220 RIDS:

7908230691

TASK:

7908150533

DRN:

TASK:

7907230724

DRN:

TASK: DRN:
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IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-30 on 790418-20.No noncompliance 
noted.Major areas inspected:removal activities,welding 
operations & welding procedures for steam generator 
replacement.

FROM: ERB,C.M. AFFIL: NOIR2C

TO: AFFIL:

ISSUED: 790508 AVAIL: PDR 3 pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7907200278A

ODID: 50-281/79-30 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 00411 253 00411 255 RIDS:

IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-23 on 790402-05.No noncompliance 
noted.Major area inspected:steam generator replacement 
welding activities.

FROM: CROWLEY,B.R.

TO:

ISSUED: 790425 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

5pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7906260599A

ODID: 50-281/79-23 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 15078 181 15078 185 RIDS:

IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-22 on 790402-05.No noncompliance 
noted.Major areas inspected:const status re steam generator 
replacement.

FROM: HERDT,A.R. AFFIL: NOIR2C

TO: AFFIL:

ISSUED: 790423 AVAIL: PDR 4pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7906260197A

ODID: 50-281/79-22 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 15078 188 15078 191 RIDS:

7907200290

TASK:

7906260603

DRN:

TASK:

7906260201

DRN:

TASK: DRN:



U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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7906050318 Requests amend to OL in form of proposed Tech Spec Change 
78.Forwards required LOCA-ECCS analysis results supporting 
full-rated power operation after replacement of steam 
generators.  

FROM: STALLINGS,C.M. AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

TO: SCHWENCER,A. AFFIL: NOROSRI 

ISSUED: 790531 AVAIL: PDR 46pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7906050318# 

TASK: ODID: 388 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000281 FICHE: 15078 264 15078 308 RIDS: A001

Requests reconsideration of issuance of license Amends 46 & 
47 for replacement of steam generators.Also requests public 
hearing & EIS.

FROM: BERICK,D. AFFIL: EPSEPI 

TO: HENDRIE,J. AFFIL: NRCC 

ISSUED: 790220 AVAIL: PDR 2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: 

TASK: ODID: DIN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: * * * * RIDS: 

7905240189 Forwards 790220 ltr requesting NRC to con 
prepare EIS on proposed replacement of st 
Related Fr notice encl.  

FROM: DENTON,H.R. AFFIL: NORD 

TO: PROFFITT,W.L. AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

ISSUED: 790404 AVAIL: PDR 2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: 

TASK: ODID: DIN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: * * * * RIDS:

CLINC FPAC: 7905240189A 

DPN: DRN:

duct hearing & 
eam generators.

CLOUT FPAC: 7905240189* 

DPN: DRN:

7905240199
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IE Insp Rept 50-281/79-11 on 790213-16.No noncompliance 
noted.Major area inspected:steam generator replacement.

FROM: WILCOX,J.D.

TO:

ISSUED: 790314 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2C

AFFIL:

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7905070115A

ODID: 50-281/79-11

'5000281 FICHE: * * * * RIDS: 

Notifies that steam generator replacement program initial 
progress rept for 790203-0331 is being prepared.Reporting 
period should cover two months rather than 60 days.

FROM: STALLINGS,C.M.  

TO: DANTON,H.R.

ISSUED: 790502 AVAIL: PDR

TASK:

Ip.

ODID: 323

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: *

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

AFFIL: NORD 

DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7905040380#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

* * * RIDS: A001

IE Insp Repts 50-280/79-02 & 50-281/79-02 on 790102-0202.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected:plant physical 
barriers & preparations for steam generator replacement.

FROM: BURKE,D.J.

TO:

ISSUED: 790312 AVAIL: PDR

AFFIL: NOIR2

AFFIL:

9pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7905020012A

ODID: 50-280/79-02 DIN: DPN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: *

7905070118

TASK:

DOCKET NO: 0

7905040380

DIN: DPN: DRN:

7905020019

TASK: DRN:

* * * RIDS:
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7904190283 Requests NRC reconsider issuance of Amend 46 & 47 to 
Licenses DPR-32 & DPR-37,convene public hearing re 
replacement of steam generators & review negative 
declaration.

FROM: BERICK,D. AFFIL: EPSEPI 

TO: HENDRIE,J.M. AFFIL: NRCC 

ISSUED: 790220 AVAIL: PDR 2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7904190261B 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: * * * * RIDS:

7904130176 Requests action re accident during replacement of steam 
generator.Suggests suspension of further work until public 
hearings are held & EIS issued.

FROM: POLLARD,R. AFFIL: ECICEA 

TO: HENDRIE,J.M. AFFIL: NRCC 

ISSUED: 790221 AVAIL: PDR Ip. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7904130175A 

TASK: ODID: DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 15247 028 15247 028 RIDS:

7903280075 IE Insp Repts 50-280/79-04 & 50-281/79-04 on 790115-19.No 
noncompliance noted.Major areas inspected:steam generator 
replacement.

FROM: WILCOX,J.D. AFFIL: NOIR2

TO: AFFIL: 

ISSUED: 790213 AVAIL: PDR 3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: TIINSP FPAC: 7903280074A 

TASK: ODID: 50-280/79-04 DIN: DPN: DRN: 

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 15087 252 15087 254 RIDS:
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Forwards citizen 781229 request for NRC to conduct hearing & 
prepare EIS on proposed replacement of steam generators.

FROM: DENTON,H.R.  

TO: PROFFITT,W.L.  

ISSUED: 790201 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

AFFIL: NORD 

AFFIL: EUTVEPC 

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLOUT FPAC: 7902260597*

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 27762 019 27762 023 RIDS:

7902120213

FROM: *

TO: *

Forwards 781229 ltr from North Anna Environ Coalition to 
NRC,requesting EIS before steam generator replacement.  
Supports request & urges public hearing on issue.

AFFIL: ECITIP 

AFFIL: NRCSEY

ISSUED: 790124 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

3pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7902120213#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 03099 358 03099 360 RIDS:

7901110333 Requests thorough EIS on VEPCO's proposed steam generator 
replacement & asks Commission to hold public hearing 
requiring VEPCO to show cause why hazardous procedure should 
be allowed.

FROM: ALLEN,J. AFFIL: ECINAEC 

AFFIL: NRCSEYTO: *

ISSUED: 781229 AVAIL: PDR

TASK: ODID:

2pp. DOCUMENT TYPE: CLINC FPAC: 7901110333#

DIN: DPN: DRN:

DOCKET NO: 05000280 FICHE: 15247 055 15247 058 RIDS:

7902260597
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MEMORANDUM FOR: A. Schwencer, Chief, Operating Reactors Branch No. 1 
Division of Operating Reactors 

FROM: V. S. Noonan, Chief, Engineering Branch 
Division of Operating Reactors 

SUBJECT: SURRY UNITS 1 AND 2 - STEAM GENERATOR 
REPAIR PROGRAM (TAC 7108) 

Plant Name: Virginia Electric and Power Company - Surry Units 1 and 2 
NSSS Vendor: Westinghouse 
Docket Numbers: 50-280 and 281 
Operating Reactors Branch and Project Manager: ORB-1, D. Neighbors 
Description of Task: Review of Steam Generator Repair Program 
Review Status: Complete 

The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, has reviewed 
Virginia Electric and Power Company's proposed steam generator repair 
program for Surry Units I and 2. The document reviewed was entitled, 
"steam Generator Repair Program, Surry Power Station Unit Nos. I and 2" 
including Revisions I thru 6.  

We have concluded that the repair program is acceptable. Our input to 
-- - the overall safety evaluation report is attached.  

-.. -.. ,.. 0,+, •. 4., * 4 , . P 

Vincent S. Noonan, Chief 
Engineering Branch 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosure: As stated 

Contact: R. LaGrange 
"49-28060 

cc: See page 2
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B. GrifleS 
0. Eiseflbut 

B. D. Lilli 
F. Alneter 
J. Strasnider' 
W. Russell 
D! N4eighbors 
R . LaLGrange
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OCT 0 5 1978

SURRY UNITS 1 & 2 
STEAM GENERATOR REPAIR PROGRAM 

SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT 

S.... ... ENGINEMNI,5WAG WH ' 
*: DIVISION OF OPERATING REACTORS 
I.•.  

INTRODUCTION 

History of Steam Generator Operation 

Surry Units I and 2 began commercial operation on December 22, IQ72, and 
May 1, 1973, respectively. Like almost all units with U-tube desiqn steam 
generators, they began operation utilizinn a sodium phosphate secondary 
water chemistry treatment. This treatnent was designed to remove precipitated 
or suspended solids by blowdown and was successful as a scale inhibitor.  
However, during early use many PWR U-tubed steam generators with Inconel 600 tubing 
experienced stress corrosion cracking. 'he cracking was attributed to free 
caust 4 c which can be formed when the Na/PO, ratio exceeds the recommended limit 
of 2.6. In addition, some of the insoluble metallic phosphates, formed by the 
reaction of sodium phosphates witi the dissolved solids in the feedwater, 
were not adequately removed by blowdown. These precipitated phosphates 
tended to accu-nulate as sludge on the tubesheet and tube supports 
at the central portion of the tube bundle where restricted water 
t'ow and high heat flux occurs. Phospha2 concentration (hideout) 
a: crevices in areas of the steam generator, noted above, caused 
loczlized wastage resulting in thinning of the tube wall. The problem 
of stress corrosion cracking was corrected by maintaining the Na/P04 
ratio between 2.6 and 2.3. Although the recormnended Na,'kC4 ratio 
was maintained, it did not correct the phosphate hidecut problem that 
caused wastage of the Inconel-600. Largely to correct the wastage and 
caustic stress corrosion cracking encountered with the phosphate 
treataent, most PWRs with a U-tube design steam generator usinc a phosphate 
treatnent for the secondary coolant have now converted to an all volatile 
chemistry (AVT). Both Surry I and 2 were converted around Janua-y, !975.  

In 1975, radial deformation, or the so-called "denting", of steam generator 
tubes occurred in several PWR facilties including Surry I and 2, a6ter 4 
to 14 months operation, followino the conversion from a sodium phosohate 
treatment to an AVT chemistry for the steam generator secondary coolant.  
Tube denting occurs predominantly in rigid regions or so-:alled "hard spots" 
in the tube support plates. These hard spots are located in the tube lanes 
'.etween the six rectangular flow slots in the supccrt p~ates near the center 
of the tube bundle and around the peripherial locatinns of the Support plate 
where the plate is wedged to the wrapper and shell. The harC sport areas do 
not contain tho array of water circulation holes '-und elsewhere in the supccrt 

l ates.............. ... . ....
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The phenomenon of denting has been attributr.I to the accelerated corrosion 
of the carbon steel support plates at the tube/tube support plate'inter
sections (annuli). The corrosion product (magnetite) from the carbon 
steel plate occupies approximately twice the volume of the material 
corroded. Thus, the continuing corrosion exerts sufficient compressive 

forces to diametrically deform the tube and crack the tube support 
plate ligaments between the tube holes and water circulation holes.  
As a result of the tube support plate deformation, the rectangular flow 
slots began to "hourglass;" i.e., the central portion of the parallel 
f0ow slot walls have moved closer so that some of flow slots are 
closed or narrower in the center than at the ends.  

On September 15, 1976, during noraml operation, one U-tube in the inner
most row parallel to the rectangular flow slots in steam generator A 
at Surry Unit No. 2 rapidly developed a substantial primary to secondary 
leak (about 80 gpmi). After removal of the damaged tube and subsequent 
laboratory analysis, it was established that the leak resulted from an 
axial crack, approximately 4-1/4 inches in length, in the U-bend apex 
due to intergranular stress corrosion cracking that initiated from 
the primary side. Since the Initial parallel flow slot wall in the top.  
su:Aort plate has moved closer, the support plate material around the 
tubes nearest this central portion of these flow slots has also moved 
inwar', in turn forcing an Inward displacement of the legs of the U-bends 
at these locations. This inward mQvement of the legs of the U-bends at 

-ese jocations cause' increase in the hoop strain and ovality of the 
".res at the U-bend apex. It is this additional increase in strain at 
tne a;ex of the U-bend which is believed to be required tc initiate 
s:tres corrmsion cracking of the Inconel 6CO alloy tubing exposed tz PWR 
P4a,-y coolant.  

Subsequent to the BC gcm leak at -Sur YUn+t•2',"the4RC-has, imrcse'j augmented 
. . . .i v~i~ein'speCtCn requirements on Sur-y Units I and 2. Turkey point 

Units 3 and 4, San Onofre Unit I and Indian Point Unit 2. in addition, 

ope-ating restrictions and limited periods of operation, tyoically six mcnths, 

betwVeen inspections are also imposed on severly oegraded units, i.e., Sui'r 

Units I and 2 and Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. The augmented inspection 
requirements include an assessment of the ma;nitude and progression of tube 
denting, and support plate deformation and/or cracking.  

Reasons tor Steam Generator Replacement.  

The six steam generators at Surry Units 'I and 2 have all, ince-.cne a s t .n•=1cant 

amcunt o' decradation since they began co)era:ton. The wasta•e ane tertin; 

;nenomena, discussed earlier, have led to týue wall tninnina, suzocr: 

:1ate flew slot hcurglassing and plate lisament crackina, tn.,tue .e.n.to. st-ess 

corrosion cracking, and saveral instances o4 :rima-y to secornea-y leatace 

.througth cracked tubes. As of Seotember, tibe Dcc~nc 'cr varicus 

POOR BRI1U A1
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reasons has resulted In removng 21.4 of the steam generator tubes 

in Unit 1 and 21.5% of •"the ltubes-t in Unit 2..from continuing service.  

Due to the continuing denting~related problems.the ce-tainty of additional 
tube plugging that may resultlin2 power de-rating, and the economic 

considerations for.operatin . teduced.heat transfer 

"6c0afties Gn'thejtwo Units; irgVinia- Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) 
submitted a prooosal Ifor th'plac5ment of the degraded portions of the 

steam generators5-% , - .  

DESCRIPTION OF REPLACFENTSTEAMNGENERATORS 

Mechanical Design and Materials Chang'es 

During 1975 several modifications were made to the exisiting steam gener

ators to increase the circulation ratio. The modifications consisted 
of removing the downcomerjreslstance plate, improving the moisture 
separators, modifying the blowdownarrangement inside the steam generators, 
Installing tube'lane blocking' devices, and modifying the feedring.  
These modlfications:wi1,..be,'retained or improved upon In the replace-nent 
steam generators.'l A1so,'.additional modifications, as discussed below, 
will be incorporated Into-the'.replacements.  

A flow distribution baf'fle plate$.located 18" above th" tubesheet, will 

be used in the replacement generators. The baffle plate is designed 
to assist and direct the lateral flow across the tubesheet surface, 
minimize the number of tubes exposed to sludge, and cause the sludge 
to deposit near the center of..the tube bundle at the blowdown intake.  

An improved blowdown system is to be incorporated in the reolacenent steam 
generators. The new system.willlincrease blowdown capacity and utilize 
two 2-Inch Schedule 40 Inconel inirnal blowdown pipes. The blowdown 
intake location is coordinated with the baffle plate design so that the 

maximum intakelis located where the greatest amount of sludge is expected 
to deposit. 

Unlike the existing designo the replacement generators will have all the 

:ties expanded tO the full:depth.of the tubesheet to eliminate the potential 
cor.tamlnant ¢oncentration..,i te$s,•;Y•

The tube support plate material will be changed from carbon steel to SA-24C 

Type 405 ferritic stainless steel.e• The baffle plate discussed earlier will 

also be constructed of SA-240 Type 405. The licensee states that this 

material is much more corrosion resistant in the chemistry expected during 

operation of the steam generator than is the currently utilized carbon 

steel. Corrosion of SA-240 will result in.an oxlde which occjpies 

approximately tht same volume as the parent material, whereas corrosion 

of carbon steel resulta in oxides which have approximately twice the 
volume oV the parent materia.' 

""� -.. •R *•.IG-N.  
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The tube su i pltSi&0Wthere FOP OSDnt steam generators will be the 

new quatrefoilZ'desigfl. '-The,.quatrefoiI design. Consistinqo orfo 
lobes and foui~support landi,,provides support to the tube while allow

Ing water flow'-O fldi. j'Ths;desisfl has a lower pressure drop across 
,the thickness~of the plati.thaflthe existing drilled circulation hole 

design and results in higher 'average flow velocities dong the tubes, 
wh,:- should prevent sludge de~sposltiofl.  

,he tubes nterelacDet eertors will bi recessed slW;ý.ty invto 

the tubesheet holes and then ,velded to the tub,-sheet cladding. This 

design reduces entry pressure losses and eliminates locations for possible 

crud bu ildup.  

Since the circulat-4ofl ratio will be greater in the replacTement 
generators, 

modifications to the moisture separator equipment will be made to 
ac omodate this craS<

The new lower shell assemblies will have additional access ports that 

will improve access for the inspection of the tubesheet and flow distri

bution baffle, and assist * n slude lancing. A 2-inch nozz'se is being 

added to the upper shell to' facilitate the wet layup of the steam generators 

during periods of Inactivity."A.This nozzle can be used for addition 
of che~iicals to maintain water quality. To lessen downtime and facilitate 

maintenance and inspection, .a 3/S-Inch primary shell drain is included 

in the cba'anel bead of the replacwement generators to improve a drainago of 
the channel head. The replacement steam generators will also have 
closure rings welded Inside the channel head at the base ef &each primary 
nozzle so that closure plates can be installed during primary chamber 
maintenance.  

Heat Treatment of Tubing i 

The Inconel 600 tubi-g used in the replacement steam qeneratzrs 
will be 

thermally treated to reduce residual stresses imparted by tube processing, 
thereby improving its resistance to stress corrosion. Several benefit's 

are ex.-ected to result from this heat treae~ment such as improveA 

- resis-tameC Ift. stress corrosion- cracking-tn MOP.,' resistance to inter;ranular 
attack in oxygenated envirnmients. and resistance to Interranular 
attack in sulphur-containiflg species. The thermal treatment, will be 
wit~hin a time-tememture band to avoid formation of a chromium 
dep'let~ed grain bcundary layer (sensitization).  

ASMI' Code and euaoi~~e Ioeetto 

All niew component parts of the 'replactment steam, ;enerat-orS will .6_e 

designed and fa",ricated to the 197& edioion of t!eAM oir rdpesr 
Vessel COde. including all-addenda through Winter, 1976. Adciitiora~jy 
Ali ;1iW9 weld end prpwldf nd vicndestructive examinat-1on wl 

~ a ccrdanc with the iprlicable sections of tohe latest e.iticn of 
tne ASvt POads. Also$ appl~cable Regulatory Guides will be utilized.  

.' ~-J
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EVALUATION" 

Effects of Steam Generator Design Chances 

Several design changes, as discussed above, will be incorporated in the 
replacement steam generators. " Our evaluation of these chances is given
b I oW.  

We concur that a flow distribution baffle plate should minimize or a 
least reduce, the number of tubes expoced to sludge, and cause the s 
to deposit near the blowdown intake. Use of this baffle plate, in Cl 
junction with the increased blowdown capacity, will reduce the 
potential for tube wastage since fewer tubes -ill be exposed to less 
sludge.

t 
Iudce 
on-

Full depth expansion of the tubes In the tubesheet is an improvement over the exisiting ;artially expanded arrangement and will prevent both crevice boiling and buildup of impurites in the tube to tubesheet crevice 
region.  

A quatrefoil support plate design will be utilized in the replacement stea generators. In contrast, the existing steam generators use -rille hole Support Plates which have a very limited opening between the tube and tube support plate.- The-maJeri-tY"of flw" ii'this drilled -.-.. at-e-des-i;n is-through the circulation holes. The tube dentino ;nern=,on, discussed earlier, has occurred when corrosio•r Products (,-a-ne:ite) have built up in the tube/tube support plate intersections 
_ {a.uli)_ + the extent that the gap between the tube and support plate closes completely. The broached or quatrefoil design has no cir:ulation 1,cles and permits substantial flow and much hicher flow velocity through t.e large open spaces. This results In a continuous flushing and scouring action, thus tending to wash out this area and prevent the deveicnment of a concentration mec.anism for sludge depcsits or scales in this area. Addl:ior;lly, the open areas provide sutstantia" s:ace for tube s-.::c-: ;late metal to ex;and into without exerting Ta.,:r com•ressive fores on the tubes, even If one assimes that there ,,".. C:ntinue to ze sa'bs.an:1al ma;netite growth which, as ncted be1:w, is rendere.  ,si-.nifiant by the use of stainless steel for tute sjopcr: ;lates 
rithe- than carbon steel. -;.  

The qa:re'oil support Plate desi;n has led t: some tj'.e e:rata:icr, "i, t.e form. of a type of erosion cavitation me:han-ism, in crce--Vc't stea- .en•eatwcrs. Although the licensee has su;.este. that tnis W-11 nc: ze a ;rotle, in recirculating desiens, the s:aff fees that tte ;penmen.n Is no: well understood to ass•.e that recir:, Iatinc t':e "tesilr.s will not see this type of de.radaticn. Des:4,e t,-is reservat:and fce the reassons discussed atove with recard t: tibe dertin;, we concur that the quatrefoil support olate desi.,-n is a" l-:-ove,: 
o ?- tne exis:in; :rilled hWe arrange;ent anz shoul! be less ;rne 
"z: denting.  

POOR ORIGINAI.
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The replacement steam gernerators will use SA-240 Type 405 ferritlc 
stainless steel for both the tube support plates and flow distrlb~ation 
baffle plate. The corrosion data pro-vided indicate that', under the test 
conditions, Type 405 stainless steel will be a greatly imprOved 
material for tube support plates over the carbon steel presently used.  
In the event that denting reactions be initiate., the staff would 
have some concern over the propensity of this material for stress 
tzrresion cracking in a chloride envirornment. However, tbe licensee 

r ..,..:ears to have taken the proper-precautioxis. in. Lt-ess.reil~evlfg it to 
Thfllbl the likelihood that stress corrosion will occur.  

The Inconel 600 tubing will be thermally treated, which should result 
in improvement in Its resistance to stress corrosion cracking in 
the primary coolant and secondary water, particularly in the U-bend 
regions. We find this residual stress relieving process to be 
satisfactory and an improvement over existing practice.  

We have also eviluated the lice-see's response to a question reqarding fatigue 

and wear of steam genepator tubes that could possibly result from flow 
induced vibration. Conservative calculations show that the maximum 
value o2 the alternating stress is well below the endurance limit for 
the tube material, even if clearances between tubes and support clates are 
assumed to increase due to mechanical wear. Additionally, averace values 
of wear coefficients for the new support plate material, tvpe 4045 stainless 
steel, are much lower than average values for the old, cartoon steel, support 
plate material. Therefore, we concur that support plate wear and tu'ke fatigue 
should not be a problem in the new steam generators.  

The use of "J-tubes" In the replacenent steam generators and the possibility 
of fatig~ problems resulting from flow induced vibration has been addressed 

I~y the applicant. J-tubes are very stiff and, therefore, have a very 
high fundamental frequency relative to. frqece fan o.ni 
a seismic or vibrational analysis. The J-tubes meet the ASME Coce 

fatigue requirements. Also, fatigue failures of 3-tubes in operatin~g 
units have never been encountered. We find the use of J-tutes inte 
replacen-ent steam generators to be acceodt.,ble.  

CONCLL'S CN 

Based on the info mation discussed and the evalualhl'cn made above, we conclude 

that the licensee's proposed steam generator rerlace-nent- prc~ram is acce:.table 
and there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the -9ublic 
will not be endangered during the exerutlon of the ;rog;ram -or followingc 
its com~pletion. We further conclude that the new stear. :ere-itzr desizn 
has incorwoated features to eliminate the Doterntial frvrosf~ 

of tube degradation observed to data.  

POR ORIGINAL
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1E*CRO.'XUM FOR:

FR .!:.

SUBJECT:

A. ~ccwncar. Chl~ef, Op.era.tirn 'ReacterS Franch 91 

Division of ^pera" eectrs 

0. Eisenhut, Assistant Oire•:tor. Systrems .& Projects, 
Division of Operating Reactors 

DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION OF STEAM GENEREATOR REPLACEM.ENT 
PROGRAM AT SURRY UNTITS I & 2

Plant Hame: Surry Units I & 2 
Docket Ho.: 50-280 
Responslile Branch: ORB 41 
Project Manager: D. Neighbors 
Reviewing Branch: Plant Systems Branch 
Status; Complete 

Enclosed is the Plant Systems Branch input to the Safety Evaluation 

Report for the repltc•.•'ee,.t of st.aa generAtors at Surry Pcwer 
Station Units I and 2.  

Protection. measures to protect savety-reiated structures, sysL'tis 

repaired xnit. ue have fc-und that tht 1-..-seeWs p.t,.17. 7 rovi.e 

adequate measuras ia these areas for t-.e safe execution of the 
nianned steam generator repairs.  

.................... . °. e.+.. ,*

D.G. Eise wt,., /.%SiSt4't:!e• 
Systems and Projects 
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosure: 
As stated

Contact: S. MacKay 
X28077

cc wfenclosure D.  
G.  
B.

Elsenhut 
Lalnas 
Buckley 
MacKay

D.  D.  
R.  
R.

Neighbors Tondi 
Ferguson 
Colmar

S.  M.  
E.

Rhow Virgil io 
Sylvester

DOR:PS ... DQBŽLL.SL/PJ.LSB RSLIPSB--DOR j....J.. ..... OR:A0/$).P 
,U ,, * .S_ Kj_ L. _ .B -e --- --S I DTondi RFe ficu son - Eisenhu: 

,,,. JoQL,1./8_7 ..... 1 .- .10.../ .. . . . /7'
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

A. Schwencer, Chief, Operating Reactors Branch No. 1, DOR 

G. Knighton, Chief, Environmental Evaluation Branch, DOR 

SURRY - STEAM GENERATOR REPAIR PROJECT - LICEUSE CONDITION 
CHANGE (TAC 12114)

PLANT NAME: Surry Power.Station Units No. 1 and 2 
DOCKET NOS:: 50-280, -281 
RESPONSIBLE BRANCH: ORB 01 
PROJECT MANAGER: D. Neighbors 
REVIEW STATUS: EEB - Complete 

By letter dated August 31, 1979, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (the 
licensee) requested a change to a license condition which applies to the steam 
generator replacement project for both units. The current license condition 
requires the use of temporary containment and ventilation systems -for certain 
cutting and grinding operations. The licensee proposes to amend this require
ment such that temporary containment system will be used based oh ALARA con
siderations as determined by the Health Physics Coordinator. The reason for 
the proposed change Is that experience gained during the replacement project 
for Unit 2 showed that, in some cases, the installation and removal of. tempo
rary containment systems resulted in more personnel radiation exposure from 
direct radiation sources than they saved by mnimiztng~the..spread of loose 

We have reviewed the licensee's request .vd-based upon discussions with Surry 
personnel. during site visits and their submittal, we find the proposed change 
acceptable. A safety evaluation supporting the proposed change is attached.  

(s) L. Barrett for

Enclosure: 
As stated

cc: D. Eisenhut 
J. Miller 
W. Gammh Ior D. Nei ghbors 
'W. Kreger

T.  

H.  
H.

Murphy' 
Minns 
Grotenhuis 
Silver 
Pasedag___

George W. Knighton, Chief 
Environmental Evaluation Branch 
Division of oierating Reactors 

DISTRIBUTION;.  
• EEB Reading 

NRR Reading 
G. Kni.ghton 
L. Barrett •~ ~ G C" a" 81P.1,o/90

. 1. nItn +4.tnn A/M:R _ .--0 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555 

E'r&. sui e ..u ,

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF :IUCLEAR REAC'OR REGULATI114 
SUPPORTIrMG A1ENDMIET 140. TO LI: Z"SE rO.  

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND PO!;ER COMPAN•Y 

SURRY POWER STATION UNITS I AND 2 

DOCKET NOS. 50-280, -281

Introduction ...-* ... a.... - **. S C

By letter dated August 31, 1979, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (the 

licensee) requested a change to License Condition 3.6.2.1. for the Surry Station 

steam generator replacement project. The current license condition requires the 

use of temporary containment and ventilation systems whenever cutting and grind

ing operations involving components with removable radioactive contamination 

> 2200 DPM/lO0 cm2 are being performed. The change requested would allow the 

Health Physics Coordinator to determine the need for these systems on a case

by-case basis.  

Discussion 

The purpose of the original license was to protect the wcrkers and the environ

ment from airborne contaminants released as a result of cutting and grinding 

operations.  

It has been determined, however, that the installation of temporary containment 

systems can result in a-higher occupational radiation exposure to personnel when 

compared to direct operations without the use of the temporary containments. This 

can occur because the radiation exposures received by personnel installing and 

removing the temporary containments may exceed the exposures caused by the spread 

of radioactive contamination especially for operations involving low contamina

tion level components in relatively high direct radiation fields. In addition, 

samples taken during cutting operations has shown that airborne activity generated 

tended to be localized to the extent that only those workers performing the opera

tion would be exposed to the contaminants. Adequate protection could be provided 

by use of respiratory equipment. This technique would allow for protection from 

airborne contamination while subsequently reducing exposures caused by the instal

lation of temporary systems. The proposed change will peovide fir:her assurance that 

occupational exposures will be maintained As Low As Reas:nably 4coievable (ALARA).

We have reviewed the 
In addition, we have 
during site visits.  
orooosal acceptable.

licensee's submittal arn d te tasis =:- t:e :rcoosed change, 
discussed the submittal With tne li:er.see ard 0E inspectors 

Based on our review and discussiors, ,,e f.: the licensee's 

9 , , i.4 ; 1 53
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.... . - Concl.* - sion ,., - . ......  

e have concluded based on the above considerations :-:r:sed change to 
license condition 3.6.2.b. is acceptable.  

We also conclude that: (1) because the amendment does no: involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered, 

- and does not involve a significant decrease in a safety r,!ipr , the amendment 
does not involve a significant hazards consideration; (2) there is reasonable 
assurance that the health and safety of the public will n:t be endangered by 
operation in the proposed manner; and (3) such activities ei.:l be conducted in 
compliance with the Commisslon's regulations and the issuance of this amendment 
will not be inimical to the common defense and security c- :o the health and 
safety of the public.  
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MEMORANDUM FOR: William Regan, Chief, Environental Projects Branch, OSE 

FROM: George W. Knighton, Coief, Environeental Evaluation Branch, DOR 

SUBJECT: SURRY STEAM GEIIERATOR EIS TIPUT 

Attached is a copy of EEB's Input to the:'Surry Steam Generator Replacemnt 

EIS. This input was given informally to Phil Cota of your branch on 

March 7, 1980, as promised.  

Sincerely, 

original signed by 
Ceorse W. Knlighton 

George W. Knighton. Chief 
Environmental Evaluation Branch 
Division 6f Operating Reactors 

Attachments: 
As stated 

cc: 0. Eisenhut 
P. Cots 
J. Miller 
D. Neighbors 
R. Vollmer 
T. Murphy 
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"INSERT A 

The replacement of the 3 geniratdrs In Surry Unit 2 was completed in 37 

weeks in 1979. The total occupational dose received by workers at Surry Unit 2 

during the replacement was 2140 man-rem. The dose rates at Surry Unit 1 are 

30-40% higher than at Unit 2. However, VEPCO believes that their experience 

from completing the Unit 2 replacement will allow'athem to do a more effective 

job of maintaining exposures ALARA on Unit 1. Therefore, VEPCO believes that 

their original estimate of 2070 man-rem per unit is reasonable for Unit 1.  

We followed the work at Unit 2 closely and we agree that 2070 man-rem is a 

reasonable estimate for Unit 1.
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In the most. recent environmental statements for new nuclear power plants, we 

have provided an estimate of 500 man-rem per reactor unit as the average annual 

occupational dose. This average Is'•-p*--4ned-t•_be an average over the life 

of the plant (30-40 years). This estimate is based on reported data from operating 
A reIwM40Y o-F frit 

power reactors;,data is provided in Table 4.2. That data shows that 500 man

rem per. reactor unit per year Is roughly the average of the wide range.of doses 

incurre4t all light water cooled reactor units over the last several years.  

The amount of dose incurred at any single reactor unit in a year is highly 

dependent on the amount of major maintenance which becomes necessary that year.  

Every year several units perform some Items of major maintenance which result 

in doses well above the average of 500 man-reno. These doses are included in 

the average and we do not consider them to be significant deviations from the 

average. Simply put, steam generator replacement is major maintenance which 

will result in an annual dose fo) the unit above the average. However, as 

Table 4.2 shows the 2070 man-rem is within the usual range of doses about the 

average for one unit in a year. Therefore, we conclude that the occupational 

dose (2070 man-rqN) associated with replacement of the steam generators at each'n 

Surry unit -"re s &n.Aisigniflcant and acceptable environmental impact.

INSERT B
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Table 4.2 

Occupational Dose at U.S. Light 

Water Reactors (man-rem per reactor unit)

Year 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978

Average 

475

499 

570 

437

4 

"-I

Low 

21 

74 

87 

158

.

II. .�

a 4 -�

2022 

2648 

3142 

1621

,*1*'
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The average annual dose to an individual due to natural background radiation 

in the United Stated is roughly0.1 rem. flowever, there are ve3 bro v•ri tlon .  

in the average dose due to a number of factors suca a -as a.....  

increases, the dose ra',e from cosmic radiation (radiation from space)lincreases.  

"Because Denver, Colorado Is It & pAh high altitude than Washington, D. C., the 

average natural background dose In Deever Is roughly 0.08 rem per year larger 

than In Waihington. 1I/AItlplY'.0B rem per.year times 50 years ( a conservative 

estimate of average lifespan) 4  calculate that an individual would receive 4 

rem more dose from a lifetime of exposure to natural background radization in 

Denver than he would receive in Washington. The estimated dose of 4.40-man-rem 

&i-both--enfts-will be ipread over at least IMOe workers over a two year period 

4 .6f t .::.-..XwLr --.f k_' . rslft. Therefore, the average dose to a worker 

for this project will be roughly 2 rem-half of the variation In natural backAO% 

ground radfation described above.  

In a different view, 2000 people living in Denver would receive 8000,;more 

man-rem from a lifetime of exposure to natural background than 2000-people living 

In Washington. Clearly the people of Denver consider their exposure to natural 

background radiation to be acceptable, if they did' not, they would all move 

away from Denver. TMking this argument a step farther,;XSOothat practically 

no one ,hiould even consider the increase in dose. as a negative factor in his 

decision to move from Washington to Denver. Therefore, we conclude that based 

on a comparision with dose due' to natural background radiation the estimated dose 

"for the steam generator replacs?*nt represents an insignificant and acceptable im

pact*
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INSERT D 

"We calculate that 4140 man-rem, the occupational dose estimate to replace 

the steam generat.o• at both utits, corresponds to a risk of less than one pre

mat'ire fatal cancer. We also calculate that 4140 man-rem corresponds to a risk of 

one genetic effect to the ensuing five generations. These risks are based on 

risk estimators derived In the BEIR report 1 4 from data for the population as a 

whole.. Fbr a selected population such:as is likely for the exposed workers in

"* volved in the repair program consisting mainly of males in age range from 

20 to 40, these risks would tend to be so=ewhat less. These'risks are Incremental 

risks, risks in addition to the normal risks of cancer and genetic effects we all 

face continuously. For a population of 2000 these normal risks would result in 

-. roughly 300 cancer deaths and 120 genetic effects (genetic effects are genetic 

- •diseases or malformations).

o. .,
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" ~As state above, steam generator replacement at Surry Unit 2 was completed 11 

1979. Table 4.3 shows the actual releases for Unit 2. As expected all of th.  

releases were mpd lower than they would have..been duringinormal operatio 

(..the-except4on-f-part1--at .T--l1Irparit- uuc e-Re.eas• e wG•; L,-•-te .. ."*nge---

',o..... -'-tia~l: r ..--- Iodine releases were mucb lower than estimated; 
J S 

the overestimate is of no concern as both the estimated and measured releases are 

many times lower than normal releases. While no release estimate was made for noble / 
gases, we and VEPCO fully expected minimal releases of noble gas during refueling.  

of ,bol¢5sese 
The Unit 2 release of 100 curiesAis consistent~with our expectations and a 

"% tires lower than normal releases. fdre, the release estimates have ot been 

changed in light of the Unit 2 measurements.  

/ I 

Sii S 
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INSERT F 

Steam generator replacement operations at Unit 2 generated 1600 cubic meter 

of waste containing 64 curies of radioactivity. Both the volume and radioactive 

content of the solid radioactive waste generate 

-a. our estimates. '- .
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STEAM GEN'E.ATOR !:?A!R AT SuJRaY POWER StATIOH 

1.0 Proposed Actpon 

Virginia Electric ana P~oser Company (VEPCO) proposes to repair the 
six degraded steL= generators in Units 1 and 2 of the Surry Power 
Station by replacing the lower asse:bly of each steam generator.  

2.0 Background 

2.1 History of Tu:e Cogradat.ion in Stea.z Generators 

Since the Sur'y Un~its been generat.%; pcwer In 1972 and 1973., they < 
have experienced a histz.- of excessive tube gegradation in the stanm 

generators, resul?.ting.in the present condition in which approximately 
24%1 of the tubes in Unit 1 and abou- Z1 of t.he tubes in Unit 2 have < 
been plugged to prevent the transfer of radioactivity from the primary 
coolant to the stea.. system.  

The tube degradat•on is ascribed to a corrosion-related phenomenon 
called "denting," which involves the buildup of corrosion products in 

-.... the crevices between the Inconel*600 heat exchanger tubes and the 
carbon steel tube support plates. As the corrosion product volume 
expands, the tubes are "dented," and occasionally develop leaks. The 
plugging of the dan aged steam generator tubes affects the thermal and 
hydraulic performance of the steam ;tnerators. The degradation and 
"resultant plugging of the tubes is continuing, and will soon result 
in serious and ex;ensive operating ristrictions such as derting.  
"Another consequence of the tube degradation is the increased occupational 
"exposure to radiation received by workers during the augmented Inspection 
and plugging operations required on the steam generators because.of 
"their degraded condition.  

The licensee's prcposal to eliminate the tube degradation problem is 
described in detail in Reference 1, mSteam Generator Repair Program, 
"Surry Power Station, Units 1 and 2,1 consisting of the original 
"submittal dated August 17, 1977, with revisions dated December 2, 
1977; April 21. June 2, Jtne 13, June 30, September 1. October 25, 
;-nd November 10, 1978. IA order to provide the NRC stff with•-n 

Independent basis for evaluating the radiological impact.s associated 
with the repair of degraded steam generat-rs at large pressurized 
water reactors (PMRs), we have contracted with Battelle Pacific 
Northwest Laboratories (PUL) to pterfor a generic radiological assessmtnt 

tof he steam generator ra;aIr and disposal operations. This assessment 
" has been published in an XRC report,1 hXUREG/CR-01.9, "Radiological 
Assessment of Stean Generator Removal and Replacecent..  

no-a

i
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Information .-soful to the aenvir-o~nzi1al reeirw was also obtainid firo 
the NRC staff's $.afaty Evialuation Repert (1:..)3 on the repair project, 
particularly tte sectio1ns tvaluati.ng (1) OVe seasures to reduce 
corrosion, (2) tti As Lew As is Rqasonably Achievable (ALAIA) considera
tions, and (1) Vhl raciocogical CConstq~encas of postulated ac'cidents.  

3.0 Descripti on cf tha Proposed Repair M'ethod 

A drawing sh.-ding the principal parts3 of a typical steam generator Is 
presented In Fi;ut.~ 1. Figure 2 shows the regions where the main 
cuts are pro;-osac to re2ovt the deg;raded s~ea.# generator. *It shows 
also the radistic- levels in these regions. A brief description of 
VEPCO's propesed :t-air procedure !allows.  

In preparati.cri foi the ri-sir of 1,16 szsaa ;enferators in Surry Unit 
No. 2, all of t'Zn fuel w-11T be remzved fro: the reactor core and 

*Placed In the s~e..t- fuel pool. Then one of the three steam generators 
will be cut cu#t a! Vie rga:-tor systaz. grtsent plans are to cut 
through the i.;let and Cu.let reactor c:olaftt piping, and through the 
steam line pipin~g and feetdiater piping. Tte steam generator wall 
will be cut en, the transition zone between the lower assembly anid the 

* ~larger diameter u=er shell assembly. The upper assembly will be 
lifted off and stored inside the containceitb vessel. The lower 
assembly will be lifted by crane fro= its support, tipped on Its 
si de, and tra.,s;:rted cut of the c.-ntainment through 'the equipment 

- hatch. It will t'lan be transported tU the concrete vault where it 
will be stored =tzil the station Is deco=Issfoned. The replactment 
6ower assembly will be transported Into the containment and placed on 
its support. The old t.pper assembly, after s~e refurbishment, and 
the new lower asse-bly will be welded togeter in the field. The 
piping mentioned cove will be welded to the repaired steam generator.' 

The same proceduret will be followed for the other two stbeam genera
tors. It is anticipated that the wilt will be out of service for 
about six months. After Unit No. 2 is back in service, Unit Ho. 1 
will be shut dowmn to c~mence repairs on its steam generators.  

A number of changes (see Sections 2.3 thrau~h 2.7 of Reference 1) 
have been made In the vaterials, the design and the operating procedure 
for the replacement stean generators to assuvre that the corrosion aM 
denting problect will not recur. Among the more Important of these 
changes are (1) osing All-Volatile-Treatm~t, cheoistry control In-the 

- secondary system from the beginning of operation, (2) using corrosion 
resistant SA240 Type 403 ferritie stainless steel rather than carbon 
steel for the suppcrt plate material, (3) thermally treating the 
Inconui 600 heat e.=han;er tubes for better corrosion resistance, 

I ,uMENi li i
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=,,d ,4) using a broathed. hole ;attarn with a qua;tif~l design In t"he 
s.::3rz ;lates rather tan so0arstely drilled f;W WAoles to mini~f~e 

* t.t?' ACCuulation of corrosion products ,het•r the tubes pAss throu;.3 
t#86e lates. The staff's review of tte expected effects of the pro=osed 
C€.,;es is presented in detai1 In the Introductory section of the 
SEWR for the repair proect. lis have concluded In the SER that the 

- f,;w stoat g•enratior design inc:rporatts features ;o eliminate the 
potantial for the various for•s of tube degradation observed to date.  

The licensee, proposes to store the six degraded istam generator lower 
.ssa.blites for the life of the plant in an above-ground concrete 

-- strv:ture with walls about 3 feet thick. The structure will be 
.- ' sealed against water intrusion, but wi1l be provided with -a internal 

su.-.; to collect any water which may got In by m.ins such as condense
-- tion. Ventilation to allow for thermal expansion and contraction of 

the Oir insiae the structure will be provided through high efficiency 
- particulate air filters. Several removable 2-Inch plugs will be 

prov!ded to permit the cznuc% of radiation surveys without entering 
the structure.  

7 The :ethod of ultrirte disposal will be decided when the reactor 
-': itself Is scheduled for Pecomissioning.  

"" 4.0 Environmental Impacts of Steam Generator Repair Project 

S- I Radiological Assessment 

• - 4.1.1 Oc.%•atitonal Exposure 

The generic radiological assessment of steam generator repair, prepared 
for t•e NRC by PNL and reported in HUREG/CR-0199, provides an upper 
"bound estimate of the occupational doses and off-site radiological 
reletses associated ,vith the repair of steam generators at a large 

Z. PWR. The conservatisms In PHL's methods of assessment, described 
-. below, provide the opportunity. to reduce occupational doses for the 

- repair operations In specific cases considerably belay the generic 
estirates in hXUEG/CR-01S9.  

The PNL generic estimates of occupational exposure (man-ram) vere 
derived by multiplying maintenance activity man-hours by exposure 
rates (re/hour) for the repair activities. Maintenance activities 
waor developed by PIlL as a composite of the work descriptions for 
removal and replacement of the steam generators at Surry and'Turkey 
Point as determined by VEPCO and Florida Power and Light Company.  
"Man-hour estimates for etach activity were developed by PlL based on 
prior experience with similar activities, using standard estimating 

l-m techniques. . Exposure rates wart based an Information from several 
-~ sources including data from measurements made at several operating 

0 *i o - a5 
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MW.s In:lud.g to6 
vavus on Va1 nfp 
plints.

S.'-y Units. PHL usually selec:t# esxosure rata 
a : of the ran;e of values &uasured at the several

The generic isoiate :f the total collective occupational whole body 
dote for the rept;ar of ".hrte steam generators %as presented In 
NfUOG/CR-01s) as I ;l;e of values, 3380 to 589 Manorts. Both ends 
of this ran;e betr cv=servatively estimated and represent upper bound 
values. The up.- va us, 5840 man-ram, was estimated assuming no 
credit for ¢:se sav'y; t•,•hiquts. The lower value, 3330 man-rem, 
was estimatea takin? a-edit o.ly for three dose reduction methods: 
(1) shieldfir; by rasing the steam generator water level, (2) using 
a lii•ited ac:ur.. :f remote tooling, and (3) Increasing the source-to
receiver dis'a-.& .o. .YCV's total estfza:e of 2370 zan-rea per uni" 
Included not only t;use !*so reduction measures but also measures 
suco. as aid.1c-W.•n .... .-y lead shleldin;, lc:a, .teo,..inaztion, 
preo-jb plar.nir.; Ine ;.etJob training. The d:se rtd•c•ton procedures 
prc;ostc by ;I-.P.C are dIscussed in more detail in our SE1.3 

In view of t.e ab:ve c€scussion, the lower end of the generic range, 
3382 =an-rem, is -"ie a:propriate estimate for c::;arison with VEPCO's 
estrna~t of 2270 can-rim per unit. A sum.-ary c::qarfng VEPCO's 
estf.mates wl.l our gentric estimates In NUREG/Cl-0199 for the four 

alin phases cf the ;ro.4tct is given in Table 4.1.

•* Phas 

Pro -" Prep 

Inst 
* Stor 

-.o 

"-t $• 

. . -

Cc=parisc 

aration 
Val 
allatton 
age 

TotalI

Table 4.1 
in of Occu•ation1l Collective Whole Body.Dose Estimates

NRC Geerfic Estimate 
*Ioosag J=n-rem/unit 

L5C-810 
170:-1700 
13OC-330 

z0

VEPCO Estimate 
Dose, Mnn-re1/unit 

599 
559 
877 
35

The discrepancies .!temn the detailed estizatas are accounted for by 
the same fact.rs dgsc-ssed above for the Utal eastimates. VEPCO's 
calculations of doses ued cocsnly accepted practices for calculating 
doses and took Int. a-ccm•ut the dose reduction measures proposed to 
maintain doses Ax Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA), including
local decantacinatifon, taporary lead shielding, prt-Job planning, 
pro-job training amd use of remote tools where practicable. In 
Section 6 of Retferucas 1, YEPCO has documented Its consideration of 
the guidance uft regar.r, to ALARA issues in Regjulatory Guide 8.8, 
Revision 2.4 We have reviewed YEPCO's treatzent of ALARA issues in 
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dua nSeWt'c. 4 V't~ SEL' .3 cr~m tuat VEPCO's efforts 
t: :a:':~a':l:ssALP.A ~* Viagrepair effort are 

00", a ?tteJ, '1e4111. s CLs1: s hv I.a :r hew 0 s.WtC'ffrences between 
t.' 0 :.tr ;~I: a s':t (3I zAn-rsm pa uriot) and VECS staa 
(237!' .s,-! :ef,! wdi) :an be roe:MWc1@ V :y (1) V'Ne use of lower 
duos ?10.2 zaasurtd a% L~rry in t~a VE.:C: estin-Ato and (2) the use of 
mere :::a re-u1.eujues by VMM: top.-ar: In t,,-. oeneric astimate.  
We Vt-eftcre *.:T ýe.?At VEPOM S est~ats, of 2C70 man-rim is a more 
reel'st'c as.1ma?. ts 33 anrtm f:r V~ .aro h ta 

- ge~~norat *s 11 -on Su-r-. unit. 4 Cr-Seqi6en~y, nt'ermig~ti 
appral sal we Obaie ;~sad 2070 &an-rtm per u--It as the occupational 

-. dese f:- t:%t szon ge-orator repair werk a". Surry. -1Vef*

To pwt. 'Intz esai. the oc#ato 'a :ses to be Incurred in 
rea&fr-'g sa:;oneniurs, it is "el1;'u* to :a:;are these doses() 

wit t~seex~cud *-* tbt n~rna1 oarto f nuclear plants, (2) 
with tap:'re~:;-terr cun-rurn sav'n-; resulting from steam 
CteP.ratu rs:&!r Inc (3) 40itp kh rs -nmer-'tea 

Alttz-3 =a ASP was sturting t- ~p~ o::i.uatiznal exposure est'a?.ates 
f:. -ue. :.-ev .69 :;r~c t~ '~ n h urry 1 and 2 
FES -it ;r-:;&re. in 117Z, suc.h ex:zsurtts wtrt r.zt specifically 
COns1lScr in the Sum- I and 2 FES.

oc - at'nal dose of aou 50 man-rem per .,uclear unit, avera 
Over 't.. ffet a. the ;:&.-. (30-411 years). this value is_ sA on 
averzae 3f -a1 dcsets received at Optrat..~ pie.&A .- n 1,977, th 
avera;t :c.-.,at cse ;er unit f r 11- ter reactzrs inth 
UnitezZt. s 16 5 rem.s as ranged from 87 to 3142 

Cant-ram 2e- reactwor urd~t aor mainte~nance during the year 
AccO=%.-%~g 16.-*.A 't . r values . zsfzrial large doses associat 
with ra.:r zZ . .&nca. such as the 2 7 e~pren cose per unit for 
the P.' st~aim parieator repair, will cc NRC regulations 

r e'ee t'.'-ust doses

d

In 1973, 1976 iL'd 1977,, wzrkers at Surry Units I and 2 received whole 
body dosas of 638 ra~in "zq 1287 man-rim' L~d 1410 man-rein,5 respec
tively, during the inseoction and plugging of degraded steam generator 
tubes. Th* total ocwuational doses for :.h twvo units were 1649 
man-ri in IS7511, 3163 un-ram in 1976 and Z416 can-riem in 1977.& 
Thuse duas &.-a hgher than the ýR*Pldn-rtz per year average for U.S.  
light utear rats4 .8 As mentioned at the end of Section 3,0 
we con Sdewd in t.4 SEZ t~hat the proposed repair would eliminate thie 
potentials fzr the* kinds of the tube dereadtion observed to data.  
Based or. our. axerionzi with plants without" severe denting problems 
aiid t!: steff c:n~lusim regarding corros~on reduction, doses due to 
the an.-~O L pluming of degraded tt~es would be markedly 

7
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' The saving of occupational exposure resulting from the repair effort.  
may be ,stimated" by subtracting the estimated annual dose after 
repair fr:.. the observed annual dose before repair. The doses of 
1287 man-rem in 1976 and 1410 man-rem in 1977- are c:nsidered represent&
tive of ex;osures related to steam generator cperation before repair.  
The 638 man-rem dose in 1975 is not representative of operation with 

iý. degraded steam generators because significant tube degradation was 
not observed in Unit I until September 1975 and in Unit 1I until 

• January 1976. Subtracting the after-repair dose of 100 an-rem from 
the before-repair range of 1287 to 1410 man-rem leads to a s 

f 1187 to 1310 man-rem per year. At theise rates of saving, tb4,Y'i40") 20"741 
man-rem cost of the reoair would be offset. in 3 to 4 years..

Operating experience at t4he urry plant over the last three years 
demonstrates that the steam generators can continue to operate with 
the degraded tubes plugged, but frequent inspection and plugging as 
performed during the last three years would be required to assure 
that the integrity of the steam generators would be maintained. At.  
the current rate of tube plugging, about 3% per year, it Is the 
staff's judgment that, with continued inspections and plugging, the 
Surry units could continue to operate for some period and, even 
If reduced power were required, the economic balance would favor 
continued operation of the units, as opposed to decc.n=issioning 
the reactors. On the other hand, continued degradation of the 
integrity of a major component such as steam generators, results 
In continued s,-all reductions in overall safety margins.  

This potential has been carefully cons IderellonB the basis of the 
results of each inspection over the past -t. yvars. While these 
margins re?.ain acceptable, any continued degradation would require 
continued careful assessment to assur2 tnat degradation does not 
become excusive.

ii 
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reduced, and we conclude that occupational ex~osure after te ripar 
will be red-.ctd by hurndreds of man rem per year for the WO units.  
This would result. in total occupa:tcnal exposirts at Surry approaC.Ing 
more closely te national average value for 11;nt water reactors (fi-? -Sgo 
man-re.n per tln Iff.) We further conclude that the dose savings 
of hunCrecs of man-rem per year would over a period of years tend to 
offset t., izmediate one-time dose of 4•f- Van-rea for repairing the 
three ste= generators in &*0 unitS.  

VEPCO has estbizated that the after-repair occUPational dose for the 
inspection and repair of degraded steam generator tubes will be 
reduced to 25 man-rem per year for the two Surry units. Although the 
25 man-rem per year appears to be' a reasonable number for Regulatory 
Guide 1.83 inspections, we have conservativtly estimated a higher 
value of 100 man-rem per year to account for additional Inspections 
which may be ptrformed to check the initial performance of the improved' 
steam genera•ors and to correspond more closely to recent Industry 
experience.

9
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'"C 2' surrtte , . -a..e dra"t th folvveb w 4wsams ?I~4 A~~P 

dos fallsiA *.AI 4-#rneo :3Swihhy 
* ben ose~rved ine rtaff ytap' draw rtefuvitw i~n t leSafety Ealniong 

th~uat ocptonal doses will b~ue. saintas est':at ofmm2070 Ia~e i~uu 
rernoaitn of the st~ags of L~ta.% wil leeacsiead as~~tonale doise 
ridtosefls ofthundrd ofeman-pofas'ia per ea~r. .as dosu savings oaver 
be;rin ofbsevednrcanl years.wl CUtteitv US 10itS~ SareyEalulnation 
Re oreutin conc ome that repa ir a1n Mh eas ste stonsr 

asnociationwioh the steam;sueneas wiICi lead to-e o:utognal os 
"a dctonsrofle aundrlmied sof uas er- ytar tcThes 0 ose 4 s1iti 'i Ov 
aorteriod o0 seeRl ? art Z il cfteig t.%:e ;t lediat* hr 6 nttii 

assucraed wtha the haza sres %Zole a ny ax&Ws* ex1 t rtnr~lh 

N e,-contrlld andr biieds as in receti 22o excn-ee ;or rtacU Inres 
inthi 10 b F Pal e C fo incr~t~:ale rik f;:rezathese car nd -Io 

is predicted ci:'Ogess thaneone event (o.;., 0.2 * risk estimation frCM* 
'data for the oua 'hl sg . 5o IUR report)14. -the Incrus 
risk of this exposure on goner. S ti vt aens.-ing fv eeain 
is also predicted to te 1 6an or. SV C * .5 . events risk asticatlcn 

a selectd p Ion such as is likely for -5e;s kr novdi 
the rt progran. consisting prfircipally -of males 11 the ag g ts -.rvm 

*- -20 40 ksi.,%csuld~terd_2 lus I~?ft~t less.  

F or the foregoing reasons, the Sizff conIcludes " th eavrn 

* wntal effect due to occupationai radiattion e 

4.1.2 Public Radiation £xposure 

Cur Independent analysis of thl 1wssous And liquid releases of radico
activity from the plant site during the stata generator repair project 
is based In large part on the generic report,2 hIM-RM/R'-l99 prepartid 
by Pacific Northwest Laboratories for the H~ Testats o 
releases in this report are u;pte bou-nd valvts, buts on consarn
tively high estizatts for each type Of relesas.  
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Table 4.t 

Radioactive Effluents from Surry Station

Steam Gene ator Repair

5.,.  
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VEPCO 
Release 
Estimates 
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I9 HlUREG/ 
CR-0199 
Release 
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(Ca/ui t)

OperatIns: Experiesece

Surry 
1976 
Average 
Releases 
(Ca/Un I Q
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halogens (Iodine?)
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activation products
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S!=ilar estlates of the gaseous anr l11;uIc eo°f";ets during the 
repair %art made by YECO in etfert•Ct 1. Those estimates htre based 
o' the se;t:.ic equipment design cr4 proctc-rts to be used at the 
Surry plan:. Table 4.Z~prtsan*s the NURE./P-O*Il es&t.Ia-dS ind 
VEPCO's estimates1 of the radioactive effluents wt-ch will te releued 

Is a result of the repair effort. Table 4.Zalso presents Sur•y's 
rteort*C average radioactive effluent releases for 197611 Lad 19774, 
and the annual average radloajtive effluent release estimates presented 
in the Sur-y FES.? Tablt 4.1 shmw that the reeass estimated by 
V'CO an! :%% generic report for the re~air tf:r* are Jch. lower 
(txcet= fOrO he Airborne particulatles) than te Surr 197i and 1977 
releases and tre FES annual average tstiz:tts. Far airborit partl
culates, tne VEPCO estimates of releases are in V- same range as or 
loaer than :Ne 1976 and 1977 releases in Table 4.2. The Surri F•S? 
does not prsent numerical estimates of airfta"e ;articulate and 
tritium releases. However, airb•ornt particulates and tritf= are 
small dose contributors cormared %o radialodira and noble gases for 
the highest dose pathways of exposure to indivicuals In the gtneral 
public. Therefort, the conclusions regarding d:sa c€nsequeh.as 
presented in the FES are still valid.

.1 

t -
£ 
I ...-..-..

a

The VEPCO estimates of gaseous releases fron t retpair eff:rt are 
larger t6an the NRC generic estimates because t.e VEPCO values include 
the releases from fuel unloading and reloading, whic. aret muc larger 
than the gaseous releases from the rest of the repair operation.  
V:PCO's figres are based mainly on experience a, Surry with refueling 
operations. The refueling releases were not included in Ut NUREG/ 
CR-0199 estimate, since the utility normally would plan to carry out 
the steam ;enerator repair during a scheduled shutdcwn for rtfuelin;.  
For the other gaseous releases'such as thcse frca pipe cu€ting, VEPCO 
used commonly accepted calculational methods, for :viple in calculating 
te kerf for each cut and in assuming that ll a radoactive z.tarialt * 

adhering to the Inner cut surface would beco=e airborne. Therefore, 
we conclude that VEPCO's estimates of gaseous releases, including 
those from the fuel handling operations, were carried out In an 
acceptable manner and represent reasonable esticatts.  

"• -* 11 °
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In Table 4.4, the esticates for liCuid release$ Of t?"Iti vary 
widely because YEPCZ plans to st:. t'0e prizary reactor coolant water 
for ri use, whereas the generic (4LIEVCRO0199) ustimata Assuzes that 
t II' coolan% is discftarpeC after prc:assing for ruclides other than 
tritiujm. The VEPCO istizate icr the release of zixed fission and 
Activation products is lar;ar thian the generic estimate because the 
latter did not Incluce the releases of the secondary coolant nor the 
local decontazmination solutions. Bzth ostizates included the activities 
In laundry waste water. VEPCD based Its estizatas of relesses from 
the laundry waste m-ater and secondary coolant on past measurements of 
these sources at Surry. VEPC3 used commonly acc ad methods to 
Calculate the rtleases from local dactmrainsolutions. Based 
on these several Considerations, we conclude tiat th licensee has 
made reasonable estimates of the ra:loactive liculd effluents during 
the repair effort, and tU.at these estimates correspond, as well, to 
our own best estimates. / ,4sERT

Our estimates of dose to individuals and to the PopulatIC-1 AS a whole 
in the area surrounding the Surry Site are based on the 'radioactive 
effluents which VECO estimated for the repair effort. (suuarized in 

* . Table 4.2) and on the calculaticnal methods presented in Regulatory 
.......Guides 1.109, 1.111 and 1.113.119's We conclude that offsite individuals 

will receive doses from the repair effort of the same order or less 
than the annual dose consequences presented in the FES.? The doses 
to the population within 50 miles will be less t~han 5 man-ram to the 
thyroid or total body from liquid effluents, and less than 2 manre 
to the thyroid or total body from airborne effluents.. Every year the 
same population (about 2 million) will receive a total body dose of 
more than 100,000 man-rei from the natural background radiation in 
the vicinity of Surry (0.065 rem per year). 13 Ths, thep population 
total body dose fro= the repati' effort is less t.a4n 0..0O#1 rf the 
annual dose due to natural background. -On these bases, we conzlude 
that the doses to individuals In unrest~.ricted areas and to the popula-; 
tion within 50 miles due to gaseous and liquid effluents from the 
repair project will fso be s10o~n~ -.# n ~entb 

VEPCO has estimated that the rpair effort will enerate 740 cubic 
meters of solid waste per unit containing 19 curries of radioactivity.' 
Based on the information presented in XUREGCR-0199l we estimate that.  
2300 cubic meters of solid waste containing 37 curies of radioactivity 
will be generated per unit.1 Our estimate is highw than the licanseels 
estimate because we assumed that all of the radiocitivity in the 
solutions from Wan coolant pipe decontamination would be solidified.  
Neither of these astizatas include the radioactivity an the Inside 

12
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Surfaces of the 01.1 $tor: ;teteru.rs. 'On *S5 ar: 1977, Surry generated 
in annual aversge of 37C c..:': :te~srs :f' sfli: oas~et par unit con
taminng 310 curles :er ui:fr zagt#~.y~..02 : Ie azoune. of 
oldioactivity In vme vastas '*a= vle eai ft:r-. will be about ton 
percent of this avera1gs L%5: :rjd. :u:-. ? :u : ;ora tion. Si,'ce 
the solid wastes represent : aI~ac:. vhI. is a szall par*. of the 
I.-Pact from sol id wastes fn: nc*a :paratftn, ** conclude 6.at the 
radiological iip;act. Is n~t. triinrsrnentilly jigrificint.  

* ~On the basis of long term:nst shztoa; c? *.he degraded stato gentrat-ors 
until the reactors are da:Wscetvo- w1:1 It essentially no.  
radioactive effluents fr.- vta goersta~rs Oar 03, -eirs. Final disposal 
at Olt time will result In. 1!11 offstfta ;aus:.$ aid liquid radioactive 
releases, because a large frj:%fz.- of 0tiea i:aie nuclices in Vie 

steLa3 gentrattors will have -wayayc in 30 ytar-s.  
/o0* The stored steam ge. tratcrs V'II ;rese.m a scar-. of direct and scattered radiatilo, .0 'e st!-.itse va ea-- s~eiva generator will 

ccntain about -"~ C1 of rada:-Z:~febfti1Jr:~ t :o, 
~h: ~ ~ Z. 5,1z Ths is sad on the 

estimate oa the conlllz1natizr of s-.ea-, ganarator p:rimary side surfaces 
given In NUREG/CR-OlS3A rhe staff as:1maud a des* rate of less 
4than O.OC31 milli-rum per hot., az the aertt site boundary due to 
*. his activity. An Indfviduals spendling an &entirt year at this location 
;ould receive less than 1 :i-re .f ra:4!atioo ex;osure. This dose 

.-s ea. -c11~ zixiately ha~ved every 5 years becasuse of the decay of 
'.*e. -he principal contributl; ac.ity C:-63. WE.FCC cade a similar 

'~-.....-'cacuatin and re'acted Lte sisc n I son ncs this dote reoresents 
roughly one percent of t~he anruva' Case fr-.-. nat-ral background, 12 the 

*Staff concludes that the .11-e~z =sos inpat to thýe public frcm the 
stored generators will be r9C'~ ~~r:~~u~iurt 

The repair iiffort will raturn. the Plant to the design *condition on 
which our evaluatiosr in Ute FEW wus based 7herafore, Ne conclude 
that the estimates of routine reTtu.es of ridatointvity and the 
potential dorts to the publIc f~r= thosteM "rotens after the repair 
will remain as presented in Usa FES.

Since our estimates of ra-dioactiv afrivants: fro Surry during normal 
operation after, the ripair effort ar* aocrt*tbe saza or lower than 
thost effluents presented ir. *tý* P.S. we c~nclhde that. 'he impact on 
blota other than man will be = g-eatar ttaz that I~p act presented in 
t64he FES.  
In st=ry the offsfte dsesa risultin; fr-.. tte athZ.2 generator 
repair wil i be less tehan those frin riaunz ;la..n operation since the 
exipected. relea~ses of radicieti~e zaterial as a result of the repair 
effort will be liess t-han the nlaeists f:-. rzrnal operation. These 
dsosesare cooiparable ta doses ;resm".ed in 6.he FzSS?. and small compared 
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to Ut0 1.Iua, .:sis fr, ..t l oral a:kmroun, ria't.ion. Therefore the 
z- t.-I re~air ro~ect to : ;Ub1ic will not 

~~~~$1 -MV :r.0.61 f.I/ V,, a..... s.,an I r,- a ~nr.In -- % 'pT1--- v 

4.Z ":on:=': :as~s cf Stca alfIragor Repair 

-VCP has es..I.Iated th•t, over be lifef of the ;lint, the proposed 
"S a.u oeIPra.cr re;air przect wi*. result In a not dollar SaviA s of 
at leas. 12.3,=3,203 corpartd wi-,h the cost of c.ntinued operaton 
"of t.ýe ezx.str. statlz ;anserstors; with an o;tlo.stiC assu=ed scenario 

"-7. Of tue ;.u;:'; av.d deriting. Tha cost of pur.hasing and Installing 
tie t•tau ;u.-e-.or lo.ar Isserblies an! assoctllad activities is 
est.i:at-IC at a-j•t $5fassCO fo" the two units.  

she C:st :fo :isf.i s*=r-ie and fial diiposal of the six degraded 
""cer asst:.Its is ex;iced tc be about S1,CO,00. The estimite 
S.. , ,1a:Ieln.l,. ;o',r cin; t•.a zutape for repair is about $66,000,000.  

__ The t-.la przjec- cost is t.,erefore azout $133,C.40,000.  

The • .:s:- :f re:llaclrent ;:,aer durnrg the outg;e is based on the 
-;her full coSts of Cga!. aIl and ;As-fired unfts which VECO would 

;ress Ivfw seraice to replace Lth paver lost by týe shutdown of one 
:of t.e Su.?-f Units. The VEPCO estizate of S66,COO,000 based on 

-• .• :iffare•.zal fuel costs Is reasonable in view of the total value of 
•--. - -he repla:men power: 822,500 kV x 0.6 capacity factor x 350 days x 

24 hcurs/tsy x S.O4/klhr a $183,0CO,000. VEPCO's estimate of 
-: ISSSO,aC:c cz:rres;or.ds to a fuel differential cost of about SO.014/kW 

hr bet•,e.m fzssil-firtd plants and a nuclear plLant. We consider this 
-. differateal c:st estizate reasonable.  

- The VEPCO ,sti:ated neot saving of $125,000,COO Is based largely on 
t-" e is:s :f rt;1ace'ent power due to deriting. We assessed the 
reasonableness of this ts-imate by comparing it to tho cost of replace

--. :cnt po'we? if both units had to be derated. The cost would be about 
3350,00,C00 after T0 years of derating At an assi.•ed rite of 3 per 

year (t..e current rate of tube degradation is greater than 3% per 
yea*'). Tharefore, VEMC 's estl:ate that $125,0C0,000 would be saved 
over the life of the plant even after spending $V33,000,000 for the 
steas ganetat.or repair Is conservative.  

'The EPCO estizat of $1,C00,000 for final disposal of the degraded 
saetse gentrators ess'es onsite stoarqa for 30 years followed by 
sectioning anr shipa.ent to a licensed burial facility for low-level 

- • waste. Thfs estimate Is not out af line when co-pared to recent 
E. sstizates" for the dec:mIssionirg of complete reactors by dismantle
-- :nt af tr a -znolin; period (abo-ut, $30,00000).  

W.. s cornsioeration of costs does not take into &:count the c:ntinuing 
S-- ---..* €scts of t-e inspe:0ion and plugging services, nor the costs of 

: -_ .• 1*1 
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possible future modafications to c:ntrol corrzsfcn, if the repair is 
not done. It also does not cons!9er "he cost of the curren" lack of 
reliability and availa*ility. In 197i, Surry Unit 1 was offline for 
38 days and Unit 2 !or 139 days for tube inspection and plu--ing. In 
1977, the outage times for tube inspection and plugging were 50 days 
for Unit 1 and 70 days for Unit 2.  

In Section 5, the economics and other fmpacts of alternative methods 

of repairing the steai Generators will be compared..  

* . 4.3 ?ion-Radiologicl Environzental Costs 

The non-radtological i•macts of %he repair project on the environmient 
are small co,;ared to those of building and operating the reactors.  
"These s:all costs includf the co..,.:ent of a:out one acre of land on 
the site for tne storage of the degraded stea.n generators for the 

. life of the station. Thare will be some noise generated by onsite 
equipm•ent and a small effects on local traffic by approximately 125 
construction workers per shift, buz these effects will be insignificant.  

The material costs of the proposed action will include about 1350 
tons of carbon steel, 48 tons of stainless steel, 3000 cubic yards of 
concrete. These quantities are about = of the quantity of steel and 

---. about 8% of the concrete used in the original construction of the 
is: • plant.  

" 4.4 Environ.ental Impact of Postulated Accidents 

As is discussed in our SER, 3 the design and plant operating parameters 
"vhich are relevant to accident analyses will not change as a result 

" ,of the steam generator repair effort. Therefore, the assessment of 
the environmental impact of postulated accidents presented in the 
final environmental statexmnt*r for Surry Units I and 2 will be unchanged 
and remain valid. However, there are a few types of 'accidents which 
are possible due to the operations involved in the repair effort.  

-' One such postulated accident is the rupture of the Reactor Water 
Storage Tank by a crane drop. The bounds of the radiological consequences 
of this accident were discussed in the FES? for Surry Unit'2 under 

' the heading *"Release of liquid vast contents.0 

A second type of postulated accident related to the repair effort 
would involve the dropping and rupture of a removed steam generator 
"outside the reactor containment while it vas being transported to the 
storage vault. This accident would Involve the rupture of the steel 
"covers which will have been welded over each of the steam generator 

. cuts to prevent the spread of the neutron-activated corroson products 
adhering to the Inner surfpces. The etohod used to assess the radio-.  

. logical consequences of a rupture which could release contamination 

,-• - . 15
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on t",e primary side surfaces to .t a-0.osph•tt is described in the* 
SER.' To €tain a core realistic estimate for t.,& purpose of evaatiir,; 
the Ynir•.ihntail lz-act, we used an &atosp.•oi: dispersion factor of 
1.6 x 10 seconds per cubic: meter. On this :asfsl, we concluded t',a t 
this accident would result In a dose of 0.CS .at to the lungs of an 
Individual at the sit# boundary.  

The daos consequences of a drop accident Inside czntainment would be 
lower since the containment ventilation system would reduce the 
radioactivity released to the enviroxnent.  

In sum.mary, we concluded that the cc•sequencts of postulated ac:idents 

The basic choices of future action reardin; *the tube degradation 
problem are Cl) repair of the degraced stea: generators, (2) continu
ation of the present mode of operation, with increasing costs in 
plant efficien.y and occv;atlonal exposure, a•d (3) shutdown of the 
Surry Units 1 and 2, and replacement by generating plants of different 
design. VEPCO opted for repairing Ve degraded steam generators, 
with changes in design, materials and operatin|g procedures calculated 
to eliminata the tube denting proble=m.  

"In the absence of nethods to arrest or greatly reduce denting, the 
c:ntinuation of operation for an extended period in the present mode 
is impractical. With tube degradation and plugging continuing at the 
present rate, the units would soon be required to operate at lover 
power. VEPCO has estimated the cost. of replacement power, based on 
fuel differential costs, to be about $180,000 per day for the shutdown 
of a unit. Consequently, the cost of derating the Surry units would 
be high. Also, the man-rem cost of occupational exposure during 
inspection and plugging of tubes would continue to be. high, resulting 
ln a dose higher than 4140 man-rem In 3 or 4 ytars. Laboratory test 
programs on the denting phenomenon are currently underway to define 
the corrosion process more precisely and to develop preventive measures 
such as corrosion inhibitors. While the combination of stsa generator 
secondary side cleaning and corrosion inhibitors is being studied by 
some utilities to combat denting in Its early stags, the denting 
phenomenon at Surry is too advanced for such measures to be practical.  
Therefore, VEPCO cannot count on a greatly reduced future rate of * 
tube degradation to Justify continuing the present mode of operation.  

The option of shutting down the Surry station and replacing It with a 
plant of different design Is easily shown to be ouch more costly than 
that of repairing the steam generators. VEPCO estimates (Section 
&35.1.3 of Reference 1) that the capital cost of new nuclear unis 
em eme0
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with fz.;roved stsai ~aerstors wculd be a0out S2.7 billion dollars 
and would require atzu* 12h years to build. Heoof:ssil units would 
cost about $1.2 billion and require about 8 years .: build. (Id 
consider the coal estimate low; capital c:st for a c:al-fired plant 
is usually about 801 of that for a nuclear plan:.) Florida Power and 
Light Company made a similar comparison for repiiring tV, steam 
generators in Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. Their estimate yes about 

- S77/kW for the proposed steam generator repair operation, compared to 
S224/kW for gas turbine units, $1059/W for a c:al-fired plant, and 
-1448/kW for a nuclear plant of i$:proved design. Although the Turkey 
Point estimates are in different terms, the cost co=parison again 
overwhelmingly favors the repair option. For t~mse reasons, the 
;lant replacenant cption is not econcically feasible. 1. addition, 
there would be significant environmental ir.acts from su:h a large 
scale construction operation. The =cst prsct*cal overall option is 
therefore to repair the degraded steam generators.  

In the remainder of this section, we shall consider the radiological 
and economic costs of several alternative ways of repairing and 
disposing of the degraded steam generators. An important item in 
estimating economic costs is the cost of replacement power during 
unit outage. VEPCO's cost estimate of $66,000,000 for the power 
"needed during the 180 day outage of each unit corresponds to a replace
: ant power cost of nearly $200,C00 per unit per day of outage.  

"5.1 Decontamination 

VEPCO has estimated (Section 5.5.2.1 of Reference 1) that chemical 
decontamination of the steam generators before citting would result 
in a neot saving of 300 to 400 man-rem per unit in oc:upational exposure.  
however, it would cost about 1.5 ,onths in additional outage of each 
unit. Replacement power for this additional outage would cost about 
$9,000,000. In addition, about 200,000 gallons of radioactive waste 
would be produced.  

* YEPCO also considered mechanical decontazination of the inner surfaces 
of the steam generator, but estimated that the occupational exposure 
"during the decontamination operation would exceed the later saving in 
dose to workers.  

E Hased on our knowledge of the limited experfenct of the nuclear 
-= industry in large scale, high volume chemical decontamination of 

reactor coolant systas, we can make the following statements. Host 
-- i:;ortantly, decontamination would add significant expense and time 

"delays to the repair effort, including the cost of replacement power 
during those time delays. There is a degree of uncertainty about the 

_ c:npatibility of the decontamination fluid with zatarials in the 
- coolant system. The research and testing which would be required to 

- " provide adequate assurance of material com€atibility to obtain our

C217



approval to de:ont; nzai e vould adversely o::" on tte :=s0 and 
scldult of this ra;.air effrt. While the Io-er Cost -acts resul Vng 
"frm daecontaitic.. *acu. d reduce oc:jpaticnal se :.35; the r,•-ar 
o;erations, :uoat":.al radiation doses rec¢-yeved -.' n . ::n 
nation effort itse': %:uld partially offset tn.e ::se 4 . .. ,*.  
Decontamination would not remove the radioactivity lnsi:i tu•ts wh••h 
ire plugged. Large volumes of contaminated fluids wou'c -e produced 

and require processing. That processing would Incur fur:.er costs 
and occupational dose. In summary, we conclude that tfe tosts of 

* decontamina'•ion Including costs due to time delays woulc outw'eigh the 
dose savings. Therefore, the use of large scale decontamination in 
this repair efrort is not a viable option.  

5.2 Zetubing of Existin; Steam Generators 

The retubing c;er;ti-n would Involve (1) remo:vir; the :e:: or"r dome 
portion of t.e steam generator, (2) removing the lower tssem:ly 
Internals and tubes, (-) replacing the latter with stat-ae*o.ithe-,art 
internals and oubes, and (4) refurbishing the upper inr.arnals, and 
(5) welding the do=m back In place. VEPCO has estimatec (Section 
5.5.1.2 of Reference 1) that the cost of this operation ,n both 
dollars and oc:upati:r.al exposure wpuld be higher than tn.a propcsed 
replacement of the c:,-.ple.te lower assembly. V.PCO furt.,hr points out 
that shop fabrication of new lower assemblies would provide core 
"ositive assurance that •the quality of the repaired generat-rs was 

"* "acceptable.  

On the other hand, the staff is aware of recent develo-znts by 
Westinghouse in the technology of in-place refurbishment which show 
some promise of redu.cing unit out age and personnel expcs:re below tUe 
"values for VEPCO's proposed repair method. However, at this time not 
"enough information is available for us to make a detailed assessment 
of the retubing alternative.  

A detailed proposal for our reaiew is expected in the.near future.  
If our assessment is favorable, ln-place retubing may be an alternative 
for steam generator repairs in the future. However, In the time 
"frame contemplated for the proposed licensing action, this Is not 

- considered to be an available alternative to the proposed action.  

* 5.3 Replacement of the Entire Steam Generator 

For this alterkitive, a construction opening in the con~t•me•ht wall 
about 20 feet wide and 40 feet high would be required, sincs the 
upper assembly of the steam generator could not pass tb.ru;h the 
existing equipment hat:h. The personnel exposure for this alterna
tive would be about the same as for the proposed repair. because 
"essentially the sace high-dose operations will be required in each 

"" case. Elimination of the cut across the diameter of ea.h steam 

* ~. • 
2;'" "-18 
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generator results in only a small saving of r'a .tVW- tx:frt. %'e 

capital Costs are tstimated to be about 15%h•. r.r. sit 
cost difference is due to in estimated add1z?, , uta;t of a::;; . :0 
days per unit for the alternative. This c" ""es;:ndS tz In 
requirement of about S40,0C0,000 worth of repI"cCItn"f ;€t.r d"rlr.  

- the repair of both units, calculated at the rate of ab:'u" SlBCO•,.: 

per day of outage per unit. For these reasons, "he stalf. C€ncl-=eS 

- that VEPCO's proposed repair method is prtferazlt.  

3.4 Alternate Disposal Methods 

In the Appendix to HUREG/CR-01992 the radfolo;lcil c:st. of several 

alternative methods for tht disposal of the degreded s.e in ;ntrera-rs 

"are evaluated. The results of this analysis are su•mara.:td in Ta.zlt 5.1.  

Table 5.1 Steam Generator Disposal Alterniativts 

Approximitt A;pprcxf:a? 
Man-RAe ;or Air=.?rnS Release 

_. Ootion Steam Generatcr C1 :e. !*ererartor 

Long-term storage (including surveillance) 10 Ntgligibleb 
. ..... with intact shipment 

- Long-term storage with cut-up and shipment 16 0.005 

Shorter-term storage with cutu- - at 5 yr 230 0.C2S 
- at 15 yr 50 0.015 

-Imthediate intact shipment 2.4€ Negli;ible 

Immediate cut-up and shipment by 
rail/truck - no decontamination 580 0.C42 

Immediate cut-up and shipment by 
rail/truck - with chemical decontamination 270 

a 30 to 40 years 

Sb ince the steam generator will be sealed before It is removed fro= 

" containment, no release of radioactive material is expected durin; 

the repair operation.  
c Estimates for short-ter storage followed by intact. shipment would 

"be only slightly larger than this, perhaps 5 man-rim.  

- It is seen that the options Involving intact shi-ent would have Vhe 

lower radiological costs; but intap.l shipment is possible only by 

" - barge and at present thereais no licensed burial ground with facilities 

for off-loading an entire lower assembly frca a barge.

.. 19a
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()The proposed replacizen of z h aw ssl=Vez Of 0h6* steam 

Ctrirtto? is the best A-a',ala.lOS:in r oh ~ aiii 
and ecnoi standpoints. f.:r Vizrt~lte tube ce~raditioft 

(2) Tshe one, tire cccupatizcnal tz.-ozs-r of 2Z73 -..r wn't is larger 
thin the average Annual oc. Inle:uI ssc~ated wilm

the operati.ri cf a nu:luar ::war :*,a?:. ACV-eerg 1=11 
o:.a1nlexposureS ar 11-e? tX-s.f ld be dIr.:.urred 

In a few years by c=nminued :e::a Sur~ry eyen absent 
the promsed action. In tht % ct; r-- =a p"-o1osIC a:1f wl 
cause occupational txzzsurel a:. in aw:trtin; Sujrry facility 
to be reduced on a lonm teim c-'hA~ elt tbsss as '004. as on 
an annual basis. Therefore It 4.s 3 &:eP t:th 
will be a substant~ial ir.o.-.se do-~:3o3rai~z 

ox;:sure caused by the work anr~~ 

We have reviewed the doss rt.Ju-!:n- nep-sures to be used by 
the applicant and conclude via:e costs wcu*d be ALMA. Ue 
have also considered Vte hoiaston efto.::: rsultln; from such 
expotsurt and concluded dvhat these art rzt. s"n-ifican:.  

(3) The now steam generatocr des!;n in::r-,ritas features which Vill 
eliminate the potential for the varicus fzr-.s of Vibe degradation 
observed to date.  

(4) The riestoration would restart' te gertrat-ors to the zondition, 
evaluated in the FES and vould result in in oc:upalional dose 
saving ot hundreds of man-re: ;or year, bocause th~r-e-woUld be a 
marked reduction in the amout of tUbe irspection and tube 
plu;~ ing required to keep VjA ptrarators In aczaptable operating 

codtion.  

(5) Ottsite doses resulting fro: t?* steam gvenratr repat?' will be 
less thin those tro* recent plant oper-a.i:ns, coc~parableta 
doses presented in the FES7, and s~all c=~arie to the annual 
doses from natural backgro#.u6. rzdIatiort. tfArtfore, tba Dotfstslt 
doses will not be signif icn..

S S
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MEMORAIDI* FOR: William Regan, Chief, Environmental Projects Branch, DSE 

FROM: George W. Knighton, Chief, Environmntal Evaluation Branch, DOR 

SUBJECT: SURRY STEAM GENIERATOR EIS INPUT 

Attached Is a copy of EEB'$ input to the.1urry Steam Generator Replacement 
EIS. This input was given informally to Phil Cota of your branch on 
March 7, 1980, as promised.  

Sincerely, 
Original signed by 
George W. Knighton 

George W. Knighton, Chief 
Environmental Evaluation Branch 
Divisio•f Operating Reactors

Attachments: 
As stated 

cc: 0. Elsenhut 
P. Cots 
J. Miller 
D. Neighbors 
R. Vollmer 
T. Murphy 

DISTRIBUTION: 
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INSERT A 

The replacement of the 3 generatdrs in Surry Unit 2 was completed in 37 

weeks in 1979. The total occupational dose received by workers at Surry Unit 2 

during the replacement was 2140 man-rem. The dose rates at Surry Unit 1 are 

30-40% higher than at Unit 2. However. VEPCO believes that their experience 

from completing the Unit 2 replacement will allowithem to do a more effective 

job of maintaining exposures ALARA on Unit.1. Therefore, VEPCO believes that 

their original estimate of 2070 man-rem per unit is reasonable for Unit 1.  

We followed the work at Unit 2 closely and we agree that 2070 man-rem is a 

reasonable estimate for Unit 1.



INSERT B 

In the most recent environmental statements for new nuclear power plants, we 

have provided an estimate of 500 man-rem per reactor unit as the average annual 

occupational dose. This average is excpie d-to-be an average over the life 

of the plant (30-40 years). This estimate is based on reported data from operating' 
k Cosmm-Roy OfP +hIt' 

power reactors;Adata is provided in Table 4.2. That data shows that 500 man

rem per reactor unit per year Is roughly the average of the wide range'Oof doses 

incurre4t all light water cooled reactor units over the last several years.  

The amount of dose incurred at any single reactor unit in a year is highly 

dependent on the amount of major maintenance which becomes necessary that year.  

Every year several units perform some items of major maintenance which result 

in doses well above the average of 500 man-remX. These doses are included in 

the average and we do not consider them to be significant deviations from the 

average. Simply put, steam generator replacement is major maintenance which 

will result in an annual dose fo@ the unit above the average. However, as 

Table 4.2 shows the 2070 man-rem is within the usual range of doses about the 

average for one unit In a year. Therefore, we conclude that the occupational 

dose (2070 man-rqy) associated with replacemenl of the steam generators at eachn 

Surry unit n insignificant and acceptable environmental impact.  

pe.rtei'4..  

I .,

.j"



Table 4.2

Occupational Dose at U.S. Light 

Water Reactors (man-rem per reactor unit)

Average 

475 

499

570 

437

•4r :. . ; ,

Hi bh 

2022 

2648 

3142 

1621

'�1
a

Year 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978

'p.? 

'�1

Low 

21 

74 

87 

158

I
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•:"'"'INSERT C.  

The average annual dose to an individual due to natural background rfidation 

in the United Stated is roughlyO.i remn. HIowever* there are very bra 4/variotiQ1s 

in the average dose due to a number of factors such as ai-tTtMie As-altitude 

"increases, the dose rate from cosmic radiation (radiation from space)Iincreases.  

Because Denver, Colorado is at a ah•h high altitude than Washington* D. C., the 

average natural background dose in Def.ver is roughly 0.08 rem per year larger 

than In Wa.hington. VeoultlP ,08 rem per-year times SO years C a conservative 

estimate of average lifespan) A*d calculoaeithat an individual would receive 4 

rem more dose from a lifetime of exposure to natural background radi;ation in 

Denver than he would receive in Washington. The estimated dose of 4.40-man-rem 

f•--beth-vmts-will be ipread over at least 4M workers over a two year period 

(e•b.ab•WL:ti-::.-. •.+- an'�0'*-,-r*-•-. Therefore, the average dose to a worker 

for this project will be roughly 2 rem-half of the variation In natural backAft 

ground radiation described above. 

In a different view, 2000 people living in Denver would receive 8000tmore 

man-rem from a lifetime of exposure to natural background than 2000-people living 

in Washington. Clearly the people of Denver consider their exposure to natural 

"background radiatlon to be acceptable, if they did' not, they would all move 

*:, " away from Denver. TMking -this argument a step farther,F"otethat practically 

no one ,.4ould even consider the increase in dose.as a negative factor in his 

detision to move from Washington to Denver. Therefore, we conclude that based 

on a comparision with dose dugto netural background radiation the estimated dose 

for the steam generator replacement represents an insignificant and acceptable im

"pact.  

. .. P . , 

;. :: . .. . . - . ... :



"" . "INSERT D

I|

i - "�.We calculate that 4140 man-rem, the occupational dose estimate to replace 

- the steam generataiy at both units, corresponds to a risk of less than one pre

mature fatal cancer. We also calculate that 4140 man-rem corresponds to a risk of 

one genetic effect to the ensuing five generations. These risks are based on 

risk estimators derived In the BEIR report 1 4 from data for the population as a 

"whole. Fbr a selected population sucb:as is likely for the exposed workers in
* volved in the repair program consisting mainly of males in age range from 

* 20 to 40, these risks .would tend to be somewhat less. These.risks are incremental 

S risks, risks in addition to the normal risks of cancer and genetic effects we all 

face continuously. For a population of 2000 these normal risks would result in 

- . roughly 300 cancer deaths and 120 genetic effects (genetic effects are genetic 

"--di4seases or malformations).

*1. *.. * . *.- * ... * .. . . . . I'



INSERT E 

As state above, steam generator replacement at Surry Unit 2 was completed i 
1979. Table 4.3 shows the actual releases for Unit 2. As expected all of tht.  

releases were rmy lower than they would have.:been duringinormal operatio 

the-except4on-of--parttcufatT3rlyTrpffrt .uhte,-,eieasesep-& -*@ &aU~~ ~ge...  

SV--tn-.--- --ti ' 1 0--t : rel ese r. Iodine releases were mucb lower than estimated; 

the overestimate is of no concern as both the estimated and measured releases are 

many times lower than normal releases. While no release estimate was made for noble ] 

gases, we and VEPCO fully expected minimal releases of noble gas during refueling. / gsenVCfl ofIS # 5Q1 seS / 
The Unit 2 release of 100 curiesAis consistent with our expectations and many..,.  

times lower than normal releases. Therefdre, the re1hse estimates haveSot been 

changed in light of the Unit 2 measurements.  

"A0,

.7 a ' 

.'•:•':,•. ..: ..



INSERT F 

Steam generator replacement operations at Unit 2 generated 1600 cubic meter 

of waste containing 64 curies of radioactivity. Both the volume and radioactive 

content of the solid radioactive waste generat ea t 

.esour estimates.
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STEAM GM..AT.R .CEAIR AT S*JRAY POWER STATION 

1.0 Proposed Action 

Virginia Electric an, Po-er Company (YECO) proposes to repair the 
six degraded steLm generators in Units 1 and 2 of the Surry Power 
Station by replacing the lower asse:bly of each steam generator.  

2.0 Background 

2.1 History of Tu:e Cegradation in Stea.= Generators 

Since the Surry Units berin generat.n; power in 1972 and 1973., they < 
have experienced a historj of excessive tube degradation in the s$team 
generators, resultin;.in the presen" condition in which approximately 
•24% of the tubes in Unit I and abou 214% of thle tubes in Unit 2 have -C 
been plugged to prevent the transfer of radioactivity from the primary 
coolant to the steam. system.  

The tube degradation Is ascribed to a corrosion-related phenomenon 
called "denting," which involves the buildup of corrosion products in 
the crevices between the Inconel*600 heat exchanger tubes and the 
carbon steel tube support plates. As the corrosion product volume 
"expands, the tubes are "dented," and occasionally develop leaks. The 
plugging of the damaged steam generator tubes affects the thermal and 
hydraulic performance of the steam generators. The degradation and 
"resultant plugging of the tubes is continuing, and will soon result 
in serious and expensive operating restrictions such as dernting.  

"": Another consequence of the tube degradation is the increased occupational 
exposure to radiation received by workers during the augmented inspection 
and plugging operations required on the steam generators because.of 
their degraded condition.  

The licensee's prcposal to eliminate t..he tube degradation problem is 
described In detail in Reference 1, Steam Generator Repair Program, 
Surry Power Station, Unit•s 1 and 2, consisting of the original 

"" submittal dated August 17, 1977, with revisions dated December 2, 
1977; April 21, June 2, June 13, June 30, September 1 October 25, 
and November 10, 1978. Zn order to provide the NRC staff with-an 
Independent basis for evaluating the radiological impacU associated 
with the repair of degraded steam generators at large pressufized 
water reactors (PNs), we have contracted with Battelle Pacific 

*'.., Northwest Laboratories (P!(L) to perform a generic radiological assessmtnt 
of the steam generator re;aIr and disposal operations. This assessment 
" has been published in an XRC report. 2 hUREGICR-OI9, "Radiological 
Assessment of Steam Generator Removal and Replaceant,.  

7 
15 
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Information usef.0 t*.o t•h tnvircr--intal riteev was also obtained from 
the NRC staff's Safety Eyaluatlon Repcrt (!L-.)3 on the repair project, 
particularly tVt sector~s evaluating (1) &V'e easurts to reducea 
corrosion, (2) -.t As Lcv As is Rluscnably Achievable (ALAP.A) considera
tions, and (3) 6.64 racicicgfcal ccnseqjencts of postulated ac-idents.  

3.0 Description of the Prcposed Repair M ethod 

A drawing sh.oveing the ;rfncipal parts of a typical stea* generator Is 
presented in Ff;=re 1. FIgure 2 shows the regi:ns where the main 
cuts are pro;osac to r2ovt ?the degraded s:ea.= generator. -It shows 

• .also the radiatc. ltvels in these regions. A brief descripticn of 
VEPCO's propcse.:a rpair procedure . o*lows.  

In preparati:n o. tlh-e ripair of 6.6e szaam, ;ee.-,tors in Surry Unit 
. No. 2, all o0 -.e fuel wil,| be re-:oved f,*o: -Ve reactor core and 

placed in the s.=et. fuel pool. Then oae of tht three steam gentraturs 
will be cut ot' o.! t-he rea.acor systaz. grtsent plans are tz cut 
through the i.;let and ou-let reactur c:olant piping, and through the 
steam line piping and fetddater piping. The steam generator wall 
will be cut c3 th..e transit ion zone between the lower assembly and the 

, ""larger diameter u=er shell assembly. The upper assembly will be 
lifted off and st:red inside the containment vessel. The lower 

".' -.-; assembly will be lIfted .y crane from its support, tipped on Its 
side, and traL-sported cut of the containment through the equipment 

- hatch. It will t.,,n be transported to the concrete vault where It 
will be stored =-.11 th-e station is decoc-Issfored. The replacement 
"lower assembly will be transported Into t1he containment and placed on 
its support. Tha old t.per assembly, after s~e refurbishment, and 
the new lower assezbly will be welded toget.ter in the field. The 
piping ment.ioned cove will be welded to the repaired steam generator.  

The same proctdu-e will be followed for the otber two steam genera
tors. It is anticipated that the %-it will be out of service for 
about six months. After Unit No. 2 Is back in service, Unit Ho. I 
will be shut down to cc=mnce repairs on its steam generators.  

A nu=ber of changes (see Sections 2.3 t.rough 2.7 of Reference 1) 
have been made in the materials, the design and the operating procedure 

-• for the replacement steam generators to assure that the corrosion and 
denting problec will not recur. AMg tthe nor* important of these 

..- changes are (1) osing All-Volatile-Treatment cheistry control In-the 
secondary system from .he beginning of operation, (2) using corrosion 
resistant SA240 Ty-e 403 ferritic stainless steel rather than carbon 

.• steel for the suppcrt plate material, (3) thermally treating the 
-econel 600 heat ezhan;tr tubes for better corrosion resistance, 

I -- n .,POOR..R,.= 
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- ,-4) Using a broavha" h=la eattarn with a qua"rafil design if *.No 
16::3r- plIates rather t•,an s•earately drilled f•w holes to mafnii:l 
te Ic:uculation of crrostlon producuts, re the tibes pass throu;.n 
t?. plastes. The staff's rtview of Mte exected affects of the pro;ozed 
cb-;.,I; Is presented in 9etail in the Introductzry section of the 
SEW for the repair protect. 'do have concluded fr. the SEA that the 

- rneW stta generator design Incorporates features to eliminate the 
p:otntial for the various forms of tube degradadion observed to data.  

The licensee proposes to store the six degraded steam generator lower 
-- assaiblies for the life of the plant In an above-*round concrete 

. stru:ture with walls about 3 feet thick. The structure will be 
sealed against water intrusion, but will be provided with an Internal , 
si.m; to0 Collect any water which •ay get in by r.eUns such as condensa
tion. Ventila• on to allow for thermal expansion ard contraction of 
the Oir inside the structure will be provided through high efficiency 

-* particulate air filters. Several reovable 2'inch plugs will be 
provfded to permit the cznguc% of radiation surveys without entering 
the structure.  

7 The :ethod of ultirete disposal vwil be decided when the reactor 
-' *itself Is scheduled for derocmiissioning.  

""J.0 Environ•mental Impacts of Steam Generator Repair Project 

I . Radiological Assessment 

4.1.1 0cc.-pational Exposure 

The generic radiological assessment of steam generator repair, prepared 
- for the NRC by PHL and reported in MUREG/CR-0199, provides an upper 

"bound estimate of the occupational doses and off-site radiological 
rWlaists associated xith the repair of steam generators at a large 

-- PWR. The conservatisms In PHL's methods of assessment, described 
-. below, provide the opportunity. to reduce occupational doses for the 

- repair operations In specific cases considerably below the generic 
"esticates in REVG/CR*0199.  

The PHL generic estimates of occupational exposure (man-rem) were 
derived by multiplyinq maintenance activity man-hours by exposure 
rates (rae/hour) for tme repair activities. Maintenance activities 
were developed by PXL as a composite of the work descriptions for 
reeoval and replacement of the steam generators at Surry and "urk• y 
Point as determined by VEPCO and Florida Power and Light Company.  
Marn-hour estimates for each activity were developed by PNL based ani 
prior experience with similar activities, using standard estimating 

- techniques. . Exposure rates were based oan nformation from several 
sources including data from measurements made at several operating 

C -. 0
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PW~ inlu~ngteS;.iy Units. PHL usually selects! ex;osurt rate 
values an V-0e n4%~ a of the ran;# of values zAaSured at the wevral 
plints.  

The goneric Istinato :f tht total collective occupational vholt body 
* .. doll for the re~a~r of three steam generatzrs itis presented In 
SbN,1 -01f)c~o as s rs?;* of values, 3380 to 5340 man-rim. loth" ends 

of this range were cx-servatively estimated and represent upper bound 
Values. The upsL- va'u, 5840 man-run, was estimated assuming no 
credit for Cuse savi'n; teclniques. The lower value, 3330 man-rim, 
was astimates takin~ cetdit cily for three dose reduction methods: 

* ~(1) shieldir.; by ralsing the stews generator water level. (2) using 
a limfitd az:unt : f rciaoe toolingI and (3) Increasing the source-to
receiver distamcs. YE3C's total estizato of 2370 zan-rom per unit 
Included not only Vtess !:so reduction misasurts but als: measures 
Suct' as aiddi1cn-Watto-ary lead shieldin;, lc:ae goe-on~lazination, 
Pre*Jcb plar0.1r.; inc ;:-e-job training. The dose reduction procedures 
Pr.-,ostc by ',1P:C are :11scussed In more ds~.il in our SZ2.3 

In view of tle ab:ve clscussion, the lower erd of tVs generic range, 
3362 can-rem, is -%a a:;ropriate estimate *$Or c:;arisoa with VECO's 

*est!-miato of 2370 arn-m per unit. A su.-ary c=,aring VECO's 
estfimates winh Our generic estimates in N4UREG/Cl-0199 for the four 
t ain phases ef the prolect is given in Table 4.1.  

* ~ Table 4.1 
CComarISon Of OMc. At!o,.a1 ColleCtive Whole Body Dose Estimates 

PaeNRC Conerfc Estimate VE;C0 Estimate 
-Gas&, zaa-rwmunit Dose, m.an-rEm/unit 

* Preparation 41SC-8l 09 
RL~oal ~c:~~co559 

I nst~allation 13OC-330 877 
* Storage 30 35 

Tota ~ ~ 3~8402070 

The discrepancies iasvemn the detailed estiosaes are accunted for by 
the swe factors d86scussed above for the total estimatas. YEPCO's 
calculations of doses tzed commonly accepted practices for calculating 
doses and took Int: acc~unt the dose reduction measurs proposed to 
caintain doses Ax Lov As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA), including
local doczntacinat~fon, tacparary lead shielding, pre-job planning.  pro-ijob training a.4 use of remote tools where practicable. In 
Section 6 of Atfarenes 1, YEPCO has documentad Its consideration of 
the guidanct wit% regart to AL.ARA issues in Reg-ulatory Guide 8.8, 
Revision 7.4 'de have reviewed YEPCO's treatment of ALARA issues in 
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In 1975, 1576 Ltd 1577, wzrkers at Suny UJnits I and 2 received whole 
body ldosas of 638 man-rval 1 1287 inan-ral L~d 1410 man-rom., respec
tively, during the fas~ection and plug;1cng of degraded steam generator 
tubes. Th* total ocoWational doses for the twio units were 1649 
san-r= in 1975 31163 zan-rea in 1976 and 2416 man-rem in 1977.9 
These d~ses are, hfgfer than the ý &7n-rli.2t par year average for U.S.  
lighit wrcar rtato.rs.4#4.8ZZ As mentioned at the end of Section 3, 
we co=ijded in tbe SEI Uhat the proposed rtpair would eliminate the 
potentlao, for the kIr-ds of the tube degradazion observed to date.  
Based arn our ox~e,'1enza with plants wit.out severe denting problems 
and t!:e staaff c:=lusicn regarding corrosion reduction, doses due to 
mhe 1=sact.,9o3 a:. plu~ieg of degraded tztes wouild be markedly

cc -a'znal dase of cau.ot 500 man-rem par nuclear unit, averra 
over !..fa c. Ile ;:ant (30-40 year$). This value is s o 
avert;* 3f . 4a dcsus received at optrati% ... ý n 97,t 
avara-2 Zc1=.;at cso per unit for-I! or reactorss inn the 
Unite'z; C8a.us awas 57. rem. 5  as rarnged from 87 to 3142 
can-ram 2a ?iaft?.1r un.t ajor mieaceduring the year 
AcczUr.:!.ng .0r &b. T r Iaus pszslr~l large doses associat 
with za.12r z . ~are, such as the 2 -ani-re case per unit for 
the prstsim generator repair, will cc NRC regulations 
r .1 keep thust doses

001

IN/S GA4r

data"" In St:46-1:0 4 : t'eSE. 3 "do 103'4e ttEPCO's tffOr'.  
t: ma:a ;.-AIM.l =319 ALL.A sh¶;*be rep-alr effort art 

In s ~?ryf .vh a beve !1. scs! s i-. c1dvs t- is.@.tie c!ffe rinces betweeIn 
t.i *.:'er ;esai: MIZ'E: (3Un-rtm aw r it) and VEPCO's esti:ato 
(227:.' zma-T-4 -.a! unM:) :an be rtc:ncilo! :y (11) &..e use of lower 
dose 'atets =asuid.i a% S.arry in VUst VPC: tstir-ata and (2) the use of 
;;re =1s =L:eu-es by VMM: dit.bAn in t'te ;enorie estimate.  
We tVhuP,7cin ;:= )i tat VEP:Os ost:ats of 2070 man-rem is a more 
rtelstic as-.Iz~a .e -i 3330 man-'rtm fn" tQ re~air of the steam 
gentrermrs 13 zon S-Wry, unit. 4 Crorsgqi6asr.]Y, in Wt..~ rtm&VMRPfthiTs1 
apraltalI, va 6'iare used 2070 man-rem ;or u:1it as the occupational 
dcoe ft- Ute szon ;a-or atr repair werk st Surry. z /4, 

To ptt. Ontz esci. the oc:u;atiorral Cl:sas to be Incurred inA 
rt~air.Jg stua: ;antia:cs, it is .i10;u j mz-.;are these doses (1) 
with t-`:s* ex-:accad fr Vt znloaalio ^ula plants,(2 
ivieh t:2-a C.f*.-Iu :;-emsay'' resultin; from stat..  
;2eeraur ?wt:a r ur ac (3 1) v4~iu ~e ''i kko-4er -u'ntamna041P 

h~k 3feV14d 1d'4~~i 
A~tI':W, t AVC was i~tarzlng to* cz.-p1.:e =:uzational exposure estim.ates 

air ofLP:ce ;&-.: WO-Peratlcn it =.0 :'.na wta the Surry 1 and 2 
FES -.as pr--are., In I72, such exo~osurts wart =.~ s~ecifically 
=nscl~eC. In tJ~e Sjrry-l and 2 FES.

d
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The saving of occu;ational exposure resulting from the repair effort 
may be istimated by subtracting the estimated annual dose after 
repair fr:m the observed annual dose before repair. The doses of 
1287 man-rem in 1976 and 1410 man-rem in 1977 are c:nsidered representa
tive of exposures related to steam generator cperation before repair.  
The 638 man-rem dose in 1975 is not representative of operation with 
degraded steam generators because significant tube degradation was 

• not observed in Unit I until September 1975 and in Unit II until 
- January 1976. Subtracting the after-repair dose of 100 man-rem from 

the before-repair range of 1287 to 1410'man-rem leads to a s 
1187 to 1310 man-rem per year. At these rates of saving, tJi4D 20'70 
man-rem cost of the repair would be offset in 3 to 4 years.-

I LI

Operating experience at the Surry plant over the last three years 
demonstrates that the steam generators can continue to operate with 
the degraded tubes plugged, but frequent inspection and plugging as 
performed during the last three years would be rtquired to assure 
that the integrity of the steam generators would be mkintained. At 
the current rate of tube plugging, about 3% per year, it Is the 
staff's judgment that, with continued Inspections and plugging, the 
Surrj units could continue to operate for someperiod and, even 
If reduced power were required, the economic balance would favor 
continued operation of the units, as opposed to decomissioning 
the reactors. On the other hand, continued degradation of the 
Integrity of a major component such as steam generators, results 
in continued sall reductions In overall safety margins.  

This potential has been carefulli consideruirii the basis of the 
results of each inspection over the past te-"-yvars. While these 
margins re.ain acceptable, any continued degradation would require 
continued careful assessment to assuri tnat degradation does not 
become excessive.

.3.  
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red-ced, and we conclude that occUPational tx:Csurt after the rtpa!r 
will be reduced by hundreds of man rem per year for the two units.  
This would result in total occupational expcsures at Surry approac.ing 
more closely the national average value for li;nt water reactors (ifr-SOo 
man-rem per unit)•,i-4;; We furteher concude tMa. the dose savings 
Of hunreSs of man-rim per year would over a period of years tend to 
offset the im.diate one-tite dose of 4f-f- an-reo foe repairing Us 
three sze= generators in tee unitL.  

'pot', 
VEPCO has estinated that'the after-repair occupational dose for the 
inspection and repair of degraded steam generator tubes will be 
reduced to 25 man-rem per year for the two Sur'y units. Although the 
25 man-rem per year appears to be a reasonable number for Regulatory 
Guide 1.83 Inspections, we have conservatively estimated a higher 
value of 100 man-rem per year to account for additional inspections 
which may be ptrformoed to check the initial performance of the improved' 
steam Cenerat:rs and to correspond more closely to recent Industry 
experience.

I
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?A Zn : .aty, the Itt? . h a draW1 %As iol1afiý*; C.n-lusions, nV0atdi..  I mupational radiation" x;osurt. vP:0s ist~dte of 2070 pan-rem 
orbi unt fr t e mai of t.6. Sts=. ;tnrat:?ste?-Is reasonah'le. This 

dose falls within ut. range of 10n.011.4 9?. : 31dse, vhic~h have 
btnosre nrtcan% years. Cu.rve nteSft valuation 

Re;ort3 concludes that VLPCO is Lakin2 the galtS85afy, Steps tO insurt 
that occupational doses vill be saintaf aid ALARA. 4Ft.44?, ýThe 4 

renovation of the stean genhrate.- will lead to oc:upational close 
reductions of hundreds of can-are2 ;er year. The se dose savings Over 
a wierd of several years will c;;.teI;h t.-e 1=egats large one-time 
dose resulting fr=n the repair owatzimi4 It~e Mn.vi dual risks 
associated with the ex;.osures !inlv:ec, in .the ?I1&t rograz #III 
Ite contrlled &And 1.imited so as $06t 0.o excee-d *.e -irio? $I: 
forth in 10 C-FR Piro. 2C for Vsh~?:ra .;:~e est limlits 
Assure that the hazard to any exa1wsed indlvi:ual is extreffely 

- -------

7*4to for th-erpplt be in ncentas gC .n-e: ;er reaort)~ Inc eaiseas 
n rik f hi exposureson he ne crsa*edtrisk ensring five ge erat n-ions 

is alo re didt bes 1than one tyer ( a ., 0 . ent risk estimAticn f.  
m daa fr th ,:on asawle as I v a~ BEIR report)4. Fh Ior as 

a selecatad a ion such as is i1kely for Vi, e~x;:s~i kers involved in 
th r rogram consisting P*?- cipally tf r-441es 4. 6the asit 1.bOrcfTm 

-*20 40. iss.~ltr ~ ~ M ttless.  

Our Independent analysis of tht laseous and liquid reeases of radio
activity from the plant site during the stits generator repair project 
is based In large part on the ge.'a.ric rt;or&t, IKJR:/CR-0199a prepared 
by Pacific Northwest Laboratories for the "'. The estimates of 
releases in this report art up;;e bcvund values, beUs1 Oft coAsrVa 
tively high estizates for each ty~e of releasa.  

_V
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s ." .Table 4.f

Radioactive Effluents from Surry Station

Steam Gen\e ator Repair

Type of 
Radioactive 
"Effluent

VEPCO
Release 
Estimates 
(Cl/Unit)

a,llUREG/ 
CR-0199 
Release 
Estimates 
(Cl/Unit)

Operating Experience 

Surry Surry 
1976 1977 
Average Avera 
Relvases Relea 
(Ci/UniL) (Ci/I

FES

Annual 
Average 
Release 
Estimates 
(ClAn it/Yr)

go 
ses 
nit)

GASEOUS 

Noble Gases 

Halogens (Iodine-) 

Particulates

0.0045 o *0w90included in 
particulates

0.0031 .*oo3 0.0001

9600 9510

0.27 

0.041

0 3160

0.24 0. 0.92

0.001 (o)
Tritium

Nixed fission & 
activation products 

Tritium

( 

0.35 0a"5 0.14 

0.1 190

a'.

a

s23Th.

R lease

1.3 * 

0 a

ow

S 
.-.a 

S

19 44

11 

390

3.8

Q
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Sizilar 1esoates of t$61 gaseous and If•€d of""utS durfn; the 
re"air Vert made by YEPCO In Retfterce 1. 7htse estisates Vere based 
o.F the specific tquip.jorlt design a-d prOCtc5rt$ tz be used too the 
Surry plan:. Table 4.ZjarlSentS the hURI-/VCOU . et1 nlel and 
VEPCO's esoimates1 of the radioactivt effluents *ftch will to releued 
as a rtsult of the repair effort. Table 4. 3also presenltS Surry's 
reported average radioactive effluent releases for 17611 aLid 1977,t 
and the anual average radoa;Stive effluent release estimates prosented 

In the Sur-y FES.? Table 4.1 shows that te•t releasts t•ttizted by 
V-.CO an! the generic repor, for the re:air .*.:,. are c-ch lower 
(tXejt f1: *the airborne particulates) t",%an t,.1e Strry 197i and' 1977 
releases and tnt FES annual avera;e tsti:atts. F-r afrborOt ;arti
culates, tet VEPCO estimates of rtltases are in tsame rane as or 
lower than tie 1976 and 1977 relecses in Table 4.1. The Su-rr FES? 
does not present numerical estimates of airtor-nt ;articulate and 
tritium releases. However, airbornt particulates and trifoi= are 
sVall dose contributors cor:ared to radiolodi•at and n:ble ;ases for 
the highest dose pathways of exposure to Intivic-als in the general 
public. Therefore, the conclusions regarding dzsa cznseque,."s 
presented in the FES are still valid.  

The VEPCO estimates of gaseous releases fro. the re;air eftfrt are 
larger than the NRC generic estimates because the VE.CO values include 
the releases from fuel unloading and reloadin;, vhich art uch larger 
than the gaseous releases from the rtst of the repair operation.  
VEPCO's figures are based mainly on experience at Surry wvith refueling 
operations. The rtfueling releases were not included in the HUREG/ 
CR-0199 estimate, since the utility normally would plan to carry out 
the stea ;tentrator repail during a scheduled shutdwn for rtfuelin;.  
For the other gaseous releases'such as those fro= pipe cutting, VEPCO 
used co==only accepted c©lculational methods, for eamPle in calculating 
te kerf for each cut and in assuming that all rdioactive ratarial 'l* 

adhering to the Inner cut surface would bece=e airborne. Therefore, 
we conclude that VEPCO's estimates of gaseous releases, including 
those from the fuel handling operations, were carried out In an 
acceptable manner and represent reasonable estimAtes.  

S: 11
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In• Table 4.. the ,sti-a;ts for lifcid releases of tritium vary 
widely because VEPC: plans to stw:re t,*e pri.ary reactor Coolant water 
for retuse, whereas the ;tntric (WRE/CRU-0,!) tstizats assumes that 
t6 coolint is dischr;ied after pr.:essing for nuclides other than 
tritium. The VEPCO es:tiate fer the release of mixed fission and 
activation Products is lar;ar tan the generic estimate because the 
litter did not incluce the releases of the secordary coolant nor the 
local deconta•intiton solutions. B:th estimates included the activities 
In laundry waste water. VEPCO based its esticates of releases from 
the laundry waste ý,atar and sacandary ccolant on past measurements of 
these sour.es at Surry. VEPC3 used c€,-only accepted methods to 
calculate the releases fr:m local dac.ntaminati'nc solutions. Based 
on these several considerations, we conclude t.at the licensee has 
made reasonable estieates of the ra:icactive licuid effluents during 
the repair effort, and tt.at these esti-ates correspond, as will, to 
our own best estimates. 0 C- Fo 
Our estimates of dose to indi~viuals and to the ;opulatic.) as a whole 
in the area surrounding the Surry S•,st are based on the 'radioactive 
effluents which VECO estimated for the repair effort (su=arized in 
Table 4.2) and on the calculational methods presented in Regulatory 
Guides 1.109, 1.111 and 1.113.119's We conclude that offsite individuals 
will receive doses from the repair effort of the same order or less 
than the annual dose consequences prtsented in Vte FES.? The doses 
to the population within 50 miles will be less than 5 man-rem to the 
thyroid or total boýy fom liquid effluents, and less than 2 man-rem 
to the thyroid or total body frc= airborne effluents.. Every year the 
same population (about 2 zillion) will receive a total body dose of 
more than 100,000 man.-ra from the natural backg.ound radiation in 
the vicinity of Surry (0.065 rem ;er year).1 3  Thus, the po;ulation 
total body dose from the reali'0 effort Is less than 0.O.Ze Gf the 
annual dose due to natural background. -On these bases, yo conclude 
that the doses to individuals in unrestpricted arias and to tthe popula
tion within 50 miles due to gaseous and liquid effluents from Use 
repair project will eto be ... • a.  

VEPCO has estimated that the repair effort will gnerate 740 cubic 
moetrs of solid waste per unit containing 19 curies of radioactivity.' 
Based on the information presented in MUREG/CR-0199, we estimate that 
2300 cubic meters of solid waste containing 37 curies of radioactivity 
will be generated per unit.2 Our Siasatoe is higher than the lictnseaes 
estimate because we assumed that all of the radioactivity In the 
solutions from main coolant pipe decontamination would be solidified.  
Neither of these estfatas include the radioactivity on the inside

�2 �* . . *. . 12 .-12- I -
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surfa&cIS Of the ol-d star: ;t-t'aurs. '0n '34 an: 1977, Surry~ generated 
in annual aversg 1 0 37C e.:-: :eturs of ifl*: -waste par unit can
Uainng 310 curie, ;or v31% :f -a:a:*.-M1il:y.' I : TI azoune of 
,radliactivity In ---t wastes 0-o= -:&!- *ea f':r-. will be about tan 
percenlt of this avirage ns r::: wi :;*ration. Since the solid wastes reprasett ao I=&C. W0 ii s a szal I part of the 
1.01act from sol id waste: f--. wtro :eain Conclude t~hat the radiological Im~pact is ntt*ei rornen.azlefuly jigrf ficant.

SInce our estimates of raeicaftha efflaue.ts frc Surry during normal 
operation after. the rtpair alf.r30 a-.*butth sa=a or lower than 
thosk effluents presented In 0.e PESI, we =nclt.le that *.he impact on 
biota other than man wfI l be m~ greazter tbaz that 'fpact presented in 
..U FES.  

In st~ar the offsIte do.ses rzsultin; fr= -- bthe am generator 
repair vii 'be leiss bhan Ithse frooý rcaunz ;l~:C;ration Since the 
exlpected relenses of radicci~e.1 zataerial as a r-asi.t of the repair 
effort Will be less Utan the eliLases f:-= mrza? eperation. These 
doses Are co~rarable to dcsu~ ;restzted In 1.)& FEES7 and smell compared

-. 13 do

j'

r/ _rAW-9'

1 
0

On the basis of long ters. :nai~ta storla; ef -..N degraded stian generators 
until the reactors are da::mIssicned, Vt.ae e'lm Itt essant!ally no 
radioactive effluents fr-. *.-* go.ererars Oa 01 y.eirs. Final disposal at tit time will result fr!~a o~ffste ;3,sj:.S aid liquid radioactive 
releases, because a l.arge fraj:6!z. of the *~I sci nuclices in use 
5CIL- Generators will have zLaylc In 10 ytars.  

/0,7 The Stored Steam~e aratcrs wV'1 ;rzsLit a scuzr-. of direct and 
scat~tred radato We Isti-.1tsa:~ ea.. staL 0generator will 
contain about-E6B. CT of 4., Seei -0Z ~ , 

~j~~¶ ~ ~ 'ir s~a This is *.-sad on the 
est~imate of the contazinastior. of steacc gantratc? prlmary side surfaces 
given in NURE3G/CR-01S3.2 The stalff ss~i~.aza a dose rate of less 
than O.OCOl milli-rem per hour a. 8,%* nezrust site boundary due to this activity. An Individuals span.1fn; an entire year at this location 

would receive lass ttan I all~i-riz -, radatla2 ex;osure. This dose 
~c~t~xi atel heed var~S yarsbecause of the decay of 

~a~e. .hprincipal contrituti~r.; aciv!t, Ca. J:Ccd iia 
~*-.....- cclatin and re'ached te' sioe cVc ~ ncs this dose reoresents 

roughly one percent of the an.ua: dose fro: nat-ral background. 12 the staff concludes that the Miret fo paz.: tz -.he public from the 
stored generators will be. m':a ' - ."~r~~ V..n -- Gan%.  

The repair .affort hill return. the plant ta the tesign *Condition an 
which our evaluatior In Use r-=? was based.. Therafors, Ne conclude 
that the esticiates of routine releases ofr radloL-tivity and the 
potential darts to the public Ofr= th~oss*. ffltars after the repair 
will remain as presented in Us~ RIS.
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to t.na i,'ual i:ss fr-: .natjUra aO, : rid't-ton. Therefore the 
rtd:~;:a i~ac :1tereal r ý?O!eCO to 0.-6e public will noL 

4.2 !%:~::s~s; of Stan: Cer.,jratr Repair 

'/rC: Ifu tstizated that, ever thbe life of the ;Iantg the proposed 
sta&2 ertrrao~cr re;aIr Przfec. will result In a not dollar savin s of 
atmest Sizzoemoo cCpar-prd wi-.h t.4 cost ot continued operafo 

of t.te ez'strn; $611Z gereratorsi with an C~tI=!stic assL~ed scenario 
3 f tuba ;lug.-; ;tad dariting. Tha cost of pur:h&!sing and Installing 

t~@ 5tL t~aOt Toar aszerblies an4 assooiatad activities is 
estint.c at axj-t s5i'6,O::CCO fo- the t14wo units: 

7hg vot: ns ite se:rn at and fl--al dfiposal of Vhe six degraded 
0l ower asseb.tfs is ex;tac~ed to be aboute S14C0't,O~ft. The estirate 

ort !e1h:*rsn6 =Per curin; te'a -uttage for repair Is about $66,000,000.  
;- he tozai ;r-.ac-. cost is twerfore azout $133,OO*4,000.  

The ::::f re-.lacament, porwer during the outage Is based on the 
.31;htr fuel costs of ccal, ofl and Sas-fired units which VEPCO would 
;ress Int: service to riplace Me power lost by the shutdown at one 
of the Surr Units. The '/EPCO astirzate of S66,C00,000 based on 
If ffarem.ntal ftal costs Is reasonable in view of the total value of 

- - the replnamamnt power: 822,500 k1W x 0.6 capaciey factor x 360 days x 
- 24 hcur-s/!.ay x S.OL/k~hr a S183,OCO,000. VEPCO's estimate of 
-- S5,C30,c: cz.rtes;zds ta a fuel differentiala cost of abou~t 50.014/kW 

hr be*.**L f.-ssil-firtd plfants and a nuclear plLit. We consider this 
differeaflVa1 cost eSt'icat& reasoable.  

* The Vo-PC0 estloated not saving of SlZS,000,COO is based laretly on 
thýe C;st. :f rt~lacernt. power due to deniting. We assessed the 
riasona.blviess of tUhis eszimati by comparing it to tho cost of replace

-. :ent poiwe? if both unit,% had to be derated. The cost would be about 
3360900OCU0 after 10 years of derating at an ass~t.d rite of 3% per 
year (the cur-rant rate of tube degradation Is greater than 3% per 
year). T1areflort, VEPC.'s estioate that $125,OC0,000 would be saved 
over the life of the plant even after spending $143,000,000 for the 
stsaa ganerat.:r repair Is conservative.  

7he VEPCO tstizate of $1,000,000 for final disposal of the degraded 
=1am gentrato*rs esstes ensite storage for 30 years followed by 

-. sectioning and shipment to a licensed burial facility for low-level 
vista. THis estimata is not out-of line when coopared to recent 

= ustioatas" for the decc~issioning of complete reactors by discantle
tint after a =oling period (about. $30,000,000).  

-i his mullieration of costs does not take Int* account the continauing 
Sc.sts of Ute inspe:*Ion and plugging services, nor the costs of
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possible future modifications to c:nAtrol corr:sion, If the repair is 
not done. It also does not cons'.1er the cost oft the currtnt lack of 
reliability and availaoflity. Zn 1976, Surry Unit 1 was offline for 
36 days and Unit 2 !or 139 days for tube Inspection and plu;;ing. In 
1977, the outage ticis for tute inspection and plugging wers 50 days 
for Unit 1 and 70 days for Unit 2.  

"Zn Section 5, the economic" and other impacts of alternative sethods 

of repairing the staia generators will be compared..  

. .z 4.3 gon-Radiological £nvironmnental Costs 

The non-radiological im;tcts of the repair project on the environment 
are small com;artd to those of building and o;trating the reactors.  
These s:all costs includi tihe ca,=1ft.ent of azout one acre of land on 
the site for ,•t storage of the degraded steaz generators for the 
life of the station. There will be some noise tenerated by onsile 
equipment and a small ef'ect on local traffic by approximately 125 
constructfon workers per shift, buz these effects will be Insignificant.  

The material costs of the proposed action will include about 1350 
tons of carbon steel, 48 tons of stainless steel, 3000 cubic yards of 
concrete. These quantities are about r of the quantity of stool and 
about 8% of the concrete used in the original construction of the 

.... ant.  

"' 4.4 Environmental Impact of Postulated Accidents 

As Is discussed In our SER, 3 the design and plant operating parameters 
which are relevant to accident analyses will not change as a result 

S"•of the steam generator repair effort. Therefore, the assessment of 
"the environmental impact of postulated accidents presented in the 
final environmental statementr for Surry Units 1 and 2 will be unchanged 
and remain valid. However, there are a few typts of accidents which 
are possible due to the operations involved in the rtpair effort.  

One such postulated accident is the rupture of the Reactor Water 
Storage Tank by a crane drop. The bounds of the radiological constquences 
"of this accident were discussed in the FES' for Surrf Unit 2 under 

.---. the heading -"Release of liquid waste contents." 

A second type of postulated accident related to the repair effort 
would involve the dropping and rupture of a removed steam generator 
outside the reactor containment while it was being transported to the 
storage vault. This ac:ident would involve the rupture of the steel 
covers which will have been welded over each of the steam generator 
cuts to prevent the spread of the neutron-activated corrosion products 
"adhering to the inner surfpces. The method used to assess the radio-.  

".41*-*. logical consequences of a rupture which could release contamination 

•15
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on t�e • vrry side surfaces to the •'.oSphtrt is described in te 

SE 3  obj tan a care realist as'. esi.ate for the purpose of evaluatn; 
the envir•n•ental izpact, we used an atzosp.-i: dispersion fac'or of 
1.6 x 10 seconds per cubic meter. On this :asis, we concludel that 
this accident would result in a dose of 0.05 .-e to the lungs of an 
individual at the site boundary.  

The dose consequences of a drop accident Inside containment would be 
lower since the containment ventilation system would reduce the 
radioactivity released to the envIrontnt.  

*• .. In sui.,ary, we concluded that the cnseoquences of postulated accidents 
from the re air operation wouletwor tnvirm2,ntaly signiffcan.0 

5.0 impacts of Alternatives 

The bisic choices of future action regardin; the tube degradati.cn 
probltm are (1) repair of the degraced steam generators, (2) continu
ation of the present mode of operation, with Increasing costs in 
"plant efficiency and occupational exposure, and (3) shutdown of the 
Surry Units I and 2, and replacement by generating plants of different 
design. VEPCO opted for repairing the degraded steam gentrators, 
with changes in design, materials and operating procedures calculated 
"to eliminate the tube denting problem.  

"In the absence of oethods to arrest or greatly reduce denting, the 
continuation of operation for an extended period In the present mode 
Is impractical. With tube degradation and plugging continuing at toe 
present rate, the units would soon be required to operate at lower 
power. VEC0 his estimated the cost of replacement power, based on 
fuel differential costs, to be about $180,000 per day for the shutdown 
of a unit. Consequently, the cost of derating the Surry units would 
be high. Also, the man-rem cost of occupational exposure during 
inspection and plugging of tubes would continue to be- high, resulting 
In a dose higher tan 4140 man-rem In 3 or 4 years. Laboratory test 
programs on the denting phenomenon are currently underway to define 

*" the corrosion process more precisely and to develop preventive measurts 
such as corrosion inhibitors. While the combination of stama generator 
secondary side cleaning and corrosion inhibitors Is being studied by 
some utilities to combat denting in Its early stages, the denting 
phenomenon at Surry is too advanced for such erasures to be practical.  
"Therefore, VEPCO cannot count on a greatly reduced future rte of 
tube degradation to justify continuing the prtsent mode of oparation.  

The option of shutting down the Surry station and replacing It with a 
plant of different design Is easily shown to be ouch mort costly than 

,.o that of repairing the steam generators. VEPCO estimates (Section 
--a 55.1.3 of Reference 1) Vat the capital cost of new nuclear units 

a• • 
.:-*m
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with improved stam Va.e.t.rjtrs wculd be asout $2.7 Cil1o: dollars 
and wculd require altut 12h years to build. -ed1:ssil units would 
C:st about $1.2 billion and require about 8 years 0: build. (Jt 
consider the coal estimate low; capital c-st for a oal*fired plant 
is usually about 80% of that for a nuclear plan:.) Florida Power and 
Light Company made a similar cm:parison for repairing t#e steaw 
generators in Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. Their estimate was about 
S77/kW for the proposed steam generator repair operation, c=mpared to 
S224/kW for gas turbine units, $1059/kW for a c:al-fired plant, and.  
$1448/kW for a nuclear plant of i:iproved design. Although the Turkey 
Point estimates are in different terms, the cost comparison again 
overwhelmingly favors the repair option. For totst reasons, the 
plant replacea"ent option is no* e:oncaically feasible. In addition, 
there would be significant environmental impacts from su:h a large 
scale construttion o;eration. The =cst practical overall option is 
therefore to repair the degraded stean generators.  

In the remainder of this section, we shall consider the radiological 
and economic costs of several alternative ways of repairing and 
disposing of the degraded steam generators. An iraortant item in 
estimating economic costs is the cost of replacetent power during 
unit outage. VEPCO's cost estizate of $66,000,000 for the power 
needed during the 180 day outage of each unit corresponds to a replace
:ent power cost of nearly $200,000 per unit per day of outage.  

5.1 Decontamination 

VEPCO has estimated (Section 5.5.2.1 of Reference 1) that chemical 
decontamination of the steam generators before cutting would result 
in a net saving of 300 to 400 man-rem per unit in ocupational exposurs.  
However, it would cost about 1.5 conths in addit~onal outage of each 
unit. Replacement power for this additional outage would cost about 
$9,000,000. In addition, about 200,000 gallons of radioactive waste 
would be produced.  

E.-PCO also considered mechanical decontamination of the inner surfaces 
of the steam generator, but estimated that the occupttional exposure 
Curing the decontamination operation would exceed tUh later saving in 
dose to workers.  

lased on our knowledge of the lImited 'experioenc of the nuclear 
industry in large scale, high volume chemical decontamination of 
reactor coolant syste:s, we can make the following statacents. Most 
i:portantly, decontamination would add significant expense and time 
delays to the repair effort, including the cost of replacement power 
during those time delays. There is a degree of uncertainty about the 
c:=patibility of the decontamination fluid with iaterials in the 
c:olant system. The research and testing which would be required to 
provide adequate assurance of material compatibility to obtain our



approval tz de:.ntr...zae would adversely 1=3:a6 on t.- ::st anid 
sc'E%.ule of this re;,ir effort. While the l.etr Cose -*as resulting 
from +econta.siaticn .culd reduce oc:upatiCA9c se 056 t•a reUAir 
operations, :c::oWa,:nal radiation dcsts rtcvtel .4r'; -.ne de:;n~ a.

nation ef,.'l: 1tse'*f w:uld partially offset t.e :Zse 
Decontamination would no, remove the radioactivity insi:a tU."s whih 

are plug;ed. Large volumes of contaminated fluids wou:, te produced 
Ind require processing. That processing would. incur fr-;.IP costs 
and occupational dose. In sum.mary, we conclude that t"f.e1 c=sts of 
decontaminaticn Including costs due to time delays woulc outee;ih the 
dose savings. Therefore, the use of large scale decontaination in 
this repair effort is not a viable option.  

5.2 Ietubing of -xsting Steam Generators

The re*.ubing czeraticn would Involve (1) remcvIr.; the %;::&.- or dome 
portion of tne stai: ge, er3tor, (2) removing the lcweir aS1=2ly 
internals and tubes, (3) replacing the latter with stata-of-the-art 
Intlernals Irn tubes, and (4) refurbishing the u;per in:tarnals, and 

(5) welding the dome back in place. VEPCO has estimatec (Section 

5.5.1.2 of Reference 1) that the cost of this operati.o.n n both 
dollars and oc:upati•nal exposure would be higher than tae proposed 
replacement of the c:,m-,letae lower assembly. VEPCO further points out 

that shop fabrication of new lower assemblies would provide more 

;ositive assurance that the quality of the repaired generatzrs was 
acceptable.  

On the other hand, the staff is aware of recent daveloptents by 

16estinghouse in the technology of in-place refurbishment which show 

some promise of reducing unit outage and personnel expzsurn below the 

values for VEPCO's proposed repair method. However, at t•is time not 

enough information is available for us to make a detailed assessment 
of the retubing alternative.

A detailed proposal for our review is expected In the.netr future.  
If our assessment is favorable, in-place retubing may be an alternative 
for steam generator repairs in the future. However, i• the time 
frame contemplated for the proposed licensing action, thiis is not 
considered to be an available alternative to the proposed action.  

5.3 Replacement of the Entire Steam Generator 

For this alterkative, a construction opening in the corrntUieht wall 
about 20 feet wide and 40 feet high would be required, sinca the 
upper assembly of the steam generator could not pass throu.h the 
existing equipment hatch. The personnel exposure for this alterna
tive would be about the same as for the proposed repair, because 
essentially the same high-dose operations will be required In each 
case. Elimination of the cut across the diameter of each steam 
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generator results in only a sma1l saving of 74t .... ...  fimatt tea b --
rni4 

capital costs art ia.e. to be 0 oUt &c ., ..... :a 
cost difference is due to an estimaUted additi:fta: Out';& Of : 0 
days per unit for the alternativt. This corrts;:nds .: in adge;.1-.li 
requirement of asout $40,00,000 worth of rope t=tAn" P-,2! d-..., 
the repair of both units, calculatd at the rate of ab:-.% $1E•,: 
per day of outage per unit. For these reasons, Vie s$a16 concl.:.es 
that VEPCO's proposed repair method is preforazle.  

5.4 Alternate Disposal Methods 

In the Appendix to NUREG/CR*01992 the radiological C:Sts Of several 
alternative methods for the disposal of the devrided s.ea= ;enera':rs 
are evaluated. The results of this analysis are sur.,.n:td in Ta.2lt 5.1.  

Table 5.1 Steam Generator Disposal Altarnativts 

Approxic•ta Apprcxi:a* 
Man-Rem ;er Ailzzron Release 

QOtion Steam Generatc? C1 :t. .e.terator 

"Long-terma storage (including surveillance) 10 Neglig~ble 
.. with intact shipment 

"Long-term& storage with cut-up and shipment 16 0,005 

Shortar-term storage with cut-up - at 5 yr 230 O.C2S 
"- at 15 yr SO 0.015 

C~ b.  
"" Immediate •ntact shipment 2.4€ Ng2li;ible 

Immediate cut-up and shipment by 
rail/truck - no decontamination Sao 0.C42 

I-mediate cut-up and shipment by 
"rail/truck - with chemical decontamination 270 0.010 

a 30 to 40 years 

ib ince the steam generator will be staled before It Is removed frox 

containment, no release of radioactive material Is expected durin; 
the repair operation.  

C Estimates for short-term storage followed by intact. shipuent w•l•l 
-= be only slightly larger than this, perhaps 5 man-rm.  

- It Is seen that the options Involving intact shinent would have Vhe 

lower radiological costs; but Intact shipment is possible only by 
": barge and at present there-is no licensed burial ground with faci"ities 

-"~ for off-loading an entire lower assac-bly fro2 a barge.

- 19 °
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.1lweti yso Uoprngr Table £e. t:r.d -0.1 is.a.t ; s sti the a iatne 

rtleists from the seqmentir.; 0.01010.:n W,:ud -I 1IISJe than tlhoSe 
from the rest of the repaor f*f-f~te 

The two disposal ailtirnat~vas Co~ns'Care4 bV V TM (SeSVon. S.S. 2. 2 of 
Reference 1) wtre ~tdi i~tar:ba;b I- 1t~ avc riar-ta 

sectioning for off-sits cls::sal. T*-* ost--nated *:r.Z:M,1C ad radiCO 
lo~i:al costs art givenm il a1:l0 S.2, O:r 6.01 0','sl six St1laz 
generators.  

1`0l2 5.2 Costs oll Allternie :!s=:sa: t.-csCE) 

Method :est. d.olar: £Ex~osu'et  rnan-rem 

* -it St.orage With 2,:0,ri-OC so 

Final Disposal am 
Oecoc~1ssioning 

*Intact Barge Shipment 1 ~20COP.-0 tz I j ,5I C,03 200 

Ntar-ter.- Sectioning. ,O , oCo ta 2000 

aNote that these doses Art 10? six leohar assamblres. The estimates 
in Table 5.1 art for ene 1cwtriassa;:11y.  

According to the VEPC0 esti~atas. h ;r-;csed. !is;.s~al method of 
on-site storage with final dizmosltlon at the Mm:e of poant dec.,is1v 
sioning should result in the least c3st in dollirs and in radiation 

* exposurs. The staff agrees 6.1at t.?e pro;:sad 9!sp:osal method czsts 
less in radiation exposure thLm a1.arnatives available at' present.  
The proposed onsite stora;a Imaes open the o;t~on of iitact barge 
ship:ent In the event that a turial ground with adequata off-loading 
facilities becomes availablie.  

5.0 'oasis and Conclusion for not P eari'n; an LEvlrrentl IPant. $tatament 

We have reviewed the prop:osd stea: pnrao~tr rtpair action and have 
reacted the following czr1.-lusizns.  

00



C)The proposed replacizent Z1 t'ah 14-9V &se~ 5Of "I sa 
Ct.-frator is the best VaialLol :VLAI~r, f~r= toth tho radi*oIical 
and economic standpoints, f.-- eliz~r~atinl Viae tu'be ceradation 

(2) The one tir~e cc-upeti.-ntl te-z;osur of Z:0,0 :e.r unit is lanr* 
thai¶ the avtrage annual c:a::a ei r ss::iattd .  
the ope7iti.Afl of a nuclear ::we?:ar: ýov-evter SUV 
cc:ý.pational exposures er lv-;a? tx.-:st.?es wo;.d be Irmurrid 
In £ few years by cnzin-ued :;aez:1:r at lu~ri even absent 
tthe pr'v~osed action. In zkhe lvt; =-. 1 prL:zstc 1:6'.4=1 Will 
cause occupational tx-.surtt at an .:tr2-.1n; Surry facility 
tZo be reduced on a Ia.; ter: c-.-'ýaolv tibsas well* as on 
an annual basis. Therefore ft !.e V. :er a hr 
will be a substantial inc"rtue I-c:~a~n raciatl:n 
ex;:sure caused by the work iun-,: r 1z ad.  

We have reviewed the dose rt4du--1:. insures tz be used by 
...- the applicant and conclude --at -vi costs cu~d be ALM~. We 

have also considered the heia"Ct? e ffe:ts risule~in; from such 
ex;:sure and concluded that these art r.-t slfrificint.  

(3) The new steam gentratxr des!;- l.% :~i~ features which will 
elicinate the potential for %he varicus fzr--s of tube degradation 
observed to date.  

-(4.) The restoration would ristart tmhe ;trarat-ors to the *Condition 
evaluated in the FES and would result in in oc:uiational dose 
saving of hundreds of man-rc ;or yea-., because there ~would be a 

e::marked reduction in the azou.it of =&b inspection and tube 
- piu;1ing required to keep V t te~raratars in accaptabis operating 

codtion.  

(5) Offslto doses resulting fro2 t?* stean Co'itrator repair will b* 
- less than those from recent plait, operatl:nz, cooparableta 

doses presented in the FTS7,a~snalcae oteana 
-doses from natural back;rv.u radi ation. tittrefore, the otffate 

doses will not be signlficac..0
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"- •UNITED STATES 

'6 ;NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20555 

Docket No.: 50-338 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Herbert N. Berkow, Director 
Project Director 11-2 
Division of Reactor projects I/II 

FROM: James A. Norberg, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION ON STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT PROJECT
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNIT 1 (TAC NO. M84139) 

REFERENCE: Submittal, M. L. Bowling (VEPCO) to L. B. Engle (NRC), dated 
July 16, 1992 

The referenced submittal provides an engineering review and safety evaluation 
for replacement of the three North Anna Unit 1 (NA-1) steam generator lower 
assemblies and the temporary modifications. This document also provides a 
description of construction activities associated with the implementation of 
the steam generator repair.  

The Mechanical Engineering Branch (EMEB) has reviewed this licensee's 
submittal. Particularly, the following areas are covered: 

1. Changes in piping configurations 
2. Modifications in SG supports 
3. Removal of pipe whip restraints 
4. Evaluation of seismic loading 

Based on the information provided by the licensee, the staff concludes that 
the NA-1 steam generator replacement project is performed in accordance with 
the current industry practice for such activities and is generally acceptable 
in the areas reviewed by EMEB. Specifically, all piping and pipe supports of 
the reactor coolant system, main steam system, and feedwater system will be 
reinstalled to their original configurations. Furthermore, all applicable 
design basis seismic and stress analyses have either been reevaluated or 
reperformed to verify the capability of the repaired systems to perform their 
intended functions.  

The staff has concerns, however, over the use of Code Case N-411 damping 
values as stated in the draft UFSAR Section 3.7.3. According to Regulatory 
Guide (RG) 1.84, "Design and Fabrication Code Case Acceptability, ASME Section 
III Division I," these damping values may be used only in those analyses in 
which current seismic spectra and procedures are employed. To utilize these 
alternate damping values, the licensee should either comply with all the RG 
1.84 requirements or, otherwise, provide a justification for staff review.

300008 
9211020230 921026 
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H. Berkow

Our safety evaluation and SALP input are enclosed.  

ORUGINAL SIGNED 
BY: 

James A. Norberg, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering

Enclosures: as stated 

Contact: A. Lee, EMEB/DE 
Ext. 504-2758 

Distribution: 
Central File 
EMEB RF/PF/CHRON 
ALee 
TChan 
LEngle 
BDLiaw

DE: EMEB 
TChan 
jo /i,/92
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ENCLOSURE 1 
SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT PROJECT 
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

NORTH ANNA NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The three Westinghouse Model 51 steam generators (SGs) l-RC-E-IA, IB, and IC 
of North Anna Unit 1 have experienced corrosion-related degradation that 
require periodic inspection and plugging of SG tubes to ensure their continued 
safe and reliable operation. Despite improvements in secondary water 
chemistry, tube degradation has continued over the years in the SGs.  

In the current plant configuration, the plant is limited to 95% power. In 
addition, the current status of the existing SGs will require extensive tube 
inspections which will result in significant dose to personnel. The primary 
causes of the degradation are: (1) intergranular stress corrosion cracking in 
the tubing in the tubesheet region and at support plate intersections, (2) 
[mechanical wear of the tubing at tube-to-anti-vibration bar intersections, 
and (3) primary side stress cracking of tight radius U-bends in the tubing.  

As stated in the licensee's submittal of July 16, 1992, the licensee 
determined to correct the deficiencies by providing a SG with enhanced 
material to resist the previously exhibited degradation mechanisms. In 
addition, the feedwater, SG blowdown lines, and the SG drains will be replaced 
with chrome-moly material to provide improved capability in erosion/corrosion 
resistance. Such a new SG consists of the original steam dome and a 
replacement SG lower assembly. The three new SG lower assemblies are designed 
and fabricated to be physical duplicates of the original lower assemblies.  

Certain design changes and enhancements have been made in the new SG lower 
tube bundle assemblies which address the operating experience of the original 
SGs and which enhance the overall reliability and maintainability of the SGs.  
The repairment is confined to removal and replacement of the lower assemblies 
mainly due to limitations on the diameter of equipment that can be moved 
through the equipment hatch.  

Implementation of the repair will be accomplished by severing the reactor 
coolant piping and all attached piping at the SG nozzles, severing the SGs 
within the transition cone and removing the lower assemblies from the 
containment. The steam domes will remain in containment and will be modified 
for the installation of a flow restrictor in the steam outlet nozzle. The 
existing downcomer flow resistance plates on the wrapper plate will be removed 
and the shells will be prepared for welding to the lower assemblies. The new 
shop-fabricated SG lower assemblies will be transported into the containment 
through the equipment hatch and c6nnected to the original steam domes.  

EVALUATION 

The licensee's July 16, 1992, submittal contains a copy of the draft design 
change package (DCP), 90-13, "Steam Generator Repair." This draft DCP 
provides an engineering review and safety evaluation for replacement of the 
three NA-i SG lower assemblies and the temporary modifications and
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construction activities associated with the implementation of the SG repair.  

This evaluation addresses the effects of the steam generator replacement (SGR) 

on the following issues: 

1. Changes in piping configurations 
2. Modifications in SG supports 
3. Removal of pipe whip restraints 
4. Evaluation of seismic loading 

As part of the SG repair, heavy loads must be rigged into, out of, and within 

the containment building. To ensure safe performance of these rigging 

activities, the licensee performed a detailed analysis to determine the most 

efficient and safe methods for handling the SG components. In this regard, 

the evaluation of safe load pathways, heavy loads, polar crane stress, and 

impact analysis will be performed by the Plant Systems Branch (SPLB).  

Changes in Piping Configurations 

All piping attached to the SGs will be severed and portions removed to provide 

clearance for SG removal. This piping will be reconnected to the repaired SGs 

in the original configuration. In some cases the removed piping sections and 

associated fittings may be discarded and replaced with new piping and fittings 

of the same configurations. A detailed design effort was performed to 

establish the various cut locations for the piping based on the most efficient 

and safe methods of handling the SGs and components.  

An enhancement has been made for the SG blowdown piping from the SG nozzles to 

the existing 3" diameter header. The coupling size of the SG blowdown nozzles 

has been increased to 2-1/2." The existing 2" blowdown piping from these 

nozzles to the 3" headers will be replaced with 2-1/2" chrome-moly steel pipe 

for increased erosion/corrosion resistance. This modification will provide 

for additional blowdown capacity. The licensee has evaluated and seismically 

qualified this modified piping configuration in accordance with ANSI B31.1

1967 Power Piping Code.  

In order to minimize the extent of reanalysis of affected piping, the licensee 

maintains the existing arrangement/layout and locations of pipe supports 

within tolerances shown on applicable station drawings. Following 

reinstallation of piping, cold gap measurements for critical components will 

be verified against the station drawings.  

Travel stops will be provided on spring hangers on any piping affected by 

cutting prior to making the severance cuts.  

Modifications in SG Supports 

The SG upper restraint will be replaced with an equivalent restraint.  

Demolition of the existing upper restraint is required due to difficulties 

associated with their removal from the SGs and the effort involved to reuse 

them. In order to facilitate the removal of the upper restraint, a temporary 

support is required at each SG. This temporary support will be installed 

under the existing SG upper restraint and adjustments will be made so that the
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existing restraint is adequately supported during removal of the lower SG 
assembly. The existing restraint will be cut and each half ring moved away 
from the SG. Then the SG lower assembly is removed, followed by the removal 
of the existing upper restraint. For installation, a new upper restraint 
equivalent to the old one will be placed on the temporary support. The new SG 
lower assembly is installed and then the new SG upper restraint is bolted 
together per design basis requirements. The temporary support will finally be 
removed prior to plant startup.  

Removal of Pipe Whip Restraints 

Removal of pipe whip restraints is addressed in DCP 90-06, "Pipe Whip 
Restraint Removal," which is a part of the overall project scope. It appears 
that the floor-mounted reactor coolant loop pipe whip restraints which are 
adjacent to the steam generator supports will be removed.  

Since this particular DCP is not available for staff review, no evaluation of 
this issue will be included here.  

Evaluation of Seismic Loading 

All the piping and pipe supports of the reactor coolant system, main steam 
system, and feedwater system will be reinstalled to their original 
configurations. All applicable design basis seismic and stress analyses have 
either been reevaluated or reperformed to verify the capability of the 
repaired systems to perform their intended functions.  

In reviewing draft UFSAR Section 3.7.3, the staff identified concerns 
regarding the use of Code Case N-411 damping values in the North Anna Unit I 
piping seismic analysis. According to Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.84, "Design and 
Fabrication Code Case Acceptability, ASME Section III Division I," these 
damping values may be used only in those analyses in which current seismic 
spectra and procedures are employed. In order to use the Code Case damping 
values, therefore, the licensee should comply with the RG 1.84 requirements, 
or, otherwise, provide a justification for staff review.  

CONCLUSION 

Based on the above evaluation of the licensee's DCP 90-13, the staff concludes 
that the SGR project is performed in accordance with the current industry 
practice for steam generator replacement and is generally acceptable in the 
areas reviewed by the staff. There is one exception, however, in the area of 
seismic piping analysis. According to RG 1.84, the Code Case N-411 damping 
values may be used only in those analyses in which current seismic spectra and 
procedures are employed. North Anna Unit 1 design spectra are not the current 
seismic spectra as recommended in RG 1.60. Therefore, the licensee should 
provide the justification for using such damping values for the North Anna 
Unit 1 project, for staff review.
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SALP INPUT 

LICENSEE: Virginia Electric Power Company 

REVIEW: Arnold Lee 

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY; SAFETY EVALUATION ON STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT 
PROJECT 

FACILITY NAME; North Anna Power Station Unit 1 

SUMMARY OF REVIEW 

Perform a safety review of the adequacy of the licensee's steam generator 
replacement project. Determine whether the methodologies and the 
implementation procedures of the repair are in accordance with the general 
industry practice and are in compliance with the NRC regulatory guidelines.  
Determine whether the replacement project would affect the existing piping 
configurations an would invalidate the commitments stated in the UFSAR.  

NARRATIVE DISCUSSION OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE - FUNCTIONAL AREA 
ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

The licensee appears to be conscientious in pursuing NRC objectives. A 
comprehensive description of the methodologies used for the steam generator 
replacement project was provided in the licensee's submittal of July 16, 1992.  
However, this submittal is regarded only as a draft design change package. In 

-particular, the sections of revised UFSAR that are included in the submittal 
are in the mark-up form. Licensee management's commitment in providing an 
auditable, final document for staff review is warranted.
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ENCLOSURE 

FINAL REPORT 

STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT PROGRAM (SGRP) 

NORTH ANNA POWER STATION. UNIT NO, I (NA-I) 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY (LICENSEE) 

DOCKET NO. 50-338 

1.0 Dose Estimates And ALARA Precautions 

The licensee's dose estimates and ALARA planning for the Steam Generator 
Replacement Project (SGRP) were reviewed during a November 30 through 
December 4, 1992, inspection (Inspection Report No. 50-338.339/92-26).  

As of October 30, 1992, the licensee's collective dose estimate for the 
SGRP was approximately 540 man-rem, of which approximately 36 man-rem 
was associated with the resistance temperature detector (RID) piping 
elimination. The 540 man-rem estimate was the latest revision from 
previous estimates of 688 and 572 man-rem and reflected final job scopes 
and man-hour estimates determined by the licensee and the contractor.  
The earlier dose estimates incorporated man-hour estimates based on 
industry averages. Currently, the licensee has set a dose goal of less 
than 500 man-rem. Provided the remainder of the SGRP goes as planned.  
the resulting dose should be considerably less than the licensee's goal.  
As of February 23, 1993 the estimated dose received is approximately 192 

S ..... -man-rem and the estimated total dose for the SGRP is 321 man-rem.  

!n addition to reviewing the formulation of the dose estimate, the staff 
evaluated the licensee's radiation protection (RP) organization. outage 
Planning and preparation, and ALARA initiatives for the SGRP. The RP 
organization established for the outage appeared experienced and good 
coordination was observed between the licensee and the outage contrac
tor. The licensee had established a comprehensive training program 
which included mock-ups, supplemental RP technician training and 
performance measures, and ALARA supervisory training. In particular.  
the licensee has made a strong effort to make the mock-ups as realistic 
as possible.  

Pre-planning for the SGRP appeared comprehensive, and the licensee 
appropriately evaluated and addressed lessons learned from previous 
steam generator replacements.  

"17 : - • : -. - _ . -
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Facility and equipment upgrades for the SGRP included the new 
Decontamination Facility, the Containment Access Facility for 
processing workers, closed circuit television, upgraded 
communications equipment, and a remote teledosimetry and air sampling 
system. Review of selected ALARA job evaluations, preliminary Radiation 
Work Permits, Radiation Protection Job Guides, and associated procedures 
identified no concerns. General exposure reduction activities planned 
for the outage included early boration and peroxide flushing, hot spot 
flushing, RTD piping elimination, and installation of temporary 
shielding, as well as decontamination of work areas where appropriate.  

2.0 Steam Flow Restricter Modifications 

The resident inspector verified that the licensee performed a final 
inspection of the restrictors at Pensacola, Florida, prior to their 
being sealed in crates and shipped to the site. The inspector reviewed 
the inspection report which certified that all required surveillances 
were accomplished with satisfactory results and that all documentation 
was reviewed and accepted. Upon receipt at the site, the licensee was 
only required to verify the shipping release tag and that the crate was 
intact. The inspector reviewed the results of this inspection and found 
them to be acceptable.  

3.0 Security For Protected Area and Sally Port 

Containment has remained a vital area during the project. Access is 
being controlled through normal methods. The status of the security 
construction activities was evaluated during a safeguards inspection on 
NJovember 30, 1992. Based on observation of security operational 
artivities and testing of intrusion detection and assessment capability 
at the new secondary access control facility during the inspection, no 
security-related issues were identified that would negatively impact the 
SGRP outage.  

The modification of the security system and installation of a new 
secondary security access portal and sally port were completed prior to 
the commencement of the SGRP on January 4, 1993. In addition, 25 
contract security personnel have augmented the security forces for the 
duration of the SGRP.
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4.0 Safe Load Pathways. Heavy Loads, Polar Crane Stress And Impact 
Analysis, if SGs are Inadvertently Dropoed 

Evaluation of the licensee's analysis of the potential offsite doses 
resulting from a steam generator drop accident during the outage noted 
no concerns. Calculated doses at the exclusion area boundary were 
minimal and a small fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100 limits.  

Programmatic review of the licensee's heavy loads and safe load pathways 
were reviewed as discussed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-338,339/92-20 
and 92-25. The safe load pathways, polar crane test and other crane 
tests have been completed. These items were reviewed during a scheduled 
inspection during the week of January 24, 1993 by Region II and were 
found to be acceptable. (Inspection Report Nos. 50-338, 339/93-05).  

5.0 SG Materials (applicable codes) Welding Process - Monitor Quality 
67 Narrow Gap Welding 

The applicable codes for the project are as follows: 
Fabrication of SG lower assembly, ASME Code Section I11 1986; SG repair.  
ASME Code Section XI (83S83) Controlling Code: Mainsteam, Feedwater, and 
Blowdown Systems, USAS Code B31.7 Power Piping Code (69 with 70 
addenda); SG girth weld, ASME Code Section IIl 1986, Reactor Coolant 
Piping. USAS Code 831.7 Power Piping Code (69 with 70 addenda).  

Fabrication records and material certifications were reviewed for the 
following components: (Inspection Report Nos. 50-338,339/92-20 and 
92-25) channel head forging, nozzle safe-end forging, tube sheet plate.  
transition plate, partition plate, lower shell barrel, flow limiter 
assemrbly. SG tubing and RCS spare piping elbows. The documents and thp 
information therein appeared complete and consistent with applicableý 
requirements.  

Various welding specifications, supporting procedure qualification 
records and required mechanical testing results were reviewed with no 
adverse findings.  

6.0 Pipe Whip Restraint Removal 

The staff has performed a review of the licensee's Design Change 
Package, DC-90-06-1, Appendix 5.-5 "SG Primary Coolant Pipe Whip 
Restraint Removal." We concur with the licensee's determination that 
the removal of the pipe whip restraints will not endanger public health 
and safety. This is based on the following: 

(A) The pipe whip restraints were designed to be passive restraints.  
They would engage the pipe only if a primary coolant loop pipe 
break occurred. All primary coolant loop pipe whip restraints are 
no longer required per the NRC-approved Westinghouse leak-before
break (LBB) analysis (WCAPs 11163/11164) and the staff's Safety 
Evaluation dated December 5, 1988.  

S.. -..-
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(B) Removal of the restraints provides increased access beneath the 
steam generators during the SGRP. This increased accessibility 
will result in reduced work time to install the replacement steam 
generators, and hence reduce man-rem exposure for the replacement 
project.  

(C) An unreviewed safety question does not exist as a result of the 
above design change. In addition, the margin of safety for any 
part of the Technical Specifications has not been reduced. The 
pipe whip restraints which are to be removed are no longer part of 
the North Anna plants' design basis. Therefore, their removal 
cannot affect any limiting condition of operation (LCO) of the 
Technical Specifications.-.  

Based on the above evaluation, the staff concludes thot the licensee's 
10 CFR 50.59 evaluation for the removal of the primar, coolant loop pipe whip 
restraints is acceptable.  

7.0 iie••.c Loading Evaluations 

All the piping and pipe supports of the reactor coolant system. main 
steam system, and feedwater system will be reinstalled to their original 
configurations. All applicable design basis seismic and stress analyses 
have either been reevaluated or reperformed to verify the capability of 
the repaired systems to perform their intended functions.  

In reviewing draft UFSAR Section 3.7.3, the staff identified the use of 
Code Case 11-411 damping values in the NA-i piping seismic analysis. It 
should be noted that the use of such damping values, as endorsed by 
Regulatory Guide 1.84, required conformance to certain caveats, one of 
which was the use of current seismic spectrum and procedures. However.  
based on the plant-specific approval for the use of these damping 
values, issued by the tIRC in 1985, the staff reviewed the North Anna 
design basis spectra. It was found that the spectra resemble a Newnark 
spectrum, generally considered by the staff as a current seismic 
spectrum. The staff, therefore, finds its use in conjunction with Code 
Case N-411 damping values to meet the conditions of 10 CFR 50.59 and.  
therefore, is acceptable.  

8.0 •,L..•.upport Modifications 

The SG upper restraint will be replaced with an equivalent restraint.  
Removal of the existing upper restraints is required due to difficulties 
associated with their removal from the SGs and the effort involved to 
reuse them. In order to facilitate the removal of the upper restraint.  
a temporary support is required at each SG. This temporary support is 
installed under the existing SG upper restraint and adjustments made so 
that the existing restraint is adequately supported during removal of 
the lower SG assembly. The existing restraint is cut and each half-ring 
moved away from the SG. Then the SG lower assembly is removed, followed 
by the removal of the existing upper restraint. For installation, a new 

-. .i , -- -- .\..-". -:- .".st.n . . .  
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upper restraint equivalent to the old one is placed on the temporary 
support. The new SG lower assembly is installed and then the new SG 
upper restraint is bolted together per design basis requirements. The 

temporary support will finally be removed prior to plant startup. The 
staff concludes that these particular activities are in accordance with 
current industry practice and meet the conditions of 10 CFR 50.59, and, 
therefore, are acceptable.  

9.0 Unreviewed Safety Questions (Accident Analyses) 

The staff has completed the review of the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation regarding the steam generator lower assemblies replacement at 
NA-l. The licensee used the guidelines of NSAC 125 to perform this 
evaluation. The licensee demonstrated that the steam generator lower 
assemblies replacement does not adversely impact safe operation of the 
plant and does not involve an unreviewed safety question or a change to 
the Technical Specifications (TS). The licensee's evaluation meets the 
conditions of 10 CFR 50.59 and therefore, the staff finds it acceptable.  

10.0 ChanQesjinPijj,..Lq.atlone or Conflauration-Modificatio s in Pip nn 
Penetrations 

All piping attached to the SGs is to be severed and portions removed to 
provide clearance for SG removal. This piping will be reconnected to 
the repaired SGs in the original configuration. In some cases the 
removed piping sections and associated fittings may be discarded and 
replaced with new piping and fittings of the same configurations. A 
detailed design effort was performed to establish the various cut 
locations for the piping based on the most efficient and safe methods of 
bAndling the SGs and components.  

An enhancement has been made for the SG blowdown piping from the SG 
nozzles to the existing 3" diameter header. The coupling size of the SG 
blowdown nozzles has been increased to 2-1/2". The existing 2" blowdown 
piping from these nozzles to the 3" headers will be replaced with 2-1/2" 
chrome-moly steel pipe for increased erosion/corrosion resistance. This 
modification will provide for additional blowdown capacity. The 
licensee has evaluated and seismically qualified this modified piping 
configuration in accordance with ANSI B31.1-1967 Power Piping Code.  

In order to minimize the extent of reanalysis of affected piping, the 
licensee maintains the existing arrangement/layout and locations of pipe 
supports within tolerances shown on applicable station drawings.  
Following reinstallation of piping, cold gap measurements for critical 
components will be verified against the station drawings. Travel stops 
will be provided on spring hangers on any piping affected by cutting 
prior to making the severance cuts.
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The staff finds that these particular activities are in accordance with 
ANSI B31.I-1967 Power Piping Code and meet current industry practice 
and, therefore, meet the conditions of 10 CFR 50.59 and are acceptable.  

11.0 Heavy Loads 

The licensee removed all the fuel from the reactor to the spent fuel 
pool (SFP) before moving the heavy loads involved in the SG 
replacement. Thereafter, the licensee has elected to follow "safe load 
paths" wherein heavy loads are not carried in areas in which the 
spent fuel stored in the SFP could be damaged, either directly by a load 
drop or indirectly, by damaging system(s) used to cool the SFP during 
the replacement process.  

The staff has reviewed that portion of the submittal dealing with heavy 
loads and found the licensee's plans acceptable. The licensee's plans 
to conduct the replacement under the provisions of 10 CFR'50.59. in this 
area, are also found to be acceptable.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Herbert Berkow, Director 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects 

Goutam Bagchi, Chief 
Civil and Geosciences Branch 
Division of Engineering

STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT DESIGN CHANGE PACKAGE 
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION, UNIT 1, TAC NO. M84139

The staff of the Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch (ECGB) reviewed the 
plant's UFSAR changes in the DCP 90-13-1, and find that there is no change in 
the seismic input and the seismic analysis methods except that a new piping 
analysis code NUPIPE-SW is used to perform the piping analysis. Thus, the 
ECGB staff finds the changes acceptable. However, the detailed description of 
the use of the new computer code NUPIPE-SW should be provided in UFSAR Section 
3.9, and the adequacy of the changes should be confirmed by the Mechanical 
Engineering Branch (EMEB).  

We consider our effort on TAC No. M54139 to be complete.  

Goutam Bagchi, Chief 
Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch 
Division of Engineering

cc: J. Wiggins 
S. Varga 
B.D. Liaw 
G. Lainas 
J. Norberg 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

December 15, 1993 
Docket No. 50-395 

MEMORANDUM FOR: L. Joseph Callan 
Acting Associate Director for Projects, NRR 

Lawrence J. Chandler, Assistant General Counsel 
for Hearings and Enforcement, OGC 

Ashok C. Thadani, Director 
Division of Systems Safety and Analysis, NRR 

Frank J. Congel, Director 
Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards, NRR 

James T. Wiggins, Acting Director 
Division of Engineering, NRR 

FROM: Steven A. Varga, Director 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II, NRR 

SUBJECT: LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT 
VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT NO. 1 (TAC NO. M88172) 

This memorandum is to inform you of the proposed actions by South Carolina 
Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G) relating to the steam generator replacement at 
the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1 (Summer Station). By letter 
dated November 9, 1993, SCE&G sent in a "Licensing Submittal to Support 
Replacement Steam Generator Technical Specification Changes for the Virgil C.  
Summer Nuclear Station." This submittal contains not only the proposed 
Technical Specification (TS) changes, but also a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation that 
determined there is no unreviewed safety question with respect to steam 
generator replacement. The TS changes and the finding of "no unreviewed 
safety questionm were supported by a common set of safety analyses. A table 
of contents for the licensing submittal is included as Enclosure 1.  

The replacement steam generators are larger than the steam generators 
currently installed. Enclosure 2 identifies the significant differences 
between the designs of the current (Model D3) and replacement (Model Delta 75) 
stqam generators. The increased size will cause certain parameters in the TS 
to change. Enclosure 3 summarizes the TS changes that will be necessary.  

With the exception of the TS changes, the licensee intends to replace the 
steam generators under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. The licensee's 
unreviewed safety question evaluation is included here as Enclosure 4.kp't 
The licensee based the evaluation of the effect of the steam generator 
replacement on the analyses in Chapter 15 of the Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR), and concluded that the LOCA, non-I.OCA, and steam generator tube 
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rupture conclusions presented in the FSAR remain bounding. The safety 
analyses that were reviewed in support of the "no Unreviewed safety question" 
determination include: 

- Large and small break LOCA analysis 
- LOCA hydraulic force analysis 
- HELB analysis, including EQ issues 
- SGTR analysis 
- Reactor cavity pressure evaluation 
- Radiological analyses 
- Primary component evaluation 
- Fluid and auxiliary systems evaluation 
- Fuel structural evaluation 

The Chapter 15 analyses that come closest to design limits due to the steam 
generator replacement, but for which no specific TS change is required, are 
listed below: 

- Following a loss of offsite power to the station 
auxiliaries, the conservative estimates for thyroid doses 
at the site boundary and low population zone increase from 
2.87E-2 and 3.95E-3 rem, respectively, to 4.9E-2 and 8.3E
3 rem, respectively.  

- Following a LOCA, the conservative estimate for the 
thyroid dose at the low population zone increases from 
28.9 rem to 30.3 rem. These increased doses are still a 
small fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100 limits.  

- Following a postulated LOCA, the peak containment pressure 
increases from 25 psig to 37 psig.  

- Following a main steam line rupture inside containment, 
the peak containment pressure increases from 45.96 psig to 
53.5 psig. The containment design pressure is 57 psig.  

The licensee maintains that as long as none of the revised Chapter 15 analyses 
exceeds a design limit, then no unreviewed safety question exists. The 
licensee maintains, therefore, that circumstances, such as increased post
accident containment pressure and higher anticipated post-accident releases, 
do not necessarily reduce a margin of safety.  

The licensee presented one set of safety analyses with the licensing 
submittal. Since the licensee did not differentiate between the safety 
analyses that were intended to support the TS changes and the safety analyses 
that were intended to support the finding of no unreviewed safety question, I 
believe that the staff should notice and review the licensee's entire 
submittal.
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Within the next several months other licensees will be making design changes 
similar to those at Summer Station. I would like to meet with you to discuss 
your recommendations as to noticing the licensee's submittal and to discuss 
the best way to handle the licensing review of this and future submittals.  
The project manager will arrange a meeting at your earliest convenience.  

Original Signed by: Jose A. Calvo 
Steven A. Varga, Director 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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Within the next several months other licensees will be making design changes 
similar to those at Summer Station. I would like to meet with you to discuss 
your recommendations as to noticing the licensee's submittal and to discuss 
the best way to handle the licensing review of this and future submittals.  
The project manager will arrange a meeting at your earliest convenience.  

Steven A. Varga, Director 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Enclosures: 
As stated
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2.1 Deuign Power Capability Parameter X 

2.1.1 Discussion of Parameters 
2.1.2 Refernces 

2.2 NSSS Design Transients 
2.3 Control System Setpoints 
2.4 Reactor Protection Systýd Sfety Features Actuatioa 

- --.System Setpointa 

3.0 Safety Evaluation/Analyuu 
3.1 Loss of Coolant Accident Analyses 

3.1.1 Largep BekLOCA X 
3.1.2 Small Break LOCA X 
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3.2.3 Results 
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3.6.1 Introduction 
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Enclosure 2

MODEL D3 AND MODLE DELTA-75 GEOMETRIES 

Dimension Model D3 Modle Delta 75 

Overall Length 812 in. 812 in.  

Lower Shell ID 129.38 in. 129.38 in.  

Upeer Shell ID 168.50 in. 168.50 in.  

Heat Transfer Area 48,000 ft. 2  75,000 ft. 2 

Number of Tubes 4674 6307 

Tube OD 0.750 0.688 

Tube Wall Thickness 0.043 0.040 

Tube Bundle Height 328.4 in. 418.4 in.  

Tube Material Alloy 600 Alloy 690 

Number of TSP/Baffles 7/1 9/1 

TSP/Baffle Material Carbon Steel 405 SS



Core limits are 
revised.

Figure 2.1-1 

Table 2.2-1

2.2-1 
Bases 
3.3-1 
3.3-2 
4.3-1

Table 2.2-1

2.1.1 Bases

2.2.1 Bases

Figure 3.1-3

3.2.3 
3/4.2.3 Bases

4.2.3.5

Table 3.2-1 
3/4.2.5 Bases 

Table 3.3-4

"Steam Generator 
Water Level Low-Low" 
changed to "Steam 
Generator Water level 
Low." 

Reference to specific 
correlations used in 
DNB analysis removed.  

Steam/Feedwater flow 
mismatch activation 
setpoint increased.  

Shutdown margin 
limits revised.  

Includes 0.1% 
uncertainty for 
venturi fouling.  

Changeto RCS flow 
rate determination 
method.  

Change to DNB 
parameters to include 
indication 
uncertainties.  

Change to ESFAS Steam 
Generator Water Level 
High-High and LoW-Low 
setpoints.

DESCRIPTION

Necessary to support 
steam generator 
replacement.  

Necessary to support 
steam generator 
replacement.  

Change made by staff 
request.  

Change to Westinghouse 
methodology for flow 
rate determination.  

Necessary to support 
steam generator 
replacement.  

Necessary to support 
steam generator 
replacement.

Various reactor trip 
system setpoints are 
changed.  

Delete negative flux 
rate trip.

Enclosure 3 
JUSTIFICATION 

Limits revised due to 
analysis at higher 
core power.  

Setpoints are 
consistent with the 
new safety limits, 
uncertainty, and flow.  

This trip is not 
credited in current 
analysis.  

Makes the name of the 
trip consistent with 
the Bases and other 
sections of the TS.

Table 
2.2-1 
Tabl e 
Table 
Table



DESCRIPTIONIS ECIOQN

3/4.4.5 
3/4.4.5 Bases

4.4.5.3.a

4.6. 1.1.c 
3.6.1.2.a.1 
3.6.1.2.a.2 
4.6.1.2.a 
4.6.1.2.c.3 
4.6.1.2.d 
3.6.1.3.b 
4.6.1.3.b 
3/4.6.1.4 Bases 
3/4.6.1.6 Bases

Removal of F" and L" 
criteria.  

Requires first ISI.

Changes reference 
values for P. and P..

JUSTIFICATION

These are not yet 
necessary with the new 
steam generators.  

Necessary to support 
steam generator 
replacement.  

Reflects new peak 
containment pressure 
following SLB.

Increase in total RCS 
water/steam volume.  

T6 ,v changed from a 
nominal to an 
indicated value.

Necessary to support 
steam generator 
replacement.  

Change made for 
clarity and 
consistency throughout 
the TS.

5.4.2

5.4.2

I I



Enclosure 4 

APPENDIX 1 

10CFR5O.59 
ASSESSMENT OF UNREVIEWED SAFETY QUESTIONS



APPENDEX 1

Alsessmet of Unreviewed Safety Questions 
10CFRSO.59 

Operation of VCSNS with the proposed A75 SGs, revised operating conditions, and requested changes 
to the Technical Specifications has been evaluated using the guidance of NSAC-125 and lOCFR50.59 
and been determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. A summary justification for this 
determination follows: 

1. Will the probability of an accidemt previously evaluated in the FSAR be increased? 

No.  
Implementation of the A75 SGs and revised operating conditions do not contribute to the 
initiation of any accident evaluated in the FSAR. Supporting factors are as follows: 

7lb A75 SG is designed in accordance with ASME Code Section MI, 1986 edition 
and other applicable federal, state, and local laws, codes and regulations and meets 
the original interfaces for the Model D3 SGs with the exception that provisions for a 
larger blowdown nozzle have been made and the feedwater inlet nozzle is located in 
the upper shell.  

* All NSSS components (i.e., reactor vessel, RC Pumps, pressurizer, CRDMs, A75 
SGs, and RCS piping) are compatible with the revised operating conditions. Their 
structaral integrity is maintained during all proposed plant conditions through 
compliance with the ASME code.  

* Fluid and auxiliary systems which are important to safety are not adversely impacted 
and will continue to perform their design function.  

* Overall plant performance and operation are not significantly altered by the proposed 
changes.  

Therefore, since the reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity and system functions are not 
adversely impacted, the probability of occurrence of an accident evaluated in the VCSNS 
FSAR will be no greater than the original design basis of the plant.  

2. Will the r equences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR be Increased? 

No.  
An extensive analysis has been performed to evaluate the consequences of the following 
accident types currently evaluated in the VCSNS FSAR: 

* Non-LOCA Events 
- Large Break LOCA 
* Steam Generator Tube Rupture



With the A75 SGs and revised operating conditions, the calculated results (i.e., DNBR, 
Primary and Secondary System Pressure, Peak Clad Temperature, Metal Water Reaction, 
Challenge to Long Term Cooling, Environmental Conditions Inside and Outside Containment, 
etc.) for the accidents are similar to those currently reported in the VCSNS FSAR. Select 
results (i.e., Containment Pressure during a Steam Line Break, Minimum DNBR for Rod 
Withdrawal from Subcritical, etc.) are slightly more limiting than those currently reported in 
the FSAR due to the use of the assumed operating conditions with the new A75 SGs, and in 
some cases, use of an uprated core power of 2900 MWt. However, in all cases, the 
calculated results do not challenge the integrity of the primary/secondary/containment pressure 
boundary and remain within the regulatory acceptance criteria applied to VCSNS's current 
licensing basis. The assumptions utilized in the radiological evaluations, described in Section 
3.7, are thus appropriate and are judged to provide a conservative estimate of the radiological 
consequences during accident conditions. Given that calculated radiological consequences are 
not significantly higher than current FSAR results and remain well within 10CFRl00 limits, it 
is concluded that the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR are not 
increased.  

3. May the possibility of an accident which is different than any already evaluated in the 
FSAR be created? 

No.  
The A75 SGs and revised operating conditions will not introduce any new accident initiator 
mechanisms. Structural integrity of the RCS is maintained during all plant conditions 
through compliance with the ASME code. No new failure modes or limiting single failures 
have been identified. Design requirements of auxiliary systems are met with the RSGs. Since 
the safety and design requirements continue to be met and the integrity of the reactor coolant 
system pressure boundary is not challenged, no new accident scenarios have been created.  
Therefore, the types of accidents defined in the FSAR continue to represent the credible 
spectrum of events to be analyzed which determine safe plant operation.  

4. Will the probability of a malfunction of equlpment important to safety previously 
evaluated in the FSAR be Increased 

No.  
The A75 SGs and revised operating conditions will not adversely affect the operation of the 
Reactor Protection System, Engineering Safety Features, or other systems, components, or 
devices required for accident mitigation. These systems will remain qualified and capable to 
perform their design function for the revised operating conditions during normal operation and 
conditions which can evolve during accident conditions. In addition, the NSSS components 
are compatible with the revised operating conditions and will continue to meet their original 
design requirement. The integrity of the primary/secondary/containment pressure boundary 
during normal operation and accident conditions will also not be challenged. Based on the 
above, it is concluded that the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety 
currently evaluated in the VCSNS FSAR will not be increased.



5. WIll the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously 
evaluated in the FSAR be increased?.  

No.  
An extensive analysis has been performed to evaluate the consequences of the following 
accident types currently evaluated in the VCSNS FSAR: 

* Non-LOCA Events 
* Large Break LOCA 
* Steam Generator Tube Rupture 

Consistent with VCSNS's current licensing basis, the effects of a single failure of equipment 
important to safety have been considered when evaluating the accident consequences. With 
the &75 SGs and revised operating conditions, the calculated results for the accidents are 
similar to those currently reported in the VCSNS FSAR, with select results being slightly 
more limiting than those currently reported in the FSAR due to the use of the revised 
operating conditions with the new A75 SGs and , in some cases, use of an uprated core power 
of 2900 MWt. However, in all cases, the calculated results do not challenge the integrity of 
the primary/secondary/containment pressure boundary and remain within the regulatory 
acceptance criteria applied to VCSNS's current licensing basis. Systems and components 
responses to accident scenarios are not affected. The assumptions utilized in the radiological 
evaluations, described in Section 3.7, are thus appropriate and are judged to provide a 
conservative estimate of the radiological consequences during accident conditions. Given that 
calculated radiological consequences are not significantly higher than current FSAR results 
and remain well within IOCFRIO0 limits, it is concluded that the consequences of a 
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR are not 
increased.  

6. May the possibility of a malfunction of equipment important to safety different than any 
already evaluated in the FSAR be created?.  

No.  
The A75 SGs and revised operating conditions will not adversely affect the operation of the 
Reactor Protection System, Engineering Safety Features, or other systems, components, or 
devices required for accident mitigation. These systems will remain qualified and capable to 
perform their design function for the revised operating conditions during normal operation and 
conditions which can evolve during accident conditions. No new failure modes are created.  

The A75 SGs also meet the original interfaces for the Model D3. SGs with the exception that 
provisions for a larger blowdown nozzle have been made and the feedwater inlet nozzle is 
located in the upper shell. These exceptions are judged to not create the possibility of a new 
equipment malfunction.  

The NSSS components, including the new SGs, are also compatible with the revised operating 
conditions and will continue to meet their original design requirements. Furthermore, analyses 
demonstrate that the integrity of the primary/secondary/containment pressure boundary will 
not be challenged during normal operation or accident conditions.



Based on the above, it is concluded that the possibility of a malfunction of equipment 
important to safety different than any already evaluated in the VCSNS FSAR will not be 
created.  

7. WmI the margin of safety as defined in the BASES to any technical speciftcaton fie 
reduced?.  

No.  
Although the A75 SGs and revised operating conditions will require changes to the VCSNS 
Technical Specifications, it will not invalidate the LOCA, non-LOCA, or SGTR conclusions 
presented in the FSAR accident analyses (Appendix 6). For all the FSAR non-LOCA 
transients, the DNB design basis, primary and secondary pressure limits, and dose limits 
continue to be met. The LOCA peak cladding temperatures remain below the limits specified 
in 1OCFR.O.46. The calculated doses resulting from a SGTR event will continue to remain 
within a small fraction of the IOCFR100 permissible releases. Environmental conditions 
associated with High Energy Line Breaks (HELB) both inside and outside containment have 
been evaluated. The containment design pressure will not be violated as a result of the 
HELB. Equipment qualification will be updated, as necessary, to reflect the revised 
conditions resulting from HELB. The margin of safety with respect to primary pressure 
boundary is provided, in part, by the safety factors included in the ASME Code. Since the 
components remain in compliance with the codes and standards in effect when VCSNS was 
originally licensed (with the exception of the A75 RSGs which use the 1986 ASME Code 
Section M Edition), the margin of safety is not reduced. Thus, there is no reduction in the 
margin to safety as defined in the bases of the VCSNS Technical Specifications. As stated 
above, changes will be required to the Technical Specifications in order to implement the 
proposed modification.
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S. Singh Bajwa, Project Director 
Project Directorate II-i 
Division of Reactor Projects I and II 

Jack R. Strosnider, Chief 
Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering

SAFETY EVALUATION OF THE V. C. SUMMER UNIT #1 TECH SPEC 
CHANGES IN SUPPORT OF PLANNED STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT.  
TAC NO. M88172.

By letter dated October 29, 1993, South Carolina Electric and Gas Company 
submitted Technical Specification (TS) changes in support of the planned steam 
generator (SG) replacement at V. C. Summer Unit #1. The Materials and 
Chemical Engineering Branch has reviewed the materials engineering changes to 
the Unit #1 TS and finds the proposed changes to section 3/4.4.5 of the TS to 
be acceptable. Our detailed evaluation is attached.

Due to the 
possible.

limited nature of the submittal, no significant SALP input is 
We consider our efforts on this TAC to be complete.  

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY: 

Jack Strosnider, Chief 
Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering
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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES RELATED TO 

THE REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATORS 

V.C.SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION 

DOCKET NO. 50-395 

TAC NO. M88172 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

By letter dated October 29, 1993, South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G), the 

licensee, submitted Technical Specification (TS) amendments related to the 

planned steam generator replacement at the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station. Part 

of the submittal included proposed changes (deletions) to the inspection and 

evaluation requirements for tubes repaired by sleeving. The licensee 

anticipates that the replacement steam generator tubes (alloy 690) will be 

substantially immune to the primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) 

problems encountered in the existing tubes (alloy 600). Removal of the 

sleeving evaluation and inspection criteria would leave only tube plugging as 

a mitigating measure for any tubes that developed significant flaws in the 
future.  

The Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch (EMCB) has reviewed the 

Materials Engineering related portions of the proposed amendment. The 
reviewed portion of the TS is section 3/4.4.5, pages 3/4 4-11, 4-12, 4-14, 4

14a, 4-15, 4-15a, and bases section 3/4.4.5, page 3/4 4-3.  

2.0 DISCUSSION 

Each of the above listed pages contains proposed deletions to the current TS, 
generally in regard to tube sleeving. A synopsis of each is provided: 

Page 3/4 4-11: 
Deletes tube sample selection requirements for previously sleeved tubes.  

Page 3/4 4-12: 
Deletes sampling requirements for tubes evaluated to F" or L* criteria.  

Page 3/4 4-13: 
Clarifies minimum time interval to first inservice inspection after start-up 

of the new steam generators to occur after at least 6 months of full power 
operation.  

Page 3/4 4-14: 
Deletes tube sleeves as a repair option for defective tubes. Only plugging 

would be allowed. A defect requiring repair is defined as any imperfection 
greater than or equal to 40% of the nominal wall thickness.



Page 3/4 4-14a: 
Deletes, under "Acceptance Criteria" (paragraph 4.4.5.4) definitions: "sleeve 
inspection" and ."repaired tube" (containing a sleeve).  

Page 3/4 4-15: 
Deletes. under acceptance criteria paragraph, definitions for F* Distance, F* 
Tube, L Distance, and L* Tube. Additionally deletes reference to a tube 
being operable after sleeve repair, and requirement for submittal of report to 
the NRC identifying tubes repaired by sleeving. Tube plugging would still be 
reported, per Specification 6.9.2.  

Page 3/4 4-15a: 
Deletes reporting requirements for F* and L" tubes.  

Under Bases section 3/4.4.5, page B 3/4 4-3, references to repairing tubes 
found defective are deleted. Reference to L* and F" analyses is deleted. No 
sleeving or analyses is allowed, only plugging is allowed.  

3.0 CONCLUSION 

The staff finds the proposed changes to the V. C. Summer TS, as specifically 
outlined above, to be acceptable. The staff observes that should the licensee 
determine that a technical specification change with tube sleeving or other 
analyses such as the ones deleted be desired in the future, that a technical 
specification change with appropriate technical justification would be 
required.  

Principal reviewer: G. Hornseth, EMCB 
Dated: June 7, 1994



SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES RELATED TO 

THE REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATORS 

V.C.SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION 

DOCKET NO. 50-395 

TAC NO. M88172 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

By letter dated October 29, 1993, South Carolina Electric & Gas (SCE&G), the 
licensee, submitted Technical Specification (TS) amendments related to the 
planned steam generator replacement at the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station. Part 
of the submittal included proposed changes (deletions) to the inspection and 
evaluation requirements for tubes repaired by sleeving. The licensee 
anticipates that the replacement steam generator tubes (alloy 690) will be 
substantially immune to the primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) 
problems encountered in the existing tubes (alloy 600). Removal of the 
sleeving evaluation and inspection criteria would leave only tube plugging as 
a mitigating measure for any tubes that developed significant flaws in the 
future.  

The Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch (EMCB) has reviewed the 
Materials Engineering related portions of the proposed amendment. The 
reviewed portion of the TS is section 3/4.4.5, pages 3/4 4-11, 4-12, 4-14, 4
14a, 4-15, 4-15a, and bases section 3/4.4.5, page 3/4 4-3.  

2.0 DISCUSSION 

Each of the above listed pages contains proposed deletions to the current TS, 
generally in regard to tube sleeving. A synopsis of each is provided: 

Page 3/4 4-11: 
Deletes tube sample selection requirements for previously sleeved tubes.  

Page 3/4 4-12: 
Deletes sampling requirements for tubes evaluated to F* or L* criteria.  

Page 3/4 4-13: 
Clarifies minimum time interval to first inservice inspection after start-up 
of the new steam generators to occur after at least 6 months of full power 
operation.  

Page 3/4 4-14: 
Deletes tube sleeves as a repair option for defective tubes. Only plugging 
would be allowed. A defect requiring repair is defined as any imperfection 
greater than or equal to 40% of the nominal wall thickness.
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Page 3/4 4-14a: 
Deletes, under "Acceptance Criteria" (paragraph 4.4.5.4) definitions: "sleeve 
inspection" and "repaired tube" (containing a sleeve).  

Page 3/4 4-15: 
Deletes. under acceptance criteria paragraph, definitions for F* Distance, F* 
Tube, L Distance, and L* Tube. Additionally deletes reference to a tube 
being operable after sleeve repair, and requirement for submittal of report to 
the NRC identifying tubes repaired by sleeving. Tube plugging would still be 
reported, per Specification 6.9.2.  

Page 3/4 4-15a: 
Deletes reporting requirements for F' and L* tubes.

Under Bases section 3/4.4.5, page B 3/4 4-3, references to repairing tubes 
found defective are deleted. Reference to L and F' analyses is deleted.  
sleeving or analyses is allowed, only plugging is allowed.

No

3.0 CONCLUSION

The staff finds the proposed changes to the V. C. Summer TS, as specifically 
outlined above, to be acceptable. The staff observes that should the licensee 
determine that a technical specification change with tube sleeving or other 
analyses such as the ones deleted be desired in the future, that a technical 
specification change with appropriate technical justification would be 
required.

Principal reviewer: 
Dated: June 7, 1994

G. Hornseth, EMCB



June 15, 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

S. Singh Bajwa, Project Director 
Project Directorate II-1 
Division of Reactor Projects I and II 

Jack R. Strosnider, Chief 
Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering

SAFETY EVALUATION OF THE V. C. SUMMER UNIT #1 TECH SPEC 
CHANGES IN SUPPORT OF PLANNED STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT.  
TAC NO. M88172.

By letter dated October 29, 1993, South Carolina Electric and Gas Company 
submitted Technical Specification (TS) changes in support of the planned steam 
generator (SG) replacement at V. C. Summer Unit #1. The Materials and 
Chemical Engineering Branch has reviewed the materials engineering changes to 
the Unit #1 TS and finds the proposed changes to section 3/4.4.5 of the TS to 
be acceptable. Our detailed evaluation is attached.

Due to the 
possible.

limited nature of the submittal, no significant SALP input is 
We consider our efforts on this TAC to be complete.  

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY: 

Jack Strosnider, Chief 
Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering

Enclosures: 
As stated

DISTRIBUTION: 
Central files EM' 
GHornseth RA 

CONCURRENCE 
DE:EMCB DE 
GHornseth RAI 
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Docket No.: 50-395 L 2 6 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR: David B. Matthews, Director 
Project Directorate II-1 
Division of Reactor Projects I/II 

FROM: Richard H. Wessman, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

SUBJECT: STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT PROJECT - VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR 

STATION, UNIT NO. 1 (TAC NO. M88172) 

REFERENCES: 1. Letter of March 12, 1993, from J. L. Skolds, South 

Carolina Electric and Gas Company (SCE&G), to G. F.  

Wunder, NRC.  

2. Memorandum of December 15, 1993, from S. A. Varga, 

Director, Division of Reactor Projects - I/II, NRR, to J.  

T. Wiggins, Division of Engineering, NRR.  

In Reference 2, the Mechanical Engineering Branch was informed of the proposed 

actions by SCE&G relating to the steam generator (SG) replacement project at the 

Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1 (VCSNS). In Reference 1, $CE&G submitted a 

summary of the design criteria used in the reanalysis of piping affected by the 

replacement of the steam generators.  

The Mechanical Engineering Branch has evaluated the aspects of the proposed SG 

project within its scope of review. Our evaluation and conclusions are presented in 

the enclosed safety evaluation.  

The licensee has stated that the safety reevaluation of piping systems affected by 

the SG replacement was performed under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This 

reevaluation was based on standard piping design methodology, loading combinations 

and ASME Section III design criteria as stated in the VCSNS FSAR, with exceptions.  

These exceptions took advantage of recent changes in licensing requirements and ASME 

Section III code design methodology. We have reviewed these exceptions and their 

effects on the reanalysis of the affected piping, and find them acceptable.  

This concludes our effort under TAC No. M88172. In accordance with Office Letter 

No. 907, a SALP input for this effort is alsoQM• •M63K X 
KAMAL AYV 

Richard H Wessman, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

Enclosures: As stated 

Contact: M. Hartzman 
504-22 

Distribution: FilesEMEB RF/PF/CHRON BDLiaw TChan MHartzman 

EMEB:DE EMEB:D•, EMEB:DE6 
MHartzman;eh TChan ? . RWessman 
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However, the fatigue reevaluations of this piping components were based on the 
1977 Edition through 1979 Addenda. In addition, the new SGs were designed to 
the 1986 Edition of the Code. The design basis code for BOP piping was ASME 
Section 11, 1971 Edition through Summer 1973 Addenda. These editions have 
all been endorsed by the staff in 10 CFR 50.55a, and are therefore acceptable.  

In Reference 3, the licensee submitted additional information regarding the 
results of the piping reanalyses. Based on the revised requirements, the 
dynamic effects of pipe breaks in the RCL were excluded from the revised 
design basis. However, the effects of pipe breaks at RCL branch piping 
nozzles were still considered. The reevaluation of the NSSS and BOP piping, 
components and containment penetrations was performed under the same loading 
combinations as stated in the VCSNS FSAR. The number of snubbers on the steam 
generators were thus reduced from 15 to 6. The pressurizer surge line which 
is attached to the hot leg was also reanalyzed for thermal stratification, due 
to the revised RCL hot leg temperatures. The snubbers on the surge line were 
thus reduced from 4 to 1. Overall, the number of snubbers decreased from 83 
to 50, while the number of rigid restraints increased from 53 to 79. The 
number of pipe-whip restraints also decreased from 47 to 36. We find this to 
be reasonable and acceptable.  

The licensee also performed a structural reevaluation of the reactor vessel, 
the reactor internals, the inlet and outlet nozzles, and the control rod drive 
mechanism housings, due to the revised operating conditions and transient 
loadings. The Code of Record for the reactor vessel is the 1971 Edition of 
ASME Section III. The vessel and head flanges and the closure studs were 
found to have increased cumulative usage factors, which however, were shown to 
remain well below the ASME Code acceptance limit. The internal hydraulic lift 
forces were also reevaluated and were found to have minimal effects on the 
reactor internals. All components were found to satisfy the respective ASME 
Code allowables.  

Structural evaluations of the new steam generators, the pressurizer, the 
reactor coolant pumps and the control rod drive mechanisms were also performed 
for the revised operating conditions and new design transients. These 
components were also found to satisfy the respective ASME Code allowables.  

3.0 CONCLUSION 

The Mechanical Engineering Branch has reviewed the aspects of the proposed SG 
replacement project within its scope of review, and finds them acceptable.  

4.0 REFERENCES 

1. Letter of March 12, 1993, from J. L. Skolds, South Carolina Electric and 
Gas Company (SCE&G), to G. F. Wunder, NRC.  

2. Memorandum of December 15, 1993, from S. A. Varga, Director, Division of 
Reactor Projects - I/Il, NRR, to J. T. Wiggins, Division of Engineering, 
NRR.  

3. Letter of May 18, 1994, from John L. Skolds, SCE&G, to the NRC 
Document Control Desk.
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ENCLOSURE 2

SALP REPORT

LICENSEE:

FACILITY NAME: 

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY:

South Carolina Electric and Gas Company (SCE&G) 

Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) 

Review topics of the steam generator replacement 
project within the Mechanical Engineering Branch scope 
of review.

SUMMARY OF REVIEW/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES 

SCE&G intends to replace three existing steam generators at VCSNS under the 
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. The EMEB has evaluated the licensing basis, 
design criteria and methodology of ASME Section III Class 1, 2, and 3 piping 
systems and components associated with the new SGs and has found them 
acceptable. No unresolved safety issues resulting from the replacement of the 
existing SGs have been identified.  

NARRATIVE DISCUSSION OF LICENSEE'S PERFORMANCE - FUNCTIONAL AREA 

The licensee has been cooperative in this effort and has responded in a timely 
manner to requests for information.  

Author: Mark Hartzman

Date: July 1994
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AUG 7 8 1994

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

David B. Matthews, Director 
Project Directorate II-1 
Division of Reactor Projects I/II 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Richard J. Barrett, Chief 
Containment Systems and Severe Accident Branch 
Division of Systems Safety and Analysis 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: SER INPUT FOR PROPOSED STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST, VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR 
STATION, UNIT I (TAC No. M88172)

Plant Name: 
Licensee: 
Review Status:

Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1 
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
Complete

The Containment Systems and Severe Accident Branch (SCSB) has reviewed those 
areas of Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station proposed Steam Generator Replacement 
Technical Specification Changes submittal dated October 29, 1993 and 
March 11, 1994 for which it has primary review responsibility. Based on our 
review, we find the proposed changes acceptable as indicated in the enclosed 
Safety Evaluation Report (Attachment 1).

Our SALP input is provided as Attachment 2.  
TAC No. M88172 to be complete.

We consider our efforts on

Docket No. 50-395 

Attachments: 
As stated 

cc: G.F. Wunder 

CONTACT: Raj Goel, SCSB/DSSA 
504-2806
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ATTACHMENT 1 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS AND SEVERE ACCIDENT BRANCH 

DIVISION OF SYSTEMS SAFETY AND ANALYSIS 
STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES 

VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT 1 
DOCKET NO 50-395 

3.4 Containment Integrity Analyses 

The licensee has performed containment integrity analyses to support the 
replacement of Westinghouse Model D3 with Delta 75 steam generators due to 
differences in flow and heat transfer areas. The analyses have been performed 
to ensure that the maximum pressure inside the containment will remain below 
the containment building design pressure Df 57 psig if a design bases LOCA or 
main steam line break (MSLB) inside containment should occur during plant 
operation. The analyses also established the pressure and temperature 
conditions for environmental qualification and operation of safety related 
equipment. The peak pressure is also used as a basis for the containment leak 
rate test pressure to ensure that dose limits will not be exceeded in the 
event of a release of radioactive material to containment in accordance with 
10 CFR 50 Appendix J and the technical specifications. The analyses utilized 
the Engineered Safeguards Design Rating of 2900 MWt core power This 

conservatively bounds the current licensed core power of 2775 MWt and 
minimizes future reanalysis effort for a potential stretch power application.  

Main Steamline Break Containment Integrity Analysis 

The licensee has performed analyses to determine the reactor building (RB) 
pressure and temperature response during postulated steamline breaks (SLBs) 
inside containment for a wide range of power levels and break sizes with the 
Delta 75 replacement steam generators (RSGs) and associated revised operating 
conditions. The licensee has indicated that reactor building initial 
conditions and assumptions used in the SLB analyses are consistent with those 
assumed in the current design basis except for the heat removal rate of the 
reactor building cooling units (RBCU) which is reduced by more than 50% below 
current assumptions to allow for future degradation in those units. The 
analyses were performed for initial power levels of 102%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 
0% and a spectrum of break sizes similar to that in the current FSAR. The SLB 
mass and energy release and the pressure and temperature analyses have 
included the effects of various single failures including: failure of a main 
steam isolation valve, failure of a feedwater isolation valve, failure of 
electrical channel A, resulting in the loss of one diesel generator and 
failure to isolate emergency feedwater flow to the faulted SG, and failure of 
one train of the safety injection system. The SLB mass and energy releases 
were calculated using the LOFTRAN computer code and RB temperature and 
pressure using the CONTEMPT-LT 26 computer code. The LOFTRAN and 
CONTEMPT-LT22 were used in the current design bases analyses. The use of the 
updated CONTEMPT-LT26 code has been used in other plants for the above 
analyses and the staff has found the use of this code acceptable.

)
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The SLB reactor building pressure and temperature analyses show increases in 
both RB pressure and temperature conditions during a postulated SLB with the 
Delta 75 SGs. In the current RB design basis conditions during a SLB with the 
Model D3 SGs, the calculated peak RB pressure was 45.96'psig for a 1.4 ft2 

Double Ended Rupture at an initial core power of 102% of 2775 MWt. The 
calculated peak RB temperature was 321.5 0F for a 0.645 ft 2 Split Break at an 
initial core power of 102% of 2775 MWt. In the RSG analyses, the calculated 
peak RB pressure increases from 45.96 psig to 53.5 psig for a 1.4 ft2 double 
ended SLB at 25% of 2900 MWt which is below the RB design pressure of 57 psig.  
The licensee indicated that the peak pressure increase is mainly due to a 
larger secondary water mass. The calculated peak RB temperature increase from 
321.5°F calculated in the present analysis to 379.2°F for a 1.4 ft 2 double 
ended SLB at 102% of 2900 MWt. The peak temperature increase is mainly due to 
no liquid entrainment in the steam for the double ended break at 102% power.  
The superheated conditions within the RB are of short duration during the 
first 100 seconds of the t.'ansient. Following spray actuation, the RB remains 
saturated in the long term and below the RB design temperature of 283°F. The 
licensee indicated that the containment safety-related equipment will be 
qualified to operate in an accident environment with pressure and temperature 
equal to or higher than 57 psig and 379.2 0 F.  

Based on its review, the staff finds the proposed change due to RSGs in peak 
containment pressure and temperature as a result of postulated SLB is 
acceptable since the containment design pressure of 57 psig and design 
temperature of 283°F are not exceeded.  

LOCA Containment Integrity Analysis 

The licensee has performed analyses to determine the reactor building pressure 
and temperature response during postulated LOCAs using mass and energy 
releases which incorp6rate the RSGs and revised design parameters 
corresponding to 2900 MWt with updated computer modeling. The RB initial 
conditions used in the analyses are cnnsistent with those assumed in the 
current licensing basis analysis except RBCU heat removal capacity is reduced 
by more than 50% to account for possible future heat transfer degradation of 
these units. The LOCA analyses are performed for the double ended hot leg 
(DEHL) guillotine break and the double ended pump suction (DEPS) break with 
minimum and maximum safety injection cases, minimum RB spray and minimum and 
maximum RBCU performance. These cases are shown to result in maximum pressure 
and temperature response. The mass and energy releases in the containment are 
calculated using Westinghouse topical report WCAP-10325-A and the containment 
pressure and temperature response is calculated using the CONTEMPT-LT26 
computer codes. Westinghouse topical report WCAP-8312A and CONTEMPT-LT22 was 
used for the current design bases analyses. The updated Westinghouse 
WCAP-10325 and CONTEMPT-LT26 computer codes have been used for similar 
analyses of other plants and staff has found the use of these codes 
acceptable.  

The licensee has calculated that the peak RB pressure and temperature occurs 
for the DEHL break in the updated postulated LOCA analyses which incorporate 
the RSGs. In the updated analyses, the peak RB pressure increases to 45.1 psig 
for the DEHL break from the current peak LOCA value of 44.7 psig for the DEPS
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break. The peak RB temperature increases to 267.4°F for the DEHL break from 
the current LOCA value of 266.7°F for the DEPS break. The calculated peak RB 
pressure of 45.1 psig and peak temperature of 267.4°F for the DEHL break is 
well below the peak RB design pressure of 57 psig and design temperature of 
283°F.  

Based on its review, the staff finds the proposed change due to RSGs in peak 
containment pressure and temperature as a result of postulated LOCA is 
acceptable since the containment design pressure and temperature remain 
bounding.  

Containment Subcompartment Analysis 

The licensee has evaluated the short term LOCA mass and energy releases with 
the RSGs for the containment subcompartment analysis. The subcompartments 
(steam generator compartments, pressurizer compartment, and reactor cavity) 
were analyzed for the largest breaks possible in each compartment; 
pressurizer compartment for spray line and surge line breaks, steam generator 
compartments for double-ended hot leg and cold leg breaks, and reactor cavity 
for 150 in 2 cold leg break.  

The licensee indicated that the current LOCA pressures, forces, and moments 
used in the original SG compartment and reactor cavity design analysis remain 
bounding for the replacement steam generators. The use of the previously 
approved Leak-Before-Break methodology eliminates the dynamic effects of 
postulated primary loop ruptures from the design bases. The licensee 
indicated that based on the change in peak critical mass flux and temperature, 
the impact on the pressurizer compartment can be conservatively bounded by 
increasing the surge and spray line mass release by factors of 15% and 10%, 
respectively. The licensee calculated that the differential pressures 
resulting from potential increases in surge line and spray line mass and 
energy releases are shown to increase in the pressurizer compartment and 
decrease in the surge tank compartment. However, large margins continue to be 
maintained between the calculated and design pressures.  

Based on the results of the LOCA calculations and evaluations described 
above, the staff finds the proposed change acceptable, since it will not 
affect the subcompartment design or equipment located in the subcompartments.  

Containment Leakage 

The licensee has proposed to increase the peak containment pressure (Pa) for 
leak testing from 47.1 psig to 53.5 psig or (Pt) from 23.6 psig to 26.8 psig 
based on reanalyzed peak pressure expected from a steam line break event.  
Since Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 requires the licensee to perform leak 
testing at the peak accident pressure, and the technical specifications 
require the containment leakage limit, which remains the same, to be 
satisfied, the staff finds the higher containment pressure with the present 
leakage limit to be acceptable.

)



ATTACHMENT 2

SCSB SALP INPUT

Plant Name: 

SER Subject: 

TAC No.:

Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit I 

SER Input for the proposed Technical Specification changes 
due to Steam Generator Repiacement, Containment Systems 

M88172

Summary of Review Activities:

The Containment Systkns and Severe Accident Branch (SCSB) has reviewed the 
Virgil C. Summer submittal for Steam Generator Replacement and proposed 
changes to the plant technical specifications. The changes involved review of 
Containment Function Design regarding LOCA and MSLB analysis evaluation 
results due to proposed Steam Generator Replacement and Technical 
Specification amendment. The staff found the proposed changes acceptable.  

Narrative Discussion of Licensee Performance:

The licensee's submittal was fairly complete. When asked for more details, 
the licensee provided the information in a timely manner.  

Author: Raj Goel

Date: August , 1994

I



September 29, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Bruce A. Boger, Acting Director, DRP 
Gary M. Holahan, Director, DSSA 
Brian W. Sheron, Director, DE 
Jose A. Calvo, Acting Director, DRSS 

FROM: Gus C. Lainas, Assistant Director 
for Region II Reactors 

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 

SUBJECT: TASK INTERFACE AGREEMENT - VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION, 
UNIT NO. 1, STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT (TAC NO. 88172) 

By letter dated October 29, 1993, South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
submitted an amendment request regarding the replacement of the steam 
generators at Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station. This TIA presents a plan for 
the inspection and evaluation activities associated with the steam generator 
replacement project. The plant is now shut down and steam generator 
replacement has been started. Restart is scheduled for December 15, 1994.  

A detailed list of the inspections and evaluations to be performed and the 
primary and secondary responsibility for each inspection and evaluation is 
provided in the Attachment. Except where on site inspection is specifically 
requested by Region II, the NRR contribution to the evaluation of the steam 
generator replacement project will be included in a Safety Evaluation that 
will be issued before restart. This Safety Evaluation will be issued along 
with the Technical Specification changes that are needed to support operation 
with the new steam generators and will contain input from the NRR branches 
identified in the Attachment.  

Docket No. 50-395 

Attachment: List of Inspections and Evaluations 

cc w/attachment: 
C. W. Hehl 
E. G. Greenman 
A. B. Beach 
A. Thadani 
R. Zimmerman 
W. Russell 

Contact: G. Wunder 
504-1455 

DOCUMENT NAME: G:\SUMMER\SUM88172.TIA *See previous concurrence 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
X WASHINGTON, D.C. 20655-0001 

September 29, 1994 

MEMORANDUM TO: Bruce A. Boger, Acting Director, DRP 
Gary M. Holahan, Director, DSSA 
Brian W. Sheron, Director, DE 
Jose A. Calvo, Acting Director, DRSS 

FROM: Gus C. Lainas, Assistant Director / 
for Region II Reactors 

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 

SUBJECT: TASK INTERFACE AGREEMENT - VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION, 
UNIT NO. 1, STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT (TAC NO. 88172) 

By letter dated October 29, 1993, South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
submitted an amendment request regarding the replacement of the steam 
generators at Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station. This TIA presents a plan for 
the inspection and evaluation activities associated with the steam generator 
replacement project. The plant is now shut down and steam generator 
replacement has been started. Restart is scheduled for December 15, 1994.  

A detailed list of the inspections and evaluations to be performed and the 
primary and secondary responsibility for each inspection and evaluation is 
provided in the Attachment. Except where on site inspection is specifically 
requested by Region II, the NRR contribution to the evaluation of the steam 
generator replacement project will be included in a Safety Evaluation that 
will be issued before restart. This Safety Evaluation will be issued along 
with the Technical Specification changes that are needed to support opu,'ation 
with the new steam generators and will contain input from the NRR branches 
identified in the Attachment.  
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Attachment: List of Inspections and Evaluations 

cc w/attachment: 
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A. Thadani 
R. Zimmerman 
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STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT PROJECT

AREAS OF EVALUATION OR INSPECTION 

The following areas of inspection and evaluation have been completed: 

Enaineering and Technical SuPPort 

1. Review the design change and modification process to determine 
if administrative controls have been established and 
implemented for design activities that are consistent with the 
licensee's quality assurance program. (Region II) 

2. Verify that design changes and modifications made to systems, 
structures, and components described in the Final Safety Analysis 
Report (FSAR) are reviewed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.  
(Region II) 

Procurement and Receipt Inspection 

1. The procurement and receipt inspection activities satisfy 
applicable quality assurance program requirements. (Region II) 

2. The procurement specifications satisfy the design requirements.  
-...... . (Region II) 

3. SG and equipment handling and storage provisions and controls 
are in place to avoid degradation during handling and storage.  
(Region II) 

4. Review the applicable engineering design, modification, and 
analysis associated with SG lifting and rigging including: 
(1) crane and rigging equipment, (2) SG component drop 
analysis, (3) safe load paths, and (4) load lay-down areas.  
(Region II) 

SGRP SuODort Activities 

1. Project management organization and staffing. (Region II) 

2. Controls for contractor oversight and interface. (Region 11) 

3. Plans for identifying, tracking, and resolving 
nonconformances. (Region 11) 

4. Plans for implementing quality assurance requirements. (Region II)

ATTACHMENT



5. Plans for the use of "third party" inspection agencies and the 
extent of their participation. (Region II) 

6. Training of licensee and contractor personnel. (Region II) 

The following inspections and evaluations will be completed: 

Engineering and Technical Suooort 

1. Review key design aspects and modifications for the 
replacement SGs and other modifications associated with SG 
replacement to ascertain that applicable requirements have 
been satisfied. (Region II/NRR) 

2. The SG is fabricated according to applicable code requirements 
and the procurement specifications. (Region II/NRR/RVIB) 

Radiation Protection Controls 

1. Dose estimates and As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) 
considerations. (Region II/NRR) 

2. Exposure and contamination controls. (Region II) 

3. Emergency contingencies. (Region II/NRR) 

4. Project staffing and training plans. (Region II) 

SGRP Support Activities 

1. Security considerations associated with vital and protected 
area barriers that may be affected during replacement 
activities. (Region II) 

Cutting. Weldin., and NDE 

1. Special procedures for cutting, machining, welding, and NDE.  
(Region II) 

2. Training and qualifications for personnel performing cutting, 
machining, welding, and NDE. (Region II) 

3. Set up and testing of cutting and welding equipment.  
(Region II) 

4. Preparations to measure and the measurement of any pipe 
deflection that may occur after cutting. (Region II) 

5. Cutting of reactor coolant system (RCS), steam, and feedwater 
piping and instrument lines, etc., and where applicable, SG 
girth cutting. (Region II) 

6. Fitup and welding preparations for the new SG. (Region II)

)



7. Welding of RCS, main steam, feedwater, and other lines and, 
where applicable, welding of SG girth welds. (Region II) 

8. NDE Including radiography results and work packages.  
(Region II) 

9. Weld heat treatment. (Region II) 

Activities Associated with Lifting and Riaaing 

I. Preparations and procedures for rigging and heavy lifting 
including any required crane and rigging inspections, testing, 
equipment modifications, lay-down area preparations, and 
training. (Region II) 

2. Lifting and rigging of SG components from the containment.  

(Region II) 

3. Movement and lifting of new SG into place. (Region II) 

4. Transportation of old/new SGs to/from storage. (Region II) 

Interference Removal and Restoration 

1. The procedures that control the process for interference 
removal and the restoration of affected items to their 
required condition. (Region II) 

2. Interference removal including SG and RCS piping restraints, 
snubbers, and supports and removal of SG restraints (*belly
bands"), snubbers, and supports. (Region II) 

3. Removal of piping and instrumentation interfacing the SG.  
(Region II) 

4. Restoration of SG component and piping and RCS restraints, 
snubbers, and supports. (Region II) 

5. Restoration of interferences, piping, and instrumentation.  
(Region II) 

Other Activities 

1. Establishment of operating conditions including defueling, RCS 
draindown, and system isolation and safety tagging/blocking.  
(Region II) 

2. Implementation of radiation protection controls. (Region I1) 

3. Implementation of quality assurance. (Region II) 

4. Cleanliness, flushing, and foreign materials exclusion 
controls. (Region 11)

/



5. Security considerations. (Region II)

6. Control of combustibles and ignition sources. (Region II) 

7. Installation, use, and removal of temporary services. These 
include temporary structures, systems and components (SSCs) as 
well as temporary piping supports. Verify that these 
temporary services have been evaluated for both operational 
and physical impact on plant equipment and systems important 
to safety. (Region II) 

8. Management controls and oversight including contractor 
interface and control of nonconformances. (Region II) 

Post-Installation Testing 

I. The licensee's post-installation inspections and verifications 
program and its implementation. (Region II) 

2. The conduct of RCS hydrostatic testing and review the test 
results. (Region II) 

3. The conduct of the SG secondary side hydrostatic testing and 
review the test results. (Region II) 

4. Calibration and testing of instruments affected by SG 
replacement. (Region II) 

5. The procedures for equipment performance testing required to 
confirm the design and to establish baseline measurements and 
the conduct of testing. (Region II) 

6. Preservice inspection of new welds. (Region II) 

7. Completion of post modification activities such as drawing 
updates, procedure changes, resolution of outstanding issues, 
and training. (Region II) 

Licensina Actions 

1. Review Technical Specification changes and supporting 
analyses. (NRR/SRXB/SCSB/EMEB/EMCB/PRPB/) (09/30/94) 

2. Review Chapter 15 analyses. (NRR) (09/30/94)

3. Issue Safety Evaluation before restart. (NRR/DRP) (10/31/94)



December 5, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

David B. Matthews, Director 
Project Directorate, 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects I/Il 

Richard H. Wessman, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - SURRY POWER STATION, 
UNITS 1 AND 2 POWER UPRATE AMENDMENT (TAC NOS. M90364 AND 
M90365)

By letter dated August 30, 1994, the Virginia Electric and Power Company 
(VEPCo), the licensee, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, requested an amendment to 
Facility Operating Licenses DPR-32 and DPR-37, in support of an increase in 
core power level from 2441 MWt to 2546 Mwt for Surry Power Station, Units 1 
and 2.  

The Mechanical Engineering Branch has reviewed the licensee's submittal 
related to the structural integrity of several safety-related components.  
These included pressure-retaining piping, components and their supports, 
reactor internals, core support structures, control rod drive system, and 
safety-related equipment. Based on our review, we find that additional 
information is needed in order for us to complete our evaluation. We 
requested that you forward the attached request for additional information to 
the licensee for their response.

Docket Nos.: 50-280 and 
50-281

Attachment: As stated 

CONTACT: C. Wu, NRR 
504-2764

DISTRIBUTION: 
-.Central Files 
EMEB RF/PF/CHRON 
GLaines 
BBuckley 94120O0228 941205 

CF ADOCK 05000280 .CF

DOCUMENT NAME: G:\Wu\SURRYRAI 
*See previous concurrence 
To receive a copy of this docu•ent, indicate in the box C:Copy w/o attachment/enctosure E=Copy with 
attachment/enctosure N = No copy

UOFICIAL KLRUCR UOP

08000( 0

OFFICE EMEB: DE*iIE D EMEB:DE IC 
NAME CWu;eh KManoly •Rwessman 

DATE / /94 / -/ 'Zi9g4 1 'L-/__"/94
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MEMORANDUM TO: David B. Matthews, Director 
Project Directorate, 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects I/II 

FROM: Richard H. Wessman, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - SURRY POWER STAT N, 
UNITS 1 AND 2 POWER UPRATE AMENDMENT (TAC NOS. M9036 AND 

0365) 

By letter dated Augus 30, 1994, the Virginia Electric and Power Company 
(VEPCo), the licensee, ursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, requested an mendment to 
Facility Operating Licen es DPR-32 and DPR-37, in support of an increase in 
core power level from 24 MWt to 2546 Mwt for Surry Power tation, Units 1 
and 2.  

The Mechanical Engineering B nch has reviewed the li nsee's submittal 
related to the structural int rity of several safet related components.  
These include pressure-retainin piping, components and their supports, 
reactor internals, core support tructures, contr rod drive system, and 
safety-related equipment. Based n our review, e find that additional 
information is needed in order for us to compl e our evaluation. We 
requested that you forward the atta hed reque for additional information to 
the licensee for their response.  

Docket No. 50-280 A 
and 50-281 

Attachment: As stated 

CONTACT: C. Wu,-EMEBýj 
504-2764 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Central Files 
EMEB RF/PF/CHRON 
GLaines 
BBuckley 

DOCUMENT NAME: G:\W SURRYRAI 

To receive a copy of th' document, indicate in the box C=Copy w/o attachment/enclosur E=Copy with 
attachment/enctosure N - No copy
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December 5, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM:

SUBJECT:

David B. Matthews, Director 
Project Directorate, 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects I/I, 

Richard H. Wessman, Chief 
Mechanical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering

REQUEST FOR 
UNITS I AND 
M90365)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - SURRY POWER STATION, 
2 POWER UPRATE AMENDMENT (TAC NOS. M90364 AND

By letter dated August 30, 1994, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCo), the licensee, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, requested an amendment to Facility Operating Licenses DPR-32 and DPR-37, in support of an increase in core power level from 2441 MWt to 2546 Mwt for Surry Power Station, Units 1 and 2.  

The Mechanical Engineering Branch has reviewed the licensee's submittal related to the structural integrity of several safety-related components.  These included pressure-retaining piping, components and their supports, reactor internals, core support structures, control rod drive system, and safety-related equipment. Based on our review, we find that additional information is needed in order for us to complete our evaluation. We requested that you forward the attached request for additional information to the licensee for their response.

Docket Nos.: 

Attachment:

50-280 and 
50-281 

As stated

CONTACT: C. Wu, NRR 
504-2764 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Central Files 
EMEB RF/PF/CHRON 
GLaines 
BBuckley

DOCUMENT NAME: G:\Wu\SURRYRAI 
*See previous concurrence 
To receive a copy of this document, indicate in the box 
attachme~nt/eI•,l•,, - .....LOFFICE EMEB: DE* C EMEB: DE EMEB: DE NAME CWu;eh KManol - Rwessman 
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ATTACHMENT 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT FOR POWER UPRATE 

SURRY POWER STATION, UNITS I AND 2 

Mechanical Engineering Branch 
I. Section 4.1.1 states that the reactor vessel internals were reviewed and found to be acceptable for the uprated core power operating conditions as part of the previous evaluation performed to assess the Surry Improved Fuel design. Provide a discussion of the method used for the review that was conducted on the reactor vessel internals for the power uprate condition including effects of the flow induced vibration.  Identify the reactor internal components that were reviewed and the Code used for acceptability of the reactor vessel internals. Also, provide a summary of maximum critical component stresses and calculated fatigue usage factors.  
2. In Section 4.1.5, it is stated that review of the previous analysis for the uprated core power with 7% tube plugging verified that the components continue to remain in compliance with the ASME Code, Section III requirements. Provide a discussion addressing the methodology, assumptions and the Code edition used in the evaluation of critical steam generator components. Specify the limiting components evaluated for the uprated power conditions and list the maximum stresses, fatigue usage factors and location of highest stressed areas for both the current design and the uprated power conditions.  

3. In Section 4.1.6, provide an evaluation of the increased temperature difference between the hot leg and the cold leg on the pressurizer spray piping and nozzles at the uprated power conditions in comparison with thecurrent design basis analysis. Discuss in detail the evaluation of pressurizer surge line, the pressurizer safety valve and discharge piping, and the pressurizer relief tank for compliance with the design criteria. Specify the Code and edition used for acceptability of pressurizer components.  
4. In Section 4.1.7, provide a detailed discussion regarding the evaluation of the NSSS piping and pipe supports, equipment nozzles, and in-line components for the power uprate condition, and include a summary of the analysis results in comparison to the existing design values. The discussion should include the analysis methods and assumptions, and demonstration of compliance with requirements in the Code edition used for the evaluation with regard to stress levels and fatigue 

considerations.  

5. In Section 4.2, the evaluation of balance of plant (BOP) systems did not address effects of the power uprate on the design basis analyses of the postulated pipe rupture locations, pipe whip and jet impingement loads that may affect the adequacy of the safety-related systems, equipment and components. Please provide relevant information concerning these evaluations.

>
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6. In Sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8, provide an evaluation of the effect of 
increased pressure at discharge nozzles shown in Tables 4.2.7-1 and 
4.2.8-1, on the adequacy of the high pressure and low pressure heater 
drain discharge piping at the uprated conditions.  

7. In Section 4.5, it is stated that the 5th point extraction steam heater 
drain piping nozzle loads exceed the existing nozzle load allowables.  
The nozzle will require modification for operation at the uprated 
temperature. Provide a discussion on the planned modification, 
schedule, and operational experience at similar operating conditions to 
ensure that these nozzles will be operating within the design 
allowables. Table 4.5-1 shows that the operating temperature at the 
uprated power level is more severe for the 3rd point than for the 5th 
point extraction steam heater drain piping. Provide a summary of the 
calculated 3rd point heater drain piping nozzle loads and maximum piping 
and pipe support stresses in comparison to the appropriate code 
allowables.  

Reference: Attachment 3 to the Virginia Electric and Power Company's 
August 30, 1994, submittal to USNRC, "Surry Power Station Units 1 
and 2 Proposed Power Uprating."

.. S {



June 23, 1995

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

Plant Name: 
Utility: 
TAC No(s).: 
Docket No(s).: 
Operating License: 
Project Directorate: 
Project Manager: 
Review Branch: 
Review Status:

Bartholomew C. Buckley, Project Manager (14H-25) 
Project Directorate 11-3 
Division of Reactor Projects I/II 

Eric Weiss, Section Chief 
PWR Reactor Systems Section 
Reactor Systems Branch 
Division of Systems Safety and Analysis 

SER - SURRY POWER UPRATE (TAC NOS. M90364 AND M90365)

Surry Power Station Units 1 and 2 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 
M90364 and M90365 
50-280 and 50-28.1 
DPR-32 and DPR-37 
Project Directorate 111-2 
B. Buckley 
SRXB/DSSA 
Complete

Reactor Systems Branch, DSSA, has reviewed Virginia Electric and Power Company 
submittals in support of a proposed power uprating of its Surry Units 1 and 2 
plants from 2441 MWt to 2546 MWt core power. Also considered in the 
submittals and our review was an increase in the Surry operating reactor steam 
generator tube plugging limit to 7%.  

We find the proposed power uprating acceptable, as discussed in our Safety 
Evaluation, Attachment 1. Attachment 2 provides our Systematic Assessment of 
Licensee Performance input for this review. This concludes our efforts for 
TAC Nos. M90364 and M90365.

Attachments:
As stated 

cc: G. Holahan 
H. Berkow (014H-25) 
PEB/SALP (012-E4) 

Contact: S. Brewer, SRXB/DSSA 
415-2887

DISTRIBUTION 
Docket File 
SRXB R/f 
RJones 
EWeiss 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20655-0001 

ATTACHMENT 1 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
RELATED TO POWER UPRATING OF SURRY UNITS I AND 2 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
SURRY POWER STATION. UNITS 1 AND 2 

DOCKET NOS, 50-280 AND 50-281 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In a submittal of August 30, 1994, as supplemented by a letter dated May 5, 

1995, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (Virgina Power) requested 

amendments to Facility Operating Licenses NPF-32 and NPF-37 for the Surry 

Power Station (Surry) Units I and 2, respectively. Specifically, the 

amendments would revise the licenses and Technical Specifications (TS) for the 

Surry units to increase the rated power level from the present specification 

of 2441 Megawatts thermal (MWt) to a specification of 2546 MWt. The proposed 

changes would allow the Surry units to operate at a Nuclear Steam Supply 

System (NSSS) power of 2558 MWt and up to 7% steam generator tube plugging.  

2.0 STAFF EVALUATION 

The changes would represent an approximate 4.3% increase over the presently 

licensed core power rating of 2441 MWt. In support of this uprating, the 

Surry units were reevaluated for operation at an Engineering Safeguards Design 

Core Power Rating of 2546 MWt and a NSSS power rating of 2558 MWt. The 

licensee's rerating program also includes consideration of an increase in 

steam generator tube plugging level to 7%. While accident analyses were 

performed assuming 15% steam generator tube plugging, the licensee is 

presently proposing a limit of 7% steam generator tube plugging consistent 

with assumptions it made in its NSSS component and systems evaluations.
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considered in establishing the initial conditions, including the addition of 
2% to the initial power to account for calorimetric error.  

2.2 STAFF FINDINGS 

2.2.1 Core Design 

The staff issued License Amendment 116, dated January 6, 1988, allowing the 
Surry Units to use Surry Improved Fuel (SIF) in the Surry cores. The 
supporting analyses for this amendment accounted for the incremental 
replacement of the resident Westinghouse Low Parasitic fuel, considering the 
varied mixtures of the fuel types during the transitional period.  

The licensee currently uses an approved method of analysis, Virginia Power 
Statistical DNBR Evaluation, to determine the departure from nucleate boiling.  
The proposed design parameter changes following core uprating implementation 
were evaluated with respect to those assumed in the Statistical DNBR 
Evaluation Methodology. The licensee determined that the method of analysis 
remains valid.  

Likewise, the licensee also verified the relevant thermal-hydraulic items 
considered on a reload basis that could be affected by core uprating which are 
evaluations of core bypass flow rate, core thermal limits, axial power 
distribution effects and retained DNBR margin. The core thermal limits were 
the only items effected by the uprate because a power increase, increases the 
total temperature rise across the core. The licensee indicated that these 
effects are modelled in the reload core design and new thermal limits for the 
uprated condition were generated.  

2.2.2 Reactor Coolant System 

The licensee's submittal proposes an increase in the steam generator tube 
plugging limit from 0% to 7%, which was assumed in the licensee's NSSS and 
component evaluations for the power uprate analyses. The NSSS accident 
analyses and core thermal hydraulic assessments assume 15% tube plugging. We
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conclude that the lower flow is acceptable for the uprated power because it is 
considered in the technical Justifications for the power uprating.  

In its discussion of RCS topics, the licensee did not identify any other items 
that could affect the power uprating. We find that the reactor coolant system 
design adequacy is not affected by the power uprating.  

2.2.3 OverDressure Protection 

It is required that pressurizer safety valves be designed with sufficient 
capacity to prevent the pressurizer pressure from exceeding 110% of design 
pressure following the worst RCS pressure transient. For purposes of 
analytical justification this event is specified to be a 100% load rejection 
resulting from a turbine trip with concurrent loss of main feedwater. No 
credit is taken for operation of the RCS relief valves, steam line relief 
valves, steam dump system, pressurizer level control system, or direct trip on 
turbine trip. Reactor scram is initiated by the first safety-grade signal 

from the reactor protection system.  

By letter dated May 5, 1995, the licensee provided documentation of the 
existing RCS overpressure analysis for Surry and verification of the continued 
applicability of the existing analysis for operation at uprated conditions.  
The licensee indicated that Westinghouse WCAP-7769, Revision 1, "Overpressure 
Protection for Westinghouse pressurized Water Reactors," June 1972, remains 

valid for Surry units at the uprated conditions.  

The analyses in WCAP-1769 demonstrate that, for the Surry units operating at 
2546 MWt, the combined capacity of two of the three safety valves is adequate 
to prevent the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure from exceeding 110% (2750 
psia) of design pressure (2500 psia) during a the most limiting overpressure 
event (turbine trip without bypass) if credit is taken for the first safety 
grade signal (high pressurizer pressure) from the reactor protection system.  
Further, 86% of the total capacity of the three safety valves is needed to 
meet regulatory criteria if any of four subsequent trips (overtemperature AT,
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high neutron flux, high pressurizer level, low-low steam generator water 

level) initiate reactor scram.  

The licensee also describes its analyses which agree with the WCAP-7769 

conclusions regarding the adequacy of the sizing of the Surry safety valves in 
its uprating report. The limiting event was identified as the Complete Loss 
of External Electrical Load and is documented in Section 3.5.8 of the Surry 

Core Uprating Licensing Report. The results of these analyses demonstrate 

that 94% of the total pressurizer safety valve capacity is required to 
mitigate the peak pressure of 2745 psia which occurs in the cold leg, 10.2 

seconds into the event.  

The limiting event was identified as the Complete Loss of External Electrical 
Load and is documented in Section 3.5.8 of the Surry Core Uprating Licensing 

Report. The results of these analyses demonstrate that 94% of the total 
pressurizer safety valve capacity is required to mitigate the peak pressure of 
2745 psia which occurs in the cold leg, 10.2 seconds into the event.  

Based on the above information, we conclude that, for operation at powers up 
to the proposed uprated power, the pressurizer safety valve capacity at Surry 
is adequate to meet the requirements to which Surry was originally licensed.  

2.2.4 Auxiliary Feedwater and Residual Heat Removal 

The staff review and approval of the Surry auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) 

was granted by letters dated November 17, 1980 and April 27, 1992. The 

transients that identify the limiting single-failure and minimum flow 
requirements for Surry's AFW system are loss of all AC to station auxiliaries 

and loss of normal feedwater. The existing analyses for the these events were 
performed assuming the uprated power conditions and are included in the Surry 

Core Uprate Licensing Report, Sections 3.4.3 and 3.8.1.  

The licensee stated that, as a result of the analyses, identified limiting 
scenarios for single failure and required flow were not changed. We conclude 

that, since the Surry AFW flow capacity exceeds cooling requirements for the
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uprated power, cooldown time to residual heat removal (RHR) cut-in conditions 

would not be significantly affected.  

The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System cooldown analysis was not significantly 
affected by the uprating. The licensee indicated that the system still has 

the ability to bring the plant to cold shutdown (ý200"F) in the uprated 
condition. With two RHR pumps in operation cooldown to 140°F can be achieved 

11.4 hours after shutdown. With one pump in operation cooldown to 200OF can 
be achieved in 40 hours. The staff agrees that the RHR system can continue to 

perform its intended function in the uprated condition.  

2.2.5 Emeraencv Core Cooling System (ECCS) 

The licensee's submittal identifies no adverse impact to ECCS operability or 
vulnerability to single failure resultant from the power uprating. ECCS 

performance analyses were evaluated using the Westinghouse large break loss
of-coolant accident (LBLOCA) 1981 Evaluation Model (EM) with Bash. The small 
break analyses were performed with the Westinghouse NOTRUMP small break LOCA 

(SBLOCA) EM. Both were approved for use by Virgina Power at the uprated power 
and increased steam generator tube plugging limit and demonstrate conformance 

with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50 Appendix K, respectively.  

The licensee stated that the current LBLOCA analysis, performed in March, 
1994, assumes the uprated power and 15% steam generator tube plugging and 

results in a calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT) of 2120°F and 

metal/water reaction levels of less than 1.0% core-wide and 8.67% local.  

These values are within the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46 (b) (1 - 3) of 
2200 "F, less then 1% core-wide metal/water reaction and 17% local metal-water 

reation, respectively, and assure that the core would remain amenable to 

cooling as required by 10 CFR 50.46 (b) (4). Meeting the long-term cooling 
requirement of 10 CFR 50.46 (b) is assured for the uprated power by the 

continued acceptability of the Surry ECCS design.
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The SBLOCA analyses for the uprated power with 15% steam generator tube 

plugging calculated a PCT of 1852"F, with less than 1.0% core-wide metal/water 

reaction, and 3.2% local metal/water reaction, which meet the requirements of 

10 CFR 50.46 (b) (1 - 3) and are bounded by the LBLOCA analysis results.  

Satisfaction of 10 CFR 50.46 (b) (4) and (5) for SBLOCA analyses is similar to 

that for LBLOCA analyses. We conclude that the ECCS analyses provided in 

support of the power uprate are in compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix 

K. The Surry ECCS design is therefore adequate for the uprated power.  

2.2.6 Transient Analyses 

The licensee indicated that they reanalyzed or reevaluated all Surry UFSAR 

Chapter 14 events considering the uprated power. They concluded that certain 

events did not require reanalyses either because (1) the events do not apply 

to the plant's present licensed configuration, i.e., Malpositioning of Part

Length Control Rod Assemblies, Startup of Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop, or 

(2) because existing analyses address the events for uprated conditions, i.e., 

Turbine-Generator Overspeed, Main Steam Line Break, Excessive Heat Removal Due 

to Feedwater System Malfunctions, Loss of Normal Feedwater, Control Rod 

Assembly-EJection, SBLOCA, and LBLOCA.  

The licensee provided justification for not reanalyzing by showing that 

assumptions for the uprated conditions would not significantly affect the 

existing analyses or that the existing analyses were done assuming the uprated 

power. We find the licensee's reasons and conclusions acceptable.  

Based on their assessment, the licensee concluded that reanalyses of 

Uncontrolled Control Rod Assembly Withdrawal from a Subcritical Condition and 

at Power, Control Rod Assembly Drop/misalignment, Chemical and Volume Control 

System Malfunction, Excessive Load Increase, Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow, 

Locked Rotor, Loss of Electrical Load, and Steam Generator Tube Rupture events 

were warranted. The licensee reanalyzed these events using currently approved 

methodologies.
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2.2.6.1 Uncontrolled Control Rod Assembly Withdrawal from a Subcritical 
Condition 

The licensee reanalyzed the rod withdrawal from subcritical event using RETRAN 
computer code and the associated Virginia Power reactor system transient 
analysis methodology. RETRAN calculates nuclear power, core heat flux, 
average fuel, clad and coolant temperatures. The detailed core thermal
hydraulics analysis was performed using the COBRA computer code to generate 
the MDNBR. The major difference between the previous analysis and the current 
reanalysis is that the licensee assumes that all three reactor coolant pumps 
are in operation.  

The licensee determined that the core and the reactor coolant system are not 
adversely affected because the peak thermal core and coolant temperatures in 
the DNB-llmltlng case are well below their nominal full power values. The 
staff finds the licensee analysis and conclusion acceptable.  

2.2.6.2 Uncontrolled Control Rod Assembly Withdrawal at Power 

The rod assembly withdrawal at power event required reanalysis due to the 
change in the Overtemperature and Overpower AT protection setpoints. The 
event was reanalyzed RETRAN and COBRA computer codes. The licensee concluded 
that 1) the DNBR remains above the 95/95 DNBR design limit, (2) the most 
limiting RCS pressure is below 110% of design pressure and (3) the most 
limiting main steam pressure is less than 110% of the main steam design 
pressure. Therefore the staff finds that, in the uprated condition, the Surry 
plants are able to mitigate the consequences of the uncontrolled control rod 
assembly withdrawal at power event.  

2.2.6.3 Control Rod Assembly Droo/Misallanment 

The control rod assembly drop/misalignment event required reanalysis at the 
uprated condition to generate new plant-specific core thermal limit lines that 
are used during reload analyses. These new limits were generated by 
completing the transient and thermal-hydraulic portion of the staff approved
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methodology. The nuclear analysis will be completed when the reload design 
calculations are completed for the uprated core.  

2.2.6.4 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction 

The chemical and volume control system (CVCS) malfunction event centers around 
boron dilution accidents. Boron dilution is a manual operation that is under 
strict administrative controls limiting rate and duration of dilution. It was 
necessary to reanalyze the event because the uprated power affects the 
Overtemperature and Overpressure AT setpolnts. The licensee reevaluated the 
administrative controls and alarms to ensure that there remains at least a 15 
minute margin from positive indication of a dilution in progress to loss of 
shutdown margin for corrective operator action during MODES 1 through 4. For 
MODES 5 and 6 the licensee ensured that primary grade water been isolated from 
the reactor coolant system 15 minutes following a planned dilution.  

The licensee determined that the existing alarms and administrative controls 
still allow enough time for operator Intervention in a credible boron dilution 
event. The staff finds the licensee's findings acceptable.  

2.2.6.5 Excessive Load Increase 

The limiting scenarios for excessive load increase event are initiated at full 
power therefore it was necessary to reanalyze the event for the uprated 
condition. The analysis was completed with the use of LOFTRAN and 
Westinghouse standard non-statistical thermal-hydraulic methodology. Four 
cases were analyzed to demonstrate plant response following a 10% step load 
increase. The cases included the reactor at the beginning-of-life, manually 
and automatically controlled and end-of-life and manually and automatically 
controlled.  

In all cases the minimum DNBR remained above the design limit value.  
Therefore the staff finds the the plant response to excessive load increase in 
the uprated condition acceptable.
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2.2.6.6 Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow 

The loss of reactor coolant flow is the limiting DNB event and was therefore 

reanalyzed in the uprated condition. The analysis includes two cases for loss 

of reactor coolant flow, loss of three out of three RCPs, from 100% power, due 

to (1) an undervoltage condition and (2) a frequency decay condition.  

The analysis included a transient simulation using RETRAN for thermal

hydraulic plant response. The results were used as input into COBRA computer 

code for a detailed thermal-hydraulic analysis to compute the DNB margin. The 

licensee reported that both cases resulted in minimum DNBRs with considerable 

margin to the DNBR limit value. Therefore, the staff finds the plant response 

to loss of reactor coolant flow acceptable in the uprated condition.  

2.2.6.7 Locked Rotor 

The locked rotor event is characterized by the rapid loss of circulation in 

one Reactor Coolant loop due to the seizure of the reactor coolant pump (RCP).  

The plant response is simulated by using the RETRAN transient analysis code 

and the COBRA IIIC/HIT detailed thermal-hydraulics.  

In this analysis, the unaffected reactor coolant pumps were assumed to trip, 

on low coolant flow, two seconds after generation of the reactor trip signal.  

The licensee stated that this assumption is consistent with the RCP trip 

assumption made in the locked rotor analysis for the uprating of its North 

Anna plants approved in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report dated August 25, 1986.  

The licensee indicated that the analysis resulted in the no rods having a 

MDNBR less than the statistical DNBR design limit and the RCS and main steam 

peak pressures remained below 110% of design pressure. The staff finds these 

results acceptable.  

2.2.6.8 Loss of Electrical Load 

The complete loss of electrical load was analyzed with the core characteristic 

of beginning of cycle and with power at 102% of the uprated core power. The
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licensee uses RETRAN and COBRA computer codes to simulate the plants response 
to the transient. The licensee indicated that the results of the analysis 
were (1) the peak RCS and main steam pressures remained below the associated 
design pressures and (2) the MDNBR remained above the 95/95 DNBR design limit.  
The staff finds that Surry in the uprated condition can still mitigate the 
consequences of a complete loss of electrical load.  

2.2.6.9 Steam Generator Tube Ruoture 

The steam generator tube rupture event was analyzed for consequent 
radiological dose using staff approved methodologies. The thermal-hydraulic 
component of the accident was simulated with RETRAN. The radiological dose 
was calculated using an NRC approved methodology and the results were within 
the 10 CFR 100 limits.  

A significant aspect of a steam generator tube rupture scenario, is the 
immediate cooldown, from full power conditions, to pressure and temperature 
equilibrium between the primary system and the shell side of the ruptured 
steam generator. The cooldown is accomplished through the use of the 
unruptured steam generators fed by the auxiliary feedwater system (AFS). As 
identified in the discussion of the AFS, the staff concludes that the flow 
capacity of the AFS continues to exceed cooldown requirements for the uprated 
power, and that the cooldown times would not be significantly affected.  
Therefore, the conclusions for the steam generator tube rupture event for the 
present licensed power of 2441 MWt continue to apply for the uprated power.  
The licensee's analyses confirm this conclusion for the Surry units.  

The licensee's uprating submittal assesses the impact of the power uprate on 
the results of the existing approved UFSAR Chapter 14 analyses. The transient 
analyses supporting the power uprating were performed assuming a steam 
generator plugging level of 15%. The staff reviewed these analyses and 
concluded that appropriate safety criteria are met.
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Based on the above we find the referenced accident analyses acceptable to 
support operation at the uprated power with a limit of 7% steam generator tube 
plugging.  

2.2.7 Operatina Licensee and Technical Soecifications Changes 

The licensee identified the following Surry operating licensee and technical 
specification changes related to the power uprating: 

2.2.7.1 ODeratina License Changes 

Operating License No. DPR-32 (Unit 1), DPR-37 (Unit 2) - Condition 3.A: 

Maximum Power Level - revise to read "steady state reactor core heat 
output of 2546 MWt" to reflect uprated power level 

Operating License No. DPR-32 (Unit 1), DPR-37 (Unit 2) - Condition 3.N: 
Delete this condition which refers to control room dose calculations which are 
being superseded by analyses contained in this license amendment application.  

2.2.7.2 Technical Soecifications Changes 

Page TS 1.O.A (TS 1.O.A) - Definition of RATED POWER - revise to state 2546 
MWt 

Page TS 2.1-3 (Basis for Figure 2. 1 - 1) - Delete sentence "The three loop 
operation.., to 100% of design flow." This refers to densification effects 
no longer included in the analysis basis.  

TS Figure 2. 1 -1 (Reactor Core Thermal and Hydraulic Safety Limits) - Replace 
with figure of limits which reflect operation at uprated conditions (4.1-1).  

Page TS 2.1-4 (Basis for Figure 2. 1-1) - Revise to reflect relationship 
between deterministic and statistical analysis basis incorporated into the 
figure.
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Page TS 2.1-5 (Basis for Reactor Control & Protection System) - Revise stated 

nominal RCS temperature to 573.06F. Delete * footnote which allows Unit 2 

Cycle 12 RCS nominal operating pressure to be reduced to 2135 pslg.  

Page TS 2.2-2 (Basis for TS 2.2) - Delete * and ** footnotes which refer to 

reduced PORV and high pressure reactor trip settings for Unit 2 Cycle 12.  

Page TS 2.3-2 (TS 2.3.A.2(b)) - High Pressurizer Pressure Reactor Trip 

Delete * footnote which refers to a reduced trip setting for Unit 2 Cycle 12.  

Page TS 2.3-2 (TS 2.3.A.2(d)) - OvertemperatureWT - revise T' to equal 

573.0°F, the proposed nominal RCS average temperature.  

Page 2.3-7 (Basis for Low Flow Reactor Trip) - This paragraph is being revised 

to emphasize that the low flow trip is the primary trip and that undervoltage 

and underfrequency trips are considered back-up protection. This reflects the 

assumptions of the revised complete loss of flow analysis.  

Page TS 3.1-1 (TS 3.1.A.1.a) - LCO for Number of Reactor Coolant Pumps 

-Revise-to read "A-reactor shall not be brought critical with less than three 

pumps, in non-isolated loops, in operation." This change reflects the revised 

analysis of uncontrolled rod withdrawal from a subcritical condition.  

Page TS 3.1.3 (TS 3.1.A.3.b) - Pressurizer Safety Valve Lift Settings - Delete 

the * footnote which refers to expanded pressurizer safety valve lift setting 

tolerance for the remainder of Cycle 10 and 11 for both units.  

TS Page 3.1-16 to 3.1-17a (Basis for Coolant-Activity Limits) - The 

description on these pages has been rewritten, based upon the revised steam 

generator tube rupture radiological consequences analysis.  

Page TS 3.3-7 (Basis for Accumulator valves) - Delete the * footnote which 

refers to a reduced nominal operating pressure for Unit 2 Cycle 12.
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Page 3.6-2 (TS 3.6.E) - SG Secondary 1-131 Activity - Delete the sentence "The 
iodine-131 activity in the secondary side of any steam generator, in an 
unisolated reactor coolant loop, shall not exceed 9 curies," and revise the 
next sentence to begin "The specific activity ... " This change reflects the 
secondary activity assumed in the revised main steamline break radiological 
analysis, which is a specific activity of 0.10puCI/cc. A separate limit on 
total activity is redundant and is not required by the revised analysis.  

Page TS 3.6-4 (Basis for ECST Capacity) - Revise basis statement to read "The 
specified minimum water volume in the 110,000-gallon protected condensate 
storage tank is sufficient for 8 hours of residual heat removal ... " Add a 
sentence which reads "It is also sufficient to maintain one unit at hot 
shutdown for 2 hours, followed by a 4 hour cooldown from 547°F to 350°F (i.e.  
RHR operating conditions)." This reflects the cooldown capability for 
operation at uprated conditions.  

Page TS 3.6-4 (Basis for Main Steam Safety Valve Capacity) - Revise the 
statement of main steam safety valve flow capacity to read "... total combined 
capacity of 3,842,454 pounds per hour at their individual relieving pressure; 
the total combined capacity of all fifteen main steam code safety valves is 
11,527,362 pounds per hour." Revise the second sentence to read "The nominal 
rating steam flow is 11,260,000." These changes reflect a revised calculation 
of valve relief capacity and the increased nominal steam flow associated with 

uprating.  

Page TS 3.6-5 (Basis for SG Secondary Activity) - Delete the text starting 
with "The limit on steam generator ... through the sentence which ends with 
"... the specific iodine-131 limit would be .089 uCi/cc." Replace with the 

following: 

"The limit on steam generator secondary side Iodine-131 activity is based on 
limiting the inhalation dose at the site boundary following a postulated steam 
line break accident to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limits. The 
accident analysis, which is performed based on the guidance of NUREG-0800
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Section 15.1-5, assumes the release of the entire contents of the faulted 

steam generator to the atmosphere." 

These changes replace the previous description which provided a basis for 

comparison between the total and the specific activity limits. Since the 

total activity limit (TS 3.6.E) is being deleted, and the revised analysis 

does not require a specific total activity, this discussion is not relevant.  

Page TS 3.7-26 (Table 3.7-4) - Recirculation Mode Transfer - Revise the RWST 

Level-Low setting limits to be as follows: t11.25% and •15.75%. These revised 

settings reflect the values assumed in the LOCA containment analyses. The 

setpoint value has been validated by the analyses as providing adequate margin 

for containment depressurization while ensuring that the low head safety 

injection pumps will have adequate net positive suction head for operation in 

sump recirculation mode.  

Page TS 3.8-4 (Basis for Figure 3.8-1) - Revise the description of the figure 

characteristics and numerical ranges to be consistent with the replacement 

figure.  

TS Figure 3.8-1 (Allowable Air Partial Pressure) - This figure, which presents 

operating limitations for containment air partial pressure, containment bulk 

average temperature and service water temperature, has been revised in 

conjunction with the containment integrity analysis. The revised figure 

allows operation over a range of air partial pressure from 9.0 psia - 10.3 

psia and over a temperature range of 75 OF to 1250F.  

Page TS 3.10-7 (Basis for Activity Assumed in Fuel Handling Accident) - Revise 

the description to state that this accident has been analyzed based on the 

methodology in Regulatory Guide 1.25, assuming that 100% of the gap activity 

of the highest powered assembly is released after 100 day decay following 

operation at 2605 MWt. This reflects the revised radiological dose 

consequences analysis. Delete the * footnote which compares the fuel rod gap 

activity of 15x15 and 17x17 demonstration assemblies. This information is not 

relevant to any fuel assemblies currently in Surry cores. Any potential
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future use of demonstration assemblies will be addressed on a case-specific 
basis.  

Page TS 3.12-12 (TS 3.12.F.1) - DNB Parameters - Revise the temperature limit 
to state "Reactor Coolant System TV, 5577*F.l This reflects the proposed 
nominal operating temperature, plus uncertainties which have been accommodated 
in the revised thermal-hydraulic analyses(4.1-2). Delete the * footnote which 
refers to reduced nominal pressurizer pressurefor Unit 2 Cycle 12.  

Page TS 4.1-10a (Table 4.1-28) - Minimum Frequencies for Sampling Tests 
Delete the words "9 Curiew which appears in both Note (4) and (8). This 
reflects the deletion of the 9 curie total activity limit and thereby makes 
only a general reference to Specification 3.6.E, which contains the limit.  

Page TS 4.4-3 (Basis for Containment Air Partial Pressure Limits) - Revise 
statement of containment pressure range to read 'The containment is maintained 
at a subatmospheric air partial pressure consistent with TS Figure 3.8-1 
depending upon ... lThis refers to the applicable figure which presents the 
range assumed in the containment integrity analysis.  

Page TS 5.2-3 (IS 5.2.C.1) - Containment Systems - Revise the stated 
Recirculation Spray Subsystems flow to be "at least 3000 gpm of water from the 
containment sump.0 This reflects the flowrate assumed in the revised 
containment analysis.  

We find the above TS changes acceptable because they are appropriate to the 
uprated power and are supported by acceptable analyses.  

The licensee has also proposed to change Technical Specifications Pages B 3/4 
6-1 and B 3/4 6-2 to reflect a change in the identification of the event 
determining containment conditions. Items related to containment conditions 
are discussed separately in this report.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on our review and with reference to past Viginia Power reviews within 
the scope of the systems areas discussed above, we find the proposed Surry 
Units 1 and 2 power uprating to 2546 MWt core power (2558 MWt NSSS power) 
acceptable for steam generator tube plugging up to 7%.
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SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE 

FACILITY NAME Surry Electric Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 

SUMMARY OF REVIEW 

In a submittal of August 30, 1994, as supplemented by a letter dated May 5, 
1995, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (Virgina Power) requested 
amendments to Facility Operating Licenses NPF-32 and NPF-37 for the Surry 
Power Station (Surry) Units 1 and 2, respectively. Specifically, the 
amendments would revise the licenses and Technical Specifications (TS) for the 
Surry units to increase the rated power level from the present specification 
of 2441 Megawatts thermal (MWt) to a specification of 2546 MWt. The proposed 
changes would allow the Surry units to operate at a Nuclear Steam Supply 
System (NSSS) power of 2558 MWt and up to 7% steam generator tube plugging.  

NARRATIVE DISCUSSION OF LICENSEE PERFORMANCE - SAFETY ASSESSMENT/OUALITY 

VERIFICATION 

The licensee's submittal was not organized in the preferred format (Standard 
Format, SRP). It was necessary for the staff to request clarification.  
Although the licensee was timely in their responses to RAI, their responses 
did not always focus on the review concerns.  

AUTHORS: S. Brewer/F. Orr 
DATE:
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Charles L. Miller, Chief 060nal sned by Charles L. Miller 
Emergency Preparedness and Radiation 
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ISSUANCE OF 
(TAC NOS.:

SAFETY EVALUATION ON POWER UPRATE 
903645/90365)

PLANT NAME: 
LICENSEE: 
DOCKET NOS.  
REVIEW STATUS:

SURRY POWER STATION UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 
50-280 and 50-281 
Complete

The Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Protection Branch has completed its 
review of the amendments proposed by the licensee to Operating License Nos.  
DPR-32 and DPR-37 for Surry Power Station Units No. 1 and 2 related to power 
uprate. The proposed changes would increase the authorized maximum reactor 
core power level by 4.3 percent to 2546 megawatts thermal (MWt) from the 
current limit of 2441 MWt.  

We have reviewed the proposed changes and conclude that they are acceptable.

Attached is our SER input. The responsible reviewer is 
415-3166.  

Docket Nos. 50-280 
and 50-281 

ATTACHMENT: Safety Evaluation Report 

CONTACT: John L. Minns, NRR/TERB 
(301) 415-3166
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

March 31, 1995

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

David B. Matthews, Director 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Reactor Prjects 1I/11

Charles L. Miller, Chief U " 
Emergency Preparedness and Radiation 

Protection Branch 
Division of Technical Support

ISSUANCE OF 
(TAC NOS.:

SAFETY EVALUATION 
903645/90365)

ON POWER UPRATE

PLANT NAME: 
LICENSEE: 
DOCKET NOS.  
REVIEW STATUS:

SURRY POWER STATION UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 
50-280 and 50-281 
Complete

The Emergency Preparedness and Radiation Protection Branch has completed its 
review of the amendments proposed by the licensee to Operating License Nos.  
DPR-32 and DPR-37 for Surry Power Station Units No. 1 and 2 related to power 
uprate. The proposed changes would increase the authorized maximum reactor 
core power level by 4.3 percent to 2546 megawatts thermal (MWt) from the 
current limit of 2441 MWt.  

We have reviewed the proposed changes and conclude that they are acceptable.

Attached is our SER input.  
415-3166.

The responsible reviewer is John L. Minns,

Docket Nos. 50-280 
and 50-281

ATTACHMENT: Safety Evaluation Report

CONTACT: John L. Minns, NRR/TERB 
(301) 415-3166

SUBJECT:



UNITED STATES 
o NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND 

RADIATION PROTECTION BRANCH 

SURRY POWER STATION UNIT NOS. AND 2 

REOUEST FOR POWER UPRATE 

INTRODUCTION 

By letters dated August 30, 1994, and February 6, 1995, the Virginia Electric 
and Power Company requested changes to the Operating Licensee Nos. DPR-32 and 
DPR-37 and the Technical Specifications (TS) for Surry Power Station Unit Nos.  
I and 2, respectively. Specifically, the amendments would revise the TS to 
increase the present rated core power level of 2441 Megawatts Thermal (NWt) to 
2546 MWt. The proposed changes represent 4.5 percent increase over the 
current licensed power level. The staff reviewed the potential increase in 
design basis accident (DBA) radiological consequences due to the power uprate.  

EVALUATION 

The licensee evaluated the impact of the proposed amendment to show that the 
applicable regulatory acceptance criteria continue to be satisfied for the 
uprated power conditions. In conducting this evaluation, the licensee 
evaluated the effect of the power uprate on the DBA radiological consequences.  
The original licensing DBA source terms for Surry were considered. The 
licensee also evaluated control room habitability under DBA conditions.  

Design Basis Accidents 

The licensee stated that the original radiological consequence analyses could 
not be exactly reconstituted. Therefore, the analyses were performed using 
methodology described in the UFSAR with the original licensing basis 
assumption at 2546 MWt (105 percent of current power level). For the uprate 
analyses, the core radionuclide inventory was based on a power level of 2605 
MWt. The licensee's doses are within the dose reference values stated in 10 
CFR Part 100 and the Standard Review Plan (SRP). The calculated control room 
operator doses are within the limits to control room operators given in 
General Design Criterion (GDC) 19.

ATTACHMENT
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The events evaluated for uprate were the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), main 
steam line break (MSLB), steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), locked rotor 
accident (LRA), the fuel handling accident (FHA) and the waste gas decay tank 
(WGDT) rupture. The whole body and thyroid dose were calculated for the 
exclusion area boundary (EAB), the low population zone (LPZ), and the control 
room. The plant-specific results for power uprate remain well below 
established regulatory limits. The doses resulting from the accidents 
analyzed are listed below with the applicable dose limits.  

EAB 
UFSAR SER UFSAR SER 
2605 MWt 2546 MWt 2605 MWt 2546 MWt 

Accident (rem) I(rem) (rem) I(rem) 
Thyroid Dose Whole Body Dose 

LOCA 224 220 6 7 
MSLB 3.6 8 <0.1 <1 
SGTR 15.4 28 <0.1 <1 
FHA 55 34 1.6 3 

LPZ 

UFSAR SER UFSAR SER 
2605 MWt 2546 MWt 2605 MWt 2546 MWt 

Accident (rem) (rem) j(rem) (rem) 
Thyroid Dose Whole Body Dose 

LOCA 12 20 0.2 W) 
MSLB 0.4 W) <0.1 (<1) 
SGTR 0.7 2.5 <0.1 (<1) 
FHA 2.4 3 0.1 (<I) 

The preceding analysis was based on 105 percent of the uprated power, using 
methodologies currently approved by the NRC. After reviewing the information 
submitted by the licensee, the staff concludes that for the uprated power, 
the analyzed consequences of DBAs will remain within the limits of 10 CFR Part 
100 and the GDC 19 and are, therefore, acceptable.  

The control room operator doses were estimated using the methodology given in 
SRP, Section 6.4. These computed offsite and control room operator doses are 
well within the acceptance criteria given in SRP, Section 15.7.4 and GDC 19, 
respectively.
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Conclusion 

Based on our review of the licensee's major assumptions, the methodology used 
in the licensee's dose calculations, and the staff's original safety 
evaluation, the staff finds that the offslte radiological consequences and 
control room operator doses at the uprated power level of 2546 MWt will 
continue to remain below 10 CFR Part 100 dose reference values and the GDC 19 
dose limit. Therefore, the staff concludes that the licensee's request to 
uprate the authorized maximum reactor core power level by 4.3 percent to 2546 
MWt from its current limit of 2441 MWt is acceptable.  

Principal Contributor: John L. Minns



April 10, 19.

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

Brian R. Bonser, Senior Resident 
Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station 
Division of Reactor Projects 
Region II

Inspector

Jacob I. Zimmerman, Project Manager 
Project Directorate 11-3 
Division of Reactor Projects I/Il 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT:

/s/

VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION - SPENT FUEL POOL DESIGN 
BASIS LICENSING REVIEW

This memorandum provides input for the resident inspector's report regarding a 
review of the spent fuel pool cooling practices and current licensing basis at 
V.C. Summer Nuclear Station (Summer) operated by South Carolina Electric & Gas 
Company. Much of this ilformation was gathered during a site visit from 
March 26-27, 1996.  

Summer is scheduled to begin a refueling outage on April 15, 1996, with a 
planned full core off-load. Summer has performed a full core off-load since 
the first refueling outage. The current licensing basis (CLB) in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) describes this as an off-normal practice.  
However, the NRC Staff is preparing to issue a Power Uprate amendment which 
will increase the licensed thermal power limit from 2775 to 2900 MWt and 
change the current licensing basis. Once the amendment is issued and prior to 
the start of the outage, the licensee plans to revise their spent fuel cooling 
licensing basis and associated procedures. Some discrepancies were 
identified, but are not safety-significant.  
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INSPECTION REPORT INPUT

A memo dated February 8, 1996, from John Stolz of NRR directed all NRR project 
managers to gather and evaluate design basis and operating information for 
spent fuel cooling systems at operating reactors. The V.C. Summer project 
manager (PM) visited the site March 26-27, 1996, to gather background 
information necessary to complete this task.  

The spent fuel cooling system consists of two 100-percent-capacity trains, 
with each train consisting of a spent fuel cooling pump and heat exchanger, 
with associated instrumentation, piping, and water purification equipment.  
Both pump motors are powered from Class 1E electrical systems and can also be 
powered from separate emergency diesel power sources during a loss of offsite 
power. However, the spent fuel cooling system is considered a non-essential 
load and requires operator action to provide power to the pumps if offsite 
power is lost. In addition, the two trains are interconnected such that it is 
possible to bypass either pump or heat exchanger should it be powered from 
separate emergency (diesel) power sources. The spent fuel cooling pump 
controls are located at an auxiliary control panel near the pumps.  

The SFP cooling heat exchangers are cooled by the component cooling water 
(CCW) system with an inlet temperature of 105°F to the heat exchanger shell 
side. The CCW is cooled by the Service Water Pond which was constructed in i 
small arm of the Monticello Reservoir.  

The project manager reviewed design documents, including the FSAR. The 
following discrepancies were identified: 

(1) An FSAR discrepancy was identified in FSAR Section 9.1.3.3, where the 
piping lines entering and exiting from the spent fuel pool are located between 
the normal water level (elevation 461'6") and the design low water level 
(elevation 460'6") and are provided with anti-syphoning holes to preclude 
draining the pool below this low water level. However, the Spent Fuel 
Cooling System Flow Diagram, D-302-651, noted that all piping to and from the 
spent fuel pool should penetrate pool walls at elevation 460'3". The licensee 
verified that the drawing had the correct elevation and stated that this 
discrepancy would be corrected in the next FSAR revision. This revision is 
scheduled to be issued once the power uprate amendment has been issued.  

(2) An FSAR discrepancy was identified in FSAR Table 9.1-1, for the Heat 
Transfer Rate of the spent fuel heat exchangers. The CLB states the heat 
transfer rate as: (1) 10/3 Core - 15.2 MBTU/hr (2) 13/3 Core - 21.3 MBTU/hr 
(per cooler). However, the 1984 rerack amendment dated September 27, 1984, 
changed the licensing basis heat transfer rate for each train of spent fuel 
cooling to 14.2 MBTU/hr. The licensee has stated that this discrepancy would 
be corrected in the next FSAR revision.  

(3) The CLB in the FSAR describes a partial core off-load (72 FAs) as the 
normal design basis cooling situation and a full core off-load (157 FAs) as 
the off-normal design basis cooling situation. However, the licensee has been 
performing a full core off-load since the first refueling outage which is an 
off-normal design basis cooling situation on a normal frequency. While the
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spent fuel cooling system was designed to remove such a heatload, it requires 
both trains.of spent fuel cooling to be operable to maintain the spent fuel 
pool temperature below the design basis limit of 140°F.  

The above discrepancies will be considered unresolved items pending resolution 
by the staff.  

In addition, the project manager reviewed information related to past 
refueling practices, proposed changes to the design basis presented in the 
power uprate submittals and procedural controls for spent fuel pool related 
Technical Specification requirements. The PM found the procedural controls to 
be in place and appropriate. These included requirements on maintaining spent 
fuel pool level 23 feet above top of irradiated fuel, decay time before moving 
fuel, spent fuel pool ventilation, spent fuel pool inventory controls, spent 
fuel pool criticality, drainage desing control, and spent fuel storage burnup.  

FSAR sections 9.1.2 and 9.1.3 describe spent fuel storage and spent fuel 
cooling. The FSAR states that the a partial core off-load (72 FAs) is the 
normal design basis cooling situation which results in a design basis heat 
load of 16.4 MBTU/hr and a full core off-load (157 FAs) is the off-normal 
design basis cooling situation which results in a design basis heat load of • 
31.3 MBTU/hr. The licensee has been performing a full core off-load since the 
first refueling outage which is an off-normal design basis cooling situation 
on a normal frequency. While the spent fuel cooling system was designed to 
remove such a heatload, it requires both trains of spent fuel cooling to be 
operable to maintain the spent fuel pool temperature below the design basis 
limit of 140OF.  

The licensee has stated that at no time during the previous outages had they 
exceeded their design basis temperature or heat load. A review of Refueling 
Outage 8 data, provided by the licensee, documented that the maximum spent 
fuel temperature reached during core off-load was 105.3°F which is below the 
design basis maximum temperature of 140°F.  

Summer is scheduled to begin a refueling outage on April 15, 1996, with a 
planned full core off-load. As stated above, the current licensing basis in 
the FSAR describes this as an off-normal practice. However, the NRC Staff is 
preparing to issue a Power Uprate amendment which will increase the licensed 
thermal power limit from 2775 to 2900 NWt and change the current licensing 
basis for spent fuel cooling. Once the amendment is issued and-prior to the 
start of the outage, the licensee plans to revise their spent fuel cooling 
licensing basis and associated procedures as necessary.  

In summary, the V.C. Summer spent fuel pool is designed to accommodate a full 
core off-load. The licensee recognizes the discrepancies noted above and has 
stated that they will be resolved after issuance of the power uprate amendment 
in the next FSAR revision. A review of the draft FSAR update appears to 
incorporate all necessary changes to the CLB as presented in the power uprate 
submittals. However, a final review of the FSAR and associated procedure 
revisions will ensure that they have been properly incorporated. No safety
significant discrepancies were identified in this review.
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PROPOSED POWER UPRATE FOR THE JOSEPH M. FARLEY 
NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2 (TAC NOS. M98120, AND 
M98121)

The Human Factors Assessment Branch and the Operator Licensing Branch have 

completed their review of Southern Nuclear Operating Company's submittals related to the 

proposed power uprate of the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. The attached 

results of the staff's review conclude that the power uprate should not adversely affect 

operator actions or operator reliability. The contacts for this safety evaluation input are 

Garmon West and Frank Collins, who can be reached at 415-1044 and 415-3173, 

respectively.  

Attachment: As stated
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November 21, 1997

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

Herbert N. Berkow, Director 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects 1/11 

Stuart D. Rubin, Acting Chief Original signed by: 
Human Factors Assessment Branch Richard Eckenrode (for) 
Division of Reactor Controls 

and Human Factors 

Robert M. Gallo, Chief Original signed by: 
Operator Ucensing Branch 
Division of Reactor Controls 
and Human Factors 

PROPOSED POWER UPRATE FOR THE JOSEPH M. FARLEY 
NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2 (TAC NOS. M98120, AND 
M98121)

The Human Factors Assessment Branch and the Operator Licensing Branch have 

completed their review of Southern Nuclear Operating Company's submittals related to the 

proposed power uprate of the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. The attached 

results of the staff's review conclude that the power uprate should not adversely affect 

operator actions or operator reliability. The contacts for this safety evaluation input are 

-Garmon West and Frank Collins, who can be reached at 415-1044 and 415-3173, 

respectively.  

Attachment: As stated 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

November 21, 1997

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

Herbert N. Berkow, Director 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Reactor Projects 1/11 

Stuart D. Rubin, Acting Chief/ 
Human Factors Assessment Bra~fl 
Division of Reactor Controls 

and Human Factors 

Robert M. Gallo, Chief 
Operator Ucensing Branch 
Division of Reactor Controls 

and Human Factors 

PROPOSED POWER UPRATE FOR THE JOSEPH M. FARLEY 
NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2 (TAC NOS. M98120, AND 
M98121)

The Human Factors Assessment Branch and the Operator Ucensing Branch have 

completed their review of Southern Nuclear Operating Company's submittals related to the 

proposed power uprate of the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. The attached 

results of the staff's review conclude that the power uprate should not adversely affect 

operator actions or operator reliability. The contacts for this safety evaluation input are 

Garmon West and Frank Collins, who can be reached at 415-1044 and 415-3173, 

respectively.

Attachment: As stated



Attachment 

Safety Evaluation Input Related to the Proaosed Power Uprate for the 

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units. 1 and 2 

The staff reviewed Southern Nuclear Operating Company's submittals dated February 14 

and September 22, 1997, for power uprate. The staff's evaluation of the licensee's 

responses to five review topics is provided below.  

Topic 1 - Discuss whether the power uprate will change the type and scope of plant 

emergency and abnormal operating procedures. Will the power uprate change the type, 

scope, and nature of operator actions needed for accident mitigation and will it require any 

new operator actions? 

By letter dated September 22, 1997, the licensee stated that the power uprate would not 

change the type and scope of plant emergency and abnormal operating procedures. The 

licensee also stated that the power uprate would not change the type, scope, or nature of 

operator actions needed for accident mitigation and that it would not require any new 

operator actions, with one possible exception. This exception arises as a result of an 

assumed increase in allowable charging and safety injection pump head degradation 
allowance from 8 percent to 10 percent, which may require opening a pressurizer power

operated relief valve (PORV). The licensee added that (1) the PORV action is consistent 

with the generic guidance in the Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response 

Guidelines and (2) the increase in charging pump degradation is not directly related to the 

power uprate. The staff finds the licensee's responses satisfactory.  

Topic 2 - Provide examples of operator actions potentially sensitive to power uprate and 
address whether the power uprate will have any effect on operator reliability or 

performance. Identify operator actions that would necessitate reduced response times 

associated with a power uprate. Please specify the expected response times before the 

power uprate and the reduced response times. What have simulator observations shown 

relative to operator response times for operator actions that are potentially sensitive to 

power uprate? Please state why reduced operator response times are needed. Please state 

whether the reduced time available to the operator as a result of the power uprate will 
significantly affect the operator's ability to complete manual actions in the times required.  

The licensee's letter of September 22, 1997, stated that there were no changes made to 

operator action assumptions in the Chapter 15 accidents and transients that resulted in 

reduced operator response times. The licensee stated that emergency response procedure 

operator actions potentially sensitive to power uprate are those that are performed on the 

basis of sotpoint values that are calculated using the design parameters for power uprate.  

The licensee noted that changes in design parameters can affect the setpoints calculated for 

operator actions but should not affect the type and scope of operator actions. Further, the 

licensee stated that emergency response and normal and operating procedure revisions will 

be incorporated, where appropriate, before implementation of power uprate. The staff finds 
the licensee's responses acceptable.
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Topic 3 - Discuss any changes the power uprate will have on control room instruments, 
alarms, and displays. Are zone markings on meters changed (e.g., the normal range, the 
marginal range, and the out-of-tolerance range)? 

The licensee stated in its letter of September 22, 1997, that preliminary engineering reviews 
indicate that power uprate will have a minimum impact on the control room controls, 
alarms, and displays. The licensee noted several examples of potential control room 
changes. One potential change concerned color-coding indicators of normal operating 
steamline pressure, which may be adjusted to a low value of 770 psig. A second potential 
change involved the setpoint for the reactor coolant system high T-average annunciator. A 
third potential change dealt with the setpoints for the low suction pressure of the steam 
generator feed pump. The licensee stated that required changes would be implemented.  
The staff finds the licensee's responses satisfactory.  

Topic 4 - Discuss any changes the power uprate will have on the Safety Parameter Display 
System (SPDS).  

By letter dated September 22, 1997, the licensee stated that on the basis of an SPDS 
computer point list review, no SPDS setpoint changes are anticipated at this time. The 
licensee explained, however, that there is a potential for changes in the plant process 
computer and/or SPDS scaling/calibration curves and the high/low alarm limits for some 
uprate-affected instrumentation inputs that are non-SPDS computer points. The staff finds 
the licensee's responses satisfactory.  

Topic 5 - Describe any changes the power uprate will have on the operator training program 
and the plant simulator. Provide a copy of the post-modification test report (or test 
abstracts) to document and support the effectiveness of simulator changes as required by 
ANSI/ANS 3.5-1985, Section 5.4.1.  

Specifically, please propose a license condition and/or commitments that address the 

following: 

(a) Provide classroom and simulator training on the power uprate modification.  

The licensee's letter of September 22, 1997, stated that classroom and simulator 
training on the uprate changes for Units 1 and 2 will be provided to operations crews 
before the Unit 2 startup in the spring of 1998. The staff finds this information 
acceptable.  

(b) Complete simulator changes that are consistent with ANSI/ANS 3.5-1985. Simulator 
fidelity will be revalidated in accordance with ANSI/ANS 3.5-1985, Section 5.4.1, 
"Simulator Performance Testing." Simulator revalidation will include comparison of 
individual simulated systems and components and simulated integrated plant steady
state and transient performance with reference plant responses using similar startup 
test procedures.  

The facility licensee notes that the simulator is referenced to Unit 1, and therefore, final 
simulator modifications will be implemented following the Unit I uprating. The facility 
licensee also commits to a temporary simulator modification on the basis of the Unit 2
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power uprate, including hardware and software changes. Simulator testing will be based 
on existing simulator certification tests consistent with the requirements of ANSI/ANS 3.5
1985. Best estimate data derived from applicable design change packages and 
engineering reports will be used to initially validate simulator modifications. The staff 
finds this information acceptable.  

(c) Complete control room and plant process computer system changes as a result of 
the power uprate.  

Hardware and plant process computer modifications will be temporarily implemented 
before the Unit 2 startup training. Final, permanent implementation will occur following 
the reference unit modifications. The staff finds this information acceptable.  

(d) Modify training and plant simulator relative to issues and discrepancies identified 
during the startup testing program.  

After final'modifications to the reference unit and complete implementation of simulator 
modifications, the simulator will be further evaluated with respect to actual plant 
performance data and updated accident analysis data. The results of this final testing will 
be integrated into the quadrennial certification testing program. The staff finds this 
information acceptable.  

On the basis of the information provided by the facility licensee in response to Topic 5, 
the staff finds the proposed simulator modifications and associated simulator testing 
plans satisfactory with respect to the facility licensee's commitment to ANSIVANS 3.5
1985, as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.149, Revision 1. On the basis of the 
licensee's commitments relative to training, the staff finds that the licensee has 
proposed satisfactory changes to the operator training program as a result of the 
power uprate.  

The staff concludes that the previously discussed review topics associated with the 
proposed Farley Nuclear Units 1 and 2 power uprate have been or will be satisfactorily 
addressed. The staff further concludes that the power uprate should not adversely affect 
operator performance or operator reliability.  

Principal Contributors: Garmon West, HHFB/NRR 
Frank Collins, HOLB/NRR
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MEMORANDUM TO: Herbert N. Berkow, Project Director 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Rector Projects I/II

Jos6 A. Calvo. Chief (Original /s/ by J. Cal 
Electrical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering 

FARLEY UNITS 1 AND 2 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
PERTAINING TO POWER UPRATE (TAC M98120/98121)

vo)

INFORMATION

Plant Name: 
Utility: 
Docket Numbers: 
Licensing Status: 
Resp. Directorate: 
Project Manager: 
Review Branch: 
Review Status:

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant 
Southern Nuclear Operating Company 
50-348 and 50-364 
OR 
PD II-2/DRP 
J. Zimmerman 
EELB/DE 
Incomplete

Attached is a request for additional information (RAI) pertaining to power 
uprate at Farley Units 1 and 2. The Electrical Engineering Branch needs this 
information in order to complete the technical specifications change requested 
with the power uprate. We request that the licensee respond to the RAI as 
soon as possible.  

Docket No.: 50-348 and 50-364 

Attachment: As stated

CONTACT: P. Kang, NRR/DE 
415-2779

DISTRIBUTION: 
File Center/NUDOCS 
EELB R/F 
Farley S/F 
BSheron 
GLai nas 
JZi mmerman 
JZimmerman/Secy (via E-mail) 

DISKIOOCUMENT NAME: G: \SHARED\FARLEYEQ.RAI 
To receive coPY indicate: "C" = Cony win attar~hm~nt- "A" = ronv wlIttarhmrnt. "Nj" = Nn Mn MADV = O r'nDVI

OF EL:DE SIE ELB:DE LSEY:EELB C.ELB: D EX 
NAME PJKang:jc \t. ASGill / JACalvo 

DATE q- /- /97 /p/ /97 "-/5-1 /97 -"/ A /97 
OFFLCIAL RECORD COPY

9705090187 
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970507 
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FROM: 

SUBJECT:



MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20655-.001 

May 6, 1997 

Herbert N. Berkow, Project Director 
Project Directorate 11-2 
Division of Rector Projects I/II

Jos6 A. Calvo, Chief 
Electrical Engineering Branch 
Division of Engineering

/

FARLEY UNITS 1 AND 2 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
PERTAINING TO POWER UPRATE (TAC M98120/98121)

Plant Name: 
Utility: 
Docket Numbers: 
Licensing Status: 
Resp. Directorate: 
Project Manager: 
Review Branch: 
Review Status:

INFORMATION

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant 
Southern Nuclear Operating Company 
50-348 and 50-364 
OR 
PD II-2/DRP 
J. Zimmerman 
EELB/DE 
Incomplete

Attached is a request for additional information (RAI) pertaining to power 
uprate at Farley Units 1 and 2. The Electrical Engineering Branch needs this 
information in order to complete the technical specifications change requested 
with the power uprate. We request that the licensee respond to the RAI as 
soon as possible.  

Docket No.: 50-348 and 50-364 

Attachment: As stated

CONTACT: P. Kang, 
415-2779

NRR/DE

SUBJECT:

.



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20685-0001 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
PERTAINING TO POWER UPRATE REQUIRED FOR THE EVALUATION 

OF THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 
FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 

2.15 Safety-Related Electrical Equipment Qualification 

Provide the list of the required and qualified radiological doses of the 
individual safety-related electrical equipment before and after power uprate.  
In the submittal, it is stated that "for safety-related electrical equipment 
with uprate doses not bounded by the original design basis, radiological doses 
at uprate conditions were compared against the dose threshold limits used for 
the individual components or equipment." We believe that the doses should be 
bounded by the test report values, not by the dose threshold limits. Explain 
the differences.and why your method is acceptable.  

Furnish composite LOCA/MSLB containment temperature profiles before and after 
power uprate case on the same plot that extends to 30 days. Identify where 
the composite temperature power uprate profiles are not enveloped by the 
design basis profile.  

Explain why the (power) uprated temperature that exceeds the existing design 
basis profile by a few degrees (i.e., 50F) toward the end of the composite 
temperature profiles (greater than 30,000 seconds) is acceptable by having 
enough margin between 70 seconds to 10,000 seconds. Should the end of the 
composite temperature profiles be longer or shorter than 30,000 seconds (8.3 
hours)? 

2.20 Miscellaneous Electrical Reviews 

Provide the impact of the load, voltage, and short circuit values for power 
uprate conditions at all levels of the station auxiliary electrical 
distribution system (i.e., the onsite power system, the main generator, and 
its step-up transformer).  

Provide the result of an analysis which used to conclude that: (1) the 
bounding steady state voltages and motor starting voltages remain within 
acceptable limits, (2) EDG loadings are within the design ratings, and (3) 
there are no impact on relay trip set points for loss of voltage or degraded 
grid voltage protective scheme due to power uprate.  

State what would be the negative impact on the stability of the Units by 
increasing Farley generation to 920 mW per unit.  

Clarify the statement. "There is a slight decrease in the margin of stability 
for limited faults during valley load conditions. Normal system growth 
offsets the slight decrease in margin of stability within 3 to 5 years." 
Please elaborate on how the generation increase due to its power uprate will 
decrease the stability margin, but the stability will improve later on when 
the system load grows.

( ýi
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO AN INCREASE OF REACTOR POWER AT 

COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION, UNIT 2 

1. INTRODUCTION 

By letter dated December 21, 1998 and supplemented by letters dated July 9, 1999 and July 
24, 1999, Texas Utilities Electric Co. requested an uprate of the licensed power for operation of 
Unit 2 from 3411 MWt to 3445 MWt. The proposed increase in power would cause a change of 
some plant parameters which required the licensee to re-analyse their supporting safety 
evaluations. The licensee's evaluations included reviews comparing the effects of the revised 

design conditions (resulting from the proposed increased licensed power) with the current 
design conditions (which were evaluated previously). The evaluation input herein focused on 
the licensee's evaluations of the Steam Generator Blowdown System and the Steam Generator 
Tubes.  

2. STAFF EVALUATION 

2.1 Steam Generator Blowdown System 

The Steam Generator Blowdown System is used for controlling chemistry of the steam 
generator shell water within the specified limits and for controlling buildup of solids. The steam 
generator blowdown flow comes from two locations: the normal blowdown location (lower 
nozzle) and the supplemental blowdown location (sampling nozzle). Due to the power uprate 
(to 3445 MWT), to maintain velocity limitations at the lower nozzle, the split of blowdown flow 
between these two locations is altered by decreasing blowdown flow from the lower nozzle by 
approximately one percent and by a corresponding increase of the blowdown flow from the 
sampling nozzle. Since this modification does not change the total blowdown flow from the 
steam generator, the ability of the system to control the rate of addition of dissolved solids to 
the secondary system from condenser leakage or makeup water will not be impacted by this 
revised condition. Also, the reduction of lower nozzle blowdown rate will not cause any 
significant change in the ability to generate particles in the secondary systems because the 
blowdown rate still will remain within the range needed for particulate control.  

The staff reviewed the licensee's evaluations and concurs with its conclusions that the 

proposed licensed power uprate will not significantly impact operation of the Steam Generator 
Blowdown System because neither the rate of addition of dissolved solids nor generation of 
particles will be affected by it.
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2.2 Steam Generator Tube Integrity 

Comanche Peak Unit 2 utilizes four Westinghouse model D5 steam generators. The tubes are 
thermally treated alloy 600 with full-depth hydraulically expanded tubesheet joints. The tube 

support plates are made of stainless steel. The staff focused it's review on the licencee's 
evaluation of the steam generator tubing degradation mechanisms and structural integrity.  

2.2.1 Steam Generator Tube Degradation 

The proposed one percent uprating of Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Unit 2 
(CPSES-2) will result in an approximate 0.3 IF increase in the primary inlet temperature, Thot, of 
the steam generators. Thot is considered to be the most sensitive operating parameter with 
respect to corrosion. The primary system nominal operating pressure of 2250 psia will remain 
unchanged for the Unit 2 uprate condition. Steam pressure is expected to decrease 
approximately 4 psi.  

CPSES-2 evaluated the effect of the power uprate on the tube degradation mechanisms.  
CPSES-2 has operated for 5 effective full power years (EFPY) without any corrosion-related 
degradation of their steam generators. The steam generator tube material, thermally treated 
alloy 600, is known to have improved corrosion resistance over the mill annealed alloy 600.  
The steam generator tube expansion transition geometry and manufacturing processes used in 
producing the Westinghouse model D5 steam generators have also improved the corrosion 
characteristics of the steam generators at CPSES-2, compared to earlier model steam 
generators. Byron Unit 2 has steam generators with the same tube material as CPSES-2 and 
has operated successfully for 13 EFPY under conditions similar to the CPSES-2 uprated 
conditions with no active corrosion of the steam generator tubing.  

The licensee evaluated other parameters which may affect corrosion such as steam 
temperature and flows for the uprated conditions and has determined that they have a 
negligible impact on the steam generator tube corrosion. Based on the license's evaluations 

and industry experience the staff concludes that CPSES-2 steam generators are not expected 
to experience any significant increase in corrosion due to the power uprate. The staff also finds 
that the power uprate should not significantly increase any corrosion-related degradation.  

2.2.1.1 Anti-Vibration Bar Wear 

The licensee evaluated anti-vibration bar (AVB) wear potential caused by flow induced 
vibrations and other mechanisms using two methods. The first method was a pre-uprating 
evaluation, using both theoretical considerations and the actual tube wear conditions. The 
second method was a post uprating evaluation using wear projection technology.1 The wear 
projection technology evaluation produces information needed to project wear during operation 

1ASME Paper, "An Empirical Wear Projection Technology with Steam Generator Tube 

Applications and Relations to Work-Rate and Wear Simulations/Tests," T.M. Frick, AD-Vol.  

53-2, Fluid-Structure Interaction, Aeroelasticity, Flow-Induced Vibration and Noise, Volume II, 
Dallas, November 1997.
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under the uprated condition.  

From the evaluations and the licensee's minimal experience with AVB wear, the licensee 

concluded that the wear rates prior to the uprating and the projected wear rates after the 

uprating remain negligible. Based on the licensee's evaluations, the staff finds that the power 

uprate should not significantly affect the tube wear by the anti-vibration bars.  

2.2.1.2 Preheater Wear 

The licensee performed a preliminary assessment to estimate the effects of a bounding 4.5 
percent power uprate at CPSES-2 with respect to preheater tube wear. A review of eddy 
current inspection results for preheater tubes was also performed. The licensee stated that 
there were no tubes plugged as a result of wear in the preheater, and that only two tubes had 
any indication of tube wear in the preheater region. The maximum wear depth of the limiting 
tube was estimated to be approximately 5 percent through wall. The licensee concluded from 
its review of the eddy current data that significant preheater tube wear is not active in the 
CPSES-2 steam generators.  

The power uprate will increase the feedwater flow into the steam generators. This increased 
flow through the main feedwater nozzle could potentially increase tube wear. The licensee 
performed an evaluation to estimate the level of increase in tube wear that could potentially 
occur for the bounding uprated condition. The licensee determined that the rate of wear could 
increase by a factor of approximately 1.6. Therefore, by increasing the small amount of 
preheater wear by a factor of 1.6, the amount of wear will still remain negligible.  

The licensee will continue to monitor the tubes located in the preheater in accordance with the 
Steam Generator Integrity Program required by their technical specifications to determine if 
significant tube wear is occurring. The licensee stated that should tube wear be identified, 
appropriate actions (such as wear projection, tube plugging/stabilization, or orifice plate 
modifications) will be considered. The staff finds that the power uprate should not significantly 
affect the tube wear in the preheater region and in the unlikely event that wear does increase it 
should be detected by the licensee's periodic tube inspections.  

2.2.1.3 Monitoring Tube Degradation 

The licensee states that the one percent uprate will not introduce new degradation 
mechanisms. This is supported by industry experience with similar steam generators.  
Therefore, the licensee believes that the current steam generator integrity program is 
acceptable. In the event that a need should develop for additional surveillances or inspection 
criteria, the licensee will follow its current Steam Generator Integrity Program to develop and 
determine what changes will be necessary. The licensee concludes that the small one percent 
power uprate is not sufficient to require pre-emptive changes to the existing program. The staff 
is satisfied with the licensee's plans to assess tube degradation.  

2.2.1.4 Plugging Limit 

The licensee performed a structural analysis to determine whether the tube plugging limit of 40 
percent in the licensee's technical specifications would remain conservative to support
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operation at the uprated power conditions. The licensee's uprated analysis addressed the 

conditions that were historically found to be limiting in analyses performed for this and similar 
plants. The power uprated analysis determined the minimum required wall thickness to be 
0.016 inches (37.2 percent of wall thickness). The 40 percent plugging limit provides for an 
allowance of 22.8 percent for growth and eddy current measurement uncertainty.  

The licensee stated that the technical justification for the current 40 percent technical 
specification tube plugging limit remains conservative and would not be impacted by the 
proposed one percent power uprate. The staff finds that the 40 percent plugging limit continues 
to be appropriate under the proposed power uprate conditions.  

The staff reviewed the licensee's evaluations and concludes that the proposed licensed power 

uprate will not significantly impact operation of the steam generators.

Principal Contributers: Krzysztof Parczewski 
Andrea Keim



ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHIINGTON. D.Q. 20545 

My20, 1974 / 2 
Docket Nou. 50-261 

Carolina ?ower 6 Light. Compeny 
ATTIK; Mr. .. A. Jones 

Senior Vice President 
336 Fayetteville Street 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 

Gentlemen: 

The Directorate of Licensing has issued the enclosed Safety Evaluation 
dated Nxy 70, 1974, rAZA#BA~g your applicration dated February 1, 1974.  
for an amendment to License ho. DPR-23 for Unit No. 2 of your R. 3.  
Robinson nualear facility to Oarerate at power levels up tn 7.3nf MW 
(thermal) Five copies are enclosed for your information and use.  

Further consideration of your application for the power increase is 
pending ACRS review and the piration of the 30 day notice In the 
Federal Register (39 FR 14988) of proposed issuance of the action.  

Sincere]y, 

Robert A. Purple-, 'Chi~w., 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Directorate of Licensing 

Enclosure: 
Safety Evaluaticn 5/20/74 (5 cyS) 

cc w/enclosure; 
G, F. Trowbridge, Esquire 
Shaw, Tittman, Potts, Trowbridge 

& Madden 
910 - 17th Street, N.W.  
Washington, D. C. 20006 

Additional cc on next page 

5c/¢/



Carolina Power & LIS= CoMpany 

cc w/enclosure: 
John D. Whisenhunt, Esquire 
Bridges and Whisenhunt 
Bridges Building 
P. 0. Box 26 
Florence, South Carolina 29501 

Mr. HýCuen Morrell, Cbdiruan 
Darliungtou County Board of 

Supervisors 
County Courthouse 
Darlin•ton. South Carolina 29532 

Mr. 73war Whitten 
State Clearinghouse 
Office of the Governor 
Division of Administration 
1205 Pendleaon Street 
4th Floor 
Columb., South Carclina 29201

-2- May 17, 1974
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1.0 INlThODUCTIOIN AM~D GUUflL4Y 

On July 31, 1970, L4hw AiumLu Euuwgy CQim lb.loa 1L*ued Facility Operxatlng 
License No. DVP-23 to Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) authorizing 
operation of Unit No. 2 .at the-H. B. Robinson Steam Electrtc Plant at 
steady state power levels not in excess of 2200 MUWt. By application 
dated Yebruary 1, 1974, and petition notarized February 4, 1974, CPaL 
requested amendment of License No. DPR-23 to permit oporation at stcady 
state power levels not in excess ot 23UU MWt.  

.Robinso=-2 was initially desigaed for operation at 2300 MWt.  
For our safety evaluation supporting issuance of License No. DPR-23, 
we reviewed the capability of the plant engineered safety features 
and the radiological consequences of various postulated accidents at 
both 2200 HWt and 2300 10t. We. limited M~rntinn of Rbirson-2 to 
power level, nqo;J in excess ot 2200 MWt to limit the fuel c.ladring 
tomraturag obta'inad from anJlvuis to valuythat. w',ulA pn.clude the Jikeli
hood of autocatalytic reaction of fuel cladding and coolant water in 
rhe unlikely event that a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) occurs.  

Initial criticality of Robinson-2 was achieved on Septs.mher 20, 1970, 
and licensed full powar was reached oan Yebruary 2$, 1971. The initial 
low power and full power testing was completed satisfactorily. The 
observed thermal, hydraulic and nuclear perlormance of the facility met 

1973.  

We have eval.uated Rohinn;on-2 for operation at power, levels not in excess 
of 2300 MWt with the cnrp. loading proposed for Fuel Cycle 3. This 
evaluation is based on review of: (a) mAr-8243, "%. B. R6binson Unat 2 
Justification Of Operation at 2300 mwt," which .was incorporated in the.  
petition by reference; (b) proposed changes to the Final Safety Analysis 
R•r•nvt wWhink were submitted with the paetition" (c) additional information 
dated March 12, April 12 and 29, 1974, which supports the petition; 
(d) operation at pnwor 1ave.t- up to 2200 MWt; and (a) the startup test 
program results.  

Examinutiuus of data from startup testing and power operation by 
Liccnsing and RegulaLory Oparations have shown that the data. confirmed 
design predictions in musL areas Initially and in the remaining arean 
after modifications and that Lhe dota support opeaation of Tllh1iron-2 
at 2300 M't. Facility operation during Fuel Cycles 1 and 2 has pro
&r.esscd without ai-nfican: icaknge of Zual u l4llina . Thacaute of 
Mue! densificatlon n•d collapse of some sections of fuel cladding in 
Fuel Cycle 1, ope.rntion during Fucl Cycle 2 woo initially limited to 
75% of licensed power, Ouir rnvitnw of fuel densification and the capa
bility o•f i,, wuMw•AMcy core. cooling syztem (MCCS) to adequately cool 
the core. in the event uhat a LOCA occurs was ccmuleted an July 25, 1973, 
and resumptlon of oparaIiuu 4t licensed full power was authorized.  
Radioactive reJ.eask during Fuel Cycles 1 and 2 have been well within 
10 CF• Part 20 lImIts.
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We have evaluated the overall ECCS performz ce and its conformance at 
2300 XWt with "Interim Akuctyaace Criteria for Emergency Core Cool:Lng 
Systems for Light Water Reactors" published June 29, 1971, and have 
Concluded that the Robinson-2 ECCS wMeS vI*,w crLteria.  

We have ravLwv1 Lile transient analyse that were ravieed by CP&L for 
2300 Mt'It. The results show that the design aud perforzance objectives 
mill be satisfIed during Lie propomed operation at 2300 MWt. In addi
tion, postulated accidents, including the design basis accident, were 
reexamined for the hicer power lvel. The preasutly calculated radiu

"logical doses resulting from these postulated. accidentri are acceptable.  

On the basis of our review, we have concluded that there is reasonable 
assurance that the health and safety of the public will nu. U, eadae~re-d 
by the operation of the Robinson-2 at steady state power levels up to 
a maximum of 2300 154t.
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2. D REACTOR DMIN 

2.1 Thtmia Wnr .ydraulic MOlVER 

The nucic*r oatcm Vupply system d&.e1g for Robinson-2 Is similar to that 

revie.wed and approved for Surry Units 1 and 2. A comparison between the 
plauLS In shown in Table I. Compared to Surry 1/2, Robinson-2 has lower 

power, higher peaking fact•rs, higher coclant inlet temperatura, and 
higher COUIUL"L flow rates. The Wombinatiou o£ these th•r•dmA-hydraulic 
parameters rp.qults in approximately the same departure from nucleate 
boiling (DNE) mar-ips fnr the two plants. Hance, the thermal-hydraulic 
.design for Robinson-2 does not represent any extension of accepted PWR 
thermal and hydraulic eosllg operating limit..  

In the thermal-hydraullc analysis, CP&L has made three chatgea in the 

calculation of the heat flux for predicting the departure from nucleate 
builiug (D)B) for tuel cycla 3. These changes ln±ul¢4d: 

(1) Eliminatior of the 1.9% reduction in DNB ratio (DN=,) due 
to pelleL eccentricity or clad ovality. Westinghouse per
formed power spike DNB tests and showed that no differences 
existed in the predicied critical heat flux between thc 
tests in which the power spike was imposed and the tests 
in which the power spike was absent.  

which was 1.03. The justification was the same as explined in 
itam 1 atove.  

(,) Elimination of the 10% I)RRU penalty to cover possible effects 
of clad flattening. C!sd flattening is not predicted during 
NOul rye'.1 3.  

Exparimnontal evidence ni1 justification for the deletion of items 1 and 
2 have been documented in WCAP &219, "Fuel Densification Experimental 
Results and Mudel for Reactor Applic.ation." The clad flattening analysis 

and justification lL duliineated in WCAP-S243, "'i. B. Robinson Unix 2 
JuatiflcatiOn for Opcr•t.Lc au 2300 14t.1." 

Wt have rYnvlewed the tronaiant analysis that weTr v•.•od for 2300 X•t 
operation. ThLhm limicng design and performance criteria were not changed 
Elwi L1e 2200 MWt analyses. We have con~luded that the Pnhi•.on-2 therTval
hydraulic design Js acceptable for reactur uperaLion at steady state power 
leveO s up t.o 2300 NWL On the basis of: (1) our raview of the thhAnnl

hydraulic analyses which showed that the VNB ratio exceeded 1.3 for all 
transients* and (2) the munwes.ful operation of the Robinson-2 plant fnr 

more than two yearn at power levels up to 2200 Mt.  

2.2 Fuel Performance 

During Fuel Cycles 1 anc 2, there was no n.vidence of lcakage cK fission 
products from the fual rods. to the pyia'gy Qoclnnt. flCwevv'r, roward ti.44 
end of Fuel Cycle 1, flux spikes indicative of axial gaps and possibly fuel
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TABLE 1

THERMAL AND HYDRAU.IC. DESTGN' PAR~AMETERS

ROB SINS0-2 
Pre~sent PrDPOsed

SURRY iii: 
FSAR.

-total Renit Output, MWtd 

1'11mina1 System Pressure, 
milni~murn MR fur Design 

Transients 

Hot Channel Factors 
Heat. f Iux 
-Nuclear, Flj 
-Engineeri:;y, 
Total 
Enthalpy Rise 

Nuclear FAl 

Coolant Flnw 

1 bs/hr

Coolant Tcmpcr.a-Lure, ' F 
Nomiinal InletE 
Averaq.e Riser in Corc 

Heat Transfer 
Active Heat Transfe~r 

Surface Area, ftt 
Maximum Hezat Flux, 

BLuj/hrr-ft-9 
Mlaximnum Thermal Output 

at 102'.' oprnti,.)' based 
on. ECCS Lirni'tationS 

FIiR1 Cr~ntral Ternperatu-es 

Powar 
Dr~ Ratio - IMini-,umrnRt:0 

During: tNCjnlin;L Ce'in 
Conditions 
Trransients

2200 7300 

2250psla 2250 

1.3 

2.34 
1.03 
2.41 

1 .55

1 M -SO0 6

.1.3

2.57 
1 .03 
2.65

2441 

,2,250

.2 " 
1. 03* 
2.405*

I .5

101 .500 
6

546 
61

40 

58 

ý2A6O 

)8,700

42,460 

488,100 

15. 8 **14.2 

2.01 
1. 0

3800

2.02 
1 .30

100. 7xIO

42,460

534,100 

15.7*

*Change No.. 15 to the T~ch&nical Specifications -For Surry 112 

*Re v is ed by I uL ' -r, oF5 ~/17 /7 4

1.3

543

40,50

1.97 
1.30
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clad uollapsq, were oboarved. During the mQsh.qi•i.•t refueling outage, tl 

replaced fuel assamblieS were visually inspected. Of the visible (peripý .l 

tual rods, 1.3% were found to hayv collapsed claading. The fuel rods in 

this group of fuel assamblieS contained urarium dioxide having relatively 

low density and Lhu ro'os were not prrpTO--urIzod with helium.  

The remaining fuel aSewbl1e* in the reactor were unloaded for insp*.tioy.  

The fuel rods in these assemblies al;ci nortained uranium dioxide of 

relatively low delsily but were p&-prtssurxzed with helium. None of tht 

visible rods had collapsed cladding. These assemblies were returned to 

the core aud new tuel assemblics were loaded aw p laued in place of the 

' assemblies vhlch were not prapressurized.  

hnr Fuel Cycle 2, we IniLially limited operation of Robinson-2 to 165f1) .7t 

(75% nf licensed power) pending completion of our review of fuel daus.ficatia, 

On cotupintion of our review, w•e issued Change No. 44 to the Technical 
Specification, which permitted CP&L Lo operate the reactor at power laevut 

up to 2200 HEt prnvided that the power distribution was limitcd so that fuel 

cladding temperatures would not exceed certain values in the event of a 

LOCA. For fuel vith relatively low density (2/3 of the core), the limit 
was 1800 07, and for fRal with higher denslty, Lhe limit was 230 00F. CF&A 
was able to dsmonstrate, to our satisfaction, that Lhe excore flux detectors 
would provide adequate survejsnne, of the power distribu•ioa at relatively 

high power l.valm and that the axial powar distribution monitoring sysLeam 
(APDMS) would provido adequate surveillance at the highest power levels.  

During the present (sccond) refueling outage, all the low density Muel is 
being replaced witb Inprvad Westinghouse prepressurized fuel of higher 
density.  

The applicanL uses the approved Westinghouse Fuel Densificatinn and Power 
Spike hodclu to uvaluaLn. the effects f fu•cl densification in press.rim-d 
.ircaloy cladding or eorial operation and anticipated transient and 

ec.r.idenL condOi~ons. Thu fuml densification nod.., na described in 

WCAP-8218, is applicable lur fucl performance calculations (centerline and 
svyage fu.el. temperaz'uree), for inpuL to power spike Pv~llati-ns (a:xial 

size, frequency and distribution), for determining the fuel stack axial 
shrinkage L•.unr for the. LOCA analyoi=, and fur calculatine a tAepercture 

uncertainty for accident ona.Lysis. A previously approved Westinghouse clad 
creep model has been usd Lo predict t.Uat cladding collapse vill not occ.? 
during Cycle 3.  

Because the reactor will be completely loaded with improved fuel for Fuel 
Cycle 3 which is scncdulcd to commence in va&ly Juae, 1974, we coneludr- thaL 

it is appropriate to decrcaso the value of the spike peaking penalty factor 
aL Lhe core midplane from 1.17 to 1.04 and to rescind Mhe rnqoiremenL for 

limiting the fuel clad ten,perature to 1 8 0 0uF for a LOCA. Further, we conclud 
that the power ptaking tactors propooed by C?&L In Tablw I waa Li met 

using axial o.EseM limit. on the oxccre instrumentation. In this regard, CPS 

has prepared an approprincly conservat±ve limit, as• huwn in Figure .a n 
p. 2.5, on the powr peaking factow as a junction of axrial offset.
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In the area of reactor fuel and fuel peunfuwace, the applicant uOCo 
approved fuel performance, cladding creep and power spike models. There

fore, in the fuels area, we conclude that operation at 2300 M~t for Cycle 3 

is acceptabla.
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3.0 CO'TAnkm, N AI," ENGNEERýED SArFE .EATUP.ES 

3.1 Contaeionr Tests 

The continmemrt Atructure is a steel-lived concrete vessel which Is 

-prestressed in the vertical direction with grouted steel bar tendons 

arnd in conventlo•.1y reinforced in the circumferential diTection.  

Desian pressure for containment is 42 psig. It their petition for 

t•e operOtif• loeane, rP&L calculated that the peak accident pressure 

would be 38 psig following shutdown from 2300 MWt.  

Prior tn initial operation of the reactor, structural proof tests ot 

contaLuwmert vere perfonmed succoulfully at 4Z.0 .sipa and at 48.3 psig 

(115% of oesign pressure). Technical Specification 4.4.4.2.a requires 

thar proul Lestm at 42.0 po.VLR ba Tepe*Ae.d after 3 years and after 

20 years of operation. CP&L is performing the 3-year test during the 

currenr rafuuliW& out-ge. For this test, CP&L has derived and we have 

found acceptable, maximum acceptance criteria basce on the observed 

response of the conL41ne.ne structure during tho 1"itial proof test.  

Prior to initial operatiuu, int•.rated 1.=1. tests of coninment were 

performed at 21 psig and 42 psi& with marginal but acceptable results.  

Technical Specification 4.4.1.1 requires that integrated .lev tA.ts 

at 21 psig be repeated at intervals of approximately 3-1/3 years.  

CP&L has performed an integrated ledk test during the curr&t zaftie.ip g 

ourage and the resuil8 are dLdiUfLuLULy. OUL b0i•iW _b UL' L,1

cated that the present technical specifica~ivu on integrated leak 

rats, i.a.., 0.1% per duy for a steam-air mixture, is acceptable for 

operation at 2300 Mrt.  

3.2 Emergency Corn Coolinj Systcm 

The design of Lhe safety injection systen is esiwuLia-1y t.hut proposed 

at the time the construction permit was issued. The design provided 
for both hot and cold leg injeCtion to cool the. core duc.L4 thm initial 

recovery fron a LOCA. PuruuaLt to a change in the Technical Specifi

cations, automatic hot leer iinjection was eliminated because the e&ter
gency coolant may be entrained by the high velocity steam coming from 

the core and wotild he ineffective in mitigating the accident.
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4.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSES 

4.1 Loss-Of-Coolant Accident 

The LOCA analysis for plant operation at 2300 MWt was performed at 102% 
of the uwue power and at a peak linear powrc of 15.8 kW/ht for the double 
ended cold leg guillotine. The analysis considered the effects of fuel 
densification and wan Ovuas in accordance w-ith the requirements of the 
Interim Acceptance Criteria for EGGS. The results indicated that the 
maxim=m local rod power Lh&L w~ll meet the 2300F7 clad temperature limit 
is 15.8 kW/ft. based on this limit, 100% core power oparation is per
missible provided the total peaking Laucu& (PI) uo greater than 2.65 
is maintained. The total core metal water reac:ion is 0.07% for the 
limit ing break.  

In the Safety Evaluation Report supporting issuance of the operating 
license for 2200 MU-t, we estimated for the LOCA a thyroid dose of 
280 Rei at the site boundary; and for operation at 23UU MWt, we noted 
that the dose would be approximately 5%1 higher but still wnithin the 
guidelines in 10 CM Part 100. Because this extrapolated thyroid dose 
for operation at 2300 MWt approaches 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, we 
reevaluated the iodine removal effectiveness of the containment spray 

.system and our estimates of the value XfQ appropriate for accident 
analyseo using current metriocs and criteria. 'We based nur re.valuation 
mn the assumption that the 2-minute delay and override capability will 
be removed. Thnn LOCA dnnepi r~1r~i1o*oA -v40, rh.* rw,1-Y cre :r: 
for Robn*eno-? are ?QO rpm to the thyroid for the 0 - 2"houra at the 
exclusion distance.  

We coaclude that the plant meets the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR 
Part 100 aLL Lltu 2300 MfWt .Po•nr lovyl provided the 2-in•i,te eIemy and 

override in the spray additive sysLem actuation is eliminated.  

4.2 Steam Line and S Learn Gencrater Tube R'pture Accidents 

On the basis of our experience with the evaluation of postulated steam 
).inn break and steam generator tubtu rupture accidents for PUR p.t*nts of 
similar design', we have, concluded bhat the uons'equences of these acci'.  
dUcts can be r.rrntrolltd by limiting the pormiooible primary and cecondsry 
coolant system radioactivity concentrations so that potential offsitc 
dosen are rel'aLivly small. W.n will include appropriatc linit in the 
Technical Specifications in our action authorizing operation at 2300 NrUL.  

4.3 Control Rod Ejection Accident 

CP&L has reanalyzed tho control rod ejection accident for the worst 
case, i.e., at the baginning of cycle life. LL L1h u&Llikely event 
that a control rod ejecticn accident occurs, their results indicate for the 
hottest fuel rod that less than 10% or the- fuel would melt. and LihaL.  
the storcd energy would not exceed 187 cal/gm. These rasults are 
acCeptable and the accident would not lead to undue risk to the public.
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5.0 CODUCT Or 0PERATIONS 

5.1 Plant Operation 

The st•rtzp and powar tesring program results substantiated design 
predictions for operation at 2200 XWt. The core thermal and hydraulic 
performanec ohuwed that the t-nr. operated within the specified thermal 
and hydraulic limits. Reactor system stability measurements were within 
uppli.•able criteria. ConLrol rod ,,eti•v•ty worth measurements and 
rod insertionn scram times were satisfactory.  

Overall operation at power has been quite successful althougb operation 
has been iIfLULLupted oCn occasion fo wv4Lam Senaratnr t..ting and power 
level was temporarily restricted because uf fuel densification. Never
theless, the plant capwulty factor has been 66.7% since cor.n.pinl 
operation began and 63.35% since the second refueling outage.  

5.2 2300 MiWi Power Test Program 

CP&L has prepared a brief test program to verify that plant performance 
iS acceptable at the siightly higher .powar dwwwlty Find power level.  

Before and alLer increasing power from 2200 194t to 2300 MWt, CM&L 
will: (a) determine Lhe power distribution by Zlux nappiln, 
(b) obtain data to assure that the nuclear instrumentation is properly 
ree].lgne (c) parform, calorimetric caat bclances, and (d) ur.iduct 
radiatior surveys. Ve conclude that this level of cffart in conjunction 
with surveihlance as required by the Technical kpecificatilons Is •L
factory ±or o0erptinn.  

S.3 Technica3 Compatenc 9 

Thp npnratino orp.nization, its nualifications and responsibilitieR, 
operating procedures, records, muiu-LenantCe, ad review and audit 
iunctions hnva been i-Dproved as the result of experienct acquired 
by CP&L since the opera:I'g licease was i.qsued. The technical staff 
leas incraased in s07. and capability. Additional reactor operatiag 
experience gained since the issuance of the operating license has 
Madu LIhe stn.1 ef CCC.FT rmnr nlart to abnormal and s•gnificant events.  
The genera]. Leclinlca pverfonmanco of the CP&L staff has demonstrated 

tes compatonca CurinS the stwrtup and power operations to date.
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~iOTEC1TNI=A SPECUICA-TTONS 

54eVerAl r-?dngoo to tho Tech-Miral Specifica&tion~s invc~lving. power level, 

power dis~tributionl, and temper8aLIC are necessary. Appropriate Cha'ngeS 

are bva prepar"~d and will be innrnporated ir, the license by am.endment.
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7.0 REVIEW byY '11 (DV3SqThY COf 20l1TTMBE O ?.MACTOR SIXEGUAIMIq 

7.1 Operation at 2200 M1wt 

Slhject to satisfactory completion of QuuN:tjjc.tion and pro-op~rationrl 

testing and giving due regard to certain items addressed in Lheir letter 

of April 16, 1970, the ACRS tound thaE Robinbv&,-2 com be opcroted at 

power levefls up to 2200 Mt without undue risk to the health and safety 

of the pvbJ1c. As indicaedL in 5ectton 3.0 of this report, constructluxL 
and pre-operational testing have been satisfactorily completed. The 

status of the Items of additicual concern to AC3S are d"scussed below.  

The ACES stated that further study Is required of the bases aud neans 

veph.eby dmcision. oncerning reactor operations will be made in the 

event of an earthquake in the region of the site. UPL has installurd 

a ctror,-inotion recorder to mnnitor horizoaLal and vertical ground 

accelerations. In the event that the seismic alarm setpoint, 0.01 Z 

in the horzi.rnrf direction, is exceeded, CP&L'v Standing Order No. 5 

requires that the facility be inspected by the operatIng crew and thr 

film frum tha stron, nimetion racorder be retrieved and processed. If 

the gruuud acceleration exceeds 0.2 g in the horizontal direction or 

0.16 a in the vertical .rnction, Standing Ordnr No. 5 requires that 
the unit be whuL down. For Robinson-2. the operating basis earLhquake 
is n.10 g horizontlly and 0.067 S verticcally, and the safe shutdown 

g-4k..,.1F A 9n .. 114vd.~Pz A &-vo 1arlIv0:l lv. !JA t-n-,,iito 

Lhat the- requiremcnt fur shutaotn i the standing order is not acceptably 

conservative and we will rdqalre that the reactor be shut down if the 

operatia& ba.min a-rrquah !a o-.-zceede6* nd renmain shut down until 

inspection of thn facility shows .,LLat no damac ha- been incurred 

whIcb wuula jeopardize safe operation of tho fncility or until Such 
damage is repaired.  

The ACES expressed the opininn that a crew of five, as proposed by 

C11'L, for operation f .vubirsor.-i (coal-fired) and Rcbin'xo.-2 (cnuclear) 

would not provide sufficiont operlrtor attention for safe operation of 

Robinson-2. UV;!,L is operating talts I and 2 with a ur~w of six.  
PurLher, Technical Spccification 6.1.3.2- requires that Lwo licensed 
reactor uperators ara one oddIUlonal ipvr-2ýtor perform dutiaw r'zlat*d 

only to Robiusoa-2. The shift forpman, who riust hold a senior reactor 

operator's liuente, in responsible for both uiUts. le have concludod 
that adding an additional operator to the crew has provided sufficiet 
operator attention fur safe operation of Robinsuwi-2.  

With regard to fuel rods prupressurLzed wlth helJliuu, Lhe net.ed was 

expressed for surveillance uf the rods to assure that they would be 

capable of withntnnding anticipated transients at 1ihb buLiaup levels.  

As discussed in Rnction 2.2, monitoring of the flux distribution 
during operation nnd inspCction of fuel during rcfuelIv ind.l(;Led that 

lsuleinn of prepressurized fuel. rods had not occurred. We conclude that 
CP&L's program is ndequate ia this regard.
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The ACMS cxpressed reservations regarding CP&L's plans Lo perform 
continuously during the life of the plant leak testing of contaLnment 
cams and peoorrazlons in liau of performing periodically Integ~rted 
leak tests of containment. Further, MACRS recoomended additional study 
of the fe••ibility of A.monstrating the structural integrity of con
tainment duriag the life of the plant. As described in Section 3.1, 
periodic co ainment te•t rrpriTgmcnts have been established for 
Robinson-2 which are satisfactory .to the Regulatory staff.  

Thn ACRS stated that operation wth less than throe reactor cooling 
loops I.n opexation should ba pruhibitad until it rnmuld bo Whowr that 

no design limits would be exceeded and that trip points would be 
reliubly zeset by automatic means. C-&L haa 4da.antrated tn the 
sa-tisfaction of the Regulatory staff that design limits would not 
be exceeded UL 4•2 of liW.R.n.ed power wv.h one of the thbra reactor 

ccoliag loops out of service. To assure that thc reactor is not 
operated abOVe rhis poww. luval witl one loop out of oorvicv, the 

plant protection system automateically trips the reactor if these 
conditions arc violared. yrther, CP&L a mtatd in -n anm.•ondmnt. to 

the Final Safety Ans1ynin heport that the OvertumperatureW.a trip 
point will be manually reduced to the appropriaet level within 1 

hour after a coo.ing loop is removed .from service. Subject to 
these conditions, we found operatiuu vf Robinson-. with twm loops 
in service to be acceptable.  

ine A recommcnooc tnar precautions ve raven relatjX-' to tUrDLUe 
missiles prior to or early In thm opwru'Liuu of the plant. Spa.cific'lly, 

Lhe ACRS recommended that c redundant turbine overspned control system 
be pruvided and that protecticn be =nsrallad in JLv•i.,x,::te aeLas to 

protect against damage in the unlihely event of large missiles arising 
from failure of Lhe turbine rotor. CP&L has installed a inoaant turbinc 
overspeed control system and, where necessary to meet our requirement., 
missile shieldin; and rT.,undant sateguards components.  

Implementation of methods for coatinuous monitoring of the boron 
concentration in the primary cooling systcm and for detectIng gross 
failure of a fuel ansembly was suggsLed by the ACRS as methods are 
developed. A boro•n mcnitoring device has beea Installed which 
utilizes a neu:ron son1rcei, how-ever, the device has not been reliablc.  
A radiation wounitcr has been installed for the detection of failed 
fuel and has functioned reliably. Relative to developmient In these 
OreaA. we conclude that C?WL's efforts have been satisfactory to date.  

The ACRT notai ihnr CP&L had undcnray studies of mnns to prevent 
cormuon mode failures from:; natin~n scram action and nf desigv features 

to make to]orabla thh cons;qwnc . of failurem to scram during antici
pated rransionts. In res:onse to cur recent request, CPM. has agreed 
to p•ovide by OuLober 1, 1974. the.ir na!y)s. of the nonsequences of 
anticipated trausients wiUhLuM scram and an indication of any required 
equipment chansgo Lhat roult £rom thP AASySIS.
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The ACRS alJs noted tbat adalttorbal reviev should be par-ormed nf•tee 

control of hydrogen buildup in containment in the unlikely event of a 

LOCA. Robinson-Z does nor bave.hydLogeaf recombinexs; however, it doez 

have Zwo independent filter systems so that the hydrogen concentration 

can be controlled by purging. We have eVdlLULed ther BysteM and we 

find that purging would be required 23 days aftsr LOCA and that the 

thyroid dose at the outer boundary of the low pupul•c±on zone would bo 
approximately5 Renm. We conclude that this dose is acceptably low.  

7.2 Proposed Operation at 2300 N•t 

The application for the Robinsun-2 power increase is being reviewed by 
the ACRS. Their rr.port to the Comission wilJ be placed In the puiblit 

record.
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Raced upon our review of tha application. of relevant information 
pertaining to facility operation to date, and of minor modifications 
to the containmamr oproy system as -•i this evaluation, we 
have concluded that w.Lh operation of the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric 
r1axt UnLt No. 2 at steady crate power levels up to P m*xim•mn nf 2300 

MWt, there is rensonable assuranci (i) Chat the activities authorized 
by LI±S &fLkP*LdmeL~t cmn lie conducted without endanpjarla• the health and 

safety of the public, asd (ii) that such activities will be conducted 
In compliance with Om Commission's regulations. Theo iauanca of this 

amendment will not be inimical to the health-and safety of the public.
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September 26, 1996

Mr. T. F. Plunkett 
President - Nuclear Division 
Florida Power and Light Company 
P.O.-Box 14000 
Juno Beach, Florida 33408-0420

DISTRIBUTION 
Docket File 
PDII-3 Reading 
GHill (4) T-5/C3 
THarris [TLH3] (ltr/SE)

PUBLICV" 
SVarga 14/E/4 
ACRS 
CGrimes, 13/H15

SUBJECT: TURKEY POINT'UNITS 3 AND 4 - ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS 
RE: THERMAL POWER UPRATE (TAC NOS. M94314 AND M94315) 

Dear Mr. Plunkett: 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 191 to Facility Operating 
License No. DPR-31 and Amendment No.1 8 5 to Facility Operating License No.  
DPR-41 for the Turkey Point Plant, Unit Nos. 3 and 4, respectively. The 
amendments consist of changes to the Technical Specifications (TS) in resoonse 
to your application dated December 18, 1995, as supplemented on Ma, 3.  
June 11, July 1, July 3, and August 22, 1996.  

The amendments increase the authorized rated thermal power from 22'10 ,teg watt
thermal (MWt) to 2300 MWt. The amendment also approves changes to thL TS co 
implement uprated power operation.  

A copy of the Safety Evaluation is also enclosed. The Notice of Issuance will 
be included in the Commission's biweekly Federal Register notice.

Docket Nos. 50-250 and 50-251 

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No.191 to DPR-31 
2. Amendment No.185 to DPR-41 
3. Safety Evaluation 

cc w/enclosures: See next page 
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Sincerely, 
Original Signedby 
Richard P. Croteau, Project Manager 
Project Directorate 11-3 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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A UNITED STATES 
0 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

At WASHINGTON, D.C. 20686-OOO1 

September 26, 1996 

Mr. T. F. Plunkett 
President - Nuclear Division 
Florida Power and Light Company 
P.O. Box 14000 
Juno Beach, Florida 33408-0420 

SUBJECT: TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 AND 4 - ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS 
RE: THERMAL POWER UPRATE (TAC NOS. M94314 AND M94315) 

Dear Mr. Plunkett: 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No.191 to Facility Operatig 
License No. DPR-31 and Amendment No. 185 to Facility Operating License No.  DPR-41 for the Turkey Point Plant, Unit Nos. 3 and 4, respectively. The amendments consist of changes to the Technical Specifications (TS) in response 
to your application dated December 18, 1995, as supplemented on May 3, 
June 11, July 1, July 3, and August 22, 1996.  

The amendments increase the authorized rated thermal power from 2200 Megawatt
thermal (MWt) to 2300 MWt. The amendment also approves changes to the TS to 
implement uprated power operation.  

A copy of the Safety Evaluation is also enclosed. The Notice of Issuance will 
be included in the Commission's biweekly Federal Register notice.  

Sincerely, 

Richard P. Croteau, Project Manager 
Project Directorate 11-3 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Docket Nos. 50-250 and 50-251 

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. 191 to DPR-31 
2. Amendment No. 185 to DPR-41 
3. Safety Evaluation

cc w/enclosures: See next page



Mr. T. F. Plunkett 
Florida Power and Light Company 

cc: 
J. R. Newman, Esquire 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius 
1800 M Street, N.W.  
Washington, DC 20036 

Jack Shreve, Public Counsel 
Office of the Public Counsel 
c/o The Florida Legislature 
111 West Madison Avenue, Room 812 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400 

John T. Butler, Esquire 
Steel, Hector and Davis 
4000 Southeast Financial Center 
Miami, Florida 33131-2398 

Mr. Robert J. Hovey, Site 
Vice President 

Turkey Point Nuclear Plant 
Florida Power and Light Company 
P.O. Box 029100 
Miami, Florida 33102 

Armando Vidal 
County Manager 
Metropolitan Dade County 
III NW 1 Street, 29th Floor 
Miami, Florida 33128 

Senior Resident Inspector 
Turkey Point Nuclear Generating 

Station 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
P.O. Box 1448 
Homestead, Florida 33090 

Mr. Bill Passetti 
Office of Radiation Control 
Department of Health and 

Rehabilitative Services 
1317 Winewood Blvd.  
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0700

Turkey Point Plant

Mr. Joe Myers, Director 
Division of Emergency Preparedness 
Department of Community Affairs 
2740 Centerview Drive 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2100 

Regional Administrator, 
Region II 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
101 Marietta Street, N.W. Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 

Attorney General 
Department of Legal Affairs 
The Capitol 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 

Plant Manager 
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant 
Florida Power and Light Company 
P. 0. Box 029100 
Miami, Florida 33102 

Mr. H.N. Paduano, Manager 
Licensing & Special Programs 
Florida Power and Light Company 
P.O. Box 14000 
Juno Beach, Florida 33408-0420 

Mr. Gary E. Hollinger 
Licensing Manager 
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant 
P.O. Box 4332 
Princeton, Florida 33023-4332 

Mr. Kerry Landis 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
101 Marietta Street, N.W. Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323-0199
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

At WASHINGTON, D.C. 20568-0001 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-250 

TURKEY POINT PLANT UNIT NO. 3 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 191 

License No. DPR-31 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Florida Power and Light Company 
(the licensee) dated December 18, 1995, as supplemented by letters 
dated May 3, June 11, July 1, July 3, and August 22, 1996, complies 
with the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended (the Act) and the Commission's rules and 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the 
provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the 
Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized by 
this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health and 
safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51 
of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements have 
been satisfied.
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2. Accordingly, Facility Operating License No. DPR-31 items c. and 3.A are 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

c. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the facility can be operated 
at steady state power levels up to 2300 megawatts thermal in 
accordance with this license without endangering the health and 
safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the regulations of the Commission; 

3.A Maximum Power Level 

The applicant is authorized to operate the facility at reactor core 
power levels not in excess of 2300 megawatts (thermal).  

3. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment, 
and paragraph 3.B of Facility Operating License No. DPR-31 is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

(B) Technical Specifications and Environmental Protection Plan 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A, as revised 
through Amendment No. 191 , are hereby incorporated in the license.  
The Environmental Protection Plan contained in Appendix B is hereby 
incorporated into the license. The licensee shall operate the 
facility in accordance with the Technical Specifications and the 
Environmental Protection Plan.  

4. This license amendment is effective as of its date of issuance and 
shall be implemented within 120 days.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

William T. Russell, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: September 26, 1996
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UNITED STATES 
0 •NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

At WASHINGTON, D.C. 2056-O00M 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-251 

TURKEY POINT PLANT UNIT NO. 4 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No.185 

License No. DPR-41 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Florida Power and Light Company 
(the licensee) dated December 18, 1995, as supplemented by letters 
dated May 3, June 11, July 1, July 3, and August 22, 1996, complies 
with the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended (the Act) and the Commission's rules and 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the 
provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the 
Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable 
requirements have been satisfied.
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2. Accordingly, Facility Operating License No. DPR-41 condition 3.A is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

3.A Maximum Power Level 

The reactor shall not be made critical until the tests described in 
the applicant's letter of April 3, 1973, have been satisfactorily 
completed. Thereafter, the applicant is authorized to operate the 
facility at reactor core power levels not in excess of 2300 
megawatts (thermal).  

3. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment, 
and paragraph 3.B of Facility Operating License No. DPR-41 is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

(B) Technical Specifications and Environmental Protection Plan 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A, as revised 
through Amendment No.185 , are hereby incorporated in the license.  
The Environmental Protection Plan contained in Appendix B is hereby 
incorporated into the license. The licensee shall operate the 
facility in accordance with the Technical Specifications and the 
Environmental Protection Plan.  

4. This license amendment is effective as of its date of issuance and 
shall be implemented within 120 days.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

William T. Russell, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

September 26, 1996Date of Issuance:



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT

AMENDMENT NO. 191 FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-31 

AMENDMENT NO. I8 FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-41

DOCKET NOS. 50-250 AND 50-251

Revise Appendix A as follows:

Remove pages 

1-5 
2-2 
2-4 
2-5 
2-7 
2-8 
2-10 

3/4 2-4 
3/4 2-11 
3/4 2-16 
3/4 3-23 
3/4.3-26 

S3/4 3-27 
3/4 4-7 
3/4 4-8 
3/4 4-31 
3/4 4-32 
3/4 4-33 
3/4 5-5 
3/4 6-14 
3/4 7-2 
3/4 7-6 
3/4 7-7 
3/4 7-11 
3/4 7-17 

6-20 
6-21 
B 2-1 
B 2-2 
B 2-7 

B 3/4 2-1 
B 3/4 2-4 
B 3/4 2-8 
B 3/4 4-2 
B 3/4 4-8 
B 3/4 4-9 
B 3/4 6-3 
B 3/4 6-4 
B 3/4 7-2 
B 3/4 7-3 
B 3/4 7-4 
B 3/4 7-5 
B 3/4 7-6 
B 3/4 7-7

Insert pages 

1-5 
2-2 
2-4 
2-5 
2-7 
2-8 
2-10 

3/4 2-4 
3/4 2-11 
3/4 2-16 
3/4 3-23 
3/4 3-26 
3/4 3-27 
3/4 4-7 
3/4 4-8 
3/4 4-31 
3/4 4-32.  
3/4 4-33 
3/4 5-5 
3/4 6-14 
3/4 7-2 
3/4 7-6 
3/4 7-7 
3/4 7-11 
3/4 7-17 

6-20 
6-21 
B 2-1 
B 2-2 
B 2-7 

B 3/4 2-1 
B 3/4 2-4 
B 3/4 2-8 
B 3/4 4-2 
B 3/4 4-8 
B 3/4 4-9 
B 3/4 6-3 
B 3/4 6-4 
B 3/4 7-2 
B 3/4 7-3 
B 3/4 7-4 
B 3/4 7-5 
B 3/4 7-6 
B 3/4 7-7 
B 3/4 7-8



DEFINITIONS 

OUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO 

1.23 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be the ratio of the maximum upper excore 
detector calibrated output to the average of the upper excore detector calibrated 
outputs, or the ratio of the maximum lower excore detector calibrated output to 
the average of the lower excore detector calibrated outputs, whichever is 
greater. With one excore detector inoperable, the remaining three detectors 
shall be used for computing the average.  

RATED THERMAL POWER 

1.24 RATED THERMAL POWER shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to the 
reactor coolant of 2300 MWt.  

RFPORTARIF EVENT 

1.25 A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of those conditions specified in Section 
50.73 of 10 CFR Part 50.  

SHUTDOWN MARGTN 

1.26 SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be the instantaneous amount'of reactivity by which 
the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical from its present condition 
assuming all full-length rod cluster assemblies (shutdown and control) are fully 
inserted except for the single rod cluster assembly of highest reactivity worth 
which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.  

SITE BOUNDARY 

1.27 The SITE BOUNDARY shall mean that line beyond which the land or property 
isnot owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by the licensee.  

SOLIDIFICATION 

1.28 SOLIDIFICATION shall be the conversion of wet wastes into a form that meets 
shipping and burial ground requirements.  

SOURC.L aEF.K 

1.29 A SOURCE CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel response when 
the channel sensor is exposed to a source of increased radioactivity.  

STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

1.30 A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of: 

a. A test schedule for n systems, subsystems, trains, or other 
designated components obtained by dividing the specified test 
interval into n equal subintervals, and 

b. The testing of one system, subsystem, train, or other designated 
component at the beginning of each subinterval.

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 1-5 AMENDMENT NOS. 191 AND 185
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TABtLE 2-7-1 

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOITNTS 

ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTIONAL UNIT VALUE 

1. Manual Reactor Trip N.A 

2. Power Range. Neutron Flux 
a. High Setpoint :112.0% of RTP** 
b. Low Setpoint !28.0% of RTP** 

3. intermediate Range, K31.OZ of RTP** 
Neutron Flux 

4. Source Range, Neutron Flux :1.4 X 105 cps 

5. Overtemperature AT See Note 2

6. Overpower aT 

7. Pressurizer Pressure-Low 

8. Pressurizer Pressure-High 

9. Pressurizer Water Level-High 

10. Reactor Coolant FlQw-Low 

11. Steam Generator Water Level 
Low-Low 

* Loop design flow = 85,000 gpm 
** RTP = Rated Thermal Power

X rn 

0 
z 

rn 
L 

-O 

0 

Ln

See Note 4 

k1817 psig 

!2403 psig 

092.2% of instrument 
span 

z88.8% of loop 
design flow* 

AB.15% of narrow 
range instrument 
span

See Note 3 

k1835 psig 

s2385 psig 

s92% of instrument 
span 

AMoZ of loop 
design flow* 

a1O% of narrow 
range instrument 
span

TRIP SETP(INT 

N.A.  

1O09% of RTP** 
g25Z of RTP** 

s25Z of RTP** 

r.10 5 cps 

See Note 1
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TARBF 22-I (Cnntinued) 

REACTOLR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS 

ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTIONAL UNIT 

12. Steam/Feedwater Flow Feed Flow f23.9Z 
Mismatch below rated Steam Flow 
Coincident With 

Steam Generator Water !8.15% of narrow 
Level-Low range instrument 

span

13. Undervoltage - 4.16 kV 
Busses A and B 

14. Underfrequency - Trip of Reactor 
Coolant Pump Breaker(s) Open 

15. Turbine Trip 

a. Auto Stop Oil Pressure 

.b. Turbine Stop Valve Closure 

16. Safety Injection Input from ESF 

17. Reactor Trip System Interlocks 

a. Intermediate Range 
Neutron Flux, P-6

A69% bus voltage

155.9 Hz

142 psig 

Fully Closed*** 

N.A.  

A6.Ox1O" 1 1 amps

070 bus voltage

k56. I Hz

A45 psig 

Fully Closed*** 

N.A.  

Nominal 1x10 '10

*** Limit switch is set when Turbine Stop Valves are fully closed.

TRIP SETPOINT 

Feed Flow !20% 

below rated Steam Flow 

x1O% of narrow 
range instrument 
span

Ut 

rjn 

rnl 
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NOTE 

ATI

T 

1 

1 + 16S 

T# 

K 3 

P

-4 

M 

.83, 

--4 

C• 
z 
-4 

1.e

t5 = 3s; 

= Average temperature. 0F; 

= Lag compensator on measured Tjvg; T6 = Os 

577.20F (Nominal T at RATED THERMAL POWEk); 

avg 

= 0.001/psig; 

= Pressurizer pressure. psig:

TABLF 2-2-1 (Continued) 
TABLE NOTATIONS 

1: OVERTEMPERATURE AT 

I + xiS } (I.. ..3s.) s aT o {KI -K 2 (1 + Y4S) CT (i +.L 6S) " T °] + K3 (P "P ) f 

1 + r2S (1 + T5S) 

Where: AT = Measured AT by RTD Instrumentation 

1 + r S = Lead/Lag compensator on measured AT; I1=Os, T2 =Os 

1 + T2S 

1 = Lag compensator on measured AT; Y3 = Os 

1 + T3S 

AT = Indicated AT at RATED THERMAL POWER 

K= 1.24; 

.K = O.O17/ 0 F; 

1 + -4S = The function generated by the lead-lag compensator for T 
dynamic compensation; avg 

1 + T5S 

t49 T5 = Time constants utilized in the lead-lag compensator for Ta , •4 = 25s,m 
z 

m 
-4 

0 

IA 

C1 

0o 
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued) 

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued) 

C NOTE 1: (Continued) 

-4P 2235 psig (Nominal RCS operating pressure); 

S = Laplace transform operator, s" 

L and f 1 (Al) is a function of the indicated difference between top and bottom detectors of the 
W• power-range neutron ion chambers; with gains to be selected based on measured instrument 
g response during plant startup tests such that: 

(1) For qt - qb between - 50% and + 2%. f 1(AI) = 0, where qt and qb are percent RATED THERMAL 

POWER in the top and bottom halves of the core respectively, and qt + qb is total THERMAL 
POWER in percent of RATED THERMAL POWER;: 

00 (2) For each percent that the magnitude of qt -qb exceeds 50%, the AT Trip Setpoint shall be 

automatically reduced by 0.0% of its value at RATED THERMAL POWER; and 

(3) For each percent that the magnitude of qt -qb exceeds + 2%, the AT Trip Setpoint shall be 

automatically reduced by 2.19% of its value at RATED THERMAL POWER.  

X NOTE 2: The channels maximum trip setpoint shall not exceed its computed setpoint by more than 0.84% 
of instrument span.  

0 
rrl 
z 

co 
LI,



TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued) 

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

--.4 

-rn 

-0 
-I 

C 
-4 

(#1 
CA 

-.

S 

f2 W)

= 0.0016/0F for T > T" 

= 0 for T g T", 

= As defined in Note 1.  

r 577.20F (Nominal Tavg at RATED THERMAL POWER) 

= As defined in Note 1, and 

= 0 for all al

The channel's maximum trip setpolnt shall not exceed its computed trip setpoint by more than 0.96% 
of Instrument span.

NOTE 3: (Continued) 
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I-C 0 NOTE 4:
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POWER DISTRIRUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.2 HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR - F0 (Z) 

LTMITTIN CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

L 
3.2.2 FQ(Z) shall be limited by the following relationships: 

M WFLXK(Z) for P > 0.5 

P 

F M(Z) <5 [F I LX 
F0 (F [K(Z)] for P < 0.5 

0.5 

where: [F0 ]L = F0 limit at RATED THERMAL POWER as specified 
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT 

P = Thermal Power 
Rated Thermal Power 

M [FO] = The Measured Value, and 

K(Z) for a given core height, is specified in the K(Z) curve, defined 
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 

ACTTION: 

M 
With the measured value of F0 (Z) exceeding its limit: 

M L 
a. Reduce THERMAL POWER at least 1% for each 1% Fo0 (Z) exceeds F0 (Z) 

within 15 minutes and similarly reduce the Power Range Neutron 
Flux-High Trip Setpoints within the next 4 hours; POWER OPERATION 
may proceed for up to a total of 72 hours; subsequent POWER 
OPERATION may proceed provided the Overpower Delta-T Trip 
Setpoints (value of K4) have been reduced at least 1% for each 1% 
M L 

F0 (Z) exceeds the F0 (Z); and 

b. Identify and correct the cause of the out-of-limit condition prior 
to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced power limit required 
by ACTION a., above; THERMAL POWER may then be increased provided 

Fo (Z) is demonstrated through incore mapping to be within its 
limit.
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pOWER DTSTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4-2-3 NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RTSF HOT CHANNEL FACTOR 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPFRATTON 

3.2.3 FH shall be limited by the following relationship: 

N RTP 
FLH : FýH [1.0 + PFaH (1-P)], 

.RTP 
Where: F H = FH limit at RATED THERMAL POWER as specified 

in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT 

PFAH = Power Factor Multiplier for FH as specified 
in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT 

THERMAL POWER 
P = RATED THERMAL POWER 

APPLTCARTLITY: MODE 1.  

ACTION: 

N 
With FýH exceeding its limit: 

a. Within 2 hours either: 

N 
1. Restore FAH to within the above limit, or 

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER 
and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux - High Trip Setpoint 
to less than or equal to 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the 
next 4 hours.  

b. Within 24 hours of initially being Noutside the above limit, verify 
through incore flux mapping that FaH has been restored to within 
the above limit, or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of RATED 
THERMAL POWER within the next 2 hours.  

c. Identify and correct the cause of the out-of-limit condition prior 
to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced THERMAL POWER limit 
required by ACTION a.2. and/or b., above; subsequent POWER N 
OPERATION may proceed provided that FaH is demonstrated, through 
incore flux mapping, to be within the limit of acceptable 
operation prior to exceeding the following THERMAL POWER levels: 

1. A nominal 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER, 

2. A nominal 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and 

3. Within 24 hours of attaining greater than or equal to 95% of 
RATED THERMAL POWER.
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POWFR DISTRIBUTION lIMITS

3/4.2-S DNS PARAMFTFRS 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATTON 

3.2.5 The following DNB-related parameters shall be maintained within the 

following limits: 

a. Reactor Coolant System Tavg 5 581.2"F 

b. Pressurizer Pressure Z 2200 psig*. and 

c. Reactor Coolant System Flow z 264,000 gpm 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.  

ACTTON: 

With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the parameter 
to within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5Z 
of RATED THERMAL POWER vithin the next 4 hours.  

SURVEILLANCF REOIITREMENTS 

4.2.5.1 Reactor Coolant System Tavg and Pressurizer Pressure shall be 

verified to be within their limits at least once per 12 hours.  

4.2.5.2 RCS flow rate shall be monitored for degradation at least once per 
12 hours.  

4.2.5.3 The RCS flow rate indicators shall be subjected to a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.  

4.2.5.4 After each fuel loading, and at least once per 18 months, the RCS 
flow rate shall be determined by precision heat balance after 
exceeding 90% RATED THERMAL POWER. The measurement 
instrumentation shall be calibrated within 90 days prior to the 
performance of the calorimetric flow measurement. The provisions 
of 4.0.4 are not applicable for performing the precision heat 
balance flow measurement.  

*Limit not applicable during either a THERMAL POWER ramp in excess of 5% of 

RATED THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step in excess of 10% of 
RATED THERMAL POWER.
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7Z 

tA 

00 

-4.

b. Automatic Actuation Logic 

c. Containment Pressure--High 

d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low 

e. High Differential Pressure 
Between the Steam Line 
Header and any Steam Line.  

f. Steam Line Flow--High

N.A

<4.5 psig 

>1712 psig 

: 114 psig

<A function defined as 
follows: A aP corresponding 
to 44% steam flow at 0% 
load increasing linearly 
from 20% load to a value 
corresponding to 116.5% 
steam flow at full load

TRIP SETPOINT

TABLE3.3-3 
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTZY 

INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS 

FUNCTIONAL UNIT ALLOWABLE VALUE 

1. Safety Injection (Reactor Trip, 
Turbine Trip, Feedwater Isolation, 
Control Room Ventilation Isolation, 
Start Diesel Generators, Containment 
Phase A Isolation (except Manual SI), 
Containment Cooling Fans, Containment 
Filter Fans, Start Sequencer, Component 
Cooling Water, Start Auxiliary Feedwater 
and Intake Cooling Water) 

a. Manual Initiation N.A.

<4.0 psig 

?1730 psig 

5100 psi

<A function defined as 
follows: A AP corresponding 
*to 40% steam flow at 0% 
load increasing linearly 
from 20% load to a value 
corresponding to 114% 
steam flow at full load

N.A.  

N.A
WA 

LA

X rnl 

m 

z 

0 
CD) Ln 

(OD



TABLE 3-3-3 (Continued) 

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM 
INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

-4 
C 

m -c 
-u 
0 

-4 

z 
-4 
If) 

(A) 

go

Coincident with: 
Steam Line 
Pressure--Low 

or 
Tavg--Low

Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic Actuation Logic 
and Actuation Relays 

b. Safety Injection

ALLOWARIF VALtlF

N.A.

S22.6 psig

Steam Line Isolation (Continued) 

b. Automatic Actuation Logic 
and Actuation Relays 

C. Containment Pressure--High
High Coincident with: 
Containment Pressure--High 

d. Steam Line Flow--High

N.A.

See item 1. for all 
Safety Injection 
Allowable Values.

TRIP SETPOINT

N.A.

<20.0 psig

<_4.0 psig 

SA function defined 
as follows: A aP 
corresponding to 40Z 
steam flow at load 
increasing linearly from 
20% load to a value 
corresponding to 114% 
steam flow at full load.  

>614 psig 

->5430F

N.A.

See Item 1. above for a11 
Safety Injection Trip 
Setpoints.

4.

S4.5 psig 

SA function defined 
as follows: A aP 
corresponding to 44% 
steam flow at 01 load 
increasing linearly from 
20Z load to a value 
corresponding to 116.5% 
steam flow at full load.  

z588 psig 

a542.5"F

(n) 

r' 
0'

5.

M 
z 

m 
z 
-4 

0 
0 

00 

Lq

I



ITABL.. .3-3 (Continued) 

ENGINEERFD SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM 
INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPUINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

-4 

0 

-4 
CD 

4-u

ALLOWABLE VALUE

s81.9% of narrow 
range instrument span

800% of narrow 
range instrument span

6. Auxiliary Feedwater (3)

a. Automatic Actuation Logic 
and Actuation Relays

b. Steam Generator Water 
Level--Low-Low 

C. Safety Injection

d. Bus Stripping

N.A. N.A.

>8.15Z of narrow 
range instrument 
span.  

see Item 1. for all 
Safety Injection 
Allowable Values.

See Item 7. below for all 
Bus Stripping 
Allowable Values.

>10% of narrow 
range Instrument 
span.  

See Item 1. above for all 
Safety Injection Trip 
Setpolnts.  

See Item 7. below for all 
Bus Stripping Trip 
Setpolnts.

e. Trip of All Main Feedwater 
Pump Breakers 

7. Loss of Power 

a. 4.16 kV Busses A and B 
(Loss of Voltage)

X 

0 

z 
-4 

0 

Lfl 

O0 
U1

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

5. Feedwater Isolation (Continued) 

c. Steam Generator Water Level 
High-High

(AJ 

-'I

TRIP SETPOINT



RFACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4-4-2 SAFETY VALVES

ShllUDWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.4.2.1 A minimum of one pressurizer Code safety valve shall be OPERABLE* with a 
lift setting of 2485 psig + 2%, -3%.** *** 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.  

ACTTON: 

With no pressurizer Code.safity valve OPERABLE, immediately suspend all operations 
involving positive reactivity chanres and place an OPERABLE RHR loop 
into operation in the shutdown cooling mode.

SLURVFILLANCE RFOtITRFMENT'S

4.4.2.1 No additiona 
Specification 4.0.5.

1 requirements other than those required by

*While in MODE 5, an equivalent size vent pathway may be used provided that 
the vent pathway is not isolated or sealed.  

"**The lift setting pressure shall correspo~nd to.,ambient conditions of the 
valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure.  

***All valves tested must have "as left" lift setpoints that are within 
± 1% of the lift setting value.

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LITMTTING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.2.2 All pressurizer Code safety valves shall be OPERABLE with a lift setting 
of 2485 psig + 2%, -3%.* **

APPITCABILITY: MODES 1. 2 and 3.

ACTION:

With one pressurizer Code safety valve inoperable, either restore the inoperable 
valve to OPERABLE status within 15 ninutes or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 
6 hours and in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.  

.IIPVFTIIANrF RFHTIREMENTS

4.4.2.2 No additional requirements other than those required by 
Specification 4.0.5.

*The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient 

valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure.  

**All valves tested must have "as left" lift setpoints 

± 1% of the lift setting value.

conditions of the 

that are within

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4
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MATERIAL PROPERTY BASIS 

CONTROLLING MATERIAL: CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELD 
INITIAL RTNoT: 10F

SERVICE PERIOD: 19 EFPY 

HEATUP RATES: UP TO 60*F/HR

RT NOT o 1/4 THICKNESS - 252.50F 

RT NOT o 3/4 THICKNESS w 200.4"F

NOTE: NO MARGINS ARE GIVEN FOR POSSIBLE INSTRUMENT ERRORS.

2500 

2250 

2000 

1750 

1500 

1250 

1000 

750

LEAK TEST LIMIT-i-H

-PTA LE OPf

500 

250

0'* 0

IN 1++4i 1

H- cR'II'•I.Y 
[LIMIT (BASED ON 
NSERVICE HYDRO
SSTATIC TEST 

TEMPEATURE 

PERIOD UP TO 
19. EFP.Y

OPERATION E
'ACCEPTABLE 

OPERATION 
I . .

50 .100 150 200 250 30 J0 400 450

INDICATED TEMPERATURE (¶) 

FIGURE 3.4-2 

TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 & 4

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM NEATUP LIMITATIONS (60OF/hr) - APPLICABLE 
UP TO 19 EFPY

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4
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MATERIAL PROPERTY BASIS 

CONTROLLING MATERIAL: CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELD 
INITIAL RTNDT: 10*F

SERVICE PERIOD: 19 EFPY 

HEATUP RATES: UP TO 100OF/HR

RT NDT .P 1/4 THICKNESS = 252.50F 

RT NOT P 3/4 THICKNESS = 200.40F

NOTE: NO MARGINS ARE GIVEN FOR POSSIBLE INSTRUMENT ERRORS.

LEAK TEST LIMIT--;11 " 4PI

q.P. ,4 ,,.)..--

q 
g

I3

UNACCEPTABLE OPERATIO

HEATUP RATES 
ULIP TO 1 F/HR

OPERATION.

I

LIMIT (CA,,SED ON 
- INSERVICE HYDRO

STATIC TEST 
:TEMPERATURE 

(30*r) FOR 
THE SERVICE 

:::PERIOD UP TO 
19 EFPY I

ACCEPTABLE
OPERATION -

50 100 ISO 200 250 300 350 400 450 5w

INDICATED TEMPERATURE (F) 

FIGURE 3.4-3 

TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 & 4
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM HEATUP LIMITATIONS (100F/hr) - APPLICABLE 

UP TO 19 EFPY I

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4
AMENDMENT NOS.191 AND 185
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MATERIAL PROPERTY BASIS 

CONTROLLING MATERIAL: CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELD 
INITIAL RTNoT: 101 RTNDT 01 
SERV1CE PERIOD: 19 EFPY 
COOLDOWN RATES: UP TO 100*F/HR RTNoT , 

NOTE: NO MARGINS ARE GIVEN FOR POSSIBLE INSTRUMENT ERRORS.

mB'

"17W

1250 

o00w

750

f4 THICKNESS - 252.5¶F 

'4 THICKNESS - 200.4*F

C
0 50 t0 150 200 250 3w !,0 400 450 5w

INDICATED TEMPERATURE (OF) 

FIGURE 3.4-4 

TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 & 4 

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM COOLDOWN LIMITATIONS (1OOeF/hr) * APPLICABLE 
UP TO 19 EFPY

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4
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I
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EMFRGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SUIRVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS 

4.5.2 Each ECCS component and flow path shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying by control room indication that the 
following valves are in the indicated positions with power to the valve 
operators removed:

Valve FunctionyVai Nmber 

864A and B 
862A and B 
863A and B 
866A and B 
HCV-758*

Supply from RWST to ECCS 
RWST Supply to RHR pumps 
RHR Recirculation 
H.H.S.I. to Hot Legs 
RHR HX Outlet

Valve Position

Open 
Open 
Closed 
Closed 
Open

To permit temporary operation of these valves for surveillance or maintenance 
purposes, power may be restored to these valves for a period not to exceed 24 
hours.  

b. At least once per 31 days by: 

1) Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the ECCS pump 
casings and accessible discharge piping,

2) Verifying 
flow path 
is in its

that each valve (manual, power-operated, 
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise 
correct position, and

or automatic) in the 
secured in position,

3) Verifying that each RHR Pump develops the indicated differential pressure 
applicable to the operating conditions in accordance with Figure 3.5-1 
when tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.  

c. At least once per 92 days by: 

1) Verifying that each SI pump develops the indicated differential pressure 
applicable to the operating conditions when tested pursuant to 
Specification 4.0.5.  

SI pump z 1083 psid at a metered flowrate 2 300 gpm (normal 
alignment or Unit 4 SI pumps aligned to Unit 3 RWST), or 

a 1113 psid at a metered flowrate a 280 gpm 
(Unit 3 SI pumps aligned to Unit 4 RWST).  

*Air Supply to HCV-758 shall be verified shut off and sealed closed once 

per 31 days.

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

FMFRGENCY CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.6.2.2 Three emergency containment cooling units shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3, and 4.  

ACTnON: 

a. With one of the above required emergency containment cooling units 
inoperable restore the inoperable cooling unit to OPERABLE status within 
72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.  

b. With two or more of the above required emergency containment cooling units 
inoperable, restore at least two cooling units to OPERABLE status within 
1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore all of the above required 
cooling units to OPERABLE status within 72 hours of initial loss or be in 
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within 
the following 30 hours.  

SURVFITLLANCE RFOUTRFMFNTS 

4.6.2.2 Each emergency containment cooling unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 days by starting each cooler unit from the control 
room and verifying that each unit motor reaches the nominal operating 
current for the test conditions and operates for at least 15 minutes.  

b. At least once per 18 months by: 

1) Verifying that two emergency containment cooling units start -1 
automatically on a safety injection (SI) test signal, and 

2) Verifying a cooling water flow rate of greater than or equal to 
2000 gpm to each cooler.
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TARLW1

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER LEVEL WITH 
INOPERABLF STEAM LINE SAFETY VAIVFS DURING THREE LOOP OPERATION

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INOPERABLE 
SAFETY VALVES ON ANY 

OPERATING STEAM GENERATOR

1 

2 

3

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE POWER LEVEL 
(PERCENT OF RATED THERMAL POWER)

53 

33 

14

TABLE -72 

STEAM LINE SAFETY VALVES PER LOOP

VALVF NIaEBF 

I~nnpA Lop 

1. RV1400 RV1405 

2. RV1401 RV1406 

3. RV1402 RV1407 

4. RV1403 RV1408

LIFT SETTING (+3%)* **

RV 1410 

RV1411 

RV1412 

RV1413

1085 psig 

1100 psig 

1115 psig 

1130 psig

ORIFICE SIZE 
SOUARE INCHES 

16 

16 

16 

16

*The lift setting pressure shall correspond to ambient conditions of the 

valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure.  

**All valves tested must have "as left" lift setpoints that are within ±1% I 

of the lift setting value listed in Table 3.7-2. I 

TURKEY POINT - UNITS 3 & 4 3/4 7-2 AMENDMENT NOS.191 AND185
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PLANT SYSTEMS

CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.7.1.3 The condensate storage tanks (CST) system shall be OPERABLE with: 

Onpositp Unit in MODES 4- 5 or 6 

A minimum indicated water volume of 210,000 gallons in either or both condensate 
storage tanks.  

Onpo-it U[nit in MODES 1- 2 or 3 

A minimum indicated water volume of 420,000 gallons.  

APPLICARILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.  

ACTION: 

Onnnsite Unit in MODES 4-. 5 or 6 

With the CST system inoperable, within 4 hours restore the CST system to OPERABLE 
status or be in at least HOT STANDBY in the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within 
the following 6 hours.  

Onnositp Unit in MODES 1. 2 or I 

1) With the CST system inoperable due to indicating less than 420,000 gallons, but 
greater than or equal to 210,000 gallons indicated, within 4 hours restore the 
inoperable CST system to OPERABLE status or place one unit in at least HOT 
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 
hours.  

2) With the CST system inoperable with less than 210,000 gallons indicated, within 
1 hour restore the CST system to OPERABLE status or be in at least HOT STANDBY 
within the next 12 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. This 
ACTION applies to both units simultaneously.
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PLANT SYSTFMS

SURVEILLANCE REOIITREMENTS (Continued) 

4.7.1.3 The condensate storage tank (CST) system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at 
least once per 12 hours by verifying the indicated water volume is within its limit 
when the tank is the supply source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps.
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PLANT SYSTFMS

STANDBY FFEDWATFR SYSTFM 

LITMTTTNG CONDITTON FOR OPFRATTON 

3.7.1.6 Two Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps shall be OPERABLE* and at least 
135,000 gallons of water (indicated volume), shall be in the Demineralized Water 
Storage Tank.** 

APPLICARTITTY: MODES 1, 2 and 3 

a. With one Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pump inoperable, restore the 
inoperable pump to available status within 30 days or submit a SPECIAL REPORT 
per 3.7.1.6d.  

b. Wi.h both Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps, restore at least one pump to 
)OPFRA3LE status within 24 hours, or: 

1. Notify the NRC within the following 4 hours, and provide cause for the 
inoperability and plans to restore pump(s) to OPERABLE status and, 

2. Submit a SPECIAL REPORT per 3.7.1.6d.  

c. With less than 135,000 gallons of water indicated in the Demineralized Water 
Storage Tank restore the available volume to at least 135,000 gallons indicated 
within 24 hours or submit a SPECIAL REPORT per 3.7.1.6d.  

d. If a SPECIAL REPORT is required per the above specifications submit a report 
describing the cause of the inoperability, action taken and a schedule for 
restoration within 30 days in accordance with 6.9.2.  

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRFMFNTS 

4.7.1.6.1 The Demineralized Water Storage tank water volume shall be determined to 
be within limits at least once per 24 hours.  

4.7.1.6.2 At least monthly verify the standby feedwater pumps are OPERABLE by 
testing in recirculation on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS.  

4.7.1.6.3 At least once per 18 months, verify operability of the respective standby 
steam generator feedwater pump by starting each pump and providing feedwater to the 
steam generators.  

*These pumps do not require plant safety related emergency power sources 
for operability and the flowpath is normally isolated.  

**The Demineralized Water Storage Tank is non-safety grade.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVETLLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) 

1) Verifying that the air cleanup system satisfies the in-place pene
tration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of greater than 
or equal to 99% DOP and halogenated hydrocarbon removal at a system 
flow rate of 1000 cfm ±10%.  

2) Verifying, within 31 days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of 

a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory 
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, and 

analyzed per ANSI N510-1975, meets the criteria for methyl iodine 
removal efficiency of greater than or equal to 99% or the charcoal be 
replaced with charcoal that meets or exceeds the criteria of position 
C.6.;-. of Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Revision 2), and 

3) Verifying by a visual inspection the absence of foreign materials and 
gasket deterioration.  

d. At least once per 12 months by verifying that the pressure drop across the 
combined HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6 inches 
Water Gauge while operating .the system at a flow rate of 1000 cfm ±10%; 

e. At least once per 18 months by verifying that on a Containment Phase "A" 
Isolation test signal the system automatically switches into the 
recirculation mode of operation.
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ADMTNISTRATTVF CONTROLS 

PEAKITNG FACTOR [TMTT RFPORT 

6.9.1.6 The W(Z) function(s) for Base-Load Operation corresponding to a ±2% 
band about the target flux difference and/or a ±3% band about the target flux 
difference, the Load-Follow function Fz(Z) and the augmented surveillance 
turnon power fraction, PT, shall be provided to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, whenever PT is <1.0. In the event, the option of Baseload 
Operation (as defined in Section 4.2.2.3) will not be exercised, the submission 
of the W(Z) function is not required. Should these values (i.e., W(Z), Fz(Z) 
and PT) change requiring a new submittal or an amended submittal to the Peaking 
Factor Limit Report, the Peaking Factor Limit Report shall be provided to the 
NRC Document Control desk with copies to the Regional Administrator and the 
Resident Inspector within 30 days of their implementation, unless otherwise 
approved by the Commission.  

The analytical methods used Lo 0enerate the Peaking Factor limits shall be 
those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC. If changes to these methods 
are deemed necessary they will be ev'luated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 and 
submitted to the NRC for review and approval prior to their use if the change 
is determined to involve an unreviewed safety question or if such a change 
would require amendment of previously submitted documentation.  

CORE OPERATING LIMTTS REPORT 

6.9.1.7 Core operating limits shall be established and documented in the CORE 
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) before each reload cycle or any remaining part 
of a reload cycle for the following: 

1. Axial Flux Difference for Specification 3.2.1.  

2. Control Rod Insertion Limits for Specification 3.1.3.6.  
3. Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor - FQ(Z) for Specification 3/4.2.2.  

4. All Rods Out position for Specification 3.1.3.2.  

5. Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor for Specification 3/4.2.3 

The analytical methods used to determine the AFD limits shall be those 
previously reviewed and approved by the NRC in: 

1. WCAP-10216-P-A, "RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL OFFSET CONTROL Fa 
SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION," June 1983.  

2. WCAP-8385, "POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL AND LOAD FOLLOWING PROCEDURES 
TOPICAL REPORT," September 1974.  

The analytical methods used to determine FO(Z), FH and the K(Z) curve shall be 
those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC in: 

1. WCAP-9220-P-A, Rev. 1, "Westinghouse ECCS Evaluation Model - 1981 
Version," February 1982.  

2. WCAP-9561-P-A, ADD. 3, Rev. 1, "BART A-i: A Computer Code for the Best 
Estimate Analysis of Reflood Transients - Special Report: Thimble 
Modeling d ECCS Evaluation Model." 

3. WCAP-10054-P-A, (proprietary), "Westinghouse Small Break ECCS 
Evaluation Model Using the NOTRUMP Code", August 1985.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

4. WCAP-10054-P, Addendum 2, Revision 1 (proprietary), "Addendum to the 
Westinghouse Small Break ECCS Evaluation Model Using the NOTRUMP Code: 
Safety Injection in the Broken Loop and Improved Condensation Model".  
October 1995.* 

5. WCAP-10266-P-A, Rev 2 (proprietary), and WCAP-11524-NP-A, Rev 2 
(non-proprietary), "The 1981 Version of the Westinghouse ECCS 
Evaluation Model Using the BASH Code," May 1988.  

6. NTD-NRC-94-4143, "Change in Methodology for Execution of BASH 
Evaluation Model," May 23, 1994.  

The analytical methods used to determine Rod Bank Insertion Limits and the All 
Rods Out position shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC 
in: 

1. WCAP-9272-P-A, "Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology," 
July 1985.  

The ability to calculate the COLR nuclear design parameters are demonstrated 
in: 

1. Florida Power & Light Company Topical Report NF-TR-95-01, "Nuclear 
Physics Methodology for Reload Design of Turkey Point & St. Lucie 
Nuclear Plants".  

Topical Report NF-TR-95-01 was approved by the NRC for use by Florida Power & 
Light Company in: 

1. Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations Related 
to Amendment No. 174 to Facility Operating License DPR-31 and Amendment 
No. 168 to Facility Operating License DPR-41, Florida Power & Light 
Company Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, Docket Nos. 50-250 and 50-251.  

The AFD, FO(Z), FaH, K(Z), and Rod Bank Insertion Limits shall be determined 
such that all applicable limits of the safety analyses are met. The CORE 
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, including any mid-cycle revisions or supplements 
thereto, shall be provided upon issuance, for each reload cycle, to the NRC 
Document Control Desk with copies to the Regional Administrator and Resident 
Inspector, unless otherwise approved by the Commission.  

*This reference is only to be used subsequent to NRC approval.
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2-1 SAFETY LIMITS

BASES 

2.1-1 REACTOR CORF 

The restrictions of this Safety Limit prevent overheating of the fuel 
and possible cladding perforation which would result in the release of 
fission products to the reactor coolant. Overheating of the fuel cladding 
is prevented by restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling 
regime where the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding 
surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation temperature.  

Operation above the upper boundary of the nucleate boilingregime 
could result in excessive cladding temperatures because of the onset of 
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) and the resultant sharp reduction in 
heat transfer coefficient. DNB is not a directly measurable parameter 
during operation and therefore THERMAL POWER and reactor coolant 
temperature and pressure have been related to DNB. This relationship has 
been developed to predict the DNB flux and the location of DNB for axially 
uniform and nonuniform heat flux distributions. The local DNB heat flux 
ratio (DNBR) is defined as the ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB 
at a particular core location to the local heat flux and is indicative of 
the margin to DNB.  

The DNB design basis is as follows: there must be at least a 95 
percent probability with 95 percent confidence that the minimum DNBR of the 
limiting rod during Condition I and II events is greater than or equal to 
the DNBR limit of the DNB correlation being used. The correlation DNBR 
limit is established based on the entire applicable experimental data set 
such that there is a 95 percent probability with 95 percent confidence that 
DNB will not occur when the minimum DNBR is at the DNBR limit.  

The curves of Figure 2.1-1 show the loci of points of THERMAL POWER, 
Reactor Coolant System pressure and average temperature for which the 
minimum DNBR is no less than the design DNBR value, or the average enthalpy 
at the vessel exit is equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid.  

These curves are based on an enthalpy hot channel factor, FtNH. and a 
reference cosine with a peak of 1.55 for axial power shape. An allowance 
is included for an increase in F•H at reduced power based on the 

expression: 
N RTP 
,a - & H [1+ PF •H ( - ) 

Where P is the fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER.  FRT P 
FaH = FAH limit at RATED THERMAL POWER as specified in the CORE 
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.  

PFaH = Power Factor multiplier for FaH as specified in the CORE 
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT.
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SAFETY LIMITS

BASES 

2-1-1 RFACTOR CORE (Continued) 

These limiting heat flux conditions are higher than those calculated 
for the range of all control rods fully withdrawn to the maximum allowable 
control rod insertion limit assuming the axial power imbalance is within 
the limits of the f (Al) function of the Overtemperature trip. When the 
axial power imbalance is not within the tolerance, the axial power 
imbalance effect on the Overtemperature AT trips will reduce the setpoints 
to provide protection consistent with core Safety Limits.  

Fuel rod bowing reduces the values of DNB ratio :DN1R). The penalties 
are calculated pursuant to "Fuel Rod Bow Evaluation," WCAP-8691-P-A 
Revision 1 (Proprietary) and WCAP-8692 Revision 1 (Non-Proprietary). The 
restrictions of the Core Thermal Hydraulic Safety Limits assure that an 
amount of DNBR margin greater than or equal to the above penalties is 
retained to offset the rod bow DNBR penalty.  

2-1-2 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESS[IRF 

The restriction of this Safety Limit protects the integrity of the 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) from overpressurization and thereby prevents 
the release of radionuclides contained in the reactor coolant from reaching 
the containment atmosphere.  

The reactor vessel and pressurizer are designed to Section III of the 
ASME Code for Nuclear Power Plants which permits a maximum transient 
pressure of 110% (2735 psig) of design pressure. The RCS piping, valves 
and fittings are designed to ANSI B31.1 which permits a maximum transient 
pressure of 120% of design pressure of 2485 psig. The Safety Limit of 2735 
psig is therefo.re more conservative than the ANSI B31.1 design criteria and 
consistent with associated ASME Code requirements.  

The entire RCS is hydrotested at 125% (3107 psig) of design pressure, 
to demonstrate integrity prior to initial operation.
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LIMITING SAFFTY SY;TFM SETTTNCS

BASES 

Undervnltaap and - 4-16 kV Bus A and B Trios (Continued) 

power the Undervoltage Bus trips are automatically blocked by P-7 (a power level of 
approximately 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER with a turbine first stage pressure at 
approximately 10% of full power equivalent); and on increasing power, reinstated 
automatically by P-7.  

Iurbi~npTrig 

A Turbine trip initiates a Reactor trip. On decreasing power., the Reactor Trip 
from the Turbine trip is automatically blocked by P-7 (a power level af approximately 
10% of RATED THERMAL POWER with a turbine first stage pressure at approximately 10% of 
full power equivalent); and on increasing power, reinstated automatically by P-7.  

Safety Injection Input from FSF 

If a Reactor trip has not.already been generated by the Reactor Trip System 
instrumentation, the ESF automatic actuation logic channels will initiate a Reactor 
trip upon any signal which initiates a Safety Injection. The ESF instrumentation 
channels which initiate a Safety Injection signal are shown in Table 3.3-3.  

Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trip 

The Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trips are anticipatory trips which 
provide reactor core protection against DNB. The open/close position trips assure a 
reactor trip signal is generated before the low flow trip setpoint is reached. Their 
functional capability at the open/close position settings is required to enhance the 
overall reliability of the Reactor Protection System. Above P-7 (a power level of 
approximately 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER or a turbine first stage pressure at 
approximately 10% of full power equivalent) an automatic reactor trip will occur if 
more than one reactor coolant pump breaker is opened. Above P-8 (a power level of 
approximately 45% of RATED THERMAL POWER) an automatic reactor trip will occur if one 
reactor coolant pump breaker is opened. On decreasing power between P-8 and P-7, an 
automatic reactor trip will occur if more than one reactor coolant pump breaker is 
opened and below P-7 the trip function is automatically blocked.  

Underfrequency sensors are also installed on the 4.16 kV busses to detect 
underfrequency and initiate breaker trip on underfrequency. The underfrequency trip 
setpoints preserve the coast down energy of the reactor coolant pumps, in case of a 
grid frequency decrease so DNB does not occur.
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3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 
/ 

BASES 

The specifications of this section provide assurance of fuel integrity 
during Condition I (Normal Operation) and II (Incidents of Moderate 
Frequency) events by: (1) maintaining the minimum DNBR in the core greater 
than or equal to the applicable design limit during normal operation and in 
short-term transients, and (2) limiting the fission gas release, fuel 
pellet temperature, and cladding mechanical properties to within assumed 
design criteria. In addition, limiting the peak linear power density 
during Condition I events provides assurance that the initial conditions 
assumed for the LOCA analyses are met and the ECCS acceptance criteria 
limit of 2200OF is not exceeded.  

The definitions of certain hot channel and peaking factors as used in 
these specifications are as follows: 

FQ(Z) Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, is defined as the maximum local heat 
flux on the surface of a fuel rod at core elevation Z divided by 
the average fuel rod heat flux, allowing for manufacturing 
tolerances on fuel pellets and rods; 

N 
FAH Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor, is defined as the ratio 

of the integral of linear power along the rod with the highest 
integrated power to the average rod power; and 

Fxy(Z) Radial*Peaking Factor, is defined as the ratio of peak power 
density to average power density in the horizontal plane at core 
elevation Z.  

3/4.2.1 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE 

The limits on AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) assure that the F (Z) limit 
defined in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT times the normalized axial 
peaking factor is not exceeded during either normal operation or in the 
event of xenon redistribution following power changes.  

Target flux difference is determined at equilibrium xenon conditions.  
The full-length rods may be positioned within the core in accordance with 
their respective insertion limits and should be inserted near their normal 
position for steady-state operation at high power levels. The value of the 
target flux difference obtained under these conditions divided by the 
fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER is the target flux difference at RATED 
THERMAL POWER for the associated core burnup conditions. Target flux 
differences for other THERMAL POWER levels are obtained by multiplying the 
RATED THERMAL POWER value by the appropriate fractional THERMAL POWER 
level. The periodic updating of the target flux difference value is 
necessary to reflect core burnup considerations.
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POWER DISTRTRUTION LIMITS

3/4-2.2 and 3/4-2-3 HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNFL FACTOR AND NUCLFAR FNTHAIPY RISF HOT 
CHANNEL FACTOR 

The limits on heat flux hot channel factor and nuclear enthalpy rise hot 
channel factor ensure that: (1) the design limits on peak local power density and 
minimum DNBR are not exceeded and (2) in the event of a LOCA the peak fuel clad 
temperature will not exceed the 2200F ECCS acceptance criteria limit. The LOCA 
peak fuel clad temperature limit may be sensitive to the number of steam generator 
tubes plugged.  

Fn(Z), Heat Flux Hnt Channel Factor, is defined as the maximum local heat flux on 
the surface of a fuel rod at core elevation Z divided by the average fuel rod heat 
flux.  
IN 
FaH Nuclear Enthalpv Risp Hnt Channel Factor, is defined as the ratio of the 
integral of linear power along the rod with the highest integrated power to the 
average rod power.  

Each of these is measurable but will normally only be determined periodically 
as specified in Specifications 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. This periodic surveillance is 
sufficient to ensure that the limits are maintained provided: 

a. Control rods in a single group move together with no indivi.dual rod 
insertion differing by more than ± 12 steps, indicated, from the group 
demand position; 

b. Control rod groups are sequenced with overlapping groups as described in 
Specification 3.1.3.6; 

c. The control rod insertion limits of Specifications 3.1.3.5 and 3.1.3.6 are 
maintained; and 

d. The axial power distribution, expressed in terms of AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE, 
is maintained within the limits.  

When an F0 measurement is taken, both experimental error and manufacturing 
tolerance must be allowed for. Five percent is the appropriate allowance for a 
full core map taken with the movable incore detector flux mapping system and three 
percent is the appropriate allowance for manufacturing tolerance. These 
uncertainties only apply if the map is taken for purposes other than the 
determination of PBL and PRB.  

FN FH will be maintained within its limits provided Conditions a. through d.  
above are maintained.  

In the specified limit of FaH, there is an 8 percent allowance for 
uncertainties which means that normal operation of the core is expected to N FRTP RT PN 

result in FNH : FH /1.08, where F H is the FAH limit at RATED THERMAL POWER 
(RTP) specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT. The logic behind the larger 
uncertainty in this
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POWER DITSRTRIITTON LIMTTS 

RASFS 

3/4-2-4 OUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO 

The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO limit assures that the radial power distribution 
satisfies the design values used in the power capability analysis. Radial power 
distribution measurements are made during STARTUP testing and periodically during 
power operation.  

The limit of 1.02. at which corrective action is required, provides DNB and 
linear heat generation rate protection with x-y plane power tilts. A limit of 1.02 
was selected to provide an allowance for the uncertainty associated with the 
indicated power tilt.  

The 2-hour time allowance for operation with a tilt condition greater than 1.02 
but less than 1.09 is provided to allow identification and correction of a dropped or 
misaligned control rod. In the event such action action does not correct the tilt.  
the margin for uncertainty on FQ(Z) is reinstated by reducing the maximum allowed 
power by 3% for each percent of tilt in excess of 1.  

For purposes of monitoring QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO when one excore detector is 
inoperable, the movable incore detectors or incore thermocouple map are used to 
confirm that the normalized symmetric power distribution is consistent with the 
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO. The incore detector monitoring is done with a full incore 
flux map or two sets of four symmetric thimbles. The two sets of four symmetric 
thimbles is a unique set of eight detector locations. These locations are C-8, E-5, 
E-11. H-3, H-13, L-5, L-11, N-B.  

3/4-2-5 DNR PARAMETFRS 

The limits on the DNB-related parameters assure that each of the parameters are 
maintained within the normal steady-state envelope of operation assumed in the 
transient and accident analyses. The limits are consistent with the initial FSAR 
assumptions and have been analytically demonstrated adequate to maintain a minimum 
DNBR above the applicable design limits throughout each analyzed transient. The 
indicated Tavg value of 581.2 0 F and the indicated pressurizer pressure value of 2200 1 
psig correspond to analytical limits of 583.2'F and 2175 psig respectively, with I 
allowance for measurement uncertainty.  

The measured RCS flow value of 264.000 gpm corresponds to an analytical limit of t 
255,000 gpm which is assumed to have a 3.5% calorimetric measurement uncertainty.  

The 12-hour periodic surveillance of these parameters through instrument readout 
is sufficient to ensure that the parameters are restored within their limits 
following load changes and other expected transient operation. The 18-month periodic 
measurement of the RCS total flow rate is adequate to ensure that the DNB-related 
flow assumption is met and to ensure correlation of the flow indication channels with 
measured flow. Six month drift effects have been included for feedwater temperature, 
feedwater flow, steam pressure, and the pressurizer pressure inputs. The flow 
measurement is performed within ninety days of completing the cross-calibration of 
the hot leg and cold leg narrow range RTDs. The indicated percent flow surveillance 
on a 12-hour basis will provide sufficient verification that flow degradation has not 
occurred. An indicated percent flow which is greater than the thermal design flow 
plus instrument channel inaccuracies and parallax errors is acceptable for the 12 
hour surveillance on RCS flow. To minimize measurement uncertainties it is assumed I 
that the RCS flow channel outputs are averaged.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES 

3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES 

The pressurizer Code safety valves operate to prevent the RCS from 
being pressurized above its Safety Limit of 2735 psig. Each safety valve 
is designed to relieve 293,330 lbs per hour of saturated steam at the valve 
Setpoint. The relief capacity of a single safety valve is adequate to 
relieve any overpressure condition which could occur during shutdown. In 
the event that no safety valves are OPERABLE, an RCS vent opening of at 
least 2.50 square inches will provide overpressure relief capability and 
will prevent RCS overpressurization. In addition, the Overpressure 
Mitigating System provides a diverse means of protection against RCS 
overpressurization at low temperatures.  

During operation, all pressurizer Code safety valves must be OPERABLE 
to prevent the RCS from being pressurized above its Safety Limit of 
2735 psig. The combined relief capacity of all of these valves is greater 
than the maximum surge rate resulting from a complete loss-of-load assuming 
no Reactor trip until the first Reactor Trip System Trip Setpoint is 
reached (i.e., no credit is taken for a direct Reactor trip on the loss-of
load) and also assuming no operation of the power-operated relief valves or 
steam dump valves.  

In Mode 5 only one pressurizer code safety is required for 
overpressure protection. In lieu of an actual operable code safety valve, 
an unisolated and unsealed vent pathway (i.e., a direct, unimpaired: 
opening, a vent pathway with valves locked open and/or power removed and 
locked on an open valve) of equivalent size can be taken credit for as 
synonymous with an OPERABLE code safety.  

Demonstration of the safety valves' lift settings will occur only 
during shutdown and will be performed in accordance with the provisions of 
Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code. The pressurizer code 
safety valves' lift settings allows a +2%, -3% setpoint tolerance for 
OPERABILITY; however, the valves are reset to within ±1% during the 
surveillance to allow for drift.  

3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER 

The 12-hour periodic surveillance is sufficient to ensure that the 
maximum water volume parameter is restored to within its limit following 
expected transient operation. The maximum water volume (1133 cubic feet) 
ensures that a steam bubble is formed and.thus the RCS is not a 
hydraulically solid system. The requirement that both backup pressurizer 
heater groups be OPERABLE enhances the capability of the plant to control 
Reactor Coolant System pressure and establish natural circulation.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

PRESSURF/TFMPFRATIIRE LIMTT.S (Continued) 

1. The reactor coolant temperature and pressure and system heatup and 
cooldown rates (with the exception of the pressurizer) shall be 
limited in accordance-with Figures 3.4-2 to 3.4-4 for the service 
period specified thereon: 

a. Allowable combinations of pressure and temperature for specific 
temperature change rates are below and to the right of the limit 
lines shown. Limit lines for cooldown rates between those 
presented may be obtained by interpolation; and 

b. Figures 3.4-2 to 3.4-4 define limits to assure prevention of non
ductile failure only. For normal operation, other inherent plant 
characteristics, e.g., pump heat addition and pressurizer heater 
capacity, may limit the heatup and cooldown rates that can be 
achieved over certain pressure-temperature ranges.  

2. These limit lines shall be calculated periodically using methods 
provided below, 

3. The secondary side of the steam generator must not be pressurized 
above 200 psig if the temperature of the steam generator Is below 700F.  

4. The pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates shall not exceed 1000F/h and 
200OF/h, respectively. The spray shall not be used if the temperature 
difference between the pressurizer and the spray fluid is greater than 
320"F, and 

5. System preservice hydrotests and inservice leak and hydrotests shall 
be performed at pressures in accordance with the requirements of ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.  

The fracture toughness properties of the ferritic materials in the 
reactor vessel are determined in accordance with the NRC Standard Review 

Plan, the version of the ASTM E185 standard required by 10 CFR 50, 

Appendex H, and in accordance with additional reactor vessel requirements.  

The properties are then evaluated in accordance with Appendix G of the 

1983 Edition of Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and 

the additional requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G and the calculation 
methods described in Westinghouse Report GTSD-A-1.12, "Procedure for 
Developing Heatup and Cooldown Curves." 

Heatup and cooldown limit curves are calculated using the most 
limiting value of the nil-ductility reference temperature, RTNDT, at the 

end of 19 effective full power years (EFPY) of service life. The 19 EFPY 
service life period is chosen such that the limiting RTNDT, at the 1/4T 
location in
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RFACTOR COOLANT SYSTFM

PRESSURE/TFMPERATURE LTMITS (Continued) 

the core region is greater than the RTNDT, of the limiting unirradiated 
material. The selection of such a limiting RTNDT assures that all 
components in the Reactor Coolant System will be operated conservatively in 

accordance with applicable Code requirements.  

The heatup and cooldown limit curves, Figures 3.4-2. 3.4-3 and 3.4-4 

are composite curves prepared by determining the most conservative case 

with either the inside or outside wall controlling, for any heatup rate up 

to 100 degrees F per hour and cooldown rates of up to 100 degrees F per 

hour. The heatup and cooldown curves were prepared based upon the most 

limiting %,alue of predicted adjusted reference temperature at the end of 
the applicable service period (19 EFPY).  

The reactor vessel materials have been tested to determine their 

initial RTNDT; the results of these tests are shown in Tables B 3/4.4-1 and 

B 3/4.4-2. Reactor operation and resultant fast neutron (E greater than 1 

MeV) irradiation can cause an increase in the RTNDT. Therefore, an 

adjusted reference temperature, based upon the fluence and chemistry 

factors of the material has been predicted using Regulatory Guide 1.99, 

Revision 2, dated May 1988, "Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel 

Materials." *The heatup and cooldown limit curves of Figures 3.4-2, 3.4-3, 

and 3.4-4 include predicted adjustments for this shift in RTNDT at the end 

of the applicable service period.  

The actual shifts in RTNDT, of the vessel materials will be 

established periodically during operation by removing and evaluating, in 

accordance with the version of the ASTM E185 standard required by 10 CFR 

Appendix H, reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens 

installed near the inside wall of the reactor vessel in the core area.  

Since the neutron spectra at the irradiation samples and vessel inside 

radius are essentially identical, the measured transition shift for a 

sample can be applied with confidence to the adjacent section of the 

reactor vessel.  

Since the limiting beltline materials (Intermediate to Lower Shell 

Circumferential Weld) in Units 3 and 4 are identical, the RV surveillance 

program was integrated and the results from capsule testing is applied to 

both Units. The surveillance capsule "T" results from Unit 3 (WCAP 8631) 

and Unit 4 (SWRI 02-4221) and the capsule "V" results from Unit 3 (SWRI 06

8576 were used with the methodology in Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, 

to provide
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CONTATNMFNT SYSTFMS

BASES 

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTFM-(Continued) .......  

resilient material seal degradation and will allow opportunity for repair 
before gross leakage failures could develop. The 0.60 L, leakage limit of 
Specification 3.6.1.2b. shall not be exceeded when the leakage rates 
determined by the leakage integrity tests of these valves are added to the 
previously determined total for all valves and penetrations subject to 
Type B and C tests.  

3/4-6-2 DEPRESSURI7ATTON AND COO[LNG SYSTEMS 

3/4-6.2.1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM 

The OPERAB.ILITY of the Containment Spray System ensures that 
containment depressurization capability will be available in the event of a 
LOCA. The pressure reduction and resultant lower containment leakage rate 
are consistent with the assumptions used in the safety analyses.  

The allowable out-of-service time requirements for the Containment 
Spray System have been fiaintained consistent with that assigned other 
inoperable ESF equipment and do not reflect the additional redundancy in 
cooling capability provided by the Emergency Containment Cooling System.  
Pump performance requirements are obtained from the accidents analysis 
assumptions.  

31/4.6.2.2 EMERGENCY CONTAINMENT COOLIN, SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the Emergency Containment Cooling (ECC) System 
ensures that the heat removal capacity is maintained with acceptable ranges 
following postulated design basis accidents. To support both containment 
integrity safety analyses and component cooling water thermal analysis, a 
maximum of two ECCs can receive an automatic start signal following 
generation of a safety injection (SI) signal (one ECC receives an "A" train 
SI signal and another ECC receives an "B" train SI signal). To support 
post-LOCA long-term containment pressure/temperature analyses, a maximum of 
two ECCs are required to operate. The third (swing) ECC is required to be 
OPERABLE to support manual starting following a postulated LOCA event for 
containment pressure/temperature suppression.  

The allowable out-of-service time requirements for the Containment 
Cooling System have been maintained consistent with that assigned other 
inoperable ESF equipment and do not reflect the additional redundancy in 
cooling capability provided by the Containment Spray System.  

The surveillance requirement for ECC flow is verified by correlating 
the test configuration value with the design basis assumptions for system 
configuration and flow. An 18-month surveilance interval is acceptable 
based on the use of water from the CCW system, which results in a low risk 
of heat exchanger tube fouling.
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CONTAINMFNT SYSTEMS

BASES 

3/4.6.3 EMERGENCY CONTAINMENT FTLTERING SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the Emergency Containment Filtering System ensures 
that sufficient iodine removal capability will be available in the event of 
a LOCA. The reduction in containment iodine inventory reduces the resulting 
SITE BOUNDARY radiation doses associated with containment leakage. The 
operation of this system and resultant iodine removal capacity are 
consistent with the assumptions used in the LOCA analyses. System 
components are not subject to rapid deterioration. Visual inspection and 
operating/performance tests after maintenance, prolonged operation, and at 
the required frequencies provide assurances of system reliability and will 
prevent system failure. jilter performance tests are conducted in 
accordance with the methodology and intent of ANSI N510- 1975.  

3/4-6.4 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVFS 

The OPERABILITY of the containment isolation valves ensures that the 
containment atmosphere will be isolated from the outside environment in the 
event of a release of radioactive material to the containment atmosphere or 
pressurization of the containment. Containment isolation within the time 
limits specified in the In-Service Testing Program is consistent with the 
assumed isolation times of those valves with specific isolation times in the 
LOCA analysis.  

3/4.6.5 HYDROGEN MONITORS 

The OPERABILITY of the Hydrogen Monitors ensures the detection of 
hydrogen buildup within containment following a LOCA to allow operator 
action to reduce the hydrogen concentration below its flammable limit.  

3/4-6-6 POST ACCIDENT CONTAINMENT VENT SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the Post Accident Containment Vent System ensures 
the capability for emergency venting of containment following a LOCA to 
reduce the hydrogen concentration to below Its flammable limit.  

PACVS systems components are not subject to rapid deterioration, 
having lifetimes of many years, even under continuous flow conditions.  
Visual inspection and operating tests provide assurance of system 
reliability and will ensure early detection of conditions which could cause 
the system to fail or operate improperly. The performance tests prove that 
filters have been properly installed, that no deterioration or damage has 
occurred, and that all components and subsystems operate properly. The 
tests are performed in accordance with the methodology and intent of ANSI 
N510-1975 and provide assurance that filter performance has not deteriorated 
below required specification values due to aging, contamination or other 
effects.
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3/4-7-1-1 SAFFTY VALVES (Continued) 

Operation with less than all four MSSVs OPERABLE for each steam generator is 
permissible, if THERMAL POWER is proportionally limited to the relief capacity of the 
remaining MSSVs. This is accomplished by restricting THERMAL POWER so that the 
energy transfer to the most limiting steam generator is not greater than the 
available relief capacity in that steam generator. Table 3.7-2 allows a ± 3% 
setpoint tolerance for OPERABILITY; however, the valves are reset to ± 1% during the 
Surveillance to allow for drift.  

3/4-7-1-2 AUXTLTARY FFFDWATER SYSTFM 

The OPERABILITY of the Auxiliary Feedwater System ensures that the Reactor 
Coolant System can be cooled down to less than 350°F from normal operating 
conditions in the event of a total loss-of-offsite power. Steam can be supplied to 
the pump turbines from either or bothunits through redundant steam headers. Two 
D.C. motor operated valves and one A.C. motor operated valve on each unit isolate the 
three main steam lines from these headers. Both the D.C. and A.C. motor operated 
valves are powered from safety-related sources. Auxiliary feedwater can be supplied 
through redundant lines to the safety-related portions of the main feedwater lines to 
each of the steam generators. Air operated fail closed flow control valves are 
provided to modulate the flow to each steam generator. Each steam driven auxiliary 
feedwater pump has sufficient capacity for single and two unit operation to ensure 
that adequate feedwater flow is available to remove decay heat and reduce the Reactor 
Coolant System temperature to less than 350=F when the Residual Heat Removal System 
may be placed into operation.  

ACTION statement 2 describes the actions to be taken when both auxiliary feedwater 
trains are inoperable. The requirement to verify the availability of both standby 
feedwater pumps is to be accomplished by verifying that both pumps have successfully 
passed their monthly surveillance tests within the last surveillance interval. The 
requirement to complete this action before beginning a unit shutdown is to ensure 
that an alternate feedwater train is available before putting the affected unit 
through a transient. If no alternate feedwater trains are available, the affected 
unit is to stay at the same condition until an auxiliary feedwater train is returned 
to service, and then invoke ACTION statement 1 for the other train. If both standby 
feedwater pumps are made available before one auxiliary feedwater train is returned 
to an OPERABLE status, then the affected unit(s) shall be placed in at least HOT 
STANDBY within 6 hours and HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.  

ACTION statement 3 describes the actions to be taken when a single auxiliary 
feedwater pump is inoperable. The requirement to verify that two independent 
auxiliary feedwater trains are OPERABLE is to be accomplished by verifying that the 
requirements for Table 3.7-3 have been successfully met for each train within the 
last surveillance interval. The provisions of Speci-fication 3.0.4 are not applicable 
to the third auxiliary feedwater pump provided it has not been inoperable for longer 
than 30 days. This means that a unit(s) can change OPERATIONAL MODES during a 
unit(s) heatup with a single auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable as long as the 
requirements of ACTION statement 3 are satisfied.
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AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM (Continued) 

The monthly testing of the auxiliary feedwater pumps will verify their 
operability. Proper functioning of the turbine admission valve and the operation of 
the pumps will demonstrate the integrity of the system. Verification of correct 
operation will be made both from instrumentation within the control room and direct 
visual observation of the pumps.  

3/4-7-.13 CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK 

There are two (2) seismically designed 250,000 gallons condensate storage tanks.  
A minimum indicated volume of 210,000 gallons is maintained for each unit in MODES 1, 
2 or 3. The OPERABILITY of the condensate storage tank with the minimum indicated 
volume ensures that sufficient water is available to maintain the Reactor Coolant 
System at HOT STANDBY conditions for approximately.23 hours or maintain the Reactor 
Coolant System at HOT STANDBY conditions for 15 h6urs and then cool down the Reactor 
Coolant System to below 350°F at which point the Residual Heat Removal System may be 
placed in operation.  

The minimum indicated volume includes an allowance for instrument indication 
uncertainties and for water deemed unusable because of vortex formation and the 
configuration of the discharge line.  

3/4-7-1-4 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

The limit on secondary coolant specific activity is based on a postulated release 
of secondary coolant equivalent to the contents of three steam generators to the 
atmosphere due to a net load rejection' The limiting dose for this case would result 
from radioactive iodine in the secondary coolant. One tenth of the iodine in the 
secondary coolant is assumed to reach the site boundary making allowance for plate
out and retention in water droplets. The inhalation thyroid dose at the site 
boundary is then; 

Dose (Rem) = C * V * B * DCF * X/O * 0.1 

Where: C = secondary coolant dose equivalent 1-131 specific activity 

= 0.2 curles/ m3 (pCi/cc) or 0.1 Ci/m3 , each unit 

V = equivalent secondary coolant volume released = 214 m3 

B = breathing rate = 3.47 x 10.4 m3/sec.  

X/Q = atmospheric dispersion parameter = 1.54 x 10.4 sec/m3 

0.1 = equivalent fraction of activity released 

DCF = dose conversion factor, Rem/Ci 

The resultant thyroid dose is less than 1.5 Rem.
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3/4:7_1_5 MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALV-VS 

The OPERABILITY of the main steam line isolation valves ensures that no more than 
one steam generator will blow down in the event of a steam line rupture. This 
restriction is required to: (1) minimize the positive reactivity effects of the 
Reactor Coolant System cooldown associated with the blowdown, and (2) limit the 
pressure rise within containment in the event the steam line rupture occurs within 
containment. The OPERABILITY of the main steam isolation valves within'the closure 
times of the Surveillance Requirements are consistent with the assumptions used in 
the safety analyses. The 24-hour action time provides a reasonable amount of time to 
troubleshoot and repair the backup air and/or nitrogen system.  

3/4-7-1-6 STANDBY STEAM GENERATOR FEEDWATER SYSTEM 

The purpose of this sp'.cification and the supporting surveillance requirements is 
to assure operabilit3 o7 tVe non-safety grade Standby Steam-Generator Feedwater Sys
tem. The Standby Steam Generat,)r Feedwater System consists of commercial grade 
components designed and constructed to industry and FPL standards of this class of 
equipment located in the nutdoor. plant environment typical of FPL facilities system 
wide. The system is expected to perform with high reliability, i.e., comparable to 

that typically achieved with this class of equipment. FPL intends to maintain the 
system in good operating condition with regard to appearance, structures, supports, 
component maintenance, calibrations, etc.  

The function of the Standby Steam Generator Feedwater System for OPERABILITY 
determinations is that it can be used as a backup to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) 
System in the event the AFW System does not function properly. The system would be 
manually started, aligned and controlled by the operator when needed.  

The A pump is electric-driven and is powered from the non-safety related C bus. In 
the event of a coincident loss of offsite power, the B pump is diesel driven and can 
be started and operated independent of the availability of on-site-or off-site power.  

A supply of 65,000 gallons from the Demineralized Water Storage Tank for the 
Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps is sufficient water to remove decay heat from 
the reactor for six (6) hours for a single unit or two (2) hours for two units. This 
was the basis used for requiring 65,000 gallons of water in the non-safety grade 
Demineralized Water Storage Tank and is judged to provide sufficient time for 
restoring the AFW System or establishing make-up to the Demineralized Water Storage 
Tank.  

The minimum indicated volume (135,000 gallons) consists of an allowance for level 

indication instrument uncertainties (approximately 15,000 gallons); for water deemed 

unusable because of tank discharge line location and vortex formation (approximately 
50,300 gallons); and the minimum usable volume (65,000 gallons). The minimum 
indicated volume corresponds to a water level of 8.5 feet in the Demineralized Water 

Storage Tank.  

The Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps are not designed to NRC requirements 

applicable to Auxiliary Feedwater Systems and are not required to satisfy design 

basis events requirements. These pumps may be out of service for up to 24 hours 

before initiating formal notification because of the extremely low probability of a 

demand for their operation.
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STANDBY STEAM GENERATOR FEEDWATER SYSTEM (Continued) 

The guidelines for NRC notification in case of both pumps being out of service 
for longer than 24 hours are provided in applicable plant procedures, as a voluntary 
4-hour notification.  

Adequate demineralized water for the Standby Steam Generator Feedwater system 
will be verified once per 24 hours. The Demineralized Water Storage Tank provides a 
source of water to several systems and therefore, requires daily verification.  

The Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps will be verified OPERABLE monthly on 
a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by starting and operating them In the recirculation mode.  
Also, during each unit's refueling outage, each Standby Steam Generator Feedwater 
Pump will be started and aligne(' to prnvide flow to the nuclear unit's steam 
generators.  

This surveillance regimen will thus demonstrate operability of the entire flow 
path, backup non-safety grade Dower supoly ard pump associated with a unit at least 
each refueling outage. The pump.; motor driver, and normal power supply availability 
would typically be demonstrated by operation of the pumps in the recirculation mode 
monthly on a staggered test basis.  

The diesel engine driver for the B Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pump will be 
verified operable once every 31 days on a staggered test basis performed on the B 
Standby Steam Generator Feedwater Pump. In addition, an inspection will be performed 
on the diesel at least once every 18 months in accordance with procedures prepared in 
conjunction with its manufacture's recommendations for the diesel's class of service.  
This inspection will ensure that the diesel driver is maintained in good operating 
condition consistent with FPL's overall objectives for system reliability.  

3/4-7-2 COMPONENT COOTLNG WATER SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the Component Cooling Water System ensures that sufficient 
cooling capacity is available for continued operation of safety-related equipment 
during normal and accident conditions. The redundant cooling capacity of this 
system, assuming a single active failure, is consistent with the assumptions used in 
the safety analyses. One pump and two heat exchangers provide the heat removal 
capability for accidents that have been analyzed.  

3/4-7-3 INTAKE COOLING WATER SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the Intake Cooling Water System ensures that sufficient 
cooling capacity is available for continued operation of safety-related equipment 
during normal and accident conditions. The design and operation of this system, 
assuming a single active failure, ensures cooling capacity consistent with the 
assumptions used in the safety analyses.
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3/4.7.4 ULTIMATE HEAT SINK 

The limit on ultimate heat sink temperature in conjunction with the SURVEILANCE 
REQUIREMENTS of Technical Specification 3/4.7.2 will ensure that sufficient cooling 
capacity is available either: (1) to provide normal cooldown of the facility, or (2) 
to mitigate the effects of accident conditions within acceptable limits.  

With the implementation of the CCW heat exchanger performance monitoring program, 
the limiting UHS temperature can be treated as a variable with an absolute upper 
limit of 1000F without compromising any margin of safety. Demonstration of actual 
heat exchanger performance capability supports system operation with postulated canal 
temperatures greater than 1000F. Therefore, an tipper Technical Specification limit 
of 100°F is conservative.  

3/4.7.- CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VFNTILATT •.-_S.YJ.  

The OPERABILITY of the Control Room Emargency Ventilation System ensures that: 
(1) the ambient air temperature does not exceed the allowable temperature for 
continuous-duty rating for the equipment and instrumentation cooled by this system, 
and (2) the control room will remain habitable for operations personnel during and 
following all credible accident conditions. The OPERABILITY of this system in con
junction with control room design provisions is based on limiting the radiation 
exposure to personnel occupying the control room to 5 rems or less whole body, or its 
equivalent. This limitation is consistent with the requirements of General Design 
Criterion 19 of Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 50.  

System components are not subject to rapid deterioration, having lifetimes of 
many years, even under continuous flow conditions. Visual inspection and operating 
tests provide assurance of system reliability and will ensure early detection of 
conditions which could cause the system to fail or operate improperly. The filters 
performance tests prove that filters have been properly installed, that no 
deterioration or damage has occurred, and that all components and subsystems operate 
properly. The tests are performed in accordance with the methodology and intent of 
ANSI N510 (1975) and provide assurance that filter performance has not deteriorated 
below returned specification values due to aging, contamination, or other effects.  

3/4.7-6 SNUBBERS 

All snubbers are required OPERABLE to ensure that the structural integrity of the 
Reactor Coolant System and all other safety-related systems is maintained during and 
following a seismic or other event initiating dynamic loads.  

The visual inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constant level of 
snubber protection to each safety-related system during an earthquake or severe 
transient. Therefore, the required inspection interval varies inversely with the 
observed snubber failures and is determined by the number of inoperable snubbers 
found during an inspection. Inspections performed before that interval has elapsed 
may be used as a new reference point to determine the next inspection. However, the 
results of such early inspections performed before the original required time
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interval has elapsed (nominal time less 25%) may not be used to lengthen the required 
inspection interval. Any inspection whose results require a shorter inspection 
interval will override the previous schedule.  

When the cause of the rejection of a snubber is visual inspection is clearly 
established and remedied for the snubber and for any other snubbers that may be 
generically susceptible, and verified operable by inservice functional testing, that 
snubber may be exempted from being counted as inoperable for the purposes of 
establishing the next visual inspection interval. Generically susceptible snubbers 
are those which are of a specific make or model and have the same design features 
directly related to rejection of the snubber by visual inspection, or are similarly 
located or exposed to the same environmental conditions such as temperature, 
radiation, and vibration.  

When a snubber is found inoperable, an evaluation is rerformed, in addition to 
the determination of the snubber mode of failure, in'order' to determine if any Safety 
Related System or component has been adversely affected by theLinoperability of the 
snubber. The evaluation shall determine whether or not the snubber mode of failure 
has imparted a significant effect or degradation on the supported component or 
system.  

To provide assurance of snubber functional reliability, a representative sample 
of the installed snubbers will be functionally tested during plant refueling 
SHUTDOWNS. Observed failure of these sample snubbers shall require functional 
testing of additional units.  

In cases where the cause of the functional failure has been identified additional 
testing shall be based on manufacturer's or engineering recommendations. As 
applicable, this additional testing increases the probability of locating possible 
inoperable snubbers without testing 100% of the safety-related snubbers.  

The service life of a snubber is established via manufacturer input and 
information through consideration of the snubber service conditions and associated 
installation and maintenance records (newly installed snubbers, seal replaced, spring 
replaced, in high radiation area, in high temperature area, etc.). The requirement 
to monitor the snubber service life is included to ensure that the snubbers 
periodically undergo a performance evaluation in view of their age and operating 
conditions. These records will provide statistical bases for future consideration of 
snubber service life. The requirements for the maintenance of records and the 
snubber service life review are not intended to affect plant operation
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3/4-7-7 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMTNATTON 

The limitations on removable contamination for sources requiring leak testing, 
including alpha emitters, is based on 10 CFR 70.39(a)(3) limits for plutonium. ThIs 
limitation will ensure that leakage from Byproduct, Source, and Special Nuclear 
Material sources will not exceed allowable intake values.  

Sealed sources are classified into three groups according to their use, with 
Surveillance Requirements commensurate with the probability of damage to a source in 
that group. Those sources which are frequently handled are required to be tested 
more often than those which are not. Sealed sources which are co'itiaiuously enclosed 
within a shielded mechanism (i.e., sealed sources within radiation lonitoring or 
boron measuring devices) are considered to be stored and need not be tes'.ed unless 
they are removed from the shielded mechanism.  

3/4.7-8 FXPLOSTVE GAS MIXTURE 

This specification is provided to ensure that the concentration of potentially 
explosive gas mixtures contained in the GAS DECAY TANK SYSTEM (as measured in the 
inservice gas decay tank) is maintained below the flammability limits of hydrogen 
and oxygen. Maintaining the concentration of hydrogen and oxygen below their 
flammability limits provides assurance that the releases of radioactive materials 
will be-controlled in conformance with the requirements of General Design Criterion 
60 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.  

3/4 7.9 GAS DFCAY TANKS 

The tanks included in this specification are those tanks for which the quantity 
of radioactivity contained is not limited directly or indirectly by another 
Technical Specification. Restricting the quantity of radioactivity contained in 
each Gas Decay Tank provides assurance that in the event of an uncontrolled release 
of the tank's contents, the resulting whole body exposure to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC 
at the nearest SITE BOUNDARY will not exceed 0.5 rem.
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 208.401 

"C" 
SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO AMENDMENT NO. 191 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-31 

AND AMENDMENT NO. 185 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-41 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

TURKEY POINT UNIT NOS. 3 AND 4 

DOCKET NOS. 50-250 AND 50-251 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

By letter dated December 18, 1995, as supplemented on May 3, June 11, July 1.  
July 3, and August 22, 1996 (hereafter, collectively referred to as power 
uprate submittal) Florida Power and Light Company (FPL or the licensee) 
requested changes to the Facility Operating License (FOL) and Technical 
Specifications (TS) to increase rated thermal power from 2200 Megawatt thermal 
(MWt) to 2300 Mwt (approximately 4.5 percent) for Turkey Point units 3 and 4.  
The results of the uprate evaluations and analyses were documented in 
Westinghouse WCAP-14276, Revision 1, "Florida Power & Light Company Turkey 
Point Units 3 and 4 Upratlng Licensing Report," (WCAP-14276) dated December 
1995 and submitted by the licensee with the December 18, 1995 request.  

The original Federal Register notice included information from the licensee's 
December 18, 1995, Nay 3 and June 11, 1996 letters. The July 1, July 3, and 
August 22, 1996 letters provided clarification and amplification of the 
analysis in the previously noticed letters and were not outside the scope of 
the original Federal Register notice.  

2.0 BACKGROUND 

Detailed evaluation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) (including Loss 
of. Coolant Accident (LOCA), non-LOCA, Containment Responses and Dose 
Consequences), engineered safety features, power conversion, emergency power, 
support systems and environmental issues were performed by the licensee and 
Westinghouse. The licensee stated that the results of these evaluations and 
analyses confirmed that Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 can safely operate at the 
increased power level.  

The capability of Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 to operate at uprated conditions 
was verified by the licensee in accordance with guidelines contained in 
Westinghouse topical report WCAP-10263, "A Review Plan for Uprating the 
Licensed Power of a Pressurized Water Reactor Power Plant". This WCAP 
methodology, although not formally approved by the NRC, was followed by 
North Anna, Salem, Indian Point Unit 2, Callaway and Vogtle for their core 
power upratings.
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The licensee stated that Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 have as-designed equipment 
and system capability to accommodate steam flow rates of at least 5 percent 
above the original rating and the increase to higher power is obtained by 
effective utilization of existing systems and equipment.  

3.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSES EVALUATION 

The accident analyses were reanalyzed or evaluated to support operation at the 
uprated NSSS power level as discussed in the following sections.  

3.1. Evaluation of Non-LOCA Events and Standby Safety Features Analysis 

The licensee has reviewed all of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR) Chapter 14 non-LOCA analyses for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 to 
determine their continued acceptability based on plant operation at the 
uprated power level. The following non-LOCA events were either evaluated or 
reanalyzed for plant conditions at uprated power level. The licensee's 
reanalyses were performed using NRC-approved methods and computer codes. The 
analyses incorporated a Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP), which is a 
part of the current licensing basis for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4.  

3.1.1 Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA) Bank Withdrawal from a 
Subcritical Condition 

The uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from a subcritical condition is analyzed 
to ensure that the core and the reactor coolant system (RCS) are not adversely 
affected. This has been demonstrated since the results of the analysis show 
that the minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) remains greater 
than the safety analysis limit and that the maximum fuel temperatures 
predicted to occur are much less than those required for clad damage (2700°F) 
or fuel melting (4800"F) to occur. The staff considers that the effect of the 
power uprate on this event is, therefore, acceptable.  

3.1.2 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power 

The uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at power is analyzed to ensure that the 
core and the RCS are not adversely affected. This has been demonstrated since 
the results of the analysis at the uprated conditions show that the high 
neutron flux and overtemperature AT reactor trip functions provide adequate 
protection to ensure that the minimum DNBR remains greater than the safety 
analysis limit and that the RCS and main steam systems are maintained below 
110 percent of the design pressures. The staff considers that the effect of 
the power uprate on this event is, therefore, acceptable.  

3.1.3 RCCA Drop 

Dropping of a full length RCCA into the core is analyzed to ensure that any 
resulting adverse power distribution does not violate the DNB design basis.  
The analysis shows that following a dropped RCCA event, without automatic rod 
withdrawal, the plant will return to a stabilized condition at less than or 
equal to the initial power. The staff considers that, since the DNBR remains
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above the limit value, the event does not adversely affect the core and the 
results due to the power uprate are acceptable.  

3.1.4 Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) Malfunction 

Unborated water can be inadvertently added to the RCS via the CVCS and cause a 
reactivity increase. The event is analyzed to ensure that there is sufficient 
time for mitigation of an inadvertent boron dilution event prior to the 
complete loss of shutdown margin (criticality). The results show that the 
maximum reactivity addition due to the dilution is slow enough to allow the 
operator sufficient time to determine the cause of the addition and take 
corrective action before shutdown margin is completely lost. For Mode 1, at 
least 15 minutes are available for operator action from the time of alarm to 
preclude a complete loss of shutdown margin. For Modes 2 and 6, at least 
15 minutes and 30 minutes, respectively, are available for operator action 
from the time of initiation of the dilution. This meets the Turkey Point 
licensing basis for the inadvertent dilution event and is, therefore, 
acceptable to the staff.  

3.1.5 Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant LooD 

This event is precluded by the current Turkey Point TS, which do not allow 
operation with an inactive loop.  

3.1.6 Excessive Heat Removal Due to Feedwater System Malfunctions 

An example of this type of event is one of the feedwater control valves is 
inadvertently fully opened while the reactor is operated at full power. The 
reactor protection systems, including power range high neutron flux, overpower 
AT, and turbine trip on high-high steam generator water level, are available 
for mitigating this event. The reanalysis results indicate a transient 
minimum DNBR of 2.0, which is above the minimum DNBR limit, and a transient 
peak RCS pressure of 2300 psia, which is less than the maximum allowable 
limit. Therefore, the results of this transient analysis are acceptable.  

3.1.7 Excessive Load Increase Incident 

This event assumes a rapid increase of steam demand that causes a power 
mismatch between the reactor power and steam load. If the load increase 
exceeds the capability of the RCS, the transient would be terminated by the 
reactor protection system to keep the transient DNBR above the minimum DNBR.  
The reactor protection systems reactor trip setpoints, including 
overtemperature AT, overpower AT, power range high neutron flux, and low 
pressurizer pressure, are available for mitigating this event. The results of 
the reanalysis show a transient minimum DNBR of 2.1, which is above the 
minimum DNBR limit, and a transient peak RCS pressure of 2260 psia which is 
less than the maximum allowable limit. Therefore, the results of the 
transient are acceptable.
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3.1.8 Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow 

The licensee has performed reanalysis of both a partial and complete loss of 
forced reactor coolant flow and compared the results to the American Nuclear 
Society (ANS) condition II criteria. These incidents may result from a 
mechanical or electrical failure in one or more of the reactor coolant pumps 
(RCPs). The transient would be terminated by the reactor protection systems 
to keep the transient DNBR above the minimum DNBR. The reactor protection 
systems reactor trip setpoints, including undervoltage or underfrequency on 
RCP power supplies, underfrequency RCP breaker trips, low reactor coolant loop 
flow, and pump circuit breaker opening, are available for mitigating this 
event. The results of the reanalysis for the limiting case (complete loss of 
flow) show a transient minimum DNBR of 1.55, which is above the minimum DNBR 
limit and a transient peak RCS pressure of 2370 psia, which is less than the 
maximum allowable limit.  

The RCP locked rotor/shaft break events were reanalyzed as ANS condition IV 
events. In this analysis, the off-site power is assumed available, which is 
consistent with the original licensing basis of the plant. While the 
consequences of a locked rotor are very similar to those of a pump shaft 
break, the analysis considers a scenario which represents the most limiting 
condition for the locked rotor and pump shaft break event. Following this 
event, a reactor trip will be actuated on a low RCS flow signal. For this 
event, DNB is assumed to occur in the core. The number of rods in DNB are 
conservatively calculated for use in dose consequences evaluations. The 
results of the reanalysis show that the number of rods in DNB is less than 
10 percent and the radiological consequences are within a small. fraction of 
the 10 CFR 100 guideline values. The peak transient RCS pressure is 2700 
psia, which is less than the maximum allowable limit. The results of the 
analysis meet the acceptance criteria for the condition IV event and are, 
therefore, acceptable to the staff.  

3.1.9 Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip 

The licensee has performed a reanalysis of this event for the cases with and 
without pressure control and with maximum and minimum reactivity feedback.  
For this event, the reactor protection systems reactor trip setpoints, 
including overtemperature AT, high pressurizer pressure, and low-low steam 
generator water level, are available for mitigating this event. The results 
of the reanalysis for the most limiting case (without pressure control) show 
that the peak transient RCS pressure is 2700 psia, which is less than the 
maximum allowable limit. Since this is a heatup event, transient DNBR 
generally remains above the initial point for all cases analyzed. Therefore, 
the results of this transient are acceptable to the staff.  

3.1.10 Loss of Normal Feedwater and Loss of Non-emergency Power to the Plant 
Auxiliaries 

In these events, plant protection is provided by either the reactor trip 
setpoints for the low-low steam generator water level or the steam flow and 
feed flow mismatch coincident with low steam generator water level in any 
loop. The results of the reanalysis show that the consequences of these
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events are bounded by the loss of external electrical load and/or turbine trip 
event, which were found acceptable to the staff as indicated above.  

3.1.11 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Core Response 

An MSLB could cause excess cooldown of the RCS. With a negative moderator 
temperature coefficient, the RCS cooldown results in a reduction of core shut 
down margin. Assuming the most reactive control rod is stuck in its fully 
withdrawn position, it is possible that the core will return to critical.  
However, the core will be ultimately shut down by the injection of borated 
water from the refueling storage tank via the safety injection pumps. The 
licensee states that the most limiting MSLB event is performed at hot zero 
power (HZP) conditions, which did not change for the power uprating. In a 
letter dated June 11, 1996, the licensee provided its results of an analysis 
which reflected the uprated power conditions. The transient minimum DNBR for 
a typical cell is 1.48 which is above the minimum allowable DNBR limit of 
1.45. Therefore, the results of the MSLB analysis meet the acceptance 
criteria for this event and are acceptable to the staff.  

3.1.12 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) - RCCA Ejection 

The mechanical failure of a CRDM pressure housing could cause the ejection of 
the RCCA and drive shaft, resulting in a rapid reactivity insertion and 
possible localized fuel damage. The results indicate that the radially 
averaged enthalpy remains well below 280 cal/gm at any axial fuel location 
and, therefore, there is no danger of sudden fuel dispersal into the coolant.  
Since the peak pressure does not exceed that which would cause stresses to 
exceed the Service Limit C, as described in the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III, there is no danger of further 
consequential damage to the RCS. Therefore, the effect of the power uprate on 
the results of the RCCA ejection accident are acceptable to the staff. The 
radiological consequences are evaluated in section 3.6 of this SE.  

3.2 Evaluation of LOCA and LOCA Related Events 

3.2.1 Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) Analysis 

The licensee has performed a reanalysis of LBLOCA to demonstrate conformance 
with the 10 CFR 50.46 requirements for the conditions associated with the 
uprating. Peak cladding temperature (PCT) of 2103°F and 2082°F were 
calculated for the RCS low (562.7°F) and high (585.70F) Tavg conditions 
respectively. After assessing the PCT effect for top skewed power shapes and 
containment purge on the most limiting case, the resulting maximum PCT for a 
LBLOCA is 2144°F. The results of the reanalysis of a LBLOCA show that all 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 are met and are, therefore, acceptable to the 
staff.  

3.2.2 Small Break LOCA 

The small break LOCA analysis utilizes the-NOTRUMP computer code to calculate 
the transient depressurization of the RCS as well as to describe the mass and 
energy release of the fluid flow through the break. The 3-inch equivalent
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diameter cold leg break, high nominal vessel average temperature, was found to 
be the limiting case with a PCT of 1688"F. The small break LOCA analysis for 
the uprate condition was previously approved by the NRC by Amendment numbers 
184 and 190 on August 13, 1996, for implementation pending approval of WCAP
10054-P, Addendum 2, Revision I (proprietary), "Addendum to the Westinghouse 
Small Break LOCA ECCS Evaluation Model Using the NOTRUMP Code: Safety 
Injection in the Broken Loop and Improved Condensation Model," October 1995.  

3.2.3 Hot leg Switchover (HLSO) 

The licensee has performed a calculation to determine the new HLSO time and 
,minimum hot leg recirculation flow based on an uprated core power of 2300 MWt.  
The new HLSO time is 12 hours. The new hot leg recirculation minimum flow is 
33 Ibm/sec. This hot leg recirculation minimum flow has been shown to be 
"available. The licensee has concluded that with the above HLSO time and flow 
rate, the core geometry will remain acceptable. The staff finds these results 
acceptable.  

"3.2.4 Post-LOCA Long Term Cooling 

The licensee has performed an evaluation to determine the effects of power 
uprating to post-LOCA long term cooling. It is concluded that the Tavg range 
has a negligible effect on the post-LOCA sump boron concentration. Therefore, 
the core will remain subcritical post-LOCA and that decay heat can be removed 
for the extended period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity 
remaining. The revised post-LOCA long term core cooling boron limit curve is 
used to qualify the fuel on a cycle-by-cycle basis during the fuel reload 
process. The staff finds the results acceptable.  

3.3 Evaluation of Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Event 

The licensee has performed a reevaluation of the SGTR event using the 
methodology consistent with that used in the UFSAR. This method does not 
include a computer analysis to determine the plant transient behavior 
following an SGTR. Rather, simplified calculations were performed, based on 
the expected SGTR transient response, to determine the primary to secondary 
break flow and the steam release to the atmosphere for use in calculating the 
offsite doses during the event. Also, a single failure was not assumed in 
this analysis. Although no single failure is explicitly modeled, the licensee 
considered the analysis provides a conservative estimate of the offsite doses 
following an SGTR. The analysis assumes that the primary to secondary break 
flow is terminated at 30 minutes after the event initiation. The residual 
heat removal (RHR) system is operating at 24 hours after the SGTR and steam 
release is terminated at this time. The radiological consequences are 
evaluated in section 3.6 of this SE.  

3.4 Containment Integrity Analysis 

The licensee has performed containment integrity analyses at uprated power to 
ensure that the maximum pressure inside the containment will remain below the 
containment building design pressure of 55 psig if a design basis LOCA or MSLB 
inside containment should occur during plant operation. The analyses also
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established the pressure and temperature conditions for environmental 
qualification and operation of safety related equipment located inside the 
containment. The peak pressure is also used as a basis for the containment 
leak rate test pressure to ensure that dose limits will be met in the event of 
a release of radioactive material to containment. The licensee indicated that 
although the current licensed power is 2200 MWt, safety related systems (with 
the exception of the emergency core cooling system) were originally evaluated 
for core power level of 2300 MWt. The emergency core cooling system was 
analyzed at the higher power as part of the uprate request.  

The licensee indicated that the containment functional analyses included the 
assumption of the most limiting single active failure and the availability or 
unaailabiiity of offsite power, depending on which resulted in the highest 
conwlainmerl temperature and pressure. Bounding initial temperatures and 
pressu;*es -,or analyses were selected to envelop the limiting conditions for 
operation.' Previously, all three emergency containment cooling (ECC) units 
were automaticilly started on a safety injection (SI) signal. The licensee 
"inditated that'to support post-LOCA long-term containment pressure/temperature 
analyses, a minimum of ohe ECC is required to start immediately with a second 
ECC unit starting within 24 hours. following the event. The revised design and 
TS would require only two ECCs units to automatically start on SI signal and 
that the third (swing) ECC unit be maintained in an operational condition and 
available for manual starting. This change is required to limit the component 
cooling water system (CCWS) operating temperature during injection and/or 
recirculation phase of the LOCA at uprated conditions.  

3.4.1 Main Steamline Break Containment Integritv Analysis: 

The licensee has performed analyses to determine the containment pressure and 
temperature response during postulated MSLBs inside containment for limiting 
conditions for operation at uprated power. As in the current licensing basis 
FSAR, the uprated analyses were evaluated for initial power levels of 102 
percent, 70 percent, 30 percent, and zero percent and spectrum of break sizes 
similar to that in the current FSAR. The MSLB mass and energy release and the 
pressure and temperature analyses have included the effects of various single 
failures. The MSLB mass and energy releases were calculated using the LOFTRAN 
computer code and Containment temperature and pressure using the COCO computer 
code. The LOFTRAN and COCO computer codes were used in the current design 
bases analyses and the staff has found the use of these codes acceptable.  

As in the current analysis, the licensee indicated that the most limiting case 
with respect to peak containment pressure was determined to be a full double
ended rupture (DER) downstream of the flow restrictor in main steamline at hot 
zero power (1.4 ft DER at HZP). The most limiting single failure was found 
to be a failure of the main steam check valve (MSCV) on the faulted loop with 
offsite power available. Initial containment pressure and temperature 
conditions for this limiting case were assumed to be +3.0 psig and 130°F. For 
the MSLB, the uprating analyses calculated a peak containment pressure of 
48.1 psig and a peak temperature of 269.4 0F for the limiting case. The 
current FSAR had calculated a peak containment pressure of 42.8 psig for MSLB 
case. The peak containment pressure and temperature at uprated conditions 
remains below the containment design pressure of 55 psig and temperature of
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283"F. It also remains below the FSAR transient analysis which calculated a 
peak accident pressure of 49.9 psig and a peak accident temperature of 276°F.  

Based on its review, the staff finds the proposed change due to uprate in peak 
containment pressure and temperature as a result of postulated MSLB is 
acceptable since the containment design and original peak accident pressures 
and temperatures are not exceeded.  

3.4.2 LOCA Containment Integrity Analyses 

The licensee has performed analyses to determine the containment pressure and 
temperature response during postulated LOCAs using mass and energy releases 
which incorporate revised design parameters corresponding to 2300 MWt with 
updated conput~r mod-ling. As in the current licensing basis FSAR, the 
postulated LOC' aialyses were performed for the double ended hot leg (DEHL) 
guillotine break if react-r coolant pipe and the double ended pump suction 
(DEPS) break. The cold '-g break (between pump and vessel) has been found in 
previous sLudi-s t.be much less limiting in terms of overall containment 
energy releases. The analyses were performed for a diesel failure, a 
containment spray pump failure, no failure with minimum and maximum initial 
containment pressures. These cases are shown to result in maximum pressure 
and temperature response.  

The licensee indicated that the mass and energy releases in the containment 
are calculated using methods described in Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP
10325-A and the containment pressure and temperature response is calculated 
using the COCO computer codes. Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-8312A and 
COCO code were used for the current design bases analyses. The updated 
Westinghouse WCAP-10325 computer code with same methodology and assumptions 
(except the Turkey Point specific data) have been used for Catawba, McGuire, 
Sequoyah, Watts Bar, Surry, Millstone Unit 3, and Beaver Valley Unit 2 and 
Indian Point Unit 2.  

For the DEHL break, the Turkey Point uprating analyses calculated a 
containment peak pressure of 48.1 psig and peak temperature of 273.90F. For 
the DEPS breaks, the uprating analyses calculated a containment peak pressure 
of 46.2 psig and a peak temperature of 271.1=F with loss of offsite power and 
initial containment pressure of 0.3 psig. The uprated calculated LOCA peak 
pressure and temperature of 48.1 psig and 273.9°F remains below the FSAR 
transient analysis peak accident pressure and temperature of 49.9 psig and 
276°F and containment design pressure and temperature of 55 psig and 283°F.  
In addition, all long-term cases were well below 50 percent of the peak value 
within 24 hours.  

The licensee indicated that the reductions in the calculated peak pressure and 
temperature for the uprate power analyses were due to the use of revised 
methods for calculating the mass and energy releases to the containment and 

updated plant parameters. The updated calculated pressure and temperature 
curves for LOCA and MSLB cases will remain bounded by the curves used for 

equipment qualifications and for containment leak rate test pressure. The 

licensee indicated that a CCW thermal performance analysis was performed for 

the thermal uprate program. This analysis also considered the LOCA and MSLB
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transients. When only one or two ECCs are assumed to start in a postulated 
accident, CCWS acceptance criteria are met.  

Based on the above discussion, the staff finds the licensee analyses for 
determining the containment peak pressure and temperature for design basis 
LOCA acceptable as the methodology and assumptions used for calculating mass 
and energy release and for calculating pressure and temperature transients 
have been used previously for plants of similar design to meet the 
requirements of Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 6.2.1.3 for mass and energy 
analyses and Section 6.2.1.1.A for dry pressurized water reactor (PWR) 
containment integrity peik pressure analyses. The proposed change for power 
uprate will not affect the containment integrity as the calculated peak 
containment pressure of t8.! psig remains below the containment design 
pressure of 55.0 psig ani cintiinment leak rate test pressure of 49.9 psig.  

3.4.3 Short-Term Subcont.artment Analysis 

The licensee has indicated ti•t the original design basis short-term LOCA mass 
and energy releases resulting from DERs of the primary loop piping for the 
subcompartment analyses will remain bounding for uprated power. This is due 
to the application of the Leak-Before-Break (LBB) Technology to the short-term 
LOCA mass and energy releases. Under LBB, the most-limiting break would be a 
DER of one of the largest RCS loop branch lines (pressurizer surge line, 
accumulator/SI line, or RHR suction line). Based on the above review, the 
staff concludes that the uprating is acceptable as the subcompartment pressure 
loading analysis from high-energy-line ruptures remain bounded by the current 
FSAR analysis. The staff notes that use of LBB methodology has been prevously 
approved by the NRC for use at Turkey Point.  

3.5 Additional Design Basis and Programmatic Evaluations 

3.5.1 Hydrogen Generation Rates 

The licensee indicated that an analysis of containment post-LOCA hydrogen 
generation rate was performed for the uprated core thermal power of 2336 KWt 
(102 percent of 2300 MWt). The analysis showed that with no recombiner in 
service, the hydrogen concentration will not exceed four percent by volume for 
17 days following a LOOA. Placing a hydrogen recombiner in service prior to 
the 18th day following a LOCA will maintain containment hydrogen levels below 
the lower flammability limit of 4 percent. Based on the above review, the 
staff finds that the power uprate will not impact the post-LOCA hydrogen 
control system.  

3.5.2 Plant Proarams 

The licensee performed evaluations to determine the impact of plant operations 
at the proposed power level on the following generic issues/programs:
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3.5.2.1 Comoliance with 10 CFR 50. Appendix R 

The licensee evaluated the analyses which were performed in support of the 
Appendix R evaluation for potential impact resulting from plant operations at 
the proposed power level. The licensee stated that the evaluation did not 
identify changes to design or operating conditions that will adversely impact 
the ability to provide post-fire safe shutdown in accordance with Appendix R.  

Since there are no physical plant configuration or combustible load changes 
resulting from the uprated power level operations, the staff concurs with the 
licensee that plant operations at the proposed power level will have no impact 
on the Appendix R evaluation previously performed.  

3.5.2.2 Station Blackout (SBO) 

The licensee performed evaluations o- the impact resulting from plant 
operations at the proposed uprated poier level UGn system response and coping 
capabilities for SBO events. The licensee stated that with the exception of 
the minimum inventory of condensate required to be stored in the condensate 
storage tank (CST) to provide safe shutdown following an SBO event, no other 
changes to system design or operating conditions were identified. The 
licensee stated that the CST minimum required volume would be higher. The 
minimum usable volume which is required to support the design basis that the 
plant be maintained at hot standby for 15 hours followed by a 4-hour cooldown 
to RHR cut-in temperature (3500F) was determined to be 199,000 gallons for 
plant operations at the proposed power level. Consequently, the licensee 
proposed to revise the TS to increase the CST minimum required volume from 
185,000 gallons to 210,000 gallons.  

Based on our review and the experience gained from our review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff finds that the impact on system 
response and coping capabilities for an SBO event resulting from plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level will be insignificant, and that 
the licensee's proposal to increase the TS CST minimum required volume from 
185,000 gallons to 210,000 gallons is acceptable.  

3.5.2.3 Generic Letter 89-13, "Service Water System Problems Affecting 
Safety-Related Eouioment" 

The licensee performed evaluations of the effects of plant operations at the 
proposed power level on component cooling water (CCW) system. In the CCW heat 
exchanger thermal analysis, revised heat exchanger parameters (e.g., fouling 
factor, CCW and intake cooling water flow rates, etc.) were used. These 
revised heat exchanger parameters are to be included in the licensee's Generic 
Letter 89-13 program for monitoring the system and heat exchanger performance.  

Based on our review, the staff finds that the above licensee's commitment 
meets the intent of Generic Letter 89-13 and, therefore, is acceptable.



3.6 Radioloagcal Conseauences 

The licensee reevaluated the effect of the power uprate on design basis 
accident (DBA) radiological consequences. The original licensing DBA source 
terms for Turkey Point were considered. The licensee also reevaluated the 
control room habitability under DBA conditions.  

The licensee stated that the original radiological consequence analyses could 
not be exactly reconstituted. Therefore, the licensee reconstituted analyses 
performed using methodology described in the UFSAR with the original licensing 
basis assumption at 2346 KWt (102 percent of requested power level). The 
analyses also considered changes that had occurred since the original analyses 
were performed., including burnups, enrichments, fuel masses, and operating 
times. The licensee's reconstituted analyses .'ndicate that, for all DBAs, the 
calculated offsite radiological consequences doses ars within the dose 
acceptance criteria stated in the SRP and 10 CFR Part 100 and also comply with 
the dose acceptance criteria for control room operators g;ven in General 
Design Criterion (GDC) 19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part.50.  

The staff independently performed confirmatory evaluations at the uprated 
power level of 2400 MWt by increafing the previously calculated doses in the 
original safety evaluation report by 4.3% (from 2300 to 2400 MWt, 104 percent 
of requested power level). The events reevaluated by the staff for the 
uprated power were the LOCA, MSLB, SGTR, and the fuel handling accident (FHA).  
The whole body and thyroid dose were calculated for the exclusion area 
boundary (EAB), the low population zone (LPZ), and the control room. The 
following table contains the results of the staff calculations compared to the 
licensees results.  

Accident at Exclusion FPL NRC 
Area Boundary @ 2346 Mgt @ 2400 MWt 

(102%) (104%)..  
Fuel Handling Accident 33 rem thyroid 44 rem thyroid 

0.1 rem whole body <1 rem whole body 
Steam Generator Tube 0.068 rem thyroid 1.5 rem thyroid 
Rupture 0.4 rem whole body <1 rem whole body 
Steam Line Break 0.042 rem thyroid 1.5 rem thyroid 

0.5 rem whole body <1 rem whole body 

LOCA 24 rem thyroid 66 rem thyroid 
1.4 rem whole body 2 rem whole body

Safety Evaluation by the Division of Reactor Licensing U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission in the matter of Florida Power and-Light Company, 
Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, Dade County, Florida, Docket Nos. 50
250 and 50-251. March 15, 1972.
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Accident at Low 
Populatlon Zone 
Fuel Handling accident 3.2 rem thyroid 4.3 rem thyroid 

0.24 rem whole body <1 rem whole body 
Steam Generator Tube 0.01 rem thyroid <1 rem thyroid 
Rupture 0.002 rem whole body <1 rem whole body 
Steam Line Break 0.01 rem thyroid <1 rem thyroid 

0.00005 rem whole body <1 rem whole body 
LOCA 2.7 rem thyroid 14 rem thyroid 

0.02 rem whole body 1 rEm whole body 

J Control Room 15 rem thyroid 1.14 .,em thyroid 
i 0.5 rem whole body <.2 ret. whole body

The staff finds that the offsite radiological consequenre; and control room 
operator doses at the uprated power level of 2300 MWt wil-l'continue to remain 
within the acceptance cr4teria stated in the SRP and within the 10 CFA Part 
100 and the GDC 19 dose reference values for all DBAs. Therefore, the staff 
concludes that the licensee's request to uprate the authorized maximum reactor 
core power level by 4.5 percent to 2300 MWt from its current limit of 2200 MWt 
is acceptable.  

4.0 SYSTEMS. STRUCTURES. AND COMPONENTS EVALUATION 

4.1 Reactor Vessel Integrity 

4.1.1 Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) (10 CFR 50.61) Assessment 

The staff reviewed FPL's PTS-assessments of the Turkey Point reactor pressure 
vessels (RPVs) under the current and uprated power conditions for the plants.  
The current PTS calculations for Intermediate Shell-to Lower Shell 
Circumferential Weld SA-1101 (the limiting material in the Turkey Point RPVs) 
are based on a chemistry factor (CF) value of 180"F and a margin term ("M") of 
56.00, as determined in accordance with Regulatory Position 1.1 and Table 1 of 
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.99, Revision 2, for a ferritic weld containing 0.26 
percent copper and 0.60 percent nickel. Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 provide a 
comparison of the calculated end-of-life (EOL) RTpys values for Weld No.  
SA-1101 before and after the uprated power levels are licensed for the plants.  
The data in Row 2 of the Tables correspond to the values for the current power 
levels (2200 MWt); the data in Row 3 of the Tables correspond to the values 
for the uprated power conditions (2300 MWt). The RT values in Tables 2.2-1 
and 2.2-2 are based on a CF of 1800F, as determined Wfom Table 1 of RG 1.99, 
Revision 2, for a ferritic weld material containing 0.26 percent copper and 
0.60 percent nickel.  

10 CFR 50.61 requires that the RTp. values for ferritic circumferential weld 
materials in RPVs be less than 300'F at EOL. Tables 2.2-1 and 2.2-2 indicate
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that the RT... values at EOL for limiting material SA-1101 in the Turkey Point 
RPVs have increased by 2-3.F. However, the new RTPTS values for the limiting 
materials in the Turkey Point RPVs will still be within the PTS screening 
criteria even under the uprated conditions for the plants. Therefore, the 
staff concludes that, in regard to the integrity of the Turkey Point RPVs, FPL 
will continue to comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.61 under the 
uprated conditions for the plants.  

4.1.2 Basis for Evaluating P-T Limit Curves 

The staff evaluates the P-T Limit Curves used for heatup, cooldown, and normal 
operation of PWRs based on the following NRC regulations and guidance: 10 CFR 
Part 50, Appendix G; GL 88-11; GL 92-01, Revision 1; GL 92-01, Reviion 1, 
Supplement 1; RG 1.99, Revision 2; and Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 
5.3.2. In GL 92-01, Revision 1, the staff requested that licensees submit the 
RPV data for their plants to the staff for review. This data is usod by the 
staff as the basis for the staff's review of P-T Limit submittals, aad as the 
basis for the staff's review of PTS assessments (10 CFR 50.61 assessmients).  
Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that P-T Limits for the reactor pressure 
vessel (RPV) be at least as conservative as those obtained by applying the 
methodology of Appendix G to Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code.  

SRP 5.3.2 provides an acceptable method of calculating the P-T Limits for 
ferritic materials in the beltline of the RPV based on the linear elastic 
fracture mechanics (LEFM) methodology of Appendix G to Section XI of the ASME 
Code (Appendix G). The basic parameter of this methodology is the stress 
intensity factor K which is a function of the stress state and flaw 
configuration of the material in question. The methods of Appendix G 
postulate the existence of a sharp surface flaw in the RPV that is normal to 
the direction of the maximum stress. The flaw in the RPV is postulated to 
have a depth that is equal to one-fourth of the RPV beltline thickness and a 
length equal to 1.5 times the RPV beltline thickness. The critical locations 
in the RPV beltline region for this methodology are the 1/4 thickness (1/4t) 
and 3/4 thickness (3/4t) locations, which correspond to the depth of the 
maximum postulated flaw, if initiated and grown from the inside and outside 
surfaces of the RPV, respectively.  

4.1.3 Summary of the Previous Basis for Approving the Current Set of P-T 
Limit Curves TS 

FPL's current set of iP-T Limit Curves were approved by the staff in the 
License Amendments Nos. 134 and 128 to the respective Facility Operating 
Licenses DPR-31 and DPR-41, and the staff's Safety Evaluation (SE) to FPL, 
dated January 10, 1989. In the staff's SE of January 10, 1989, the staff 
concluded that the current P-T Limit Curves for Heatup and Cooldown would be 
acceptable until 20 effective full power years (EFPY). The staff based its 
assessment of the P-T Limit Curves on the methods of SRP 5.3.2, and on the 
plant-specific RPV data.  

It should be noted that FPL's current set of P-T Limit Curves for the Turkey 
Point units are based on the adjusted reference temperature (ART) values for
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the 1/4t and 3/4t RPV locations (252.5"F and 200.4@F, respectively), and on a 
chemistry factor (CF) of 200.2°F. The CF of 200.20F was determined in 
accordance with the criteria of Position 2.1 of RG 1.99, Revision 2, as 
determined from data obtained from Turkey Point Surveillance Capsules "T" and 
"NV" from Unit 3, and Capsule "T" from Unit 4. The surveillance capsules were 
removed in accordance with FPL's Integrated Surveillance Program for the 
Turkey Point units, which was previously determined by the staff to meet the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H, "Reactor Vessel Material 
Surveillance Program Requirements." The staff approved the Turkey Point 
Integrated Surveillance Program by letter dated April 22, 1985. Table 2.3-1.  
provides a summary of the Turkey Point surveillance capsule data used to 
establish the CF (200.2°F) for the limiting RPV beltline material.  

It should be noted that the staff's SE of January 10, 1989, did not address 
the credibility of the Turkey Point surveillance capsule data. For this 
review, the staff performed a review of the Turkey Point surveillance capsule 
data. The staff determined that, for the Turkey Point Unit 4 Surveillance 
Capsule T, the measured value of ARTOT differed from the calculated value of 
,&RT T by 740F. This value exceeds tMe scatter of ARTNDo data for ferritic 
wely materials by 46"F. With the existing surveillance information, the staff 
considers that the data from Turkey Point Unit 4 Surveillance Capsule T would 
not be used. However, the use of the surveillance data is within the Turkey 
Point licensing basis and, as discussed below, use of the surveillance data 
does not have a significant impact on the results.  

Use of surveillance capsule data for establishing the adjusted reference 
temperatures listed in the Turkey Point P-T Limit Curves (TS Figures 3-4.2, 
3-4.3, and 3.4-4) differs from the methodology used for FPL's latest PTS 
assessment (use of Position 1.1 and Table 1 of RG 1.99, Revision 2). The 
staff performed an independent calculation to determine what the adjusted 
reference temperatures would be at the 1/4t and 3/4t vessel locations if 
methodology of Position 1.1 and Table 1 of RG 1.99, Revision 2, were used for 
the calculation. Tables 2.4-1 and 2.4-2 compare the adjusted reference 
temperatures, at the 1/4t and 3/4t locations, respectively, if the methodology 
of Regulatory Position 2.1 of RG 1.99, Revision 2 and surveillance data are 
used, and if the methodology of Regulatory Position 1.1 and chemical 
composition data are used. Tables 2.4-1 and 2.4-2 indicate that, for Weld 
Heat No. 71249 (the limiting material in the Turkey Point RPVs), the use of 
chemical composition data and-the Table 1 in RG 1.99, Revision 2, yields more 
conservative ART values than does surveillance capsule data. However, since 
the P-T Limit curves incorporate the margins of Appendix G to Section XI of 
the ASME Code, the small differences in the ART values (as summarized in 
Tables 2.4-1 and 2.4-2, respectively) are not considered to be significant and 
the staff finds the results acceptable.  

4.1.4 Staff Evaluation of FPL's Proposed Chanqes'to the P-T Limit 
Heatuo and Cooldown Curves 

FPL's proposed changes to the current P-T Limit Heatup and Cooldown Curves for 
the Turkey Point units do not involve changes to the actual curves. Instead, 
to account for the slight increase in the vessel neutron fluence levels, FPL 
proposed that the P-T Limit Curves be scaled back from 20 EFPY to 19 EFPY.
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FPL Justified the new expiration date based on the results of a plant specific 
calculation. The licensie determined the length of time to amass a neutron 
fluence of 2.022E19 n/cm at the inner surface of the RPVs, based on the new 
uprated conditions for the unitt. This calculation was based on a limiting 
neutron fluence of 1.80E19 n/cm at the RPV inner surface after 16 EFPY, and 
an uprated neutron flux rate of 2.31E10 n/cm'-sec. FPL's calculations 
indicated that the current P-T Limit Heatup and Cooldown Curves would be 
applicable until 19 EFPY for Turkey Point Unit 3 and until 19.7 EFPY for 
Turkey Point Unit 4. FPL has conservatively set the amended expiration date 
for the Turkey Point P-T Limit Curves to the more conservative value from the 
calculation (i.e., 19 EFPY). This is acceptable to the staff.  

4.1.5 Effect on FPL Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G: Upper Shelf 
Energv (USE) Considerations 

In its letter to FPL dated July 24, 1995, the staff requested that FPL assess 
the effect of the proposed thermal power uprate on EOL USEs and FPL's 
equivalent margin analyses (EMAs) for the limiting USE materials in the Turkey 
Point RPVs. On May 3, 1996, FPL responded that the EMA for the Tyrkey Point 
RPVs was performed using an inner wall EOL fluence of 2.7E19 n/cm , as 
provided in B&W Proprietary Report BAW-2118P (November 1991, Ref. 17). The 
staff approved the EfXA analysis for the Turkey Point units on October 19, 
1993, as supplemented on March 29, 1994.  

FPL's estimates for the uprated EOL fluences for the limiting USE materials in 
the Turkey Point RPVs hive been estimated to increase to 2.74E19 n/cm for 
Uni-t 3 and 2..68E19 n/cm for Unit 4, respectively. Therefore, since the EOL 
neutron fluences for Welds SA-1101 will not change significantly as a result 
of the proposed power uprate, the staff concludes that the proposed power 
uprate will not affect FPL's EMA for the Turkey Point RPVs, nor any of the 
conclusions stated in the staff's SEs of October 19, 1993 and March 29, 1994 
and is, therefore, acceptable to the staff.  

4.1.6 Conclusions - Vessel Integrity Considerations 

The EMCB staff has reviewed the FPL submittals and determined that FPL will 
still comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.61 and the requirements of 
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G under the uprated power conditions for the plants.  
The staff has also'determined that FPL's proposed scaling back of the current 
set of PT Limit Curves to 19 EFPY is acceptable. The staff, therefore, 
concludes that, with respect to the structural integrity of the Turkey Point 
reactor pressure vessels, the proposed thermal power uprate is acceptable.  

The staff notes that, by letter dated July 1, 1996, FPL committed to provide a 
new P-T limit curve analysis for NRC review a minimum of 6 months prior to the 
expiration of the Turkey Point P-T Limit Curves. FPL also committed, by the 
same letter, to include in the limiting material property evaluation, (1) the 
data from the three surveillance capsules previously removed from Turkey Point 
Units 3 and 4, and (2) supplemental surveillance data from capsules being 
irradiated in the Davis Besse Reactor Vessel. Thelicensee stated that an 
evaluation of the temperature and fluence environment between the host plant 
(Davis Besse) and Turkey Point will be provided demonstrating the



applicability of the surveillance data to the Turkey Point limiting materials.  

FPL indicated that it plans to utilize the Linde 80 generic initial RTNDT 
lower bound value of -27"F.  

4.2 Reactor Vessel 

The licensee reported that the power increase will result in changing the 

design parameters given in Table 2.1-1 of WCAP-14276. Table 2.1-1 provides 

various cases that were developed for use in the power uprate analysis. There 

are no significant changes in thermal transients and LOCA blowdown forces as a 

result of the power uprating. The licensee evaluated the design and operation 

of the regions of the reactor vessel affected by the temperature change and 

fluence, based on the proposed uprated core power. The evaluation included a 

review of the reactor vessel design specifications, stress report and fracture 
mechanics analyses.  

The regions of the reactor vessel affected by the temperature change include 

the RPV (main closure head flange, studs, and vessel shell), CRDM nozzles, 

core support pads, vent nozzles and the instrumentation tubes. The licensee 

evaluated the maximum ranges of stresses and cumulative fatigue usage factors 

for the critical components at the core power uprated conditions. The 

evaluation was performed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure 

Vessel Code, Section Ill, 1965 Edition, with addenda through the Summer 1966 

to assure compliance with the code of record. The licensee indicated that the 

core power uprate does not affect the maximum stress ranges in the existing 

reactor vessel stress reports for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, and the maximum 

cumulative fatigue usage factors remain significantly below the allowable ASME 

Code limit of 1.0. On the basis of its review, the staff concurs with the 

licensee's conclusion that the reactor vessel is acceptable for the proposed 

core power uprate.  

4.3 Reactor Core SuDDort Structure and Vessel.Internals 

By letters dated June 11, 1996, the licensee provided the additional 

information requested, by the staff, with regard to the evaluation of the 

reactor vessel core support and internal structures. The limiting reactor 

internal components evaluated include lower core plate, core barrel, baffle 

plates and baffle/barrel region bolts.  

The licensee evaluated the upper and lower internals considering the worst 

case set of operating parameters provided in Table 2.1-1 of WCAP-14276.  

Stresses and cumulative fatigue factors for the limiting internal components 

at the power uprate conditions are below the allowable limits of the original 

design basis which had been previously reviewed by the staff.  

Further, the-licensee performed the flow-induced vibration analysis on the 

guide tubes and the upper support column at the uprated power level. The 

evaluation indicated that the existing analysis provides sufficient margins to 

accommodate the increase in the flow-induced vibration loads due to the power 

uprate.
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On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff concluded that the reactor 
internal components at Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 will remain within the 
allowable limits of stress and fatigue usage factor for operation at the 
proposed uprated power conditions.  

4.4 Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) 

The licensee evaluated the RCPs by reviewing the design specifications in 
comparison with the proposed uprated conditions. At the core power uprate, 
the reactor coolant system pressure remains unchanged. There are no 
significant changes to the design thermal transients. The small fluctuation 
(6°F) in the RCP inlet temperature has an insignificant effect on the pressure 
boundary stresses. On the basis of its review, the staff concurs with the 
licensee's conclusion that the current Model 93 RCPs, when operating at the 
proposed power uprated conditions, will remain in compliance with the 
requirements of the codes and standards under which the Turkey Point Units 3 
and 4 were originally licensed.  

4.5 Control Rod Drive Mechanisms 

The licensee evaluated the adequacy of the CRDMs by reviewing the Turkey Point 
current Model L106B CRDM design specifications and stress report to compare 
the design basis input parameters against the operating conditions at the 
uprated core power. Based on this evaluation, the licensee concluded that the 
original design basis thermal and structural analyses are bounding for the 
core power uprate. On the basis of its review, the staff concurs with the 
licensee's conclusion that the current design of CRDMs continues to be in 
compliance with codes and standards under which the plant was licensed, for 
the power uprated conditions.  

4.6 NSSS Pioing and Pipe SuDDorts 

The proposed power uprate of Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 involves the increase 
of temperature difference across the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The design 
input parameters that define the various temperature conditions associated 
with the full power operating conditions of the plant were given in Table 
2.1-1 for both the current and the power uprated conditions. The licensee 
does not project a change in the RCS loop pressure as a result of the proposed 
core power uprate.  

At Turkey Point, the existing design basis thermal analyses of the NSSS piping 
and supports were reviewed by the licensee, in comparison with the uprated 
power conditions, with respect to the design system parameters and transients.  
The licensee concluded that the existing design basis stress analyses for the 
RCS system piping and supports and systems connecting to the RCS system, 
remain valid for the power uprated conditions. The evaluation was performed 
in accordance with the American Standards Association (ASA) B31.1 Power Piping 
Code to assure compliance with the code of record at Turkey Point Units 3 and 
4.  

The staff finds that the increase in temperature difference across the RCS 
system, will have an insignificant effect on the NSSS piping, and will
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minimally impact the design basis analysis of the piping and pipe support.  
Therefore, the existing NSSS piping and supports, the primary equipment 
nozzles, the primary equipment supports, and the branch lines connecting to 
the primary loop piping will remain in compliance with the requirements of the 
design bases criteria as defined in the FSAR, and are acceptable for the power 
uprate.  

4.7 Pressurizer 

The licensee evaluated the adequacy of the pressurizer and components 
including the pressurizer spray nozzle, safety and relief nozzle, upper 
head/upper shell, manway and instrument nozzle, the pressurizer surge nozzle, 
lower head/heater well, and support skirt for operation at the uprated 

" conditions. The evaluation was done by modifying the existing Turkey Point 
pressurizer stress report and design basis analyses of the pertinent 
p:-essurizer components. The licensee found that the uprate conditions are 
bjunded by those used in the original pressurizer stress analyses. However, 
tVe original fatigue analyses were updated to account for the uprated power 
conditions. The licensee concluded that stresses and cumulative fatigue usage 
factors remain in compliance with the requirements of the ASME Code, Section 
III, 1965 Edition through Summer 1965 Addendum. On the basis of its review, 
the staff concurs with the licensee's conclusion that the existing pressurizer 
and components remain adequate for the plant operation at the proposed uprated 
core power.  

4.8 Steam Generators (SGs) 

The licensee evaluated the SGs by comparing the power uprate conditions with 
the design parameters of the Westinghouse Model 44F SGs at Turkey Point. The 
comparison shown in Table 2.1-1 of WCAP-14276 indicates that critical design 
system parameters such as the primary and secondary side pressures, as well as 

"the vessel outlet and secondary side temperatures, are not significantly 
affected by the uprated power conditions. The variation in the primary-to
secondary pressure differential is within about 3 percent. The licensee 
indicated that there are no significant changes to the design transients as a 
result of the core power uprate. The stress level and cumulative fatigue 
usage factors of the critical SG components continue to remain in compliance 
with the requirements of the 1965 Edition of the ASME Code, Section III 
through the Suemr 1965 Addenda. On the basis of its review, the staff 
concurs with the licensee's conclusion that the current Turkey Point Units 3 
and 4 SGs are acceptable for the proposed core power uprate.  

4.8.1 SG Tube Intearitv Review 

4.8.1.1 Effect of the Power UDrate on SG Tube Integrity 

FPL contracted with the Westinghouse Corporation to evaluate the structural 
integrity of SG tubes under the uprated power conditions. The effects of the 
power uprate on the SG tube integrity are summarized in Westinghouse Topical 
Report, WCAP-14276, Revision 1. Westinghouse evaluated the effects of the 
uprated power conditions on structural integrity of the SG tubesheets, 
tubesheet junctions, tube to tubesheet welds, tubes secondary shell, minor
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shell penetrations, and feedwater nozzles. Westinghouse evaluated the SG 
tubes for two different plugging cases: (1) no tube plugging occurs in the 
SG; and (2) 20 percent of the tubes in the SGs are plugged. Each case used 
three different multiplying factors as input parameters to account for 
variations under Increased power conditions. Westinghouse estimated that 
variations in the primary system pressure under uprating conditions were 
within 1 percent of the reference conditions. Variations in the secondary 
side pressure were about 6 percent. Variations in the primary-to-secondary 
pressure differential were about 3 percent. From these variations, a factor 
of 1.01 was used for the primary side pressure, 1.06 for the secondary side 
pressure, and 1.03 for the primary to secondary pressure differential. These 
factors were incorporated in the evaluation to adjust pressure stresses under 
;teady-state conditions to the corresponding pressure stresses under the 
,iprztiirg conditions.  

A.8,1.1 M~inimum Wall Thickness Considerations 

FPL stated that the current plugging limit of 40 percent through wall in the 
TS would still satisfy the minimum Code wall thickness requirements, even 
under the uprated power conditions. Using conservative allowances for eddy 
current measurement uncertainty and continued crack growth, FPL established 
that an unflawed wall thickness of 0.020 inches would satisfy the minimum wall 
thickness requirements of the ASME Code for the SG tubes. The average tube 
wall thickness in the Turkey Point SGs is 0.050 inches. Therefore, FPL 
concluded that the 40 percent through wall SG plugging limit in the Turkey 
Point technical specifications would continue to provide adequate margin to 
the minimum required wall thickness. The staff finds FPL's assessment on this 
issue acceptable.  

4.8.1.3 Tube Wear Considerations 

FPL evaluated the U-bend region of the tubes in order to determine whether the 
uprated conditions would induce additional tube wear from anti-vibration bars.  
FPL stated that the increase in steam flow and concurrent increase in void 
fraction could increase vibration in the U-bend region. FPL stated that the 
additional vibration in the small radius U-bends would not lead to significant 
increases in fatigue-type degradation or tube wear. FPL also evaluated the 
larger radius U-bends for increased wear from the anti-vibration bars. FPL 
stated that the number of U-bends that are subject to wear at the anti
vibration bar intersections as a result of the uprated power conditions would 
constitute less than 0.3 percent of the total tube count over the life of the 
SGs. This number is insignificant in contrast to the total number of tubes in 
the SGs. The staff concludes that the number of plugged tubes from additional 
wear by the anti-vibration bars is insignificant under the uprated power 
conditions.  

4.8.1.4 Corrosion and Fouling Considerations 

FPL stated that the increase in average heat flux resulting from the power 
uprating could increase the potential for corrosion and long-term fouling.  
However, FPL also stated that Turkey Point SGs have not experienced
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significant corrosion or fouling. The staff reviewed FPL's inservice 
inspection reports for the Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 SG tubes, dated 
January 17, 1996 and October 6, 1995, respectively. The inspection reports 
did not indicate any evidence of significant degradation in the Units 3 and 4 
SG tubes. Even if additional corrosion were to occur in any of the Turkey 
Point SG tubes, the inservice inspection requirements and plugging limit in 
the TS would provide adequate assurance of the structural integrity of the SG 
tubes.  

4.8.1.5 Regulatorv Guide 1.121 Analysis Considerations 

RG 1.121 is a staff guidance for the assessment of the structural integrity of 
degraded SG tubes. Because no active corrosion or other degradation phenomena 
are occurring within the Turkey Point SGs, a plant specific RG 1.121 analysis 
is not nec;.ss;;ry. The staff concurs that the SG tubes in Turkey Point Unit 3 
and 4 have not shown nignificant degradation to date; therefore, no RG 1.121 
analysis is required it this time.  

4.8.1.6 SG Tube Surveillance Considerations 

FPL stated that the scope of its SG inspections has exceeded TS requirements 
in each of the past three refueling outages. These inspections included 
bobbin coil inspection for 100 percent of full length tubes and motorized 
rotating pancake coil inspection of tube manufacturing anomalies on a sampling 
basis. FPL has determined that manufacturing anomalies affect a limited 
number of tubes in each SG. The anomalies include minor denting at support 
intersections and minor over-expansion of the tube expansion transition at the 
top of the tubesheet. The tubes with these anomalies may be more susceptible 
to inter-granular attack or stress corrosion cracking than tubes without the 
anomalies. However, FPL added that corrosion has not been experienced in any 
of Turkey Point SG tubes and no significant amounts-of degradation or wear is 
expected in the future. In addition, FPL has stated that it will follow the 
protocol in the report, "PWR Steam Generator Tube Examination Guidelines," for 
future SG tube inspections. The scope of this report covers inspection 
methods, equipment, personnel training and qualifications. Based on this 
information and the current status of corrosion in the SGs (i.e., no corrosion 
mechanisms to date), the staff concludes that the scope of the inspection is 
sufficient to provide assurance to the structural integrity of the tubes.  

4.8.1.7 Conclusions Regarding SG Tube Intearity 

The staff has reviewed FPL proposed license amendment in regard to the effect 
of the uprated power on the SG tube integrity. The staff has determined that 
the proposed uprated power will not affect the 40 percent through wall 
plugging limit required by the TS, nor significantly increase the wear of 
tubes by the anti-vibration bars. The staff has also determined that the 
uprated power is not expected to cause a significant increase in the corrosion 
of the SG tubes. Because the corrosion of the Turkey Point SG tubes is 
insignificant, the staff has determined that a RG 1.121 analysis is not needed 
at this time, and that the current scope for the inspection of the SG tubes is 
sufficient to monitor for degradation of the tubes at this time. Therefore, 
the staff concludes that FPL has provided reasonable assurance that the
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structural integrity of Turkey Point SG tubes will be maintained under the 

uprated power conditions.  

4.9 NSSS/Balance-of-Plant (BOP) Interface Systems 

4.9.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System/Condensate Storage Tank 

The licensee performed evaluations of the effects of plant operations at the 
proposed uprated power level on auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system/condensate 
storage tank. It was determined that the AFW system components have 
sufficient margin to provide the required flow and pressure. The minimum 
usable CST volume required during an SBO event to maintain the plant at hot 
standby for 15 hours Pollowqd by a 4-hour cooldown to RHR cut-in temperature 
(3500F) would be higher and was determined to be 199,000 gallons for plant 
operations at the proposed 6ower level. Consequently, the licensee proposed 
to revise the TS to increase the CST minimum required volume from 185,000 
gallons to 210,000 gallons. " 

Based on our review and the experience gained from our review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff concludes that the AFW system 
and the proposed TS CST minimum.required volume of 210,000 gallons are 
acceptable for plant operations at the proposed power level.  

4.9.2 Component Coolina Water 

The CCW system provides cooling water to various safety systems including 
three emergency containment coolers (ECCs) and non-safety systems during all 
phases of plant operations. The CCW system is a closed loop system which 
serves as an intermediate barrier between the plant ultimate heat sink and 
systems which contain radioactive or potentially radioactive fluids in order 
to eliminate the possibility of an uncontrolled release of radioactivity.  
Ultimate heat sink cooling flow is provided by the intake cooling water (ICW) 
system. The licensee stated that the CCW system heat loads resulting from 
plant operations at the proposed uprated power level will increase slightly.  
The increases in heat loads are from the spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling system 
during both power and refueling operations, and RHR system during plant 
shutdown. The licensee performed evaluations of the effects of plant 
operations at the proposed power level on CCW system. Results of the 
evaluations indicate that when all three ECCs are allowed to operate following 
a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), CCW system operating temperature can exceed 
its maximum allowable limits. When only one (following a LOCA, only one ECC 
is required to keep the containment temperature and pressure from exceeding 
design limits) or two ECCs are assumed to start, CCW system acceptance 
criteria are met. Therefore, the licensee concluded that the CCW system has 
adequate capacity to perform its intended cooling function providing that no 
more than two ECCs are allowed to start automatically following a LOCA. The 
licensee stated that as part of power uprate program, design changes will be 
made to assure that no more than two ECCs will automatically start in response 
to an accident.  

Based on our review, the licensee's commitment to the CCW design changes 
above, and the experience gained from our review of power uprate applications
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for similar PWR plants, the staff concludes that the CCW system is acceptable 
for plant operations at the proposed uprated power level.  

4.9.3 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System 

The spent fuel pool cooling system (SFPCS) was designed to remove the decay 
heat released from the spent fuel assemblies stored in the SFP; to maintain 
the SFP water temperature at or below the design temperature of 150OF during 
plant operations and refueling; to maintain its cooling function during and 
after a seismic event; and to structurally withstand a design temperature of 
212"F. The decay heat released from irradiated fuel will increase slightly 
following plant operations at the proposed power level.  

Turkey Point routinely offloads the full core during refueling outages. The 
licensee analyzed this condition For the uprate condition and concluded that 
adherence to the current administrative limit of 140"F (i.e., stopping the 
offload if the SFP temperature reaches 11*OF) will maintain the peak pool 
temperature below 150°F. The analysis assunmed that eight fuel assemblies are 
transferred to the spent'fuel pool each hour. The licensee stated that this 
offload rate exceeds the capacity of the fuel transfer equipment and maximizes 
heat input into the spent fuel pool. The staff concludes that operation in 
the uprated condition is acceptable since the SFP temperature will remain 
below 150*F for normal refueling.  

The licensee also performed an analysis for the case of full core offload 
following a forced shutdown with a 1/2 core recently offloaded (36-days after 
shutdown) and a complete loss of SFP cooling. The analysis indicated that 
with a complete loss of SFP cooling, the SFP water temperature will rise and 
eventually reach boiling. The calculated minimum time from the loss-of-pool 
cooling until the pool boils is 4.5 hours and the maximum boil-off rate is 
76.3 gpm. Makeup water in excess of the boil-off rate can be provided to the 
pool from the refueling water storage tank or via temporary connections from 
the fire water system or the primary water storage tank. The minimum time to 
boil allows ample time to restore the SFP cooling function or align makeup 
water supplies. Therefore, the minor increase in decay heat resulting from 
the power uprate does not impair the ability of operators to recover from a 
loss of cooling and the staff concludes that operation in the uprated 
condition is acceptable.  

Overall, based on our review, evaluations described above, and the experience 
gained from our review of power uprate applications for similar PWR plants, we 
conclude that plant operations at the proposed power level will have an 
insignificant impact on the SFPCS.  

Also, an issue associated with spent fuel pool cooling adequacy was identified 
in NRC Information Notice 93-83 and its Supplement 1, "Potential Loss of Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling Following a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)," dated 
October 7, 1993 and August 24, 1995, respectively, and in a 10 CFR Part 21 
notification, dated November 27, 1992. The staff is evaluating this issue, as 
well as broader issues associated with spent-fuel storage safety, as part of 
the NRC generic issue evaluation process. If the generic review concludes 
that additional requirements in the area of spent fuel pool safety are
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warranted, the staff will address those requirements to the licensee under 
separate cover.  

4.10 Turbine Generator Systems 

The licensee performed evaluations on turbine operations with respect to 
design acceptance criteria to verify the mechanical integrity under the 
conditions imposed by plant operations at the proposed uprated power level.  
Results of the evaluations showed that there would be no increase in the 
probability of turbine overspeed nor associated turbine missile production due 
to plant operations at the proposed uprated power level. Therefore, the 
licensee concluded that the turbine could continue to be operated safely at 
the proposed uprated power levels.  

Based on our review and the experience gain)d from our review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff agrees with the licensee that 
operation of the turbine at the proposed tiprated power level is acceptable.  

4.11 Ecuipment Oualification (EO) Inside and Outside Containment 

The licensee evaluated the effects of plant operations at the proposed power 
level on qualified equipment including safety-related electrical equipment and 
mechanical components.  

With regard to the radiological dose used for EQ, the licensee stated that the 
existing dose used for EQ was calculated based on a reactor power level of 
2300 MWt. The licensee reperformed the dose analyses for EQ evaluation based 
on a reactor power level of 2346 MWt (2300 NWt plus 2 percent) and concluded 
that the existing EQ is still valid for plant operations at the proposed power 
level.  

With regard to the temperatures and pressures used for qualifying equipment 
inside containment, the licensee stated that results of the revised 
containment analysis indicate that containment temperatures and pressures are 
within the existing EQ profiles, except for the long-term temperature at 31 
days. The revised analysis indicates an increase of 2.4°F at 31 days.  
However, this is within the normal range for containment temperature (1040F 
130°F). Therefore, the temperature profile for the accident duration of 31 
days is still acceptable and plant operations at the proposed power level will 
not have an adverse impact on the EQ program.  

With regard to high energy-line break analyses which support equipment 
environmental qualification outside containment, the licensee stated that the 
existing calculations remain bounding for plant operations at the proposed 
power level.  

Since the EQ parameters affected by the proposed changes remain bounded by the 
values used in the existing EQ program, and based on the experience gained 
from our review of power uprate applications for similar PWR plants, the staff 
concludes that plant operation at the proposed uprated power level will have 
an insignificant or no impact on the EQ of electrical equipment and mechanical 
components inside and outside containment and, therefore, is acceptable.
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5.0 BALANCE-OF-PLANT EVALUATION 

5.1 Main Steam System 

The licensee performed an evaluation of the effects resulting from plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level on the main steam system 
including the main steam isolation valve (MSIV), main steam check valve 
(MSCV), main steam bypass valve (MSBV) and main steam safety valve (MSSV).  
The licensee stated-that the steam flow resulting from plant operations at the 

proposed uprated power level will be 10,061,000 lb/hr which is approximately 
5 percent above the design flow of 9,6000,000 lb/hr. The main steam design 
conditions of 1085 psig and 600°F remain unchanged and bound all predicted 
operating conditions for the system and components. The licensee concluded 
that, with the exception of MSSV discharge piping, plant operations at the 
proposed uprated power level will have an insignificant or no impact on the 
main steam system and its associated components.  

The licensee stated that MSSV discharge pipe backpressure will be higher at 
the uprated conditions and a modification to the MSSV discharge piping will be 
required to ensure adequate margin for plant operations at the proposed 
uprated power level.  

Based on our review and the experience gained from our review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff considers that plant operations 
at the proposed uprated power level will have an insignificant or no impact on 
the main steam system.  

5.2 Steam Dumo System 

The licensee evaluated the steam dump system for the plant operations at 2300 
MWt reactor power level and stated that all of the system operating conditions 
are bounded by the existing design conditions. Based on the experience gained 
from our review of power uprate applications for similar PWR plants, we find 
that plant operations at the proposed uprated power level do not change the 
design aspects and operations of the steam dump system. Therefore, the staff 
concludes that operation of the steam dump system at the proposed uprated 
power level is acceptable.  

5.3 Condensate and Feedwater System 

The licensee evaluated the condensate and feedwater systems for the plant 
operations at 2300 MWt reactor power level and stated that all of the system 

operating conditions are bounded by the existing design conditions. Since 
these systems do not perform any safety related function, the staff has not 

reviewed the impact of plant operations at the proposed uprated power level on 

the design and performance of these systems.  

5.4 Extraction Steam System 

The extraction steam system is designed to provide steam at various pressures 

and temperatures to preheat condensate and feedwater as it flows from the main 

condensers to the SGs. Since the extraction steam system does not perform any
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safety related.function, the staff has not reviewed the impact of plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level on the extraction steam system.  

5.5 Circulating Water System 

The circulating water system is designed to remove the heat rejected to the 
condenser by turbine exhaust and other exhausts over the full range of 
operating loads, thereby maintaining adequately low condenser pressure. The 
licensee stated that performance of this system was evaluated for power uprate 
and determined that the system is adequate for uprated power level operation.  

Since the circulating water system does not perform any safety function, the 
staff has not reviewed the impact of plant operations at the prooosed uprated 
power level on the designs and performances of this system.  

5.6 Turbine Plant Coolina Water System (TPCW) 

The TPCW system is a closed-loop cooling water system and provides cooling 
water during normal operation to various non-safety related equipment coolers.  
The licensee stated that performance of this system was evaluated for power 
uprate and determined that the system is adequate for uprated power level 
operation.  

Since the circulating water system does not perform any safety function, the 
staff has not reviewed the impact of plant operations at the proposed uprated 
power level on the designs and performances of this system.  

5.7 Intake tooling Water (ICW) System 

The ICW system is designed to supply cooling water to safety-related CCW 
system equipment during a station blackout event and a LOCA or main steam line 
break accident, and non-safety related TPCW system during normal plant 
operation. The licensee performed evaluations of the effects of plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level on the ICW system and concluded 
that the ICW system as designed will supply sufficient water to remove the 
additional heat loads resulting from plant operations at the proposed uprated 
power level.  

Based on our review and the experience gained from our review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff finds that plant operations at 
the proposed uprated power level do not change the design aspects and 
operations of the ICW-system. Therefore, the staff concludes that plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level have an insignificant or no 
impact on the ICW system.  

5.8 Heating. Ventilation. and Air Conditioning 

The following heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems were 
evaluated to ensure that they are capable of supporting the plant uprate 
conditions:
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- control room 
- DC equipment/invertor rooms 
- Cable spreading & computer equipment rooms 
- Radwaste building 
- Fuel handling building 
- 480 V load centers & 4.16 kV switchgear rooms 
- Auxiliary building 
- Unit 4 emergency diesel generator building 
- Electrical equipment room 
- Containment penetrations 

During normal plant operation, these HVAC systems cool, heat, and ventilate 
plant areas to maintain a suitable environment for plant personnel and 
equipment, as appropriate. The licensee stated that these HVAC systems will 
continue to maintain normal operating temperatures at or below their maximum 
normal operating temperatures.  

In addition, regarding the control room emergency ventilation system, the 
existing TS requires a methyl iodide removal efficiency of 90 percent. The 
licensee stated that the required methyl iodide removal efficiency is being 
increased to 99 percent to assure consistency between testing efficiency and 
analysis assumptions for post accident control room doses. This increase is 
consistent with the recommendations of RG 1.52, "Design, Testing, and 
Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere 
Cleanup System Air Filtration and Absorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled 
Nuclear Power Plants," and is more conservative. The staff considers it 
acceptable. The TS change associatedwith this area is described in section 
6.13 of this SE.  

Based on our review and the experience gained from our review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, we find that plant operations at the 
proposed uprated power level do not change the design aspects and operations 
of the HVAC systems (except as previously discussed). Therefore, we concur 
with the licensee that plant operations at the proposed uprated power level 
will have an insignificant or no impact on these HVAC systems.  

5.9 Miscellaneous Systems 

The licensee stated that various systems were evaluated and found not affected 
by the power uprate. The following are major plant systems that were not 
affected by power uprate: 

- Instrument air system 
.- Auxiliary steam and condensate recovery system 
- Feedwater heaters 
- Condensate polishing system 
- Heater, moisture separator and reheater drain system 
- Main condenser 

Since plant operations -at the proposed uprated power level do not change the 
design aspects and operations of these systems, and these systems do not 
perform any safety function, the staff did not review the impact of the
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uprated power level operation on the designs and performances of these 
systems.  

5.10 Radwaste Systems (Liouid and Gaseous) 

The liquid and gaseous radwaste activity is influenced by the reactor coolant 
activity which is a function of the reactor core power. The licensee stated 
that the existing design of the radwaste systems is based on the core power 
level of 2300 MWt. Therefore, plant operations at the proposed uprated power 
level will have an insignificant or no impact on the radwaste systems.  

Based on our review, the staff agrees with the licensee that plant operations 
at the proposed uprated power level will have an insignificant or no impact on 
the radwaste systems.  

5.11 Additional Balance of Plant (BOP) Reviews 

The impact of plant operations at the proposed uprated power level on High 
Energy Line Break (HELB) Outside Containment and Equipment Environmental 
Qualification is addressed in section 4.11.  

5.12 BOP Piping 

The licensee evaluated the adequacy of the BOP piping systems based on 
comparing the existing design bases parameters with the core power uprate 
conditions. The code of record for BOP piping at Turkey Point is ASA B31.1
1955. In its letter dated June 11, 1996, the licensee indicated that the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.1 Power Piping Code, 1973 
Edition with addenda through Summer 1976 (the code) was used for the power 
uprate at Turkey Point. The staff finds the methodology to be acceptable 
considering that the stress limits in the code are generally conservative in 
comparison with the stress limits specified in the Turkey Point UFSAR. On the 
basis of its analysis, the licensee concluded that the BOP piping, pipe 
supports and equipment nozzles remain acceptable and continue to satisfy 
design basis requirements for the power uprate.  

In addition, the design bases pipe break analyses were also reviewed by the 
licensee to evaluate the effects of the uprate conditions on the pipe break 
locations, jet thrust and jet impingement forces which were used in the plant 
hazard analyses and the design of pipe whip restraints. The review verified 
that the existing postulated pipe break locations are not affected by the 
power uprate since the design bases piping analyses will not change due to the 
power uprate. The current design bases for jet thrust and jet impingement 
forces due to postulated pipe breaks for these systems are not affected by the 
uprate, since the systems do not experience pressure increase as a result of 
the core power uprate. Based on its review, the staff concurs with the 
licensee's conclusion that the original design analyses for the pipe break 
locations, jet thrust, jet impingement and pipe whip restraints are unaffected 
by the power uprate.
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On the basis of the above evaluation, for all the secondary-side systems 
reviewed, the staff concurs with the licensee's conclusion that the power 
uprate will have no significant impact on the BOP design bases.  

6.0 EVALUATION OF CHANGES TO TS AND FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE (FOL) 

The FOL and TS changes requested by the licensee in their power uprate 
submittal are: 

6.1 FOL License Condition 3.A 

The licensee proposes to change License Condition 3.A for Operating License 
DPR-31 and DPR-41 "Maximum Power Level" from 2200 MWt to 2300 MWt. As 
documented in WCAP-14276, the licensee has provided the results of its 
reanalyses or evaluation including LOCA and Non-LOCA transients and accidents, 
containment response, radiological consequences, NSSS and BOP systems and 
components to support the operation of Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 at an 
uprated power level. The staff has reviewed the licensee's submittal and 
concluded that, for the reasons stated in this SE, both Turkey Point Units can 
safely operate at a core power of 2300 MWt.  

6.2 TS 1.24 Definition of "RATED THERMAL POWER" 

The license proposed changing 2200 MWt to 2300 MWt to reflect the new uprated 
power level. The staff finds this change acceptable as specified previously.  

6.3 TS Figure 2.1-1 and Table 2.2-1 

For TS Figure 2.1-1, "Reactor Core Safety Limits - Three Loops in Operation," 
the licensee proposed revising Figure 2.1-1 to reflect changes associated with 
the new operating conditions at the uprated power level.  

For TS Table 2.2-1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints," 
Functional Unit 5, Overtemperature AT and Functional Unit 6 - Overpower AT, 
the revised core safety limits required changes to the overtemperature AT and 
Overpower AT setpoints. Use of the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP) 
methodology and the inclusion of site specific instrument uncertainties 
resulted in changes to the other values associated with overtemperature AT and 
Overpower AT.  

For TS Table 2.2-1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints" 
Functional Unit 10 - Reactor Coolant Flow-Low, FPL proposed changing the loop 
design flowrate from N89,500 gpm" to "85,000 gpm" for analyzed increase in the 
percentage of plugged steam generator tubes.  

For TS Table 2.2-1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints" 
Functional Unit 11 - Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low and Functional 
Unit 12 - Steam Generator Water Level - Low, the licensee proposed changing 
the allowable value to incorporate plant specific uncertainties.  

Core safety limits for three loops in operation (TS Figure 2.1-1) have been 
revised to account for the proposed power uprating using the Revised Thermal
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Design Procedure (RTDP) methodology. The RTDP methodology has been previously 
approved by the NRC and implemented at Turkey Point by FPL. The increased 
power level as well as increased peaking factors and a loop design flow 
reduction of 4500 gpm were included in the revised safety limits. In 
addition, new overtemperature AT (OTAT) and overpower AT (OPAT) trip setpoints 
were generated based on the new core safety limits. Each transient that is 
sensitive tothe changes in these setpoints (i.e., rod withdrawal at power, 
boron dilution, and loss of load) has been analyzed by the licensee and in all 
cases, the applicable acceptance criteria, as stated in NUREG-0800 (Standard 
Review Plan), were met. The revised trip setpoints provided adequate 
protection to maintain the minimum value of departure from nucleate boiling 
ratio (DNBR) larger than the safety analysis limit and to maintain the reactor 
coolant system (RCS) pressure below 110 percent of the design pressure.  
Therefore, we find the revised core safety limits acceptable.  

RTDP Instrument Uncertainties - Use of the RTDP methodology requires that 
variances in the plant operating parameters, pressurizer pressure, primary 
coolant temperature, reactor power, and reactor coolant system flow, be 
justified. Therefore, in support of the power uprate, FPL submitted 
Revision 2 to the RTDP methodology (WCAP-13719) which addressed the changes to 
the instrument uncertainties for the primary system operating parameters as a 
result of the increase in power level. These uncertainty values are 
acceptable and they, or more conservative values, have been used in the RTDP 
analysis.  

The revised core safety limits of TS Figure 2.1-1 required changes to the OTAT 
and OPAT setpoints. The use of the RTDP methodology and the inclusion of 
Turkey Point specific instrument uncertainties have resulted in revisions to 
the values associated with these trip function. These revised setpoints in 
the proposed TS were used in the accident analysis with acceptable results 
which are documented in WCAP-14276. The reduced RCS loop flow accounts for an 
analyzed increase in the percentage of steam generator tubes plugged (20 
percent). The effects of the reduced RCS flow have been factored in the 
revised core safety limits. The reduced RCS flow has been assumed in the 
accident analysis with acceptable results which are documented in WCAP-14276.  

The steam generator level setpoints are revised using the Turkey Point 
specific instrument uncertainties in accordance with the NRC approved setpoint 
methodology of WCAP-12745. The revised setpoints have been used in the loss 
of normal feedwater transient with acceptable results which are documented in 
WCAP-14276.  

The licensee Indicated that the new setpoints were established using the 
instrument setpoint methodology identified in WCAP-12745 Revision 1, 
"Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for Protection System -- Turkey Point Units 
3 & 4," dated December 1995. In August 1991, the staff, had previously 
reviewed and approved the setpoint methodology in Revision 0 of WCAP-12745 for 
use at Turkey Point Units 3 & 4. Therefore, the staff asked the licensee to 
identify the changes .in WCAP-12745 between Revision 0 and Revision 1. In 
response, by letter dated June 11, 1996, the licensee stated that the 
instrument setpoint methodology is defined in Revision 0 and that Revision 1 
documents the calculations conducted based on use of the methodology.
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Similarly, for determining the OPAT and OTAT setpoints, the licensee used the 
methodology documented in WCAP-13719 Revision 1, "Westinghouse Revised Design 
Procedure Instrument Uncertainty Methodology -- Florida Power & Light Company, 
Turkey Point Units 3 & 4," dated January 1995, and the associated calculations 
are documented in Revision 2 of WCAP-13719, dated September 1995. The staff 
has previously reviewed and approved the setpoint methodology documented in 
Revision 1 of WCAP-13719.  

The licensee stated that the proposed setpoint changes are intended to 
maintain the existing margins between operating conditions and the reactor 
trip setpolnts. Thus, these new setpoints do not significantly increase the 
likelihood of a false trip nor failure to trip (actuate the protection system) 
upon demand. Therefore, the existing licensing basis is not affected by the 
TS setpoint changes. Based on this the staff finds the proposed setpoint 
changes acceptable.  

6.4 TS Table 3.3-3 

Plant specific calculations resulted in changes to various engineered safety 
features values of TS Table 3.3-3, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints" Functional Unit 1, Safety Injection, 
Functional Unit 4, Steamline Isolation, and Functional Unit 6, Auxiliary 
Feedwater.  

The licensee has modified the setpoints associated with safety injection, 
steamline isolation, and auxiliary feedwater actuation using the methodology 
of WCAP-12745. The revised setpoints are used in the transient and accident 
analysis with acceptable results which are documented in WCAP-14276.  

As stated in section 6.3, the existing licensing basis is not affected by the 
TS setpoint changes. Based on this the staff finds the proposed setpoint 
changes acceptable.  

6.5 TS 3.2.5 "DNB Parameters" and Associated BASES 

The departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) parameters were modified to reflect 
the plant specific instrument uncertainties associated with the uprate. The 
revised values of T, (581.20F) and pressurizer pressure (2200 psig) 
correspond to analytical limits of 583.2°F and 2175 psig with allowance for 
measurement uncertainty. The measured RCS flow value of 264,000 gpm 
corresponds to an analytical limit of 255,000 gpm (85,000 gpm per loop), which 
assumes a stem generator tube plugging level of 20 percent and includes a 3.5 
percent calorimetric measurement uncertainty. These values are consistent 
with the values used in the safety analyses, which gave acceptable results, 
and their effects have been included in the revised core thermal limits of TS 
Figure 2.1-1. The changes are, therefore, acceptable.  

6.6 TS BASES Page B 2-7. Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trip 

This section was changed to indicate that no credit was taken in the accident 
analyses for operation of these trips. The underfrequency signal does not 
directly result in a reactor trip, but rather it trips the RCP breakers which
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in turn trip the reactor. The staff agrees with the licensee proposed change 
which makes its TS more accurate.  

6.7 TS 3.7.1.3 and TS 3.7.1.6 

The licensee proposed changes to TS 3.7.1.3, "Condensate Storage Tank" and 
Associated BASES, and TS 3.7.1.6, "Standby Steam Generator Feedwater System" 
and Associated BASES, to reflect the required water volumes for the uprated 
condition. These changes are acceptable to the staff as discussed in 
section 4.9.  

6.8 TS 4.5.2 - "Emergency Core Cooling System." and Associated BASES 

The licensee proposed a reduction in the safety injection pump discharge head 
in surveillance tests. The changes are from 1126 psid to 1083 psid for normal 
alignment for Unit 4 SI pumps aligned to Unit 3 RWST, and from 1156 psid to 
1113 psid for Unit 3 SI pumps aligned to Unit 4 RWST. The reduced pump 
discharge heads have been incorporated in the safety analyses with acceptable 
results which are documented in WCAP-14276. The staff finds the proposed 
changes acceptable since the safety analyses meet the acceptance criteria.  

6.9 Safety Valve TS 

FPL proposed changes to TS 3.4.2.1 - "Safety Valves," TS 3.4.2.2.- "Safety 
Valves", TS Table 3.7-2 - "Steam Line Safety Valves Per Loop," and Associated 
BASES for TS 3/4.4.2 and 3/4.7.1.1.  

The licensee proposed changes to increase the pressurizer safety valve 
tolerances from +/-1 percent to +2 percent,-3 percent and increase the main 
steam safety valve tolerances from +/-1 percent to +/-3 percent and add the 
footnote "All valves tested must have 'as-left' lift setpoints that are within 
1 percent of the lift setting value." The proposed safety valve tolerances are 
assumed in the transient and accident analyses with acceptable results which 
are documented in WCAP-14276. The requirement of making "as-left" lift 
setpoints within-1 percent of the lift setting value following testing would 
ensure that the results of any transient and accident would be bounded by 
safety analyses. The licensee indicated that peak pressure remains below the 
ASME allowable of 110 percent of design pressure and that valve operability is 
not affected by the proposed change. The staff finds the proposed changes 
acceptable since the indicated tolerances have been assumed in the analyses 
with acceptableresults and peak pressure remains below the allowable 
pressure.  

6.10 TS Table 3.7-1 - "Steam Line Safety Valves Per Loop" 

The licensee proposed changing the maximum allowable power level with 
inoperable main steam line safety valves (MSSV) to reflect the revised power 
level. Since the maximum allowable power range neutron flux high setpoint is 
based on the nominal Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) power rating of the 
plant, the licensee has performed a reanalysis to establish the revised values 
consistent with uprated power level. The licensee used the method consistent
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with the current licensing bases to develop the revised values. The staff 
finds the proposed changes acceptable.  

6.11 HeatuR and Cooldown Curves 

FPL proposed changes to TS Figure 3.4-2 - "RCS Heatup Limitations (60 °F/Hr)", 
TS Figure 3.4-3 - "RCS Heatup Limitations (100°F/Hr)", and TS Figure 3.4-4 
"RCS Cooldown Limitations (lO0°F/Hr)." 

The licensee proposed changing the applicability of the curves from up to 20 
effective full power years (EFPY) to 19 EFPY due to increased fluence 
projections on the vessel for the uprated power level. The staff found this 
acceptable, as discussed in section 4.1 of this SE.  

6.12 TS 4.6.2.2 - "Emergency Containment Cooling System" and Associated BASES 

The licensee proposed revising TS to require that two emergency containment 
cooling units start automatically on a safety injection (SI) signal since 
analysis has shown that auto-start of all three units on an SI signal is not 
required. The staff finds this acceptable, as discussed in Section 3.4.  

6.13 TS 4.7.5c.2) - "Control Room Emergency Ventilation System" 

The licensee proposed revising the methyl iodide removal efficiency from "90 
percent" to "99 percent" to provide consistency between testing efficiency and 
analysis assumptions for post-accident control room doses. This is 
acceptable, as discussed in section 5.8 of this SE.  

6.14 TS 3.2.2 - "Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor" 

FPL proposed relocating the heat flux hot channel factor, F., and the nuclear 
enthalpy rise hot channel factor, F, to the Turkey Point Core Operating 
Limits Report (COLR). The TS will continue to require operation within the 
COLR parameters and appropriate actions are incorporated if the Fa or F"H 
limits are exceeded. The determination of the F. and F" limits will be 
performed using NRC-approved methodology as defined in VS 6.9.1.7. Therefore, 
the staff finds the proposed relocation to the COLR acceptable.  

6.15 IS 6.9.1.7 - 'Core Operatina Limits Report" (COLRI 

The licensee proposed revising TS to (1) add the appropriate wording to 
reflect the inclusion of FY(Z) and F., in the COLR, (2) add the following 
statement - "4. Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor for Specification 
3/4.2.3" and (3) update references to be consistent with the current analyses.  

In addition to the relocation of F. and F"w to the COLR, updated references to 

the Westinghouse ECCS evaluation model using the BASH code have been included 
in the COLR list of analytical methods used to determine F. and F:,,. This is 
acceptable since these references have been approved by the NRC.
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6.16 TS BASES 3/4.7.1.4 

The licensee proposed a change to correct the abbreviation for "Dose 
Conversion Factor" to read "DCF" to ensure consistency within the TS. This 
change is editorial, has no effect on the technical content, and is therefore 
acceptable to the staff.  

6.17 TS BASES Page B 3/4 2-4 

The licensee proposed deleting the reference to steam generator plugging limit 
of 5 percent to support anticipated future requests for higher plugging 
limits. The current limit remains at 5 percent. The licensee stated that the 
analysis in WCAP-14276 assumed up to 20 percent steam generator tube plugging 
level for the Small Break LOCA and non-LOCA analyses, while the LBLOCA is 
currently analyzed assuming a 5 percent steam generator tube plugging level.  
After the NRC approval of the Westinghouse Best Estimate LBLOCA methodology 
(BELOCA), the licensee intends to reanalyze the LBLOCA event using BELOCA 
methodology and assuming a 20 percent tube plugging level. The proposed change 
would avoid future inconsistency in the TS bases. Since TS bases are used as 
a matter of reference and the 5 percent value will soon be invalidated and 
because the TS bases are not enforceable, the staff finds the licensee 
proposed change acceptable.  

7.0 STATE CONSULTATION 

In accordance-with its stated policy, on September 12, 1996 the NRC staff 
consulted with the Florida State official, Mr. Harland Keaton of the State 
Office of Radiation Control, regarding the environmental impact of the 
proposed action. The State official had no comments.  

8.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.21, 51.32, and 51.35, an environmental assessment and 
finding of no significant impact was published in the Federal Register on 
September 18, 1996 (61 FR 49176). In this finding, the Commission determined 
that issuance of these amendments would not have a significant effect on the 
quality of the human environment.  

9.0 CONCLUSION 

The Commission has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, 
that (1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such 
activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, 
and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to public health and safety.  

Principal Contributors: C. Liang, L. Kopp, J. Minns, R. Goel, D. Shum, C. Wu, 
J. Medoff, H. Garg 

Attachment: Tables 2.1-1 through 2.4-2

Date: September 26,.1996



Table 2.1-1 Change in RTPTA Values of Limiting Weld Material SA-1101 in 
the Turkey Point Unit 3 Reactor Pressure Vessel at End-of-License

RT ID Neut. Fluence Chemistry ART Margin I (Unirrad?.)j Fluence Factor Factor ( °) F) j 
( ' F ) ( E 1 9 n / c m 2 ) I ( ' F ) 2 93

10 2.64 1.2601 180 226.81 56 2931 

10 2.74 1.2682 180 228.22 56 2952.3 

Footnotes: 

1. Values Under Current Naximu Licensed Power Levels 
2. Values Under Propoeed Uprated Power Levels 
3. Value wes conservatively rounded up from 294.2*F 

Table 2.1-2 Change in RTpTS Values of Limiting Weld Material SA-110I in
the Turkey Point Unit 4 Reactor Pressure Vessel at End-of-License 

RT ID Neut. Fluence Chemistry ART Margin RT 

(Unirrad.) Fluence Factor Factor a I (OF) n 
(.F. ±(E19 n/cm2) (°F) 

10 2.53 1.2491 180 224.81 56 2911 

10 2.68 1.2632 180 227.32 56 2942,3 

Footnotes: 
1. Values Under Current Naximu Licensed Power Levels 
2. Values Under Propoaed Uprated Power Levels 
3. Value was conservatively rounded up from 293.31F
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Dave Morey Southern Nuclear _2 
Vice President Operating Company 
Farley Project P.O. Box 1295 

Birmingham, Alabama 35201 

Tel 205.992.5131 

August 5, 1997 SOUTHERN 
COMPANY 

Energy to Serve Your Worid" 

Docket Nos. 50-348 10 CFR 50.90 
50-364 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN.: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant 
Response to Request for Additional Information 

Related to Power Uprate Facility Operating Licenses 
and Technical Specifications Change Request 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

By letter dated February 14, 1997, Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) submitted a request to 
amend the Facility Operating Licenses and Technical Specifications for Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 
and 2 to allow an increase in the licensed thermal power from 2652 MWt to 2775 MWt. On July 7, 
1997, SNC received a request for additional information (RAI), dated July 1, 1997, related to the Farley 
power uprate submittal from the NRC staff. On July 28, 1997, SNC received a supplement, dated July 
24, 1997, to the July 1, 1997 RAI. The SNC response to the RAI is provided in Attachment I. The 
additional information requested in the supplemental request is provided in Attachment II.  

If you have any questions, please advise.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Dave Morey 

Sworn to and subscribed beire me this ay of & a. 1997 

Notary Public V 

My Commission Expires: , /1 7 

MGE/maf pwrup 17.doc 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. L. A. Reyes, Region II Administrator 
Mr. J. I. Zimmerman, NRR Project Manager 
Mr. T. M. Ross, Plant Sr. Resident Inspector



ATTACHMENT I 

SNC Response To NRC Request For Additional Information 

Related To Power Uprate Submittal - Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units I & 2



SNC Response to NRC "Request for 
Additional Information Related to Power Uprate Submittal 

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2" 

GENERAL QUESTIONS REGARDING WCAP-14723 

NRC Question No. 1 

Please provide a discussion of the adequacy of the primary and secondary overpressure protection 
given the relative relieving capacity has gone down (relative to rated power). Include a Standard 
Review Plan Section 5.2.2 analysis.  

SNC Response No. 1 

The adequacy of the primary and secondary overpressure protection at uprated conditions was 
assessed as part of the power uprate analyses. The assessment was performed by analyzing the 
FSAR limiting transients (primarily the Loss of Load/Turbine Trip event) and showing that the 
primary and secondary pressure limits continue to be met at uprated power. The results of the 
FSAR limiting transient analyses are provided in Section 6.0 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing 
Report, with the results of the Loss of Load/Turbine Trip event provided in Section 6.2.7. Based 
on the analyses for the Loss of Load/Turbine Trip event, Section 6.2.7.6 concludes that the peak 
primary and secondary pressures remain below 110% of design at all times.  

Standard Review Plan Section 5.2.2 addresses reactor coolant system overpressure protection. As 
discussed in Farley FSAR Section 5.2.2.3 (Report on Overpressure Protection), analysis was 
performed during the initial licensing process to show the continued integrity of the reactor coolant 
system during the maximum transient pressure. The conclusions of this section are confirmed as 
part of the power uprate project by analyzing the FSAR limiting transients (primarily the Loss of 
Load/Turbine Trip event) and showing that the primary and secondary pressure limits continue to 
be met.  

RCS overpressure protection under low temperature conditions is provided at Farley by the RHR 
relief valves. These valves have been analyzed and their capability to mitigate the cold 
overpressure transients has been confirmed. For power uprate, none of the overpressure pump 
start transients (worst case mass input event) have been affected since the pumps of concern have 
not been changed by power uprate. The inadvertent start of an RCP at low temperature conditions 
with the plant cooling down on RHR (worst case heat input event) produces a transient in which 
the stored energy in the steam generator water is transferred to the RCS. Current Farley Technical 
Specifications and plant procedures limit the steam generator temperature to no more than 50OF 
above RCS temperature. Since this limit is not changed by power uprate, the transient is not 
affected by the uprating.  

W/rgmn - 7/22/97 & SCS/dwm - 7/31/97
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NRC Question No. 2

The submittal indicates that the large break loss-of-coolant accident evaluation model is being 
changed and that selected other new/improved methods will be used. Please give a description of 
all the other new or improved methods used to support this license amendment and indicate whether 
they have received staff approval.  

SNC Response No. 2 

The power uprate project was structured consistent with the methodology established in WCAP
10263, "A Review Plan for Uprating the Licensed Power of a Pressurized Water Reactor Power 
Plant." Inherent in this methodology are key points that include the use of currently approved 
analytical techniques (e.g., methodologies and computer codes) and the use of currently applicable 
licensing criteria and standards. Consistent with this methodology, the overall approach 
established for power uprate analyses was to use the current analysis methods except in select 
areas where new/improved methods are appropriate. Using the FSAR as a reference for 
comparison, new or improved methods were used in the following analysis areas.  

" As described in Section 6.1.1.2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, the large 
break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis used the Best Estimate LOCA 
(BELOCA) methodology and the WCOBRAITRAC computer code. This 
methodology was recently approved on a generic basis by the NRC and has been used 
on several plants which have made submittals to the NRC for approval. References 
are provided in Section 6.1.1.5 of the licensing report. Subsequent to submittal of the 
licensing report for power uprate, the NRC approved the first time application of the 
BELOCA methodology to Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit 2.  

" As described in Section 6.4.1.2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, the 
LOCA mass and energy (M&E) long term releases analysis used the 1979 version of 
the LOCA mass and energy release model (including the 1979 ANS-5.1 standard 
decay heat model) for containment design. This methodology was approved by the 
NRC in 1983 and has been used by Westinghouse and approved by the NRC on many 
plant specific dockets. References are provided in Section 6.4.3 of the licensing 
report.  

" As described in Section 6.5.2.2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, Main 
Steamline Break (MSLB) M&E releases analysis for outside containment used the 
1979 ANS-5.1 standard decay heat model. This decay heat model has been previously 
used by Westinghouse in other analyses for Farley including the MSLB M&E releases 
inside containment and has been approved by the NRC. References are provided in 
Section 6.5.4 of the licensing report.  

" As described in Section 6.6.3 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, the 
analysis for LOCA hydraulic forces used the NRC approved MULTIFLEX computer 
code which is the current Westinghouse analytical tool for use in analyzing LOCA 
hydraulic forces. This code was previously used for LOCA hydraulic forces analysis 
as part of the Farley Unit I Upflow Conversion Project. The use of MULTIFLEX as 
part of the Power Uprate Project constitutes its first application for Farley Unit 2

8/5/97 Page 2 pwrupl 8.doc



LOCA hydraulic forces. References are provided in Section 6.6.6 of the licensing 
report.  

" The neutron fluence analysis at power uprate conditions was performed in accordance 
with the NRC-approved methodology described in Section 2.2 of WCAP-14040-NP
A, "Methodology Used to Develop Cold Overpressure Mitigating System Setpoints 
and RCS Heatup and Cooldown Limit Curves." By letter dated July 23, 1997, SNC 
submitted a Technical Specifications amendment request to relocate the pressure 
temperature limit curves to the Pressure Temperature Limits Report (PTLR). Table 
5.4 of the proposed PTLRs for Unit I and Unit 2 provides the reactor vessel end-of
life fluence (EOL) projections at 36 effective full power years (EFPY) based on the 
methods of WCAP- 14040-NP-A and the fluence associated with uprated power.  
These fluence values were used to determine the projected EOL properties for the 
reactor vessel beltline materials. Additionally, the surveillance capsule withdrawal 
schedule provided in Table 3-1 of the proposed PTLR reflects the use of the methods 
described in WCAP-14040-NP-A at the fluence associated with uprated power: 

" As described in Section 7.6.2.2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, the 
ORIGEN2 code with current code libraries derived from ENDF/B-V was used in the 
source terms analysis for the uprated thermal power level. This version of the code 
with current libraries is an updated version of the code and libraries used in the 
original development of source terms for Farley. Updated versions of the code with 
libraries have been used by Westinghouse to calculate source terms for other uprating 
projects (most recently Turkey Point Units 3 and 4) which have been approved by the 
NRC. References are provided in Section 7.6.5 of the licensing report.  

" As described in the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, analyses for LOCA 
hydraulic forces (for use in structural analyses of the reactor internals, reactor vessel, 
steam generator, reactor coolant loop piping and fuel assemblies) and LOCA mass and 
energy short term releases (for use in subcompartment structural evaluations) took 
credit for the leak-before-break (LBB) exemption which has been previously approved 
by the NRC for Farley but not previously applied to most of these structural analysis 
areas. References, including the NRC approval letter for the LBB exemption, are 
provided in Section 5.5.1 of the licensing report.  

" The structural piping analysis for the reactor coolant loops, as described in Section 5.5 
of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, used the PS+CAEPIPE computer code 
which is the current Westinghouse analytical tool for use in analyzing reactor coolant 
loop piping (i.e., this code is used in lieu of WESTDYNE). Although this was the first 
Westinghouse application of this code to the Farley reactor coolant loop piping, it has 
previously been used on Farley by Southern Company Services (SCS), and its use is 
documented in the Farley FSAR Appendix 3F, "Computer Programs Used In 
Structural Analyses." SCS and Westinghouse verified the code against benchmark 
problems as required by the NRC.  

" The containment pressure and temperature analyses for the LOCA and MSLB events, 
as described in Section 2.13 of the Power Uprate BOP Licensing Report, were 
performed using the GOTHIC code. GOTHIC has not been submitted for NRC
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approval. GOTHIC was developed by EPRI from the older NRC code, FATHOMS, 
under a fully qualified quality assurance program and has undergone extensive peer 
review. GOTHIC has been validated for safety-related applications at Southern 
Company Services.  

" Offsite dose calculations for accident release were prepared using the multi-node 
TACT5 computer code as described in Section 2.16 of the Power Uprate BOP 
Licensing Report. The TACT5 code was developed by the NRC (reference 
NUREG/CR-5106).  

" To evaluate the impact of load changes due to power uprate on the Station Auxiliary 
Electrical Distribution System, computer simulations were run using the Station 
Auxiliary (STAUX) Program. The STAUX program provides the capability to 
perform comprehensive station auxiliary reviews including load flow, short circuit, and 
motor starting calculations at all buses, load centers, and MCCs. The program was 
designed to conform with all applicable industry standards, practices, and design 
criteria. The accuracy of the STAUX computer model was validated by performing a 
test case and comparing the analytical results of the STAUX computer model with 
field measurements. While the STAUX program has not been submitted for NRC 
approval, the program was reviewed by the NRC as part of the EDSFIs at the SNC 
nuclear plant sites.  

Following implementation of power uprate, where applicable, the FSAR will be revised to 
incorporate descriptions of these new or improved methodologies.  

W/rgra - 7/31/97 & SCS/dwmn - 8/04/97 & SNC/tws - 7/31/97 

NRC Ouestion No. 3 

The submittal mentions the boron injection tank (BIT) in a few different locations. Please indicate 
the current function of the BIT and/or if there are plans to remove the tank.  

SNC Response No. 3 

As discussed in Section 6.0 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, the power uprate 
analyses were performed to support deletion and removal of the BIT. In this context, deletion 
signifies deletion of concentrated boric acid solution from the BIT (i.e., the BIT remains in the 
piping system, but the contents of the BIT are assumed to be at the same boric acid concentration 
as the piping system in which it is located). Removal of the BIT signifies removal of the tank from 
the piping system.  

At the onset of the uprate analyses, the BIT was scheduled for removal. As a contingency, the 
power uprate analyses were conservatively performed to support either configuration. The BIT 
was physically bypassed (i.e., removed from the ECCS piping system) during the 1997 Unit I and 
1996 Unit 2 refueling outages.  

W/rgm - 7/22/97 & SNC/mge - 7/24/97
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NRC Question No. 4

The specification for the charging pump discharge pressure is being reduced. Are there any 
circumstances where injection flow would be necessary or beneficial for make-up or boration (i.e., 
perhaps an ATWS event) at the pressurizer code safety valve relief pressure that would no longer 
be available with the new specification? 

SNC Response No. 4 

As part of power uprate analyses, ECCS flow analysis was redone. The ECCS flow analysis 
incorporated an increase in the allowable head degradation input assumption for the charging 
pumps from 8% to 10% of design head. All of the FSAR safety analyses which use ECCS flows 
as an input assumption were then analyzed or evaluated to.show that the associated acceptance 
criteria were satisfied with the revised ECCS flows at power uprate conditions. The results of the 
FSAR safety analyses confirmed that associated acceptance criteria were satisfied.  

The increase in the allowable pump head degradation assumed in the power uprate analyses does 
not actually alter any pump specification but would permit a pump to remain in service with a 
slightly reduced pump head. Should a charging pump degrade to the new 10% degradation limit, 
slightly less flow would be available at a given RCS pressure than for the previous 8% degradation 
limit. However, this slight reduction in ECCS flow has been analyzed and can be accommodated 
within the current analysis acceptance limits.  

W/rgm - 7122/97 

NRC Question No. 5 

Please provide a description of the transition from fuel with zircaloy cladding to Zirlo cladding.  
The submittal references both the topical reports for the Vantage 5 and the Vantage+ fuel designs.  
What fuel design will be used and referenced and describe how any transition core effects will be 
evaluated. Please provide references for any NRC approvals related to the use of Zirlo cladding at 
Farley.  

SNC Response No. 5 

The primary effect of transitioning from fuel with zircaloy cladding to ZIRLO cladding is the 
impact of the ZIRLO properties on the LOCA analysis. As described in Reference 1, the 
VANTAGE-5 and VANTAGE+ designs are mechanically and hydraulically equivalent, so there 
are no additional transition core effects. The Farley Units are currently operating with zircaloy 
clad fuel and ZIRLO clad fuel (VANTAGE+). LOCA analyses have been performed to support 
the use of both cladding materials. The Farley Units will initially operate at uprated power with 
zircaloy clad fuel and ZIRLO clad fuel until the transition to ZIRLO is completed. The LOCA 
analyses which were performed to support the uprated conditions address the use of both cladding 
materials. The non-LOCA analyses for power uprate also addressed the effects of zircaloy 
cladding and ZIRLO cladding as appropriate. NRC approval for the use of ZIRLO cladding in the 
Farley Units was obtained in Reference 2, below.
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Response No. 5 References

1. Davidson, S. L., Nuhfer, D. L., "VANTAGE+ Fuel Assembly Reference Core Report," 
WCAP-12610-P-A, April 1995.  

2. Farley Unit 1 License Amendment 110 and Farley Unit 2 License Amendment 101, letter 
from NRC to SNC, dated September 8, 1994.  

W/rgrn - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 6 

Please describe and justify the flow streaming effects that would permit a -I *F bias to the 
temperature measurements (page 7-10 of topical).  

SNC Response No. 6 

In 1991, Westinghouse identified to plants that cold leg temperature measurements with two cold 
leg RTDs in different circumferential locations demonstrated a temperature gradient. The cold leg 
temperature gradient is primarily due to different lengths of steam generator tubing and resulting 
differences in heat transfer rates. The magnitude of the temperature gradient was plant-specific 
and was affected by: 1) the reactor coolant system (RCS) loop configuration; 2) the reactor coolant 
pump (RCP) model; and 3) the location of the cold leg RTD(s). Thus, with a temperature gradient 
in the cold leg and depending on the circumferential placement of the RTD, the cold leg RTD 
measurement will be either higher or lower than the bulk T-cold temperature.  

The narrow range T-cold measurement is electronically combined with the T-hot measurement to 
form Tavg. Farley uses a Median Signal Selector to select the median Tavg value of the three 
RCS loops. The median Tavg is used as an input to the Reactor (i.e., Rod) Control System to 
position the control rods. Therefore, a temperature gradient in the cold leg results in an increased 
uncertainty in the indicated Tavg of the Reactor Control System. This additional uncertainty is 
conservatively treated in the calculation of the Reactor Control System uncertainty and in the 
Farley safety analysis.  

Between June 1992 and June 1993 T-cold data was collected on a monthly basis from Farley Units 
I and 2. In all three loops of both units, readings were obtained from both the narrow range and 
wide range RTDs. A subsequent evaluation was performed by Westinghouse to determine if the 
cold leg streaming penalty used in the Farley uncertainty analysis was sufficient. The evaluation 
concluded that the cold leg streaming allowance used in the uncertainty analysis was conservative 
for Farley operation at 2652 Mwt - core power. The cold leg streaming penalty will remain 
bounding for the Farley Uprate to 2775 Mwt - core power.  

Wlwin - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 7 

The analysis Tave window used is 567.2 - 577.2*F; however, the allowable window in the 
technical specifications is larger. Describe why the analysis window is not used in the technical 
specifications.
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SNC Response No. 7

Prior to the performance of NSSS analyses for power uprate, the NSSS analyses for Farley 
Nuclear Plant were based on a full power design Tavg value of 577.2'F and applicable 
uncertainties. The Farley units have been operated at full power at Tavg values less than but close 
to this maximum design Tavg value. The current Farley Technical Specifications encompassed the 
design Tavg value as the maximum steady-state Tavg value for full power operation in DNB 
Parameters Table 3.2-1 (i.e., indicated Reactor Coolant System Tavg < 580.70 F). The Technical 
Specifications DNB Parameter Tavg limit includes an uncertainty allowance that is based on both 
the uncertainties assumed in the NSSS analyses and the uncertainties associated with the 
instrumentation used to perform the periodic Tavg surveillance.  

Operation at the uprated power level will potentially result in slightly lower values of full power 
Tavg than operation at the current power level. To accommodate this potential reduction in full 
power Tavg, power uprate analyses have been performed for a range of full power Tavg values 
(i.e., 567.2'F to 577.2°F ), which will bound the full power Tavg value(s) for operation at the 
uprated power level. Applicable Tavg uncertainties were also included in the uprate analyses. The 
information provided in the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report describes the analyses 
performed for the range of full power Tavg values and the assumed uncertainties. The proposed 
Technical Specifications for uprate will continue to specify a single value for indicated Reactor 
Coolant System Tavg (i.e., •< 580.3*F), which is based on the maximum design Tavg assumed in 
the power uprate analyses and applicable uncertainties.  

W/rgin - 7/22/97 & SNC/nge - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 8 

The submittal indicates that using the lowest reactor coolant system (RCS) flow is always used in 
the analysis. In some analysis, like the main steamline break, higher flow can be more limiting.  
Please describe how RCS flow is modeled when higher flow is limiting.  

SNC Response No. 8 

The analysis of the FSAR Chapter 15 steamline break transient in support of the Farley Nuclear 
Plant power uprate models minimum RCS flow (Thermal Design Flow) as noted above. Reactor 
coolant flow can affect the results of the steamline break, both directly through the DNB ratio 
calculations and indirectly through the system transient. The impact of increasing the reactor 
coolant flow by 10%, in both the system transient and in the DNB evaluation, was discussed 
generically in WCAP-9226, Revision 1, "Reactor Core Response To Excessive Secondary Steam 
Releases," January 1, 1978 (Proprietary). The results of the case assuming more reactor coolant 
flow were slightly better than the reference case, with the additional reactor coolant flow being a 
slight penalty for the system transient but a large benefit with respect to DNB. All of the non
LOCA Chapter 15 analyses performed for the Farley plant uprate model either the Minimum 
Measured Flow or Thermal Design Flow. The LOCA analyses model Thermal Design Flow. As 
such, no non-LOCA or LOCA analyses model a maximum RCS flow, which is consistent with the 
current Farley plant licensing basis analyses.
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Power uprate evaluations for NSSS systems or components used higher RCS flow (e.g., best 
estimate flow or mechanical design flow) if appropriate.  

Wigs - 7/22/97 & W/rs - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 9 

Please provide an evaluation of your ability to shut the plant down considering all the changes to 
the main steam pressure, steam flow, RCS flow, residual heat removal flow, and component 
cooling water temperatures. On page 4-14 of the topical report, a 50'F/hr cooldown rate is 
assumed. Please evaluate the ability to achieve this cooldown rate for affected scenarios in the 
Farley Licensing Basis (i.e., single train cooldown, natural circulation cooldown, etc.).  

SNC Response No. 9 

Section 4.2.1.2 (page 4-14) of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report describes the evaluation 
performed to assess the ability of the steam generator Atmospheric Relief Valves (ARVs) to 
cooldown the plant from no load (hot standby) conditions to hot shutdown conditions. This 
evaluation addressed the increase in NSSS thermal power and concluded that the ARVs are 
adequate based on the range of operating conditions for power uprate. Consequently, the steam 
generator ARVs are adequate to achieve a 50*F/hour cooldown rate from hot standby to hot 
shutdown as assumed in the Farley licensing basis in support of two train and single train 
cooldowns. Under natural circulation conditions, cooldown from hot standby to hot shutdown is 
limited by operating procedures to a normal cooldown rate less than 500F/hour; consequently, 
natural circulation cooldown is not limiting relative to the adequacy of the steam generator ARVs 
for power uprate conditions. Note that power uprate related changes to full power main steam 
pressure and main steam flow do not impact the ability of the ARVs to cooldown the plant from 
hot standby to hot shutdown conditions.  

Section 4.1.4 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report describes the evaluation performed to 
assess the ability of the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) to cooldown the plant from hot 
shutdown to cold shutdown and/or refueling conditions. In addition to addressing the increase in 
NSSS thermal power, the evaluation incorporated conservative assumptions regarding the 
performance of the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System and the Service Water (SW) 
System. The evaluation included analyses for the two train (design basis) cooldown and the single 
train cooldown scenarios as described in the Farley FSAR. For both two train and single train 
cooldowns, the evaluation showed that the time required to cooldown from hot shutdown (3501F) 
to cold shutdown (200'F) and/or refueling (140'F) is lengthened under power uprate conditions.  
However, the evaluation showed that for both the two train and single train cooldown scenarios, the 
plant possessed the ability to cooldown from 350'F to 200'F within the Technical Specifications 
time requirement of 30-hours. The extension in cooldown times associated with power uprate 
conditions was identified as an economic consideration and not a safety-related consideration.  
Furthermore, the extension in cooldown times calculated for power uprate conditions was shown to 
be primarily dependent on the conservative input assumptions for CCW and SW performance and 
not on the increase in NSSS thermal power.  

Since the radiological dose analysis for several of the FSAR transients (e.g., steam generator tube 
rupture) include the assumption that RHRS operation can be initiated within 8 hours after event
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initiation, an evaluation was also performed to show that this assumption is valid for power uprate 
conditions.  

W/rgm - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 10 

Page 4-20 indicates that the analysis of a partial load rejection caused an oscillating plant response.  
Please provide greater detail regarding the calculated results and any associated effects. Include 
details regarding the magnitude and length of time that the oscillations occurred.  

SNC Response No. 10 

This question pertains to the 50% load rejection transient which was analyzed as a part of the 
Condition I analyses for the Farley power uprate. This transient was analyzed at full power for 
both high and low Tavg conditions and assumed automatic rod control and steam dump control 
systems. The conservative core conditions for this transient is beginning of core life (BOL), and 
therefore, a BOL moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) was assumed.  

The results of the 50% load rejection at high Tavg was acceptable, but at low Tavg (full power 
Tavg of 567.2'F), the results showed slightly oscillatory plant responses. The plant responses 
were acceptable at BOL with a full power Tavg of 570°F. The oscillatory plant response at low 
Tavg and BOL conditions is due to the combined effect of the less negative MTC and smaller 
proportional band of the steam dump loss of load controller (6. 1°F). With a smaller steam dump 
proportional band and rods in automatic control, the steam dump valves were demanded open/close 
for a relatively small change in the RCS temperature. The small changes in the RCS temperature 
are caused by the automatic action of the rod control system (rods move in or out) coupled with the 
MTC effect. The oscillatory plant responses at these conditions were observed up to 400 seconds.  
After 400 seconds, the plant responses were stable.  

As stated in the report, an oscillatory plant response during and following a 50% load rejection 
transient is not due to the power uprate, rather it is due to a combined effect of MTC, smaller 
steam dump proportional band, and automatic rod control system actions. The plant became stable 
after 400 seconds. Therefore, these oscillations would not lead to an unsafe plant condition 
following a 50% load rejection transient.  

W/sa - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 11 

No methodologies are presented for many evaluations performed in the topical report Chapter 5.  
Please reference the methodologies used in Chapter 5 of the topical report calculations (i.e., rod 
drop times, core bypass flows, and flow induced vibration).  

SNC Response No. 11 

Using the Farley FSAR for comparison purposes, the SNC response to general question No. 2 
above describes the areas where the NSSS analyses for power uprate used different (i.e., new or
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improved) methodologies. In the other NSSS analyses areas, the power uprate analyses used the 
same basic methodologies as the analyses currently described in the Farley FSAR.  

The SNC response to additional question No. 10 on page 59 provides information describing the 
methodologies used in the structural evaluations performed for the reactor vessel and reactor 
internals.  

The following provides additional information regarding the methodologies used for the analysis 
areas (i.e., rod drop time, core bypass flows, and flow induced vibration) cited in the example to 
this question.  

Rod Drop Times 

The RCCA scram performance assessment for power uprate involved the following general steps.  

1. Adjust the current analytical model (consisting of values for parameters that describe 
geometry of driveline components, component mechanical interaction relationships, 
hydraulic resistances of flow paths, RCCA/drive rod assembly weight, and system 
operating conditions) to account for the new system operating conditions being considered 
due to power uprating.  

2. Assess the impact of such changes in primary system operating conditions on the limiting 
RCCA scram characteristics used in the plant accident analyses.  

Core Bypass Flow 

For power uprate, the THRIVE computer code was used to determine the hydraulic behavior of 
coolant flow within the reactor internals system (i.e., vessel pressure drops, core bypass flows, 
RPV fluid temperatures and hydraulic lift forces) by solving the mass and energy balances for the 
Farley Nuclear Plant reactor internals fluid system.  

Bypass flow is the total amount of reactor coolant flow bypassing the core region and is not 
considered effective in the core heat transfer process.  

The principal core bypass flow paths are: 

1. Baffle/Barrel Region; 
2. Vessel Head Cooling Spray Nozzles; 
3. Core Barrel - Reactor Vessel Outlet Nozzle Gap; 
4. Fuel Assembly - Baffle Plate Cavity Gap; and 
5. Fuel Assembly Thimble Tubes.  

Fuel assembly hydraulic characteristics and system parameters, such as inlet temperature, reactor 
coolant pressure and flow, were used in conjunction with the THRIVE code to determine the 
impact of the new uprated conditions on the total core bypass flow.
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Flow Induced Vibration

Flow-induced vibrations (FIV) of pressurized water reactor internals have included in-plant tests, 
scale model tests, as well as tests in fabricators' shop and bench tests of components, along with 
various analytical investigations. For power uprate, the vibration response of the Farley reactor 
internals were obtained using the principle of dimensional analysis and scaling laws. The test 
results of a 3 loop plant, similar in design to the Farley units, were scaled to the Farley uprated 
operating parameters.  

W/rgm - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 12 

Please provide a reference for the NRC approval of the use of the Westinghouse revised thermal 
design procedure at Farley and discuss how the transition core effects will be addressed with this 
thermal design approach.  

SNC Response No. 12 

The use of the Westinghouse revised thermal design procedure was approved for use at Farley as 
part of the approval for implementation of VANTAGE-5 fuel (Reference 1). The transition core 
effects for the VANTAGE-5 fuel were addressed by the NRC-approved methodology specified in 
References 2 through 6. These references are applicable for the uprating.  

Response No. 12 References 

1. Letter from S. T. Hoffinan (NRC) to W. G. Hairston III dated March 11, 1992, regarding 
Farley Unit 1 License Amendment 92 and Farley Unit 2 License Amendment 85.  

2. Davidson, S. L., and Iorii, J. A., "Reference Core Report - 17x17 Optimized Fuel 
Assembly," WCAP-9500-A, May 1982.  

3. Letter from E. P. Rahe (Westinghouse) to Miller (NRC), dated March 19, 1982, NS-EPR
2573, WCAP-9500 and WCAPs-9401/9402, "NRC SER Mixed Core Compatibility 
Items." 

4. Letter from C. 0. Thomas (NRC) to E. P. Rahe (Westinghouse), "Supplemental 
Acceptance No. 2 for Referencing Topical Report WCAP-9500," January 1983.  

5. Schueren, P. and McAtee, K. R., "Extension of Methodology for Calculating Transition 
Core DNBR Penalties," WCAP-1 1837-P-A, January 1990.  

6. Letter from S. R. Tritch (Westinghouse) to R. C. Jones (NRC) "VANTAGE 5 DNB 
Transition Core Effects." ET-NRC-91-3618, September 1991.  

W/rgm - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 13 

Is Southern Nuclear requesting staff approval of the moderator temperature coefficient limit curve 
presented in Chapter 7 of the submittal (Figure 7.2-1) or merely showing the currently approved 
limit curve?
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SNC Response No. 13

The moderator temperature coefficient limit curve presented in Figure 7.2-1 is the currently 
approved limit for the Farley Units. This limit was approved as part of the approval for 
VANTAGE-5 fuel (Reference 1).  

Response No. 13 References 

1. Letter from S. T. Hoffman (NRC) to W. G. Hairston III (SNC) dated March 11, 1992, 
regarding Farley Unit 1 License Amendment 92 and Farley Unit 2 License Amendment 85.  

W/rm - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 14 

Chapter 7.3 presents a number of fuel rod design acceptance limits. For each, please describe 
where the limit is derived or referenced and if the limit has been accepted by the NRC generically 
or for Farley specifically.  

SNC Response No. 14 

The acceptance limits for the key fuel rod design criteria presented in Chapter 7.3 were 
established in the following references.  

Rod Internal Pressure - The NRC-approved rod internal pressure acceptance limit was 
generically defined in WCAP-8963-P-A, Reference 1. This acceptance limit has been applied 
and approved for subsequent generic topicals addressing extended burnup with zircaloy 
cladding (WCAP-10125-P-A, Reference 2) and VANTAGE+ (WCAP-12610-P-A, 
Reference 3).  

Clad Corrosion - The NRC-approved acceptance limits for clad temperature (metal oxide 
interface temperature) and hydrogen pickup were generically defined for zircaloy in WCAP
10125-P-A, Reference 2. The NRC-approved acceptance limits for clad temperature (metal 
oxide interface temperature) and hydrogen pickup were generically defined for ZIRLO in 
WCAP-12610-P-A, Reference 3.  

Clad Stress and Strain - The NRC-approved acceptance limits for fuel rod clad stress and 
strain were generically defined for zircaloy in WCAP-1 0125-P-A, Reference 2 and for ZIRLO 
in WCAP-126 10-P-A, Reference 3.  

Response No. 14 References 

1. Risher, D. H. (Editor), "Safety Analysis for the Revised Fuel Rod Internal Pressure 
Design Basis,"WCAP-8963-P-A, August 1978.  

2. Davidson, S. L. (Ed.), et al., "Extended Bumup Evaluation of Westinghouse Fuel," 
WCAP-10125-P-A, December 1985.
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3. Davidson, S. L., Nuhfer, D. L., "VANTAGE+ Fuel Assembly Reference Core Report," 
WCAP-12610-P-A, April 1995.  

W/rgm - 7/22/97 

NRC Ouestion No. 15 

Please verify that the fluence value used to support the technical specification pressure/temperature 
limit curves (effective through 16 and 14 effective full power years for Units 1 and 2, respectively) 
will not be exceeded at the higher full power limit.  

SNC Response No. 15 

The results of the analyses performed to assess the impact of power uprate on reactor vessel 
integrity are summarized in Section 5.1.2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report. As stated 
in this section, new heatup and cooldown curves were calculated for 36 EFPY at the new uprated 
power conditions. These calculations included consideration of the increased neutron fluence due 
to power uprate. The revised heatup and cooldown curves are included in the proposed Unit I and 
Unit 2 Pressure Temperature Limits Reports (PTLRs) submitted to the NRC by letter dated July 
23, 1997. NRC approval of the PTLRs is required prior to startup to support implementation of 
power uprate.  

SNC/tws - 7/24/97
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QUESTIONS REGARDING COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR PART 50, APPENDIX G, AND 10 
CFR PART 50, APPENDIX H 

NRC Question No. 1 

Provide the projected maximum end-of-life (EOL) fluences at the inner diameter of the Joseph M.  
Farley Nuclear Plant (Farley) reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) based on the new uprated power 
conditions and the revised adjusted reference temperature values for the Farley Units 1 and 2 RPV 
beltline materials.  

SNC Response No. I 

Consistent with Paragraph 5.1.2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, revised heatup and 
cooldown curves have been calculated for 36 EFPY at power uprate conditions. The revised 
heatup and cooldown limits and related information are included in the Technical Specifications 
amendment request associated with the PTLR which was provided to the NRC by letter dated July 
23, 1997. The maximum end-of-life fluences at the inner diameter of the Farley RPVs, based on 
the new uprated power, were provided in Table 5-4 of the proposed Unit 1 and Unit 2 PTLRs. The 
corresponding adjusted reference temperatures associated with the new uprated power are provided 
in Table 5-5 of the proposed Unit I and Unit 2 PTLRs.  

SNCttws - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 2 

Provide an assessment of how the proposed power uprate will affect the current pressure
temperature (P-T) limit curves in the Farley Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications. If the 
uprated power conditions will change (increase) the adjusted reference temperatures for the most 
limiting beltline materials in the Farley RPVs, new P-T limit curves should be submitted based on 
the new uprated conditions and fluences.  

SNC Response No. 2 

Revised pressure-temperature limit curves valid to 36 EFPY, based on the new uprated power, 
were provided in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 of the proposed Unit I and Unit 2 PTLRs.  

SNC/tws - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 3 

Provide an assessment of how the proposed thermal uprate will affect the EOL upper-shelf energies 
for the Farley Units I and 2 RPV beltline materials. Include appropriate calculations and figures 
based on the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev. 2, "Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor 
Vessel Material," dated May 1988.  

SNC Response No. 3 

The EOL Upper Shelf Energies (USE) for Farley Units I and 2 beltline materials, based on the 
fluence associated with the new uprated power, were determined using the methods described in
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Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev. 2. As shown in Tables A and B, which follow this section, the USE 
projected at EOL (36 EFPY) are greater than 50 ft-lb and continue to meet the requirements of 10 
CFR 50, Appendix G.  

SNC/tws - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 4 

Will the revised neutron fluences as a result of the uprated conditions affect the surveillance 
capsule withdrawal schedule for the Farley Units I and 2 RPVs? 

SNC Response No. 4 

The surveillance capsule withdrawal schedules have been revised to reflect the increased fluence 
associated with the new uprated power using the NRC-approved methods described in WCAP
14040-NP-A. The revised surveillance capsule withdrawal schedules were provided in Table 3-1 
of the proposed Unit 1 and Unit 2 PTLRs.  

SNC/tws - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 5 

The staff is providing copies of the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Summary Files and the 
Upper Shelf Energy (USE) Summary Files for the Farley Units 1 and 2 RPV beltline materials, as 
obtained from the NRC Reactor Vessel Integrity Database (RVID), Version 2 .0.2 Update the 
Summary Files to the extent possible based on the most current data for the Farley RPVs, and 
using the uprated fluence values for the plants. The updated Summary Files may be used to assist 
you in your responses to Items 1. - 3. listed above.  

SNC Response No. 5 

SNC has reviewed the RVID PTS and USE Summary Files provided by NRC letter dated July 24, 
1997. Attachment II provides the requested information based on the most current data for the 
Farley RPVs using the uprated fluence values.
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TABLE A

Predicted End of License (36 EFPY) Upper Shelf Energy Values for the 
Farley Unit 1 Reactor Vessel Beltline Materials 

Beltline Material Wt. % I4T Fluence Unirradiated Decrease Projected 
Cu (n/er2) USE in USE(a) EOL USE 

Inter. Shell Plate B6903-2 0.13 2.48 x 10_ 99 ft-lb 27 ft-b 72 ft-lb 

Inter. Shell Plate B6903-3 0.12 2.48 x 10'9 87 ft-lb 23 ft-b 64 ft-lb 

Lower Shell Plate B6919-1 0.14 2.48 x 10'9 86 ft-lb 24 ft-lb 62 ft-lb 

using S/C data - - 2.48 x 10'9 86 ft-lb 20 ft-lb 66 ft-lb 

Lower Shell Plate B6919-2 0.14 2.48 x 10'9 86 ft-lb 24 ft-lb 62 ft-lb 

Inter. Shell Longitudinal Weld 0.24 7.67 x 10" 149 ft-lb 54 ft-lb 95 ft-lb 
Seams 19-894 A & B 

(Heat # 33A277) 

using S/C data - - 7.67 x 10"s 149 ft-lb 34 ft-lb 115 ft-lb 

Circumferential Weld 11-894 0.21 2.48 x 1019 104 ft-lb 46 ft-lb 58 ft-lb 
(Heat # 6329637) 

Lower Shell Longitudinal Weld 0.20 7.67 x 10's 82.5 ft-lb 27 ft-lb 55 ft-lb 
Seams 20-894 A & B 

(Heat # 90099)

NOTES: 

a) Per Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.  

SNC/tws - 7/24197
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TABLE B

Predicted End of License (36 EFPY) Upper Shelf Energy Values for the 
Farley Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Beltline Materials

NOTES: 

a) Per Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.  

SNC/tws - 7/24/97

pwrup 18.doc

Beltline Material Wt. % I/4T Fluence Unirradiated Decrease Projected 
Cu (n/cm2) USE in USE(a) EOL USE 

Inter. Shell Plate B7203-1 0.14 2.34 X 10'9 100 ft-lb 28 ft-lb 72 ft-lb 

Inter. Shell Plate B7212-1 0.20 2.34 X 1019 100 ft-lb 35 ft-lb 65 ft-lb 

using S/C data - - 2.34 X 10'9 100 ft-lb 39 ft-lb 61 ft-lb 

Lower Shell Plate B7210-1 0.13 2.34 X I0'9 103 ft-lb 28 ft-lb 75 ft-lb 

Lower Shell Plate B7210-2 0.14 2.34 X 10'9 99 ft-lb 28 ft-lb 71 ft-lb 

Inter. Shell Longitudinal Weld 0.02 7.48 X 10"' 131 ft-lb 23 ft-lb 108 ft-lb 
Seam 19-923 A 
(Heat # HODA) 

Inter. Shell Longitudinal Weld 0.03 7.48 X 10' 148 ft-lb 26 ft-lb 122 ft-lb 
Seam 19-923 B 
(Heat # BOLA) 

using S/C data - - 7.48 X 1018 148 ft-lb 13 ft-lb 135 ft-lb 

Circumferential Weld 11-923 0.14 2.34 X 10" 102 ft-lb 35 ft-lb 67 ft-lb 
(Heat # 5P5622) 

Lower Shell Longitudinal Weld 0.05 7.48 X 10's 126 ft-lb 23 ft-lb 103 ft-lb 
Seams 20-923 A & B 

(Heat # 83640)
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QUESTIONS REGARDING STEAM GENERATOR INTEGRITY

NRC Question No. 1 

Summarize the results of the assessment that evaluates the effect of the power uprate on (1) the 
minimum wall thickness of steam generator tubes, (2) the number of steam generator tubes 
susceptible to anti-vibration bar wear, and (3) susceptibility of the steam generator tubing to 
various forms of degradation mechanisms.  

SNC Response No. 1 

The results of the assessments of the impact of power uprate on these areas are summarized below.  

1. The minimum required wall thickness, following the guidance of Regulatory Guide 
1.121, was determined to be 0.022 inches (44% of wall thickness) based on 
maintaining a safety margin of 3 against burst during normal operations. This 
minimum wall thickness is acceptable for meeting the loading criteria of Regulatory 
Guide 1.121, including a postulated accident concurrent with an SSE.  

2. The anti-vibration bars (AVB) have been replaced on Farley Units 1 and 2. Since the 
AVB replacement, AVB wear has not been observed as an active degradation 
mechanism at Farley. Power uprate is not expected to introduce AVB wear.  

3. The susceptibility of steam generator tubing to various forms of degradation is 
described in Section 5.7.4 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report with additional 
information provided in response to questions regarding steam generator integrity Nos.  
5 and 6 which follow. The conclusions of the tube degradation evaluation is that 
power uprate will not have a significant impact on the susceptibility of steam generator 
tubes to various forms of degradation (ODSCC and PWSCC). As described in 
Section 5.7.4, power uprate will not have a significant impact on T-hot, the most 
important parameter with respect to steam generator tube degradation. Consequently, 
a significant increase in steam generator tube degradation due to power uprate is not 
expected.  

W/gw & rs - 7/31/97 & SNC/rem - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 2 

It is not clear to the staff whether the Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc. (SNC), has 
assessed the structural integrity of the Farley steam generator tubing under uprated power 
conditions in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.121 methodology. Clarify and provide the basis 
for your conclusions.
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SNC Response No. 2

The structural integrity of the SG tubes was evaluated and determined to be acceptable using 
Regulatory Guide 1.121 methodology. Evaluations were performed for minimum wall thickness 
(as discussed in the response to part (1) of question No. 1 above) under the loading conditions 
prescribed by Regulatory Guide 1.12 1.  

W/gw & rs - 7/31/97 & SNC/rem - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 3 

Clarify whether SNC has considered performing any additional surveillance methods to monitor for 
changes in steam generator degradation as a result of the uprated power conditions. Provide the 
basis for your conclusions.  

SNC Response No. 3 

Prior to each steam generator inspection, an assessment is made as to what degradation 
mechanisms are active in the Farley steam generators and in similar steam generators throughout 
the industry. Inspection plans are developed which will ensure adequate detection ability for the 
degradation mechanism in the affected location in the steam generator. Consequently, any new 
degradation mechanisms and any significant increase in degradation rate should be detectable by 
the planned steam generator inspections.  

The repair criteria contained in the Technical Specifications will continue to apply to power uprate 
conditions with the exception of the Unit 2 criteria for F*. The F* distance will be revised from 
1.54 inches to 1.6 inches as a result of the increased normal differential pressure between the 
primary and secondary (as described in the response to question No. 8 below regarding steam 
generator integrity). Although a 40% repair criteria does exist in the Farley Technical 
Specifications, Farley does not use the 40% repair criteria unless a qualified sizing technique exists 
for the mechanism of concern. The voltage-based alternate repair criteria will continue to be used 
at Farley in accordance with current Technical Specifications and Generic Letter 95-55.  

W/gw & rs - 7/31/97 & SNC/rem - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 4 

Section 5.7.1 discussed the structural evaluation of steam generator internals. Provide a list of 
components that were evaluated and results of the evaluation.  

SNC Response No. 4 

The steam generator components which were evaluated for their structural adequacy at the power 
uprate conditions were: the tube/tubesheet weld; tubes; channel head/tubesheet junction; 
tubesheet/shell junction; divider plate; feedwater nozzle; secondary manway opening and bolts; and 
steam nozzle. With the exception of the secondary manway bolts, the structural analysis showed 
that all of the components experienced maximum stresses and fatigue usage factors less than the 
allowable limits. In terms of maximum stresses, the tube/tubesheet weld yielded the greatest stress 
compared to the allowable limit, with the ratio of calculated/limit being 0.976. With regard to the
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fatigue usage, the secondary manway bolts had a calculated fatigue usage of 1.18 at 40 years. It 
was determined that, in order to obtain an acceptable fatigue usage value, the bolts would need to 
be replaced before the 34' year of operation. SNC plans on replacing the bolts which have not 
already been replaced to comply with this requirement. The divider plate had the second highest 
fatigue usage, with a value of 0.944 under normal and upset conditions. Additional information 
regarding the structural evaluation performed for the steam generator internals is provided in the 
SNC response to additional question No. 7 below.  

W/rs - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 5 

Section 5.7.3 discussed the fatigue evaluation of U-bends from a fluid vibration viewpoint. It is 
not clear to the staff whether SNC has evaluated the small radius (rows 1 and 2) U-bends for 
degradation from stress corrosion cracking. Clarify and provide the basis for your conclusions.  

SNC Response No. 5 

The evaluations performed to assess the impact of power uprate on stress corrosion cracking are 
described in Section 5.7.4 and included an assessment of the impact of PWSCC, including the 
effects of power uprate on the kinetics of PWSCC for the steam generator heat transfer tubing. At 
both Farley Unit 1 and Unit 2, the small radius U-bends were given a thermal stress relief to reduce 
the residual manufacturing stresses. As described in Section 5.7.4, the only stress that is effected 
by the power uprate conditions is the throughwall pressure stress which increases moderately due 
to the increase in normal primary-to-secondary AP from approximately 1435 psi to 1463 psi. In 
combination with the reduction in residual stress, the modest increase in throughwall pressure 
stress due to power uprate is negligible in terms of enhancing the initiation and propagation of 
PWSCC in the small radius U-bends.  
In order to ensure stress corrosion cracking has not increased in the row 1 and 2 U-bends, all row 1 

and 2 U-bends will be inspected at the refueling outage following implementation of power uprate.  

W/gw & rs - 7/31/97 & SNCfrem - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 6 

Section 5.7.4.2 stated that the power uprate will not significantly affect outside diameter stress 
corrosion cracking (ODSCC). Clarify which regions of the steam generator tubes were assessed 
with respect to ODS CC, including whether the power uprate would affect ODSCC at tube support 
plates. Provide the basis for your conclusions.  

SNC Response No. 6 

The impact of changes to primary and secondary side pressures and temperatures due to power 
uprate was evaluated with respect to corrosion in the tube support plate (TSP) crevices, corrosion 
within the sludge pile (SP) at the top of the tubesheet, and corrosion on the tubing free span (FS).  

The beneficial effect of lowering secondary temperature tends to be stronger than the deleterious 
effect of increasing the applied stress in the tube support plate (TSP) crevices and on tubing free
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spans (FS). No credit is taken for the lower secondary temperatures within the sludge pile (SP); 
hence, a small increase in the expected ODSCC rate in the SP is predicted. However, the SP 
region in all Farley steam generators is routinely inspected during each refueling outage. Any 
significant increase in the magnitude or rate of degradation should be readily detectable. There is 
little difference in the predictions for the two units.  

W/gw & rs - 7/31/97 & SNC/rem - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 7 

SNC has implemented voltage-based alternate tube repair criteria in the Technical Specifications 
for Farley Units 1 and 2. Discuss whether the uprated power conditions would affect the structural 
and leakage analyses that are recommended in Generic Letter 95-05. Provide the basis for your 
conclusions.  

SNC Response No. 7 

As discussed in Section 5.7.5, the impact of power uprate on the repair criteria contained in the 
Technical Specifications, including the voltage-based alternate repair criteria (ARC) for the tube 
support plate intersections, was evaluated. The evaluation showed that the 2 volt alternate repair 
criteria value in the Technical Specifications is not sensitive to the increase in normal primary-to
secondary AP associated with power uprate since it is a limit set by Generic Letter 95-05 based on 
steam generator tube size. Furthermore, the upper voltage repair limit, determined specifically for 
each operating cycle, is based on a safety margin of 1.4 X steamline break differential pressure.  
The steamline break differential pressure is based on "an assumed differential pressure across the 
tube walls equal to the pressurizer safety valve steeping plus 3 percent for the valve accumulation, 
less atmospheric pressure in faulted steam generators," per Generic Letter 95-05. Since the 
steamline break differential pressure is not being changed due to power uprate, the upper voltage 
repair limit is not directly affected by power uprate. However, a change to the upper voltage repair 
limit may be required due to possible changes in the structural limit or flaw growth rate. The 
structural limit may change due to changes in the NRC database for establishing the voltage 
corresponding to the tube structural limit. As stated earlier, the upper voltage repair limit is 
determined for each individual operating cycle.  

W/gw & rs - 7/31/97 & SNC/rem - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 8 

Section 5.7.5 stated that an analysis was performed to revise the F* criteria in the Farley Unit 2 
Technical Specifications to bound the best estimate steam generator outlet pressure at 2785 MWt.  
It is not clear to the staff whether SNC will submit for staff review a license amendment to revise 
the F* criteria specified in the Farley Unit 2 Technical Specifications. Please clarify.  

SNC Response No. 8 

The change to the Farley Unit 2 Technical Specification F* criteria is included in the proposed 
Technical Specifications changes for power uprate. Specifically, Technical Specification 3/4.4.6 
value for "F* Distance" has been revised from 1.54 inches to 1.6 inches.  
W/rs - 7/22/97
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QUESTIONS REGARDING ATTACHMENT 6, SECTION 2.15 - SAFETY-RELATED ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION 

NRC Question No. 1 

Provide the list of required and qualified radiological doses of the individual safety-related 
electrical equipment before and after power uprate. In your submittal, it is stated that "for safety
related electrical equipment with uprate doses not bounded by the original design basis, 
radiological doses at uprate conditions were compared against the dose threshold limits used for the 
individual components or equipment." We believe that the doses should be bounded by the test 
report values, not by the dose threshold limits. Explain the differences and why your method is 
acceptable.  

SNC Response No. I 

In the context of the EQ evaluation prepared for power uprate, the terminology of dose threshold 
limits and test report values means the same. The limiting qualification radiation dose for each 
room was determined from the System Component Evaluation Worksheet for each Environmental 
Qualification Package which documents the qualification or tested radiation dose.  

B/sk - 7/16/97 

NRC Question No. 2 

Furnish composite loss-of-coolant accident/main steamline break containment temperature profiles 
before and after power uprate case on the same plot that extends to 30 days. Identify where the 
composite temperature power uprate profiles are not enveloped by the design basis profile.  

SNC Response No. 2 

The power uprate composite temperature profile was superimposed on the existing composite 
temperature profile. This plot, "FNP Composite LOCA/MSLB Containment Temperature 
Profile," is attached to the end of this section. Differences between the power uprate composite 
profile and the existing composite profile are discussed in detail in response to question 3 below.  

B/sk - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 3 

Explain why the (power) uprated temperature that exceeds the existing design basis profile by a 
few degrees (i.e., 5'F) toward the end of the composite temperature profiles (greater than 30,000 
seconds) is acceptable by having enough margin between 70 seconds and 10,000 seconds. Should 
the end of the composite temperature profiles be longer or shorter than 30,000 seconds (8.3 hours)? 

SNC Response No. 3 

The power uprate composite temperature profile was compared to the existing composite 
temperature profile and to the applicable equipment qualification test profiles. The review
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concluded that the power uprate composite temperature profile will not have any significant impact 
to the environmental qualification of the EQ components at FNP.  

As is customary, the 30-day composite temperature profiles (power uprate and existing) were 
plotted on a semi-log graph. The plot, "FNP Composite LOCAIMSLB Containment Temperature 
Profile," is attached. For discussion purposes, the composite temperature profile has been divided 
into three sections. Section 1 is the initial 150 seconds of the postulated accident; Section 2 is from 
150 seconds to 7000 seconds; and, Section 3 is from 7000 seconds to 30 days. However, to aid in 
viewing, Sections 1 and 2 were also plotted on a linear scale from 0 to 7000 seconds; this plot, 
"FNP Composite LOCA/MSLB Containment Temperature Profile (0 - 7000 seconds)," is also 
attached. Each plot section is discussed below.  

Section 1 is the temperature ramp-up portion of the profile. This ramp-up is due to the postulated 
main steam line breaks and is for a short duration (150 sec.). Inspection of the ramp-up section of 
plot with linear scale suggests that the existing ramp-up and the power uprate ramp-up would lead 
to similar heat transfer to the equipment within the containment. The ramp-up results in exposing 
the equipment to a high-temperature for a short duration. Since the equipment mass does not heat 
up instantaneously due to thermal transfer from the environment to the equipment surface, the 
equipment does not reach thermal equilibrium for short-duration events. Based on engineering 
experience with transient thermal heat transfer analysis (thermal lag analysis), the short-duration 
ambient temperature excursion is covered by the existing test data. Therefore, the initial power 
uprate temperature ramp-up is enveloped by the applicable equipment qualification test data.  

For Section 2, the power uprate composite temperature profile is enveloped by the existing 
composite temperature profile.  

Although the power uprate composite temperature profile in Section 3 exceeds the existing 
composite temperature profile by approximately 5°F, a review of the test profiles for EQ 
equipment inside containment indicates that there is sufficient margin in the test profiles to envelop 
the power uprate composite temperature profile. In addition, the EQ equipment has been qualified 
for the peak temperature of 384'F which exceeds the power uprate peak temperature of 383cF.  
Further, the duration at the higher temperatures (i.e., >250"F) is longer for the existing profile than 
for the power uprate profile.  

Based on the above discussion, the FNP designers concluded that the existing equipment 

qualification was not impacted by the power uprate composite profile.  

B/sk & jl- 7/31/97
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QUESTIONS REGARDING ATT'ACHMENT 6, SECTION 2.20 - MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL 
REVIEWS 

NRC Question No. 1 

Provide the impact of the load, voltage, and short circuit values for power uprate conditions at all 
levels of the station auxiliary electrical distribution system (i.e., the onsite power system, the main 
generator, and its step-up transformer).  

SNC Response No. 1 

As briefly discussed in BOP Licensing Report, Section 20.0, "Miscellaneous Electrical Reviews," 
the plant electrical distribution system was evaluated for potential impact associated with the 
Farley power uprating. Additional information pertaining to this engineering evaluation is 
presented herein.  

In order to support power uprate, the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) motors and Condensate Pump 
motors will be required to deliver slightly higher horsepower (HIP) over their current operating 
values. The additional HP for the RCP motors is required to support the uprate RCS Tavg 
temperature range and the reduced RCS loop flow rates assumed for full power operation. The 
additional HP requirement for the Condensate motors is due to the increased feedwater flow rate.  
There are no other electrical load changes on the plant electrical distribution system as a result of 
power uprate.  

To evaluate the impact of the RCP and Condensate Pump HP increases on the Farley Electrical 
Distribution System, computer simulations were performed using the Southern Company Services 
(SCS) Station Auxiliary (STAUX) Program. The STAUX program provides load flow, voltage, 
and short circuit values at all buses, load centers, and MCCs.  

Impact to 4160V System 

Impact to Loading - The increase in loading on the non-i E 4160V buses as a result of 
power uprate represents only 2% or less of the total loading on each 4160V bus. There is 
no impact on the Class 1 E 4160V buses. The total loading after power uprate does not 
exceed the continuous current ratings of the breakers and transformers.  

Voltage Impact - Steady state and starting voltages did not decrease more than 0.4% as a 
result of power uprate.  

Impact to Short Circuit Values - No change in short circuit values occurred on the 4160V 
bus as a result of power uprate.  

Impact to 600V System 

Impact to Loading - No change in loading on the 600V buses is required as a result of 
power uprate.  

Voltage Impact - Steady state and starting voltages did not decrease more than 0.4% as a 
result of power uprate.
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Impact to Short Circuit Values - No change in short circuit values occurred on the 600V 
bus as a result of power uprate.  

Impact to 208/120V System 

Impact to Loading - No change in loading on the 208/120V buses are required as a result 
of power uprate.  

Voltage Impact - Steady state and starting voltages did not decrease more than 0.4% as a 
result of power uprate.  

Impact to Short Circuit Values - No change in short circuit values occurred on the 
208/120V bus as a result of power uprate.  

Impact to Main Generator 

Load Impact - The generatorcapability was reviewed to evaluate the impact of increased 
generator load for power uprate. A detailed discussion of this review is provided in the 
BOP Licensing Report, Section 2.6, "Main Generator and Auxiliaries." This review 
confirmed that the generator is capable of operation at the specified uprated MW value.  

Voltage Impact - Generator bus voltage range is maintained within a range of 95% - 105% 
of generator rated voltage (22kV) by design. The actual bus voltage is dictated by system 
conditions and will not be significantly impacted by power uprate. Calculations performed 
in support of power uprate show that, for the generator minimum voltage of 95%, the 
Reactor Coolant Pump buses A, B, and C (which are normally powered from the unit 
auxiliary transformers) have sufficient voltage. In addition, the bus loads on buses A, B, 
and C will not be subjected to unacceptably high voltages when the generator voltage is at 
105%.  

Short Circuit Impact - Calculated short circuit values on the generator bus do not change 
as a result of power uprate.  

Impact to Generator Step-Up Transformer 

Load Impact - The increase in MW loading is within the design temperature and load 
ratings of the transformer, although operating temperature may increase.  

Voltage Impact - The additional MW output from the generator will increase the voltage 
drop through the main power transformer. The actual high (transmission) side winding 
voltage is set by the system voltage schedule. The low (generator) side winding voltage is 
adjusted to maintain the high side voltage schedule and kept within operating and 
equipment limits and therefore is not significantly impacted as a result of power uprate.  

Short Circuit Impact - Calculated short circuit values on the generator bus and the 230kV 
and 500kV buses do not change as a result of power uprate.  

SCS/wb & tic & jms- 7/31/97
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NRC Question No. 2

Provide the result of an analysis which was used to conclude that: (1) the bounding steady-state 
voltages and motor starting voltages remain within acceptable limits, (2) emergency diesel 
generator loadings are within the design ratings, and (3) there are no impacts on relay trip set 
points for loss of voltage or degraded grid voltage protective scheme due to power uprate.  

SNC Response No. 2 

To evaluate the impact on the Farley Electrical Distribution System, computer simulations were 
performed using the SCS STAUX Program. The STAUX program provides load flow, steady 
state voltage, and short circuit values for all buses, load centers, MCCs and selected equipment. It 
also provides motor starting voltage dip for selected motors.  

(1) The steady-state and motor starting voltages did not decrease more than 0.4%. These 
voltages are within the minimum required voltages for plant equipment important to safety.  
Important non-Class 1E equipment voltages were also verified to remain within acceptable 
limits.  

(2) The Farley Diesel Generator (DG) load calculation was reviewed to determine the 
potential impact of power uprate on the ability of the DGs to perform their safety-related 
function; in addition, the impact of power uprate on the ability of the DGs to perform their 
safety-related function under Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios was also evaluated. No 
requirements to add or change out safety-related plant equipment or to increase loading of 
existing safety-related plant equipment beyond the equipment ratings already analyzed in 
the DG load calculation were identified. The engineering reviews determined that the DGs 
are not impacted by power uprate and that the DGs will continue to perform their intended 
safety-related function.  

(3) The increased electrical load (i.e., for the RCP and Condensate Pump motors) 
associated with the Farley power uprate occurs only on non-lE 4160V buses. The 
corresponding load increase to each startup transformer represents a very small percentage 
of the transformer total load rating. As a result, the additional voltage drop through the 
transformer is very small (< 0.4%), and therefore, Class 1E bus voltages are not 
significantly impacted. This small change is not sufficient to impact the voltage setpoints 
of the Farley LOSP and degraded grid protection scheme.  

SCS/wb & tic & jms- 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 3 

State what would be the negative impact on the stability of the units by increasing Farley 
generation to 920 MWe per unit.  

SNC Response No. 3 

The increase in power does not impact the stable operation of the Farley Units for expected design 
basis conditions. Under normal expected operating conditions, the Farley Units are stable and
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safety-related buses will continue to be supplied by the off-site preferred power source for single 
contingency events and faults.  

In general, as the megawatt loading of a generating Unit increases for a given system load level, the 
margin of stability for that Unit will decrease. Thus, for abnormal system alignments such as an 
outage of a critical transmission line, increasing the MW output of the Units results in a slight 
decrease in the margin of stability at a given system load level. Load limitations with a 
transmission line out of service are currently addressed by plant operating procedures with 
consideration given to how long the line will be out of service, system load requirements, and 
operational status of the Units.  

SCS/wb & tic &jms- 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 4 

Clarify the statement, "There is a slight decrease in the margin of stability for limited faults during 
valley load conditions. Normal system growth offsets the slight decrease in margin of stability 
within 3 to 5 years." Please elaborate on how the generation increase due to its power uprate will 
decrease the stability margin, but the stability will improve later on when the system load grows.  

SNC Response No. 4 

As discussed in the response to miscellaneous electrical question No. 3 above, in general, as the 
megawatt loading of a generating Unit increases for a given system load level, the margin of 
stability for that Unit will decrease. This is because, as the unit load increases, the Unit will tend 
to become less stable with respect to the system. Increasing the Farley generation to 920MW 
results in a slight decrease in the margin of stability for any given system load level when 
compared to the existing generation at Farley. On this same basis, as the system load increases 
(for a given Unit output), the Unit will tend to become more stable with respect to the system.  
Thus, normal system load growth will have a favorable impact on the stability margin for the 
Farley Units resulting in an increase in the stability margin.  

SCS/wb & tic & jms- 7/31/97
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QUESTIONS REGARDING ATTACHMENT 6, SECTION 2 - BALANCE OF PLANT PROGRAM 
DESCRIPTION 

NRC Question No. 1 

The increase in the probability of turbine overspeed and associated turbine missile production due 
to plant operations at the proposed uprated power level have not been addressed. Please 
demonstrate that plant operations at the proposed uprated power level will not increase the 
probability of turbine overspeed and associated turbine missile production.  

SNC Response No. 1 

The degree of overspeed protection for the turbine is a function of the entrapped energy at the 
time of trip, the system design and the turbine speed at the time when the trip is initiated. If 
the final speed of the turbine following an overspeed trip does not exceed the design 
overspeed, there is no increased probability of missile production.  

Governor and interceptor valves throttle closed when turbine speed is _> 103% of rated speed 
and may reopen to maintain rated speed. At 111% of rated speed the mechanical overspeed 
mechanism functions to trip the turbine.  

The design overspeed trip points were set such that the unit should not achieve a final 
overspeed greater than the design overspeed of 120%. The energy available to the turbine 
immediately after a trip will carry the turbine speed beyond that of the trip device setting. For 
the Farley units, it has been calculated that a mechanical overspeed trip at 111% will not 
allow the unit to achieve a final overspeed greater than 120%. This calculation was based 
upon the maximum calculated (Max Calc) design points for the unit. Although the new Max 
Calc throttle flow will exceed the old Max Calc throttle flow, the level of change in the 
parameters critical to overspeed (entrapped energy) was within the tolerance of the original 
overspeed trip setting calculation. The increase in throttle flow was within 0.8%, and the new 
throttle pressure and LP inlet pressures were less than the original Max Calc point. The 
enthalpy was virtually the same. Therefore, the 111% calculated trip point for the mechanical 
trip device is still valid at the uprated conditions and will not result in a final speed greater 
than the design speed of 120% and therefore will not increase the probability of turbine 
overspeed and associated turbine missile production. In addition, secondary backup 
overspeed protection from the DEH control system is provided by a turbine trip at 111.5% of 
rated speed.  

SCSImp - 7/22/97 & jrns 8/1/97 

NRC Question No. 2 

With regard to spent fuel pool (SFP) decay heat loads and cooling, provide the following 
information: 

a. The heat load and corresponding peak calculated SFP temperature for each case 
analyzed.
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b. Is full core offload a general practice for routine refueling? If it is, how many trains of 

the SFP cooling system will be available/operable prior to refueling operation? 

SNC Response No. 2 

a. The following table provides the requested information. Note that temperatures were only 

calculated for cases 1-3 to demonstrate compliance with the Standard Review Plan.  

Temperatures were not calculated for the Best Estimate Full Core Offload or post

refueling cases. The total heat load for the Best Estimate Full Core Offload case is 

bounded by the BOC and EOC Full Core Offload cases. The post-refueling cases were 

analyzed only for heat loads used in evaluating component cooling water system 

performance and the ultimate heat sink maximum post-accident temperature.  

Case # 1 2 3 4 5A 5B 5C 

Partial Core Full Core Full Core Full Core Post Post Post 

Case Offload Offload Offmoad Offload Refueling Refueling Refueling 

Description (BOC) (EOC) (Best Estimate) (25 days) (40 days) (65 days) 
(1/2 trains) (1/2 trains) (I /2 trains) 

Heat Load 22.1 / 11.05 37.0/ 18.5 36.5 / 18.25 30.3 15.4 13.6 12.0 

(MBTU/hr) 

Max. SFP 147/126 175/140 174/140 - - -

Temperature 
(F) 

b. Full core offload is a general plant practice. Plant procedures require a minimum of one 

operable cooling train. Plant procedures further require that fuel handling operations be 

suspended and actions taken to restore cooling upon receipt of the high temperature alarm.  

SCS/jvi - 7/24/97
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QUESTIONS REGARDING ATTACHMENT 5, SECTION 6 - NSSS ACCIDENT ANALYSES 

NRC Ouestion No. I 

In order to evaluate the impact of future plant changes, equipment problems, or other issues for the 
power uprate, please provide the doses for the control room operator, EAB, and LPZ for the five 
accidents listed in Attachment 6. Please demonstrate that the doses for the control room operators 
comply with the regulatory criteria for control room doses given in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, 
General Design Criterion 19.  

SNC Response No. 1 

EAB and LPZ doses were reported in Attachment 6, Section 2.16, of the license amendment 
request. Control room doses have historically been provided in FSAR Table 15.4-17 for the 
limiting LOCA in accordance with NUREG-75/087; revised control room doses for the limiting 
LOCA at power uprate conditions were provided in Attachment 6, Section 2.16, of the license 
amendment request. These results meet 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 19.  
Note that control room dose calculations were not performed for the five accidents referenced 
above because the NRC SRP does not require such dose calculations.  

SCS/jaw - 7/9/97 & SNC/mge - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 2 

For all of the accidents listed in Attachment 6, provide the assumptions along with the calculational 
methodology to support the dose analysis results, i.e., the modeling, assumptions, input data, and 
results of the dose analysis for each postulated accident should be provided. What power level was 
used for the accidents listed in Attachment 6. What is the core radionuclide inventory based on.  
What meteorological data are the X/Q calculations based on.  

SNC Response No. 2 

Input parameters for LOCA were provided in Tables 2.16-1 through 2.16-3 of Attachment 6 of the 
license amendment request, and the results were provided in Tables 2.16-4 and 2.16-5. Input 
parameters for the remaining accidents are provided in the following tables (A - I). The results for 
the remaining accidents were provided in Attachment 6, Section 2.16, of the license amendment 
request.  

The power level considered for radiological consequence calculations was 2831 MWt. The core 
inventory calculations were based on the methods and parameters discussed in Attachment 5, 
Section 7.6 (and the associated tables) of the license amendment request.  

EAB and LPZ atmospheric dispersion factors are based on the data in FSAR Section 2.3 and are 
shown in FSAR Table 2.3-12. Revised control room atmospheric dispersion factors (X/Qs) were 
developed based on the meteorological data listed in the FSAR for the period of April 1972 through 
March 1973. The joint frequency distribution tables for the data set were obtained from FSAR 
Table 2.3-8A, and the results were shown in Table 2.16-3 of Attachment 6 of the license 
amendment request.  

SCS/jaw - 7/9/97 
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TABLE A 

PARAMETERS USED IN RCP LOCKED ROTOR ANALYSES 

Core thermal power (MWt) 2831 

Offsite power Lost 

Fuel defects (%) NA(a) 

Steam generator tube leak rate 150 
prior to and during accident 
(gpd/generator) 

Activity released to RCS 20% of gap inventory 

Secondary side iodine activity 0.1 ±Ci/grn DE1131 

Iodine partition factor in 0.01 
steam generators 

Duration of plant cooldown by 8 
secondary system after accident (h) 

Steam release from three 427,000 (0-2 h) 
steam generators (lbs) 820,000 (2-8 h) 

Feedwater flow to three 574,000 (0-2 h) 
steam generators (Ibs) 908,000 (2-8 h) 

a. RCS activity (including iodine spike) is negligible compared to 20% gap release.  

SCS/jaw-7/9/97
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TABLE B

PARAMETERS USED IN LOSS OF ac POWER ANALYSES

Core thermal power 2831 MWt

Steam generator tube leak rate 
prior to and during accident

Offsite power 

Fuel defects

Iodine partition factor in steam 
generators prior to and during accident 

Secondary side iodine activity 

Duration of plant cooldown 
by secondary system after accident

150 gpd per generator

Lost 

1/%(&)

0.1 

0.1 jXCi/gm dose 
equivalent 1131

8h

Steam release from 
three steam generators 

Feedwater flow to three 
steam generators 

Meteorology

448,000 lb (0-2 h) 
861,000 lb (2-8 h) 

603,000 lb (0-2 h) 
953,000 lb (2-8 h) 

Accident (see FSAR 
Appendix 15B)

a. A pre-existing iodine spike of 30 jtCi/gm dose equivalent 131 is assumed.  

SCS/jaw-7/11/97
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TABLE C

PARAMETERS USED IN WASTE GAS DECAY TANK RUPTURE ANALYSES

Core thermal power 

Plant load factor 

Activity released 
from GWPS

Tank contents

Number of tanks 
(normal operation) 

Iodine partition 
factor in volume 
control tank 

Time of accident 

Meteorology

2831 MWt 

1.00

Contents of one tank 

See attached table

6.00 

0.01

Immediately after isolation 
of tank from GWPS 

Accident (see FSAR 
Appendix 15B)

SCS/jaw -7/11/97
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TABLE D

WASTE GAS DECAY TANK INVENTORY 
(Technical Specification Limit for Conservative Analysis)

Isotop~e 

Xe-133 

Xe-133m 

Xe-135 

Xe-135m 

Xe-138 

Kr-85 

Kr-85m

Kr-87 

Kr-88

Activity 
(Ci) 

6.77 x 104 

1.02 x 10' 

6.77 x 102 

2.88 x 100 

2.63 x 10-' 

(a) 

8.03 x 10' 

9.15 x 100 

8.53 x 10'

a. The dose conversion factor for Kr85 is much less than the other isotopes, and it accumulates 
much slower than the other isotopes, thus it is conservatively ignored.

SCS/jaw -7/11/97
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TABLE E 
PARAMETERS USED IN STEAM LINE BREAK ANALYSES

Core thermal power (MWt) 

Steam generator tube leak rate prior to 
accident and initial 8 h following accident 
(gpd/per generator) 

Offsite power 

Fuel defects (%) 

Iodine partition factor for initial steam 
release from defective steam generator 

Iodine partition factor in non-defective 
steam generators prior to and during 
accident 

Time to isolate defective steam generator (h) 

Initial steam release from defective steam 
generator (1b) (min) 

Steam release from two non-defective steam 
generators (1b)(h) 

Feedwater flow to two non-defective steam 
generators (lb)(h) 

Meteorology

2831 

150 

Lost 

1 (a) 

1.0 

0.1 

8

473,000 (0-30) 

339,000 (0-2) 
730,000 (2-8) 

442,000 (0-2) 
791,000 (2-8) 

Accident (see FSAR 
Appendix 15b)

a. A pre-existing iodine spike of 30 p.Ci/gm or an accident initiated iodine spike 500 times the 
normal appearance rate is assumed.  
SCS/jaw - 7/11197
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TABLE F

PARAMETERS USED IN STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE ANALYSES 

Core thermal power (MWt) 2831 

Steam generator tube leak rate prior to and during 150 
accident (gpd/generator) 

Offsite power Lost 

Fuel defects (%) 1(a) 

Iodine partition factors in non-defective 0.1 
steam generators prior to and during accident 

Iodine partition factor in defective steam 0.1 
generator prior to and during accident

Time to isolate defective steam generator (min) 

Duration of plant cooldown by secondary 
system after accident (h) 

Steam release from defective steam 
generator (lb)(min) 

Steam release from two non-defective 
steam generators (lb)(h) 

Feedwater flow to two non-defective 
steam generators (lb)(h) 

Reactor coolant released to the 

defective steam generator (lb) 

Meteorology

30 

8 

73,300 (0-30) 

400,000 (0-2) 
889,000 (2-8) 

320,000 (0-2) 
936,000 (2-8) 

150,000 

Accident (see FSAR 
Appendix 15B)

a. Pre-accident iodine spike of 30 ýICi/gm or accident initiated iodine spike 

500 times the normal appearance rate.  

SCS/jaw- 7/11/97 
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TABLE G

ACTIVITIES IN HIGHEST RATED ASSEMBLY AT TIME OF 
FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT 

Fuel Cladding 
Gap (100 hr. after 

Reactor Shutdown) 
Isotope (Ci)(a)

6.99 x 1041-131 

1-132 

1-133 

1-134 

1-135

6.22 x 1O0

5.34 x 10'

Kr-85m

Kr-85 

Kr-87 

Kr-88

Xe-13 1m 

Xe-133 

Xe-133m

2.39 x 10'

7.31 x 102 

9.57 x 104 

1.52 x 1O0 

2.06 x 10'Xe-135

Xe-135m 

Xe-138 

a. Total core Ci x gap fraction x radial peaking factor/157 assemblies.  

SCS/jaw - 7/11/97
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Parameter 

Core thermal power 

Time between plant shutdown and accident 

Minimum water depth between tops of damaged 
fuel rods and water surface 

Damage to fuel assembly 

Fuel assembly activity 

Activity release from assembly 

Radial peaking factor 

Decontamination factor in water 

Elemental iodine (99.75%) 

Organic Iodine ( 0.25%) 

Noble gases 

Amount of mixing in building 

Iodine filtration system 

Filter efficiencies 

Elementary iodine 

Organic iodine 

Atmospheric dilution factors 

SCS/jaw- 7/I 1/97 
8/5/97

TABLE H 
METERS USED IN FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

Accident in Spent-Fuel Accident in Refueling 
Pool (Auxiliary Building) Canal (Containment) 

2831 MWt 2831 MWt 

100 h 100 h 

23 ft 23 ft 

All rods ruptured All rods ruptured 

Highest powered fuel assembly Highest powered fuel assembly 
in core region discharged in core region discharged 

Gap activity in ruptured rods Gap activity ruptured rods 

1.7 (maximum) 1.7 

133 133 

1 1

I

1.0 X I0, ft3 

Penetration room 
filtration system 

90% 

70% 

Accident (see FSAR 
Table 15B-2) 

Page 40

6.6 X 101 ft3 

Containment purge system 

90% 

30% 

Accident (see FSAR 
Table 15B-2)

I



TABLE I 
PARAMETERS USED IN ROD EJECTION ACCIDENT ANALYSES 

Core thermal power (MWt) 2831 

Containment free volume (ft 3) 2.03 x 106 

Fuel defects (%) I(a) 

Steam generator tube leak rate prior to and 150 
during accident (gpd per generator) 

Failed fuel (%) 10 of fuel 

Activity released to reactor coolant from failed 
fuel and available for release 

Noble gases (%) 10.0 of g 
Iodines (%) 10.0 of g 

Melted fuel (%) 0.25 of cor 

Activity released to reactor coolant from melted 
fuel and available for release 

Noble gases (%) 0.25 of ci 
lodines (%) 0.25 of ci 

Iodine partition factor in steam generators prior 0.1 
to and during accident 

Plateout of iodine activity released to containment 50 
(%) 

Form of iodine activity in containment 
available for release 

Elemental iodine (%) 91 
Methyl iodine (%) 4 
Particulate iodine (%) 5 

Containment leak rate (%/day) 0.15 (0-24

rods in core 

ap inventory 
ap inventory 

e inventory 

ore inventory 
ore inventory

h)
0.075 (1-30 days) 

Offsite power Lost 

Steam dump from relief valves (Ib) 426,000 

Duration of dump from relief valve (s) 98 

Time between accident and equalization of 2500 
primary and secondary system pressures (s) 

Steam dump to condenser (lb) 0.0 

Meteorology Accident (FSAR App. 15B 

a. Iodine activity at 0.5 and 0.1 gCi/gm DEI1 31 in the RCS and secondary systems 
respectively.  
SCS/jaw- 7/11/97
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NRC Question No. 3

For the Control Rod Ejection Accident, explain why releases from the secondary side were not 
included in your evaluation.  

SNC Response No. 3 

Attachment 5, Section 6 of the license amendment request addressed only the core and NSSS 
response to a Control Rod Ejection Accident and provided core releases to the RCS. Attachment 6 
of the license amendment request addressed the radiological consequences of the accident and 
included both RCS leakage through the steam generators and activity contained in the secondary 
side water. Also see SNC response to NSSS accident analyses question No. 2 above.  

SCS/jaw - 7/11/97
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

NRC Question No. I 

In regard to Sections 5.1.1 and 5.2.3 of Reference 2, provide the maximum calculated stress and 
cumulative fatigue usage factor (CUF) at the critical locations of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) 
and internal components (such as RPV nozzles, core plates, core barrel, baffle/barrel, and fuel 
assembly, etc.). Also, provide the allowable Code limits, and the Code and Code edition used in the 
evaluation for the power uprate. If different from the Code of record, provide the necessary 
justification.  

SNC Response No. 1 

Regarding Section 5.1.1. and the reactor vessel, the maximum CUF at all of the limiting locations, 
except those in the CRDM housings, the bottom head instrumentation nozzles, the closure head 
flange and the closure studs, increase from the previously calculated values. However, the 
increases are generally minimal, and all of the CUFs remain under the 1.0 limit with margin. The 
greatest increase in CUF is 0.157 at the core support pads. The Code edition used was the Code of 
record, which is the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, 1968 Edition through Summer 1970 
Addenda.  

The stress intensities and CUFs for the reactor vessel critical locations are provided in Table A, 
which follows.
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TABLE A

STRESS INTENSITIES AND FATIGUE 
USAGE FACTORS FOR THE REACTOR VESSEL

Location PL + Pb + Q Range U, 

Outlet Nozzles Nozzle: 54.7 ksi < 3 S, = 80.1 ksi Nozzle: 0.1299 < 1.0 
Safe End: 40.5 ksi < 3 Sm = 49.2 ksi Support: 0.2871 < 1.0 

Inlet Nozzles Nozzle: 47.83 ksi < 3 Sm = 80.1 ksi Nozzle: 0.0276 < 1.0 
Safe End: 45.16 ksi (Unit 1) < 3 Sm= 49.8 ksi Support: 0.1693 < 1.0 

43.77 ksi (Unit 2) < 3 Sm= 49.8 ksi 

Main Closure Flange Region 

1. Closure Head 62.08 ksi < 3 Sm = 80.1 ksi 0.2259 < 1.0 

Flange 

2. Vessel Flange 77.98 ksi < 3 Sm = 80.1 ksi 

3. Closure Studs 104.4 ksi <3 Sm = 110.3 ksi 0.9211 < 1.0 

CRDM Housings 45.95 ksi < 3 Sm = 69.9 ksi 0.5688 < 1.0 

Vessel Wall Transition 31.72 ksi < 3 Sm= 80.1 ksi 0.0603 < 1.0 

Bottom Head to Shell 36.53 ksi < 3 Sm = 80.1 ksi 0.0052 < 1.0 
Juncture 

Bottom Head 57.28 ksi < 3 Sm = 69.9 ksi 0.2201 < 1.0 

Instrumentation Tubes 

Core Support Pads 42.79 ksi < 3 Sm = 80.1 ksi 0.2224 < 1.0
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Regarding Section 5.2.3 and the reactor internals, since the Farley reactor internals were designed prior to the 
introduction of Subsection NG of the ASME B&PV Code Section III, a plant specific stress report on the 
reactor internals was not required. However, the criteria described in Subsection NG of the ASME Code were 
utilized. Component qualifications were based on the use and extension of existing analyses which had been 
performed for similar plants which were designed and built strictly in accordance with ASME Subsection NG 
requirements. In addition, a new analysis of the lower core plate was performed in order to remove 
conservatism.  

Maximum Calculated Stress, Allowable, and CUF at Critical Locations of Reactor Internal Components 

REACTOR MAX CODE MAX CODE MAX CODE CUF 

INTERNAL STRESS LIMIT STRESS LIMIT STRESS LIMIT 

COMPONENT (3) Pm Sm Pm+Pb 1.5Sm Pm+Pb+Q 3Sin 

Lower Core Plate 3.2 ksi 16.2 ksi 5.85 ksi 24.3 ksi 31.6 ksi 48.6 ksi .046 

(5.2.3.2) 

Baffle-Barrel Bolt NA (1) NA (1) NA (1) NA (1) NA (1) NA (1) .917 

(5.2.3.3.3) 

Upper Core Plate 6.5 ksi 16.4 ksi 13.2 ksi 24.6 ksi 70.2 ksi (2) 49.2 ksi (2) .08 (2) 

(5.2.3.3.4)

Notes: 

(1) The baffle-barrel bolts were qualified by test.

(2) The combined primary and secondary stresses exceed the limit. An elastic-plastic fatigue analysis 
in accordance with NG-3228.3 was performed to demonstrate that the cumulative fatigue usage 
attributed to the combination of the low cycle events plus all other cyclic events did not exceed the 
value of 1.0.  

(3) The review of other components, such as the Core Barrel (5.2.3.3.1) and Baffle Plate (5.2.3.3.2), 
showed very high margins and the uprated conditions did not significantly effect the structural integrity 
of the component.  

W/rs - 7/31/97 

NRC Question No. 2 

In regard to Section 5.2.2.2 of Reference 2, provide an assessment of flow-induced vibration of the 
reactor internal components due to power uprate.  

SNC Response No. 2 

For uprated conditions, it was determined that the flow-induced vibration (FIV) loads on the guide 
tubes and the upper support columns increase by approximately 1.9%. Previous FIV analyses on 
the guide tubes and the upper support columns show that there exist sufficient margins to
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accommodate this small increase in the FIV loads. Consequently, the structural integrity of the 
Farley reactor internals remains acceptable with regard to flow-induced vibrations.  
W/rs - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 3 

In reference to Section 5.4 of Reference 2, provide an evaluation of the control rod drive 
mechanism with regard to the stress and fatigue usage as a result of the power uprate. Also, 
provide the allowable Code limits for the critical components evaluated, and the Code and Code 
edition used for the evaluation. If different from the Code of record, justify and reconcile the 
differences.  

SNC Response No. 3 

The evaluation performed for the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) addressed the ASME 
Code structural considerations for the pressure boundary components of both the part-length 
CRDMs, which are not in use but the pressure boundary components remain present, and the full
length CRDMs. The code and code edition applicable to the Farley CRDMs is the 1970 Summer 
Addenda of the ASME Section III-NB Code.  

The evaluation performed for the CRDMs used as input the NSSS PCWG Parameters for power 
uprate as shown in Table 2.1-2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report and the NSSS design 
transients for power uprate as discussed in Section 3.0 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing 
Report. During normal operation, the CRDMs experience the RCS pressure and RCS "vessel 
outlet" temperature as shown in Table 2.1-2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report. The 
PCWG parameters for power uprate show that RCS pressure does not change but that "vessel 
outlet" temperature increases slightly (i.e., to a maximum of 613.3 'F). Despite the slight increase 
in temperature, the normal operating conditions for power uprate remain bounded by the original 
generic analysis (as documented in the generic code reports) which used the maximum design 
temperature of 6501F.  

With respect to part-length CRDM stress and fatigue, the current lowest margin of safety on the 
primary plus secondary stress intensity as shown in the generic analysis is 32.6% for the analyzed 
case of 2500 psi and 650'F. Review of the design transients for power uprate showed that the 
maximum transient pressure could be approximately 6% above the 2500 psi used in the generic 
analysis. Since the generic analysis showed a margin of 32.6%, it was concluded that adequate 
margin existed at power uprate conditions relative to the code stress intensity limit of 3Sm.  
Furthermore, it was concluded that all APs due to power uprate design transients were less than the 
Code definition of "significant fluctuation" value and that no fatigue consideration is required 
since the generic waiver remains unchanged.  

With respect to full-length CRDM stress and fatigue, the slight increase in "vessel outlet" 
temperature will not change thermal stress results and has a negligible effect on CRDM material 
properties. To assess the impact of power uprate on the full-length CRDMs, the location of 
maximum stress and fatigue (i.e., canopy of the upper joint) was chosen for conservative numerical 
evaluation. The results of this conservative evaluation showed that the generic evaluations of 
primary plus secondary stress ranges including the simplified elastic-plastic analyses performed in 
the generic report remain applicable. The power uprate evaluation regarding fatigue also used the
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upper canopy since it has the largest fatigue usage factor. The conservative power uprate 
evaluation showed a total usage factor of 0.672 which was less than the conservative fatigue usage 
factor of 0.858 calculated in the generic report and which is less than the Code fatigue usage limit 
of 1.0. Based on the numerical comparison at the location of maximum fatigue, it was concluded 
that the results of the generic analysis are valid for power uprate conditions.  

In summary, the power uprate evaluations for the part-length and full-length CRDM pressure 

boundary components showed that the Code criteria are satisfied at power uprate conditions.  

W/rs - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 4 

In reference to Section 5.5 of Reference 2, provide the methodology and assumptions used for 
evaluating the reactor coolant piping systems for the power uprate. Also, provide the calculated 
maximum stress, critical locations, allowable stress limits, and the Code and Code edition used in 
the evaluation for the power uprate. If different from the Code of record, justify and reconcile the 
differences.  

SNC Response No. 4 

The methodologies and assumptions used in evaluating the impact of power uprate on the Reactor 
Coolant Loop (RCL) piping and supports are consistent with the original analyses. As discussed 
in the response to general question No. 2, the PS+CAEPIPE computer code was used in the power 
uprate evaluation. The evaluation addressed changes to the PCWG parameters (as shown in Table 
2.1-2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report), NSSS design transients, and LOCA interface 
loads.  

In all cases, except for the RCL crossover leg usage factor, the existing evaluations as documented 
in the original analyses remained unchanged. The crossover leg usage factor experienced a minor 
increase from 0.0511 to 0.1319 due to the design transients for power uprate; however, the usage 
factor remained below the specified acceptance limit of 0.2 for break postulation. This assessment 
was done in compliance with the ASME B&PV Code Section III, 1971 Edition and all addenda 
thru Summer 1971. This is the same Code version and addenda used in previous evaluations. In 
summary, the results of the power uprate evaluation for RCL piping and supports (including 
primary equipment nozzles, primary equipment supports, pressurizer safety and relief and piping 
and pressurizer surge line) showed only one variation from previously calculated values and satisfy 
the requirements of the identified ASME code.  

W/rs - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 5 

Discuss the analytical methodology and assumptions used in evaluating pipe supports, nozzles, 
penetrations, guides, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, and anchors at the power uprate conditions.  
Were the analytical computer codes used in the evaluation different from those used in the original 
design-basis analysis? If so, identify the new codes and provide justification for using the new 
codes and state how the codes were qualified for such applications.
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SNC Response No. 5 

The response to general question No. 2 regarding WCAP-14723 describes the areas where the 
NSSS analyses for power uprate used different (i.e., new or improved) methodologies. In the other 
NSSS analyses areas, the power uprate analyses used the same basic methodologies as the analyses 
currently described in the FSAR.  

The SNC responses to general question No. 11 and additional question No. 10 provide additional 
information describing the methodologies used in evaluations performed for the reactor vessel and 
reactor internals.  

W/rs - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 6 

In regard to Section 5.6 of Reference 2, provide a comparison of the design parameters and 
transients for the reactor coolant pump (RCP) against the power uprate condition. Also, provide 
the maximum-calculated stress and CUF for the RCP, the allowable Code limits, and the Code and 
Code edition used in the evaluation for the power uprate. If different from the Code of record, 
provide a justification.  

SNC Response No. 6 

The evaluation performed for the RCPs used as input the NSSS PCWG Parameters for power 
uprate as shown in Table 2.1-2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report and the NSSS design 
transients for power uprate as discussed in Section 3.0 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing 
Report. This table provides a comparison of the design parameters. A comparison of the design 
transients (i.e., type and number of occurrences during the 40 year license period) for Farley power 
uprate to the original design transients for Farley is provided in Table A, which follows.  

With respect to RCP stress and fatigue, the APs and ATs associated with the power uprate design 
transients were reviewed to determine if there were any changes that would qualify as a 
"significant fluctuation" per the Code definition and thus require consideration relative to fatigue.  
It was concluded that all APs due to the power uprate design transients were less than the Code 
definition of "significant fluctuation" value and that no fatigue consideration is required. The 
design transients were then reviewed to identify the maximum pressure to which the RCP could be 
exposed. For Farley, this maximum pressure was determined to be approximately 2650 psia for 
the loss of load transient. A review of RCP analyses performed for other plants showed that 
increases to 2725 psia have been analyzed in detail and shown to be acceptable. It was concluded 
that the pressure transients are acceptable.  

The effect of power uprate on the various RCP generic reports was then assessed. The AP and AT 
values were used in these assessments. For the most part, the assessments of AP and AT values 
were sufficient to show continued applicability of the generic reports to power uprate conditions.  
The increase in AT was sufficient to merit analysis for the casing weir plate. Evaluations showed a 
stress intensity range of 47,325 psi for the power uprate conditions. Comparison of this value to 
the Code primary plus secondary stress limit of 3Sm = 50,700 psi showed that the Code limit is 
satisfied. CUF requirements for the weir plate were satisfied by the fatigue waiver evaluation.
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The evaluation performed for the RCPs addressed the ASME Code structural considerations for 
the RCP casing, main flange, main flange bolts, thermal barrier, casing foot, casing discharge and 
suction nozzles, casing weir plate, seal housing and auxiliary nozzles. The code and code edition 
applicable to the Farley RCPs is the ASME Section III-NB Code and Appendices, 1971 Edition 
with Addendum (Unit 1) and through 1972 Summer Addendum (Unit 2).  

In summary, the results of the power uprate assessments showed that the Code criteria are satisfied 
at power uprate conditions.  

W/rs - 8/5/97 & SNC/mja 8/4/97
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TABLE A

APPLICABLE DESIGN TRANSIENTS CYCLE COUNT COMPARISON 

FOR REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

Plant Condition Power Uprate (1) RCP Generic Analysis 
Number of Occurrences Number of Occurrences In 

in 40 Year Operating 40 Year Operating License 
License Period Period 

Normal Condition 

1. Plant Heatup 200 200 
2. Plant Cooldown 200 200 
3. Unit Loading at 5//min 18,300 18,300 
4. Unit Unloading at 5%/a/min 18,300 18,300 
5. Small Step Load Increase 2,000 2,000 
6. Small Step Load Decrease 2,000 2,000 
7. Large Step Load Decrease 200 200 
8. Steady State Fluctuations Infinite Infinite 
9. Feedwater Cycling/Hot Standby 2,000(2) NA 

Operation 
10. Turbine Roll Test 10 10 (Test Condition) 

Upset Condition 
1. Loss of Load 80 80 
2. Loss of Power 40 40 
3. Loss of Flow 80 80 
4. Reactor Trip from Full Power 400 400 
S. Inadvertent RCS Depressurization 10 10 

Faulted Condition 
1. Reactor Coolant Pipe Break 1 1 
2. Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) I 1 
3. -Steam Line Break 1 1 
4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (Included above in reactor trip from full 

power) 
Test Conditions 
1. Primary Side Hydrostatic Test 5 5 
2. Secondary Side Hydrostatic Test 100) 5 
3. Primary Side Leak Test 50 50

Notes: 
(1) The transient descriptions contained in the appropriate component E-specs remained applicable 

for the power uprate unless it has been modified for power uprate conditions.  

(2) Feedwater Cycling/Hot Standby Operation transient included in power uprate for consistency 
with Steam Generator E-Spec. It need not be addressed for power uprate if it was not in the 
original design basis.  

(3) The number of occurrences for the secondary side hydrostatic test transient increased to 10 
from the original design requirement of 5.
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NRC Question No. 7

In regard to Section 5.7.1 of Reference 2, provide a comparison of the design parameters and 
transients for the Farley steam generators (SGs) Model 51 against the power uprate condition.  
Also, provide the maximum calculated stress and CUF for the SGs vessel shell and nozzles, the 
allowable Code limits, and the Code and Code edition used in the evaluation for the power uprate.  
If different from the Code of record, provide a justification.  

SNC Response No. 7 

A comparison of the design parameters for power uprate to the original design parameters for 
Farley is provided in Table 2.1-2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report. A summary of the 
design transients (i.e., type and number of occurrences during the 40 year license period) for Farley 
power uprate is provided in Table A, which follows.  

The power uprate evaluations performed for the SGs addressed the ASME Code structural 
considerations for the critical SG primary side components (including tube to tubesheet weld, 
tubes, channel head, tubesheet, stubbarrel, tubesheet/shell junction and divider plate) and the 
critical SG secondary side components (including feedwater nozzle, secondary manway opening, 
secondary manway bolts, and steam nozzle). The code and code edition applicable to the Farley 
SGs is the ASME Section III Code, 1971 Edition, 

Summaries of the maximum stress/allowable ratios for steam generator components, fatigue usage 
in steam generator primary side components, and fatigue usage in steam generator secondary side 
components are provided in Tables B, C and D, respectively, which follow.
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TABLE A 

APPLICABLE DESIGN TRANSIENTS CYCLE COUNT FOR STEAM 
GENERATORS 

Plant Condition ] Number of Occurrences 
1in 40 Year Operating License Period 

Normal Condition 

Plant heatup 200 

Plant cooldown 200 

Unit loading @ 51/dminute 18,300 

Unit unloading @ 50/o/minute 18,300 

Small step load increase 2000 

Small step load decrease 2000 

Large step load decrease 200 

Feedwater cycling/Hot standby operation 2000* 

Turbine roll test 10 

Upset Condition 

Loss of load 80 

Loss of power 40 

Loss of flow 80 

Reactor trip from full power 400 

Faulted Condition 

Reactor coolant pipe break I 

Design basis earthquake I 

Steam line break I 

Test Condition 

Primary side hydrostatic test I5 
Secondary side hydrostatic test 10"* 

*The number of occurrences has been reduced to 2000 from the original design 

requirement of 18,300.  
"**The number of occurrences has been increased to 10 from the original design 
requirement of 5.
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TABLE B 

SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM STRESS/ALLOWABLE RATIOS 
IN STEAM GENERATOR COMPONENTS 

Load Condition Component Ratio Ratio 
Current 100% Low-temp 

Power Uprate 

Normal Tubesheet/shell 0.725 0.820 
Design 

Tubes 0.79 0.79 

Divider plate >3Sm >3Sm 

Normal & Upset Tubesheet 0.733 0.733 

Tube/tubesheet 0.872 0.976 
weld

TABLE C 

SUMMARY OF FATIGUE USAGE FOR 
STEAM GENERATOR COMPONENTS 

Load Condition Component Current 100% Low-Temp 
Power Uprate 

Tubesheet (cold leg) 0.186 0.282 
Normal 

and Upset 

Tube/tubesheet weld 0.063 0.099 

Divider plate 0.791 0.944
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TABLE D 

SUMMARY OF FATIGUE USAGE OF 
SECONDARY SIDE COMPONENTS 

Components Fatigue Usage 
(Uprated-Low Temperature) 

Feedwater nozzle 0.779 

Secondary manway opening 0.051 

Secondary manway bolts 1.1803 

Steam nozzle 0.590 

Note: The bolts are to be replaced prior to 34 years of operation.
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NRC Ouestion No. 8

In reference to Section 5.7.3 of Reference 2, provide a detailed evaluation of the flow-induced 
vibration of the steam generator U-bend tubes due to power uprate regarding the analysis 
methodology, vibration level, computer codes used in the analysis and the calculated cross flow 
velocity. Explain why the tube repair would not be required for at least 13.7 years at the proposed 
power uprate.  

SNC Response No. 8 

A complete evaluation of potential U-bend vibration and fatigue was performed for Farley in 1988.  
The results of that evaluation were reported in WCAP-1 1876 (Reference 1) and concluded that no 
tubes in either unit required preventive action. The evaluation was updated in 1990 to support a 
license amendment request to increase the steam generator tube plugging level and reduce the RCS 
Thermal Design Flow. The update evaluated potential U-bend flow conditions, vibration potential 
and fatigue usage based on changes in steam pressure and steam flow which resulted from the 
increased steam generator tube plugging and reduced RCS flow. The results of the updated 
evaluation were reported in WCAP-12694 (Reference 2) and concluded that fatigue usages for 
each susceptible tube remained within acceptable ranges, and therefore, no tubes required 
preventive action. In support of power uprate, the U-bend fatigue evaluation was updated using 
the same evaluation methodology established in Reference 1 and used in Reference 2 in order to 
establish whether power uprate conditions (i.e., changes in steam pressure and steam flow) cause 
any of the inner row U-bend tubes to become susceptible to fatigue. Changes to vibration levels 
and cross flow velocity due to power uprate were addressed in the evaluation.  

A detailed description of the U-bend fatigue evaluation methodology and computer codes is 
provided in Reference 1. Information and equations include presentation of the one dimensional 
methodology used to account for changes in operating conditions such as for power uprating. This 
information is used to calculate the level of stress resulting from the increased flow induced 
vibration response of the limiting tube(s). The total fatigue usage (including the fatigue usage. at 
the previous operating conditions and also the fatigue usage at the future operating conditions) is 
then determined. This information is then used to determine how many years of operation would be 
required to obtain a fatigue usage of 1.0. The number of years of operation required to obtain a 
fatigue usage of 1.0 for the limiting tube(s) is then documented.  

As described in Section 5.7.3 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, the U-bend fatigue 
evaluation for power uprate showed that no preventive tube repair is required to support full power 
operation of the Farley units at the anticipated steam generator outlet pressure (i.e., 787 psia) for 
power uprate. This is because at this steam generator outlet pressure, no steam generator tube in 
either unit is shown to accumulate a total fatigue usage of 1.0 prior to the end of the operating 
license period. Also as described in Section 5.7.3, analysis performed for lower steam generator 
outlet pressures and considering the potential for asymmetric steam flow from the different steam 
generators showed that under these conservative conditions no tube would accumulate a total 
fatigue usage that would exceed the acceptance limit of 1.0 for at least 13.7 years of operation 
after implementation of power uprate on Unit 1 and Unit 2 in the 1998 outages. Consequently, no 
tube would require preventive repair prior to that time. As noted in Section 5.7.3 of the Power 
Uprate NSSS Licensing Report, following the implementation of power uprate, the steam generator 
operating conditions (i.e., steam flow and pressure) can be documented on a cycle-specific basis 
for use in any future update to the U-bend fatigue evaluation.  
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Response No. 8 References

1. WCAP-11876, "Joseph Farley Unit 1 & 2 Evaluation for Tube Vibration Induced Fatigue," 
July, 1988.  

2. WCAP-12694, "Alabama Power, Joseph M. Farley Unit 1 Increased Steam Generator Tube 
Plugging and Reduced Thermal Design Flow Licensing Report," August, 1990.  

W/rs - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 9 

In regard to Section 5.8 of Reference 2, provide a comparison of the design parameters and 
transients for the pressurizer against the power uprate condition. Also, provide the maximum 
calculated stress and CUF at the critical locations (such as surge nozzle, skirt support, spray 
nozzle, safety and relief nozzle, upper head/upper shell and instrument nozzle) of the pressurizer, 
the allowable Code limits, and the Code and Code edition used in the evaluation for the power 
uprate. If different from the Code of record, provide a justification.  

SNC Response No. 9 

A comparison of the design parameters for power uprate to the original design parameters for 
Farley is provided in Table 2.1-2 of the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report. A comparison of 
the design transients (i.e., type and number of occurrences during the 40 year license period) for 
Farley power uprate to the original design transients for Farley is provided in Table A, which 
follows.  

The limiting operating conditions of the pressurizer occur when the RCS pressure is high and the 
RCS hot leg and cold leg temperatures are low. This maximizes the AT that is experienced by the 
pressurizer. The RCS pressure is unchanged for the uprate, but the minimum cold leg temperature 
decreases by 13 degrees, with respect to the original design conditions. The CUFs at the critical 
locations are potentially affected by the uprate conditions, and the new values are provided in 
Table B, which follows. The maximum calculated stress at the critical locations is unchanged, 
except for the surge nozzle. For the surge nozzle, PL+Pb+Q stress intensity range is 49,972 psi, 
and the allowable stress limit of 3 Sm is 80,100 psi.  

The evaluation was performed by modifying the original Farley Units I and 2 pressurizer stress 
reports, which were performed to the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
Section Ill, 1968 Edition, Summer of 1970 Addendum, for Farley Unit I and 1968 Edition, Winter 
of 1970 Addendum, for Farley Unit 2. No new Code versions were used for the uprate 
evaluations.
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TABLE A

APPLICABLE DESIGN TRANSIENTS AND CYCLE COUNT 
COMPARISON FOR PRESSURIZER

Plant Condition Power Uprate (1) Original Design 
Number of Occurrences in Number of Occurrences in 

40 Year Operating 40 Year Operating 
License Period License Period 

Normal Condition 
1. Plant Heatup 200 200 
2. Plant Cooldown 200 200 
3. Unit Loading at 50/o/min 18,300 18,300 
4. Unit Unloading at 50//min 18,300 18,300 
5. Small Step Load Increase 2,000 2,000 
6. Small Step Load Decrease 2,000 2,000 
7. Large Step Load Decrease 200 200 
8. Steady State Fluctuations Infinite Infinite 
9. Feedwater Cycling/Hot Standby 2,000 (2) NA 

Operation 
10. Turbine Roll Test 10 10 (Test Condition) 

Upset Condition 
1. Loss of Load 80 80 
2. Loss of Power 40 40 
3. Loss of Flow 80 80 
4. Reactor Trip from Full Power 400 400 
5. Inadvertent Auxiliary Spray 10 10 

Faulted Condition 
1. Reactor Coolant Pipe Break 1 1 
2. Steam Line Break 1 1 

Test Conditions 
1. Primary Side Hydrostatic Test 5 5 
2. Primary Side Leak Test 50 50

Notes: 

(1) The transient descriptions contained in the appropriate component E-specs remained applicable 
for the power uprate unless it has been modified for power uprate conditions.  

(2) Feedwater Cycling/Hot Standby Operation transient included in Power Uprate for consistency 
with the Steam Generator E-Spec. It need not be addressed for power uprate if it was not in 
the original design basis.
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TABLE B 

FARLEY UNITS 1 AND 2 PRESSURIZER FATIGUE USAGES 

Component Calculated Fatigue Usage 

Surge Nozzle <0.17 

Spray Nozzle <0.94 

Safety and Relief Nozzle <0.15 

Lower Head, Heater Well <0.01 
Lower Head, Perforation <0.07 

Upper Head and Shell <0.78 

Support Skirt/Flange <0.01 

Manway Pad 0.0 
Manway Cover 0.0 
Manway Bolts 0.0 

Support Lug <0.05 

Instrument Nozzle <0.11 

Immersion Heater <0.01 

Valve Support Bracket 0.01

"i
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NRC Question No. 10 

In reference to Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of Reference 2, provide the methodology, assumptions, and 
loading combinations used for evaluating the reactor vessel and internal components with regard to 
the stress and CUF for the power uprate. Were the analytical computer codes used in the 
evaluation different from those used in the original design-basis analysis? If so, identify the new 
codes used and provide justification for using the new codes and state how the codes were qualified 
for such applications.  

SNC Response No. 10 

Reactor Vessel 

With respect to the methodology used in the uprate evaluation for the reactor vessel, the NSSS 
Design Transients for the uprate were reviewed to determine the most severe transient temperature.  
variations and magnitudes of pressure variations. The original stress report was modified to reflect 
the changes to the NSSS Design Transients incurred by the uprate.  

For regions of the vessel operating at temperatures near T-hot (outlet nozzles, main closure, 
CRDM housings), the most severe transients were identified to be: 

"* Unit loading at 5% of full power; 
"* Unit unloading at 5% of full power; 
"* Step load increase of 10% of full power; 
"* Large step load decrease; 
"* Loss 'of load; 
"* Loss of power; and 
"* Feedwater cycling at hot shutdown.  

For the remaining regions of the vessel, which operate at temperatures near T-cold, the most severe 
transients were identified to be the same ones as listed above for T-hot, except that Step Load 
Increase is not included and Loss of Flow in One Loop is added.  

Calculations were performed to account for the changes in stress due to the modified temperature 
and pressure variations. There were no analytical codes used in this evaluation, new or otherwise.  
The methodology used to evaluate the vessel thermal stresses is provided in Document PB-151987, 
"Tentative Structural Design Basis for Reactor Pressure Vessels and Directly Associated 
Components (Pressurized, Water Cooled Systems)," U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1 December 1958 
Revision with Addendum No. 1 dated 27 February 1959. Pressure stresses were scaled from 
previous results.  

Input assumptions that were modified for the Uprate (in addition to the revised transients) were 
new LOCA reactor vessel/internals interface loads, which were compared to the loads previously 
considered and found to be enveloped by the previous loads.
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Reactor Internals

Methodology 

Structural integrity evaluations were performed to demonstrate that the structural integrity of the 
reactor components is not adversely affected by the change in RCS conditions and transients and/or 
by secondary effects of the change on reactor thermal hydraulic or structural performance. The 
presence of heat generated in reactor internal components, along with the various fluid 
temperatures, results in thermal gradients within and between components. These thermal 
gradients result in thermal stresses and thermal growth which must be accounted for in the design 
and analysis of the various components. The approaches (i.e., methodologies) used to evaluate the 
thermal stresses included: 

* determination of temperature distributions in the component; 
* determination of stresses in the component; and 
* determination of margin of safety and fatigue usage factor for the most severely stressed 

location of the component.  

In addition to the thermal loads, the mechanical loads due to the following conditions were 
considered: pressure differentials due to coolant flow; weight of the structure; superimposed loads 
from other components; earthquake (or seismic) loads; loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) loads; 
vibratory loads; and preloads.  

Load Combinations and Loads 

Normal operation (Service Level A) conditions include any condition in the course of system 
startup, operation in the design power range, hot standby and system shutdown, other than Upset, 
Emergency, Faulted or Testing conditions.  

Upset (Service Level B) occurrences include any deviations from Normal conditions anticipated to 
occur often enough that the design should include a capability to withstand the conditions without 
operational impairment.  

Emergency (Service Level C) conditions include those deviations from normal conditions which 
require shutdown for correction of the condition or repair.  

Faulted (Service Level D) conditions include those combinations of conditions associated with 
extremely low probability postulated events whose consequences are such that the integrity and 
operability of the system may be impaired to the extent that consideration of the public health and 
safety are involved. Under faulted conditions, LOCA (loss of coolant accident) and SSE (safe 
shutdown earthquake) loads were considered without secondary loadings.  

Analytical Computer Codes Different From Original Design Basis 

The structural analysis for the reactor internals lower core plate (as described in Section 5.2.3.2 of 
the Power Uprate NSSS Licensing Report) used the ANSYS finite element computer code which is 
the current Westinghouse analytical tool for use in thermal and stress analyses of lower core plates.  
Although this was the first Westinghouse application of this code to the Farley lower core plate, it
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has previously been used by Westinghouse on Farley, and its use is documented in the Farley 
FSAR Section 5.2.1.11, "Analysis Method for Faulted Condition." 

W/rs - 7/22/97 

NRC Question No. 11 

Discuss how the calculated CUFs for the reactor vessel and piping components compared to the 
CUFs resulting from the actual loading cycles based on the data recorded during plant operation.  

SNC Response No. 11 

The power uprate project was structured consistent with the methodology established in WCAP
10263, A Review Plan for Uprating the Licensed Power of a Pressurized Water Reactor Power 
Plant. Inherent in this methodology are key points that include the use of currently approved 
analytical techniques (e.g., methodologies and computer codes) and the use of currently applicable 
licensing criteria and standards. Consistent with this methodology, the approach used to assess the 
impact of power uprate on NSSS components and to show the acceptability of the NSSS 
components for operation at power uprate conditions was to (1) revise the NSSS design transients 
(i.e., temperature/pressure profiles) to be applicable to power uprate conditions and (2) using the 
revised NSSS design transient profiles, evaluate the NSSS components to determine the fatigue 
usage factors for power uprate conditions. The fatigue usage factors were then compared relative 
to the code acceptance limits to show that the NSSS components comply with ASME Code 
acceptance criteria and can operate acceptably at power uprate conditions.  

CUFs resulting from actual loading cycles based on the data recorded during plant operation were 
not calculated as part of power uprate analyses and were not compared to the CUFs based on the 
NSSS design transients for power uprate. This comparison is not required for compliance with the 
methodology in WCAP- 10263.  

W/rs - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 12 

Discuss the operability of safety-related mechanical components (i.e., valves and pumps) affected 
by the power uprate to ensure that the performance specifications and technical specification 
requirements (e.g., flow rate, close and open times) will be met for the proposed power uprate.  
Confirm that safety-related motor-operated valves (MOVs) will be capable of performing their 
intended functions following the power uprate including such affected parameters as fluid flow, 
temperature, pressure and differential pressure, and ambient temperature conditions. Identify 
mechanical components for which operability at the uprated power level could not be confirmed.  

SNC Response No. 12 

The only physical pump modifications required for uprate were for the condensate pumps (i.e., 
there were no safety-related pump mods). All other BOP system evaluations were performed with 
pump flows based on current operation and/or established pump design ranges. Assumed RHR 
pump and charging pump performance was degraded to provide operational margin and was 
explicitly modeled in the ECCS flow analyses. Acceptable pump performance was therefore
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demonstrated by the various analyses (e.g., LOCA and non-LOCA analyses) which met applicable 
acceptance criteria and technical specification requirements.  

The methodology used for the FNP MOV Program to determine the design basis differential pressure 
(AP's) and line pressure included the most restricted conditions for elevation head, maximum pump shut
off head, upstream and downstream pressures (where applicable). The elevation heads were determined by 
assuming that the elevation head of the tank or sump were at their maximum/minimum operating levels to 
provide the greatest head differential. In most cases the downstream pressure was assumed to be zero to 
yield the greatest differential pressure across a valve. In some cases, where system conditions dictated, the 
downstream or back pressure was used.  

The maximum pump shut-off head was used in most cases except for the RHR pump and charging pump 
mini-flow, service water, and component cooling water MOVs. For the minimum flow valves, the pump 
head was based on flow data for normal and accident conditions. The pump head for the Service Water 
and CCW MOVs was based on data obtained from flow models developed specifically for those two 
systems. The existing flow conditions are not affected by uprate, and therefore, the existing design basis 
assumptions used in FNP motor-operated valve program are still valid.  

In addition to the above parameters the following assumptions were included.  

* Pressure drop due to piping loss were neglected, except in cases where the flow models (primarily 
SW and CCW system) were employed.  

* The value used for the density of water was 62.4 Ibs/ft3 at 60TF. This value provided the most 
conservative value (highest pressure) and any fluid temperature above 60°F was considered 
negligible.  

"* Relief valve setpoints were conservatively assumed to be 103% of lift setting.  
"* In cases where the elevation of sister valves varied from train to train or from one unit to the other, 

the most conservative elevation value for the group was used to produce the highest differential 
pressure or line pressure.  

"* The uprate design basis containment pressures and temperatures for normal and accident conditions 
are bounded by the current P/T analysis.  

SCS/gld &jva - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 13 

In reference to Reference 3, list the balance-of-plant (BOP) piping systems that were evaluated for 
the power uprate. Discuss the methodology and assumptions used for evaluating BOP piping, 
components, and pipe supports, nozzles, penetrations, guides, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, and 
anchorage for pipe supports. Were the analytical computer codes used in the evaluation different 
from those used in the original design-basis analysis? If so, identify the new codes and provide 
justification for using the new codes and state how the codes were qualified for such applications.  

SNC Response No. 13 

The following BOP piping systems were evaluated for power uprate conditions: main steam; 
extraction steam; condensate and feedwater. The evaluation involved the review of the effect of 
new temperature, pressure and flow rates on those piping systems. This includes the evaluation of
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thermal expansion due to new temperature, increase of hoop and longitudinal stress due to 
pressure, and steam and water hammer effects (if any) due to new flow rates.  

In addition to the secondary system piping evaluations discussed below, the piping most susceptible 
to flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC) has been replaced with FAC resistant piping. The remaining 
sections of FAC-susceptible piping are being monitored in accordance with the FAC program. The 
FAC program uses CHECWORKS as a predictive model for selecting inspection locations.  

Main Steam 

For the main steam piping system, the effect of the uprate temperature is not significant. The 
uprate operating temperatures are less than those used in the current base calculation; therefore, the 
thermal expansion effect of the main steam is less for the uprate condition. The uprate pressure is 
also less than the pressure used in the piping analysis; however, the uprate flow rate is 
approximately 5% greater than the current flow rate. The uprate flow rate is bounded by the flow 
rate utilized in the current piping analysis. Another component which requires evaluation in this 
system are the relief valves. The dynamic thrust load resulting from the opening of a valve is 
dependent on the flow area and the relief set pressure. As neither one of them changed due to the 
power uprate, the thrust load remains the same and therefore there is no change in the dynamic 
response of the piping. Based upon these comparisons, the current calculations for main steam 
piping bound the uprate condition. Table A shows the parameters of the main steam and reheat 
steam.  

TABLE A 

COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL DESIGN AND UPRATED STEAM PARAMETERS 

UNIT 1, UNIT 1, UNIT 2, UNIT 2, 
13A4261 13A4261 13A5031 13A5031 
DESIGN UPRATED DESIGN UPRATED 

Main Steam 
Pressure (psia) 750 740.4 750 746.2 
Temperature (F) 510.9 509.4 510.9 510.3 
Enthalpy (Btu/lb) 1197.9 1199.1 1197.9 1199.5 
Sp. Vol. (ft3/lb) 0.60714 0.61632 0.60714 0.6117 
Mass Flow Rate (lb/lhr) 11,710,478 11,864,730 11,710,478 11,818,870 
Vol. Flow Rate (ft3/hr) 7,109,900 7,312,470 7,109,900 7,229,603 

Extraction Steam 

For extraction steam piping systems, the uprate temperature is less than the current operating 
temperature except for the extraction steam to No. 6 Heater which has a 51F increase in 
temperature. Therefore, the thermal expansion effect of the new temperature on the extraction 
piping system is negligible. The pressures of the extraction steam lines are low; therefore, the 
change from the current operating pressures to the uprate operating pressures are judged to be 
insignificant in the piping analysis. Since the extraction steam piping systems are traditionally not 
analyzed for steam hammer load, the change in the flow rate of the extraction steam due to the 
uprate condition does not have any effect in the current analysis. Based upon these reviews, the 
current calculations for extraction steam piping bounds the uprate condition.
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Condensate and Feedwater Systems

Similar to the extraction steam, the uprate operating temperature is less than the current operating 
temperature except the feedwater from No. 6 Heater to the steam generator, where the temperature 
increases less than 51F. Since this temperature change is small, the current piping analysis is 
judged to be acceptable for the new operating temperature. Deadhead pressure of the current 
condensate pump and the modified condensate pump is 595 psi and 628 psi, respectively. The 
increase in pressure is approximately 5%, and judged to be insignificant in the piping stress 
analysis. There is no increase of pressure in the feedwater system, similar to that of main steam.  
The increase in flow rate of the condensate and feedwater is listed in Table B. In the design basis 
calculations, there is no dynamic analysis (waterhammer analysis) for the condensate and 
feedwater system.  

TABLE B 

Feedwater Flow - Uprate Condition vs. Design and Current (Unit 1 and Unit 2) 

Design Current Uprate % Difference 
Heater # (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (lb/hr) (design-uprate) / 

(current-uprate) 
1 8,246,610 8,411,077 8,907,340 8.0 / 5.9 
2 8,246,610 8,411,077 8,907,340 8.0/5.9 
3 8,246,610 8,411,077 8,907,340 8.0 /5.9 
4 8,246,610 8,411,077 8,907,340 8.0/5.9 
5 8,246,610 8,411,077 8,907,340 8.0/5.9 
6 11,650,000 11,691,080 12,303,180 5.5/5.2 

Based upon these reviews, the piping stress analyses for the condensate and feedwater systems are 
judged to be acceptable for the uprate condition. No new computer codes were used for the stress 
analysis of the piping systems for the purpose of evaluating the power uprate conditions.  

SCS/an - 7/24/97 

NRC Question No. 14 

Provide the calculated maximum stresses for the critical BOP piping systems, the allowable limits, 
the Code of record and Code edition used for the power uprate conditions. If different form the 
Code of record, justify and reconcile the differences.  

SNC Response No. 14 

As stated in the SNC response to additional question No. 13, there was no new piping stress 
analysis performed specially for power uprate. The current piping stress analyses are based on 
parameters such as pressure, temperature, and flow rate, which have been either reduced or 
changed insignificantly; therefore, the current analysis results are also acceptable for the uprate 
conditions.
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The code of record for the applicable sections of the main steam and feedwater piping is ASME 
Section III, 1974 Edition with Summer '75 Addenda. The analyses were performed to the same 
code.  

SCS/an - 7/24/97 

NRC Ouestion No. 15 

Discuss the potential for flow-induced vibration in the balance of plant heat exchangers following 
the power uprate.  

SNC Response No. 15 

Vibration in feedwater heaters can be predicted by comparing the cross flow velocity to the critical 
flow velocity of the drain cooling zone. The cross flow velocity is determined based on the original 
design flows by the feedwater heater manufacturer. The critical velocity is determined by the 
heater manufacturer based on drain cooling zone design. For this evaluation the uprate cross flowv 
velocities of the drain cooling zones were calculated using the ratio of the original drain flow to the 
uprate flow which was multiplied by the original design cross flow. SCS feedwater heater 
standard specifications dictate that the critical flow of the drain cooling zone must be at least 1.35 
times the actual cross flow of the drain cooling zone. Each of the six feedwater heaters met this 
criteria at power uprate conditions. Vibration of the drain cooling zone is not a concern based on 
drain cooling velocity requirements being met with significant margin.  

Main condenser tube vibration is a function of steam velocity. For a fixed exhaust area, such as 
the condenser, steam velocity is a function of steam volumetric flow. Therefore, the higher the 
volumetric flow, the more susceptible the tubes are to steam vibration. Volumetric flow rate was 
calculated for uprate and evaluated against the original condenser design. The evaluation 
concluded that the steam volumetric flow rate under uprate conditions (992 x 106 cf/hr) would 
only be slightly greater (0.6%) than current operation (986 x 106 cf/hr) and significantly less than 
the original design conditions (1349 x 106 cf/hr), therefore condenser tube vibration should not be 
a problem.  

The moisture separator reheaters cycle steam inlet volumetric flows increased by approximately 
0.5 percent (1 ft 3/sec) over the current steam flows. Cycle steam flow is below the maximum 
allowable chevron separator flow of 2.57 x 106 lb/hr. Low pressure heating steam volumetric 
flows increased by a range of 1.4 to 1.9 percent (~I Wt3/sec) over the current steam flows. Due to 
the slight cycle steam flow increase, there should be no calculable loss in margin for tube vibration 
and no observable increase in tube wear due to the increased heating steam flow.  

No physical changes are required by power uprate to the Service Water (SW) System or its 
components such as the system supplied heat exchangers. Therefore, no changes to the current 
design SW flowrates are expected with no increase in the potential for flow-induced vibration in 
any SW supplied heat exchanger.  

No physical changes are required by power uprate to the Component Cooling Water (CCW) 
System or its components. Therefore, no changes to the current CCW flowrates are expected with 
no increase in the potential for flow-induced vibration in any CCW supplied heat exchanger.
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To summarize, no significant increase in flowrates to any BOP heat exchanger is expected due to 
power uprate. Therefore, the potential of flow-induced vibration in these heat exchangers 
following power uprate is minimal.  

SCS/dm - 7118/97 

REFERENCES FOR THE NRC ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 

1. Letter, Southern Company to the NRC, "Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2, 
License Nos. DPR-58 and DPR-74, Proposed Facility Operating Licenses and Technical 
Specification Change Request for Power Uprating," dated February 14, 1997, with 
attachments.  

2. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, WCAP-147239 "Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units 
I and 2 Power Uprate Project NSSS Licensing Report," dated January 1997 (Attachment V 
to Reference 2).  

3. "Farley Nuclear Plant Units I and 2, Power Uprate Project BOP Licensing Report" 
(Attachment 6 to Reference 1).
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ATTACHMENT H1 

SNC Response To NRC Supplement Request For Additional Information 

Related To Power Uprate Submittal - Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2
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5.6 STEAM GENERATORS 

5.6.1 Introduction 

The following sections describe the steam generator analyses and evaluations performed for the 
revised operating conditions. The steam generators models are D4 and D5, respectively, for 
Units I and 2.  

5.6.2 Structural Integrity 

The bases for the existing structural and fatigue analyses of the steam generators are contained 
in the Model D4 and Model D5 Steam Generator Stress Reports, and the analyses demonstrate 
the steam generator components meet allowable ASME Code limits. An evaluation was 
performed to demonstrate that the ASME limits are still maintained at the revised design 
conditions. This evaluation considered the most critical components with regard to stress and 
fatigue usage. The primary inputs for the evaluation are the revised design conditions in 
Table 2.3-1 and the revised design transients discussed in Section 3.1. Table 2.3-I indicates that 
the reactor coolant side pressure remained unchanged at 2250 psia, while steam pressure 
decreased from 1000 psia to a minimum value of 913 psia causing an increase in the primary to 
secondary side AP. The upper bound steam pressure increased to 1046 resulting in a higher shell 
side AP. Also, the steam temperature decreased from a current design value of 544.6*F to a value 
of 533.6*F and the feedwater temperature changed from a design value of 440"F to a design 
range of 3900 and 444.6*F. Section 3.1 indicates that the steam temperature and/or steam 
pressure transient curves were modified for several design basis events.  

The evaluation considered these inputs by developing a scale factor needed to calculate the 
increased stress and fatigue usage. For primary side components affected by the increased 
differential pressure between RCS and the secondary side, an enveloping scale factor was 
calculated based on the revised design conditions and the affected design transients. This scale 
factor was applied on stress and fatigue usage, calculated in the stress reports for 0% plugging, 
to evaluate for the revised conditions. For secondary side components, a scale factor based on 
the steam pressure was used to determine the corresponding increase in stress and fatigue. With 
regards to the reduction in feedwater temperature from 444.6c to 3900F, the feedwater nozzle is 
the only component that needs to be evaluated since the other steam generator components are 
not significantly affected by the fccdwater temperature.  

Table 5,6-1 summarizes the evaluation results. Table 5.6-1 compares the current value for the 
most limiting fatigue usage for each critical component with the value for the revised design 
conditions. The results indicate that all applicable fatigue usage values are still less than the 
allowable limit of 1.0.  

Thus, the evaluation demonstrates that the critical components of the steam generators meet the 
requirements of ASME Code, Section III, Sub-Section NB at the revised design conditions.  

NSSS Components February 1999 
o:\4377.doxib-0099 Revision I
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5.6.3 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance 

Secondary side steam generator performance characteristics such as circulation ratio, moisture 
carryover, hydrodynamic stability, heat flux and others are affected by increases in thermal 
power, and steam pressure. Steam pressure is, in turn, determined by the power as well as the 
primary temperature, tube plugging level and feedwater temperature. This section assesses the 
magnitude and importance of changes in the secondary side thermal hydraulic performance 
characteristics at the uprated power, Increased plugging, reduced primary side temperatures and 
feedwater temperature range.  

5.6.3.1 SG Fouling Factor 

An evaluation was performed to calculate the current level of fouling in the steam generator and 
compare it to the design basis value. This comparison will help to determine the relationship 
between the design basis and the expected operating steam pressure.  

Field performance data are used to calculate an apparent fouling factor which must be assumed 
to make the steam generator steam pressure performance consistent with the actual primary side 
operating conditions. For Unit 1, apparent fouling factors have been in the range 
20-60x10' hr-ft2-0F/Btu for the most recent cycles. Most of this variation is the normal variation 
during any given fuel cycle. However, there is considerable unccrtainty in this measurement, 
especially as a result of steam pressure, primary temperature and primary flow measurement 
uncertainties. The design value used for the calculations in this evaluation was 
50x10' hr-ft0-"F/Btu. The fact that the design value is in the range of the measured values 
suggests there is no significant steam pressure margin with respect to the fouling factor. Each 
change of 10x10 hr-ftW-°F/Btu in the fouling factor represents about a 5 psi change in steam 
pressures for the Models D4 and D5 generators. Some additional steam pressure margin relative 
to the design value is available as a result of the actual primary flow being greater than the 
thermal design flow used to calculate the design steam pressure in Table 2.3-1. This margin is 
only 6-7 psi for a 5% flow difference between actual and thermal design flow. It is expected, 
therefore, that the Unit I actual steam pressures will be near the design values calculated for this 
report.  

Unit 2 apparent fouling factors for recent cycles have been in the range 60-90x10' hr-ft-OP/Btu 
and, again, the design value used for the calculations was 50x10' hr-ftaF /Btu. For this unit, 
actual steam pressures could be expected to be 0-15 psi below the design values since each 
change of 10x10' hr-1t2-*F/Btu in fouling factor represents about a 5 psi change in steam 
pressure.  

5.6.3.2 Thermal Hydraulic Operating Characteristics 

Tables 5.6-2 (Unit 1) and 5.6-3 (Unit 2) summarize the results of the evaluations performed for 
selected thermal hydraulic operating characteristics. These evaluations are discussed as follows.  

NSSS Componenlts February 1999 
o'\4377.doc-Ib-030899 Revision I
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Circulation Ratio/Bundle Liquid Flow 

Tables 5.6-2 (Unit 1) and 5.6-3 (Unit 2) compare the current steam generator circulation ratio to 
the ratio for the revised design conditions. The circulation ratio is a measure of tube bundle 
liquid flow in relationto steam flow and is primarily a function of steam flow. The bundle 
liquid flow minimizes the accumulation of contaminants on the tube sheet and in the bundle.  
For Unit 1, the bundle flow changes by less than 6% which has a minimal affect on its ability to 
m-irnimze Lhe accumulation of containments. For Unit 2, there is a slight decrease in the bundle 
flow which also has a minimal affect on it function. Thus, the bundle flows are still adequate.  

Hydrodynamic Stability - Damping Factor 

The hydrodynamic stability of a steam generator is characterized by a damping factor. A 
negative value of this factor indicates a stable unit such that small perturbations of steam 
pressure or circulation ratio wiLl diminish rather than grow in amplitude. The damping factor Ls 
not related to any safety issues but related to operational concerns only such as level control.  

Table 5.6-2 indicates that for Unit I at the high feed temperature cases (444.6MF), damping factors 
remain negative at about the same level. The steam gencrators, therefore, continue to be hydro
dynamically stable at these feed temperatures. For the low feed temperature cases (390I:), 
however, the damping factors are substantially less negative, dropping from the current value of 
-149 to -35 hr". This large decrease in damping factor is an indicator that the generators may be 
subject to an instability (e.g., variations in cirelation ratio and water level control) if operated at 
the lower feed water temperature. While the damping factor is not a precise indicator of 
possible instability, the significant shift towards instability should be monitored if the plant 
operates at the lower feed temperatures (e.g., 3900F). A symptom of instability would be 
observed oscillation in the control of the steam generator water level. The Instability can be 
mitigated by operating at the higher feedwater temperatures and/or increasing the 
downcomer resistance in the steam generator. Additional destabilizing factors such as 
corrosion products in the upper tube support plates can also affect steam generator stability.  

Unlike the Model D4 generators in Unit 1, Table 5.6-3 indicates that the Unit 2 damping factors 
remain highly negative, at a level comparable to the current design, for all cases. Thus, the 
steam generators remain hydro-dynamically stable for all uprated cases.  

Heat Flux - Nucleate Boiling Limits 

Table 5.6-2 indicates that the Unit 1 peak heat flux will increase with power and tube plugging.  
For uprating, increased total heat load is passed through the same bundle heat transfer area, 
Increasing the heat flux. For increased tube plugging (10%), the same heat load is passed 
through a smaller heat transfer area, also increasing the heat flux. In Table 5.6-2, for most cases, 
the peak heat flux increases slightly. For the case with no plugging and low feed temperature 
(390"F), the steam pressure is sufficiently high, as a result of the preheater performance, such 
that peak heat flux actually drops slightly. In all cases, the maximum calculated beat flux is well 
within nucleate boiling limits and is comparable to values for steam generators currently 
operating in the field.  
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Table 5.6-3 identifies variations in the heat flux that are similar to those for Unit 1. Thus, for 

Unit 2, the heat flux is also well within nucleate boiling limits.  

Secondary Side Pressure Drop 

Table 5.6-2 indicates that for Unit 1, the total secondary side pressure drop for the steam 

generator increased by about 3 psi, which is considered very small in relation to the total feed 

system pressure drop. Also, Table 5.6-3 indicates that for Unit 2, the steam pressure drops are 

seen to be equal to or less than the current design pressure drop since the reduced water level 

and circulation ratio offset the increase in steam flow. For the low feed temperature cases 

(390°F), the lower steam flow causes the total pressure drop to. be less than the design condition 

value. Thus, the revised pressure drops will have a negligible effect on feedwater system 

operation.  

5.6.3.3 Moisture Carryover 

For Unit I, the moisture separators have 12 primary separator risers and, in the as built 

condition, are essentially the same as all other Model D4 steam generators. The separators were 

modified after startup. The modifications included dryer perforated plates and dryer upper tier 

drains, mid deck relief, perforated primary separator risers and increased primary separator 

orifice diameter.  

Moisture carryover field data are available from other plants with the same separator package as 

Unit 1. These plants operate at, and above, the separator loadings under consideration for 

Unit 1. The data are correlated using a separator loading parameter denoted as the modified 

separator parameter, MS?, defined as follows: 

MSP = (Steam Flow (10' ibm/hr))2 x ISteam Specific Volume (ft3/lbm))" 

The MSP correlates the effects of steam pressure and flow (power). Water level, the third 

parameter which affects moisture carryover, is usually at its normal elevation. The available 

Model D moisture carryover measurements are plotted in Figure 5.6-1. The darkened vertical 

lines on the figure show the value of MSP for the revised design conditions with high feedwater 

temperature (444.6'F), covering a steam pressure range of 916-1014 psia. The expected MCO, 

given by the regression line, remains below 0.25% for the full pressure range. Although there is 

considerable uncertainty, as suggested by the line for the 95% confidence prediction upper 

bound, it is likely that moisture carryover will remain near or below 0.25% at all these 

conditions. If the plant is to be operated in the lower part of this steam pressure range 

(<950 psia) e.g., higher feedwater temperatures and lower end of TAV, window, consideration 

should be given to performing a moisture carryover test to determine the actual moisture 
carryover. Additional margin, if required, is available through reduced steam generator water 

level. At the reduced feedwater temperature (390*F), MSP values are 510, as a result of the 

reduced steam flow and increased steam pressure for these conditions. Moisture carryover 

values well below 0.1% can be expected at the low feed temperature.  
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The Unit 2 separator package is somewhat different than the Unit I package. The as built 
Model D5 separator package, currently installed in Unit 2, has a number of improvements over 
the Model D4, as built package. These improvements include an increase in the number of 
primary separators from 12 to 16, 0.7'pprimary separator orifices, and an improved dryer system 
with perforated plates and central upper tier drains. Some of the field installed improvements 
for the Model D4 packages, however, are not in place for the D5 as built package. These include 
mid deck plate relief and a further increase of primary separator orifice size to 0.8 with a 
perforated primary riser.  

In the absence of field data for the as built Model D5 separators, It would be difficult to project 
the performance of these separators as a function of increased power. Indeed, field performance 
data is available for the Model D5 packages at the current rating for CPSES but not at the 
increased powers corresponding to the revised design conditions in Table 2.3-1. The Model F 
separator packages are essentially the same as the Model D5 separators, and it is helpful to use 
data from these separators to assess the performance of the Model D5 separators at the revised 
design conditions.  

Figure 5.6-2 presents the available field data for the as built Model D5 generators, the Model F 
generators with Phase 1 Modifications (mid-deck relief) and Model F with both Phase I and 
Phase 2 Modifications (0.8 primary separator orifice and perforated primary separator riser).  
The regression line for the Model D4 data from Figure 5.6-1 is also plotted for reference. Again, 
the vertical lines on the figure show the value of MSP for the uprated cases with high feedwater 
temperature (445'F), covering a steam pressure range of 916-1014 psia.  

At the current rating, all configurations produce a very low carryover (0.01-0.03). It is not clear 
that the differences in carryover among the various configurations are significant at this low 
level of carryover. The slopes of the regression lines, for the Model F separators with either 
Phase I or both Phase I and 2 modifications, are shallower than for the Model D)4, resulting in a 
lower projected carryover at the conditions. The increased number of primary separators is felt 
to be a contributor to this shallower slope. To the extent that this supposition holds for the as 
built Model D5, the carryover is expected to be near or below that for the Model D4, and remain 
below 0.25%. In a worst case scenario, the carryover for the D5 could be a factor of two above 
that of the Model D4, resulting in a carryover of 0.2%-0.4% at the revised design conditions (e.g., 
higher feedwater temperature 444.6°F and lower T,,,, range). If the plant is to be operated in 
the lower part of the steam pressure range (e.g., higher feedwater temperature and lower Tv.A 
range), consideration should be given to performing a moisture carryover test to determine 
the actual moisture carryove.  

5. Ratio of orifice diameter to primary separator diameter.  
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5.6.4 U-Bend Fatigue Evaluation 

Fluid elastic vibration and fatigue of unsupported, small radius U-bends can occur under some 

circumstances. A necessary condition for significant fatigue usage is tube denting at the top tube 
support plate. This denting can occur only for carbon steel tube support plates such as those in 
the model D4 generators of Unit 1. The Unit 2, Model D5 generators have stainless steel tube 
support plates. Small radius u-bend vibration and fatigue, therefore, Is only of concern for the 
Unit I steam generators.  

An evaluation was performed to determine the impact that the revised design condltions had on 
the U-bend fatigue evaluation performed for the Unit 1 steam generators (Reference 10)'. The 
evaluation for the current conditions recommended that two tubes (S/G3:R10C109 and 
R1lC109) be removed from service. In addition, it identified four other tubes that would be 
susceptible to U-bend fatigue and which may require prevtmtive action under more severe 
operating conditions. The relative stability ratios (RSRs) for these tubes are provided as follows: 

I Limiting RSRs for Susceptible Tubes

Susceptible Tube Limiting RSR 

S/G4:RlIC108 0.980 

S/G2.R10C92 1.008 

S/G2.R11C16 1.055 
S/G3.R9C23 1.129

Relative stability ratio for a U-bend tube is the stability ratio at a given operation condition 
relative to the stability ratio at a reference condition. For a given steam generator geometry, the 
primary operating characteristics which affect the stability ratio arc the steam flow, steam 
pressure and circulation ratio. RSRs were calculated for a range of steam pressures at three 
power ratings: 100%, 102%, and 104%. The results are presented in Figure 5.6-3 which gives the 
RSR as a function of steam pressure with steam flow as a parameter.  

Figure 5.6-3 shows the steam pressures and flow rates at which each tube exceeds its maximum 
allowable RSR and needs to be considered for preventive action. For example, in the available 
data, both loop 2 and 4 operate at thermal powers 2%-4% above the plant average power.  
Following an uprate to 4.5%, these loops could be expected to have a steam flow between 4.06 
and 4.14x104 Ibm/hr. The two most susceptible tubes, S/G4:R1IC108 and S/G2:R10C92 would 
require preventive action unless the steam pressure were maintained well above 1000 psia. The 
third tube, S/G2:R1lC16. would require preventive action in the steam pressure range 
950-980 psia. The fourth susceptible tube, S/G3:R9C23, has a limiting RSR of 1.129 which is 

6. The Unit 2 generators (DSS) are manufactured with stainless steel support plates that help deter tube 
vibration (leading to U-bend fatigue), and arc thus not susceptible to U-bend fatigue.  
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higher than the highest ordinate value on Figure 5.6-3. This tube should not require preventive 
action unless the operating steam pressure drops below 900 psia.  

It should be noted that in the application of Figure 5.6-3, measurement uncertainties should be 
added to steam flow and subtracted f-ore steam pressure to assure a conservative limit for 
preventive action.  

5.6.5 F* Criteria 

The F* Criteria obviates the need to repair a hardrolled (alk.a., roll expanded) tube by sleeving or 
to remove a hardrolled tube from service (by plugging) due to detection of indications, e.g., by 
eddy current testing (ECT), in a region extending over most of the length of tubing within the 
tubesheet. This evaluation applies to the roll expanded tubes in the Comanche Peak Unit 1, 
Westinghouse Model D4 steam generators and assesses the integrity of the tube bundle for ECT 
indications occurring on the length of tubing within the tubesheet. It should be noted that the F* 
plugging criteria developed herein are applicable only to hardrolled tubes, and not to the tubes 
in these steam generators which have WEVXTEX expansion joints.  

For Comanche Peak Unit 1, the F* criteria are documented in Reference 11, Based on the revised 
design conditions provided in Table 2.3-1, there is a slight increase in the "3 AP" endcap load on 
the tubes at normal operating conditions. This Increase in load results from an increase in 
primary-to-secondary side pressure difference. The original analysis determined the "3 Ap" 
endcap load using a Ap across the tubes of 1250 psid (2230 - 1000). Based on the revised design 
conditions, the Ap across the tubes will increase to 1337 psid (2250 - 913) due to the decrease in 
steam pressure. The F' criteria is evaluated for both normal operation and FLB conditions.  
Calculations show that the F' results for the FLB condition are more limiting than the results for 
normal operation. The F* length for the FLB conditions was 1.13 inches whereas the normal 
operating condition resulted in a F* length of 1.09 inches. Additional calculations were 
performed using the revised design conditions defined in Table 2.3-1 and yielded results similar 
to the previous normal operating conditions (1.09 inches). For the limiting accident condition, 
FLB, the F* length is not affected by changes in normal operation steam pressure. Therefore, the 
F* value for FLB contained in Reference 11 remains bounding and Reference 11 has been revised 
to reflect the fact that the revised design conditions have been considered for F* criteria.  

5.6.6 Laser Weld Sleeving (LWS) 

The Comanche Peak Unit 1 and 2 LWS repair evaluations were provided in Reference 12.  
Similar to the F* criteria, the tubesheet sleeve in this WCAP is affected by the revised design 
conditions due to a slight Increase in the "3 AP" endcap load on the tube at normal operation.  
The primary to secondary side AP increased from 1250 to 1337 psid as a result of the revised 
design parameters listed in Table 2.3-1. With the primary side pressure remaining at 2250 psia, 
the higher AP increases the sleeve upward pullout force by a small amount.  

Of the two types of tubesheet sleeves, the limiting design in this case, is the elevated tubesheet 
sleeve (ETS). This is primarily due to the ETS lower joint being located above the tubesheet 
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neutral axis. Tubesheet upward bending during normal operation dilates the tube holes and, in 
turn, the tube IDs reduce the interference fit contact pressure (CP) between the sleeve and tube 
during sleeve installation. In the uprate case, the components of the CP which increase 
resistance to pullout outweigh the component which decreases CP and the result is that the 
resultant CP is limiting for the original design conditions. Although the pullout-resisting forces 
are greater for the revised design conditions, the pullout forces due to the greater normal 
operation AP also increase. The result is that the margin of required resistance for the axially 
shortest rolled joint, divided by that for the available resistance is slightly lower for the revised 
design conditions than for the original design conditions and therefore, Reference 12 will be 
revised. The factor, required resistance divided by available resistance, decreases several 
percentage points from approximately 3.00.  

For the limiting accident condition, FLB, the sleeve roll expansion joint length is not affected by 
changes in normal operation steam pressure.  

The change in required tubesheet sleeve joint roll expansion length has been determined In a 
short evaluation for the roll expanded tubes of Unit 1 and documented in a revision to 
Reference 12. The joint roll length for the explosive expanded tubes of Unit 1 and for the 
hydraulic expanded tubes of Unit 2 will be determined in a minor confirmatory test and related 
evaluation and documented during the sleeving outage preparation.  

5.6.7 Conclusions 

As a result of performing the evaluations and analysis, it has been determined that: 

* The structural components for the Units 1 and 2 steam generators will still meet the 
allowable ASME Code limits.  

The actual steam pressure for Unit 1 will be near those reported in Table 2.3-1. The actual 
steam pressure for Unit 2 is expected to be about 0-15 psi lower than those reported in 
Table 2.3-1.  

The circulation ratio, heat flux and secondary side pressure drop will still be within 
applicable limits. For Unit 2, the hydrodynamic stability of the steam generator is 
acceptable. For Unit 1, the hydrodynamic stability of the steam generator may need to be 
monitored with operation at the low feedwater temperatures.  

The moisture carryover should be less than the current design value of 0.25%.  

For Unit 1, three additional tubes may need to be plugged to accommodate the 
anticipated reduction in steam pressure to mitigate U-bend fatigue concerns.  

References 11 and 12 have been revised to reflect the revised design conditions.  
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Table 5.6-1(a) Unit 1 Comparison of Steam Generator Fatigue Usage for Most Limiting Location 

Fatigue Usage 

Component Current Revised Operating Conditions 
Tubes 0.0019 0.0210 
Tubesheet/She]l Junction 0.6477 0.827 
Tube to Tubeshcct Weld 0.3563 0.4000 
Divider Plate 0.982 1.000 

Secondary Manway 
Shell Penetration Boltsf 0.390 0.531 
Steam Nozzle 0.112 0.163 
Feedwater Nozzle 0.856 0.642 

(1) The current and revised fatigue usage consider a 40 year qualification life.
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Table 5.6-1(b) Unit 2 Comparison of Steam Generator Fatigue Usage for Most Limiting Location 

Fatigue Usage 

Component Curvent Revised Operating Conditions 

Tubes 0.276 0.33 1 
Tubesheet/Shell Junction 0.241 0.317 
Tube to Tubesheet Weld 0.32 0,422 
Divider Plate 0.906 0.986 

Secondary Manway 
Shell Penetration Bolts"' 0.88 0.974 
Steam Nozzle 0.628 0.642 

Feedwater Nozzle 0.220 0.265 
(1) The current and revised fatigue usage consider a20 year qualification life.
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Table 5.6-2 Unit 1 Steam Generator Uprated Operating Conditions and Secondary Side Characteristics 

Current 
Parameter Design Case Ila' Case lb •Case 2a1 Case 2b Cast 3a Case 3b 

Operating Conditions 
T,, ("F) 589.1 585.6 585.6 592.6 592.6 592.6 582.9 
Feed Tempr -F 440 444.6 390 444.6 390 444.6 390 
Steam Generator Water Level - % NR 68.2 66.5 665 665 66.5 66.5 66-5 
Plugging - % 0 10 10 10 10 0 a 

Operating Charaderistics 
Circulation Ratio 2.40 2.19 2.45 2.25 2.49 2.25 2.49 
Bundle LiUguid Flow - 10' ibm/hr 5.30 4.73 5.35 4.98 5.52 4.99 5.53 
Peak Heat Flux - Btu/hr-fte 124252 140034 133220 137736 131218 128141 110990 
Total Secondary DP - psi 23.2 25.9 22.2 25.3 21.8 25.1 21.6 
SG Mass - Ibm 105191 100900 104162 102256 105500 102630 105840 
Damping Factor - hr' -149 -140 -35 -146 -54 -148 -61 
1. These eases correspond to those presented for the revised desig, conditions in Table 2.3-1
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Table 5.6-3 Unit 2 Steam Generator Uprated Operating Conditions and Secondary Side Characteristics 
(See Table 2.3-1 for Operating Parameters) 

Current 
Parmeter Design case la, Case 1h Cast 2* Case lb Caseu3 Case 3b 

Operating Conditions 
T% ('F) 589.1 585.6 555.6 592.6 592-6 5926 582.9 
Feed Temp - OF 440 444.6 390 444.6 390 444.6 390 

Water Level.%,R. NR . 72-5 64.0 64.0 64.0 64.0 64,0 64.0 

Plugging - % 0 10 10 10 10 0 0 

Operating Characteristlcs 

Circulation Ratio 3.30 2.98 3.28 3.02 3-30 5.01 3.29 

Bundle Liquid Flov - W0 Ibm/hr 8.71 7.86 8.42 8.05 8.81 82 8.49 

Peak Heat Flux - gtu/hr-ft. 124252 140886 134923 138937 132933 129648 113758 
Total Secondary DP- psi 21.4 21.4 183 20.9 17.8 21.4 183 

SG Mass - IbM 101900 89794 93428 91422 95087 91840 95458 

Damping Factor - hre -321 -311 -275 -318 -288 -318 -291 

1. These cases correspond to those presented for the revised design awnditions in Table 2.3-1
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10 11 12 13 
Modified Separator Parameter

Figure 5.6-1 Moisture Carryover Projection for Comanche Peak Unit 1, Model D4 
Steam Generators
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11 12 13 

Modified Separator Parameter

Figure 5.6-2 Moisture Carryover Projection for Comanche Peak Unit 2, Model D5 
Steam Generators
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Figure 5.6-3 Comanche Peak Unit I U-bend Fatigue: Limiting Operating Conditions for 
Susceptible Tubes
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SUBJECT:

December 29, 1999

JOSEPH M. FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2 - ISSUANCE OF 
AMENDMENTS RE: STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENTS 
(TAC NOS. MA4393 and MA4394)

Dear Mr. Morey: 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 147 to Facility 
Operating License No. NPF-2 and Amendment No. 138 to Facility Operating License 
No. NPF-8 for the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. The amendments change the 
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) in response to your application of 
December 1, 1998, as supplemented by your letters of April 21, July 19, October 18, and 
November 11, 1999. The amendments revise the ITS to address changes associated with 
replacing the current Westinghouse Model 51 steam generators with Westinghouse Model 54F 
steam generators. The Unit 1 ITS set applies after you replace the Unit 1 steam generators in 
spring 2000 until you replace the Unit 2 steam generators in spring 2001. The Unit 2 ITS set 
applies after you replace both the Unit 1 and the Unit 2 steam generators.  

We are also enclosing a copy of our related safety evaluation. We will include a Notice of 
Issuance in the Commission's biweekly Federal Register Notice.  

Sincerely, 

L. Mark Padovan, Project Manager, Section 1 
Project Directorate II 
Division of Licensing Project Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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I. INTRODUCTION

By letter of December 1, 1998, as supplemented by letters of April 21, July 19, October 18, and 
November 11, 1999, the Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc. (SNC), et al., submitted a 
request for changes to the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, Improved Technical 
Specifications (ITS). The requested changes would revise the ITS to address changes 
associated with replacing the current Westinghouse Model 51 steam generators (SGs) with 
Westinghouse Model 54F SGs. The April 21, July 19, October 18, and November 11, 1999, 
letters provided clarifying information that did not change the December 1, 1998, application 
and the initial proposed no significant hazards consideration determination.  

I1. BACKGROUND 

The existing SGs in both Farley units are Westinghouse Model 51. The tubes are made of 
Alloy 600 and the tube support plates are made of carbon steel. Using these materials 
contributed, in part, to the existing SG tube degradation. As degradation occurred, SNC 
requested amendments to the plant technical specifications for various alternate tube repair 
criteria which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) subsequently reviewed and approved.  
The various repair criteria are voltage-based alternate repair criteria, F* criteria, and sleeving 
repair criteria.  

The new, replacement SGs will be Westinghouse Model 54F using thermally treated Alloy 690 
tube material and stainless steel tube support plates. The Alloy 690 tubing material is more 
resistant to stress corrosion cracking than Alloy 600 tubing material. The Model 54F stainless 
steel tube support plates will be more resistant to magnetite formation than carbon steel 
support plates and minimize tube denting. Licensees that have used these materials in their 
replacement SGs have reported minimal tube degradation. SNC determined that the alternate 
tube repair criteria in the current ITS are unnecessary for the replacement SGs and requested 
removing this criteria from the Farley Units 1 and 2 ITS.  

SNC plans to replace the Unit 1 SGs in spring 2000 and the Unit 2 SGs in spring 2001. The 
amendment request contains a proposed Unit 1 ITS changes set and a Unit 2 ITS changes set.  
The Unit 1 ITS changes set contains changed Unit 1 ITS and unchanged Unit 2 ITS. The 
approved Unit 1 ITS set will apply after SNC replaces the Unit 1 steam generators in spring 
2000 until SNC replaces the Unit 2 steam generators in spring 2001. The Unit 2 ITS changes 
set contains the previously changed Unit 1 ITS and newly changed Unit 2 ITS. The approved 
Unit 2 ITS set will apply after SNC replaces both the Unit 1 and the Unit 2 steam generators.  

III. EVALUATION 

SNC performed analyses and evaluations in accordance with the Farley Nuclear Plant current 
licensing basis to support replacing the Westinghouse Model 51 SGs. Our evaluation of their 
associated ITS amendment request follows: 

A. Mechanical and Structural Design 

1.0 Structural Analysis 

The basic design of the Model 54F SG is consistent with that of prior Westinghouse SGs. The 
Model 54F SG is considered a close replica of the current Model 51 SG. The structural design
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of the SG is based on the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler & Pressure Vessel 
Code, Section III (ASME Section III), Subsections NB and NC, 1989 Edition. This edition is 
currently endorsed in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Section 50.55a and 
is, therefore, acceptable.  

Westinghouse's WCAP-1 2825 (Ref. 1) technically justified applying leak-before-break (LBB) 
considerations to eliminate postulated loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) pipe ruptures from the 
Farley Nuclear Plant reactor coolant loop (RCL) design basis, in accordance with General 
Design Criterion (GDC) 4 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. In WCAP-12835 (Ref. 2) and its 
Supplement 1 (Ref. 3), Westinghouse similarly justified eliminating postulated pressurizer surge 
line pipe rupture. Our letters of August 12, 1991 (Ref. 4), and January 15, 1992 (Ref. 5), 
approved applying LBB considerations for eliminating breaks in the Farley Units 1 and 2 primary 
loop piping based on the Model 51 SGs.  

Westinghouse excluded the thermo-hydraulic loads associated with RCL and pressurizer surge 
line LOCA ruptures from the structural design basis of the RCL piping and the SGs based on 
our Ref. 4 and Ref. 5 letters. In addition, Westinghouse did not postulate arbitrary, 
intermediate breaks in the main steamlines in accordance with revised Standard Review Plan 
(SRP), Section 3.6.2, Mechanical Engineering Branch Position 3-1 provisions.  

Each of the current Model 51 SGs is restrained by 5 snubbers, for a total of 15 snubbers per 
unit. Westinghouse decided to install the Model 54F SGs without using snubbers since 
Westinghouse analyses eliminated the thermo-hydraulic loads resulting from the postulated 
RCL LOCAs. Westinghouse re-analyzed the reactor coolant system (RCS) with the existing 
RCL supports but excluded the five snubbers to verify that the RCS design meets current 
licensing basis (CLB) design criteria.  

Westinghouse's analysis consisted of geometrically non-linear time-history dynamic structural 
analyses of the RCS subjected to various loading conditions with the Model 54F SG mass 
distribution and with the snubbers removed. Westinghouse performed these non-linear 
analyses to account for impact effects due to gapped bumper restraints in the RCS. The 
dynamic loading conditions consisted of time histories of the operating-basis earthquake (OBE), 
safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE), and thermo-hydraulic loads due to postulated pipe ruptures 
in either the main steamlines or the feedwater lines.  

Westinghouse performed the time-history analyses using structural computer codes WECAN 
and WESTDYN. WCAP-8252 (Ref. 6) documents versions of these programs and the Farley 
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) lists WCAP-8252 as a structural analyses reference.  
Westinghouse's analysis method is based on the pseudo-force approach which requires 
calculating the RCL system normal modes and frequencies for its implementation. Modal 
amplitudes and system response depend on the damping specified for the system.  
Westinghouse stated in their response of July 19, 1999 (Ref. 7), to our July 2, 1999, request for 
additional information (RAI) that their analysis used the CLB damping factors shown in 
Table 3.7-1 of the Farley Units 1 and 2 FSARs. The staff finds this acceptable.  

Westinghouse performed a 10 CFR 50.59 LBB reevaluation of the RCL piping and the 
pressurizer surge line using the piping forces and moments resulting from the non-linear, 
seismic, structural analysis of the RCS. Westinghouse stated that the reevaluation showed that 
the recommended LBB margins in Draft Section 3.6.3 of the SRP (Ref. 8) were satisfied at the
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critical locations. This demonstrates the acceptability of applying LBB for the RCL piping with 

the Model 54F SGs. Westinghouse also found that the impact on the pressurizer surge line 

due to the Model 54F SG and a snubber elimination program was negligible. Therefore, the 

existing LBB analysis, based on the current RCS configuration with the Model 51 SG, remains 

valid.  

2.0 RCS Stresses 

The largest combined RCL piping stress resulting from the design loading combination of OBE, 

deadweight, and pressure was determined to be 21.1 ksi compared to the ASME Section III 

Code-allowable stress of 26.7 ksi. The largest combined stress under faulted conditions, 
consisting of SSE and either a main steamline break (MSLB) or a feedwater line break, was 

determined to be 39.5 ksi compared to the Code-allowable stress value of 53.4 ksi. The 

highest-stressed RCS equipment nozzle was found to be on the reactor pressure vessel (RPV).  

The largest nozzle stress intensity was found to be 92 percent of the allowable value under 

OBE conditions. The same nozzle under combined SSE and the highest loading from LOCA or 

MSLB or feedwater line break was found to be 69 percent of the allowable faulted condition 
allowable. The staff finds these results reasonable and acceptable.  

3.0 RCL Supports 

For the Model 54F SG, the highest stress in a column support was found to be 92 percent of 
the faulted allowable stress. For the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), the stress was found to be 
42 percent of the faulted allowable stress. The stress in the highest loaded bumper was 
determined as 31 percent of the upset allowable stress. The staff finds these results reasonable 
and acceptable.  

In SNC's letter of July 19, 1999, Westinghouse also provided the design basis criteria for the 

support columns. These criteria are based on the structural code of record (Ref. 9) for Farley 

Units 1 and 2, modified to reflect faulted conditions. The staff has reviewed the Westinghouse 
response and finds it acceptable.  

The reactions of the reactor vessel support structures to applied forces resulting from all load 

conditions were determined from a finite element analysis of these structures. The dynamic 
forces applied to these structures consist of a combination of forces obtained from the RCL 
analysis, reactor pressure cavity, and the reactor vessel internals analysis. The maximum 
stress intensity under normal or upset conditions was found to be 47 percent of the allowable 
stress intensity. The maximum stress intensity under faulted conditions was determined to be 

38 percent of the faulted condition allowable stress intensity. The staff finds these results 
reasonable and acceptable.  

4.0 Balance of Plant 

SNC assessed the effects of installing the Model 54F SGs on balance of plant (BOP) 

safety-related structures and components not covered in WCAP-15098 (Ref. 10). The Farley 

Steam Generator Replacement Program BOP Licensing Report (Ref. 11) contains Farley 

Nuclear Plant BOP analyses and evaluations. Both SNC and Westinghouse provided input to 

these analyses and evaluations. SNC stated that CLB design criteria and analyses or previous 
power uprate submittals bound these structures and components. SG replacement impact on
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BOP structure and component function and operation has been analyzed or evaluated and was 
found to have no significant adverse effect. The staff finds this reasonable and acceptable.  

5.0 Conclusion 

The staff finds that SNC has provided justification to support replacing the current Model 51 
SGs with the Model 54F SGs based on the acceptability of applying LBB considerations to the 
RCL piping. The staff also finds that replacing the SG Model 51 with SG Model 54F will not 
significantly affect RCS structural integrity, and that the structural design of the RCLs and their 
supports meet Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, FSAR CLB design criteria.  

B. Design Basis Accidents and Transients 

SNC re-analyzed or evaluated design basis accidents and transients in support of the SG 
replacement as described below.  

1.0 Re-analyzed Design Basis Accidents and Transients 

SNC re-analyzed the following design basis accidents and transients to demonstrate that the 
applicable licensing criteria and requirements are satisfied considering the effects of the SG 
replacement. The analyses impacted by the SG replacement either support ITS changes or are 
not considered bounded by submittals previously reviewed by the NRC.  

a. Loss of Normal Feedwater 

Westinghouse re-analyzed the loss of normal feedwater transient using the RETRAN-02 
computer code. Westinghouse's letter of June 6, 1997 (Ref. 12), submitted WCAP-1 4882, 
"RETRAN-02 Modeling and Qualification for Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor 
Non-LOCA Safety Analyses," to the NRC for review. Our letter of February 11, 1999 (Ref. 13), 
indicated our acceptance of WCAP-14882 for referencing in licensing applications to the extent 
specified and under the limitations delineated in the report and in the associated NRC safety 
evaluation. SNC satisfactorily addressed each of these limitations as they relate to the Farley 
SG replacement.  

The acceptance criteria for the loss of normal feedwater transient are as follows: 

" The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. Preventing departure from nucleate 
boiling (DNB) demonstrates this.  

" Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 
110 percent of the design pressures.  

"* There shall be no propagation to a more serious event.  

With respect to DNB, the loss of external electrical load event bounds the loss of normal 
feedwater transient. The loss of external electrical load event demonstrates that the minimum 
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) is greater than the DNB acceptance criterion.  
With respect to RCS overpressurization, the loss of external load event also bounds the loss of
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normal feedwater transient. The loss of external load event demonstrates that the peak primary 
and secondary system pressures remain below 110 percent of design. Analysis results show 
that the pressurizer does not become water solid.  

b. Loss of All AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries 

The loss of all AC power event was re-analyzed using the RETRAN-02 computer code. The 
acceptance criteria for this event are as follows: 

"* The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. Preventing DNB demonstrates this.  
" Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 

110 percent of the design pressures.  

"• There shall be no propagation to a more serious event.  

With respect to DNB, the complete loss of flow event bounds the loss of all ac power event.  
The complete loss of flow event demonstrates that the DNBR is greater than the DNB 
acceptance criterion. With respect to RCS overpressurization, the loss of external load event 
bounds the loss of all ac power to station auxiliaries event. The loss of external load event 
demonstrates that peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below 110 percent of 
design. Analysis results show that the pressurizer does not become water solid.  

c. Main Steamline Rupture at Zero Power 

The main steamline rupture was re-analyzed using the RETRAN-02 computer code. The event 
was conservatively analyzed at zero power with no decay heat. The acceptance criterion for 
this event is that the critical heat flux shall not be exceeded, which preventing DNB 
demonstrates. The results of the re-analysis demonstrated that the minimum DNBR for the 
steamline break event initiated at zero power remains above the limit value.  

d. Major Main Feedwater Pipe Rupture 

The major feedwater line rupture event was re-analyzed using the RETRAN-02 computer code.  
The acceptance criteria for this event are as follows: 

" Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 
110 percent of the design pressures.  

" Any fuel damage that may occur during the transient should be of sufficiently limited 
extent so that the core will remain in place and geometrically intact with no loss of 
core cooling capability.  

" Any activity release must result in calculated doses at the site boundary being within 
a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.  

To ensure that these criteria are met, Westinghouse established an internal criterion that no 
bulk boiling occurs in the RCS following a feedwater line rupture before SG heat removal 
capability (being fed by the auxiliary feedwater system) exceeds nuclear steam supply system
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(NSSS) residual heat generation. The analysis demonstrated that the auxiliary feedwater 
system capacity is adequate to remove core decay heat, prevent overpressurizing the RCS, 
and prevent uncovering the reactor core.  

e. Steam Generator Tube Rupture 

The steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event was re-analyzed using the hand calculation 
method which reflects the current plant licensing basis. This is the same method described in 
Farley FSAR Section 15.4, and is consistent with the analyses performed to support the Farley 
power uprate which was approved the NRC's letter of April 29, 1998 (Ref. 14). The SGTR 
analysis was performed to determine the quantity of primary-to-secondary leakage from the 
SGs and the quantity of steam released to the environment. The results were used in the 
radiological consequences analysis to verify that the postulated offsite dose consequences are 
acceptable.  

f. Best Estimate Large-Break LOCA 

Section 4.1.1 of Farley's Replacement SG Program NSSS Licensing Report (Ref. 10) discusses 
large-break LOCA (LBLOCA) re-analyses for replacing SGs, adapting the Farley Best Estimate 
(BE) LOCA model used to perform the re-analyses, the process implemented to determine the 
adaptation, and LBLOCA results. We reviewed this information as discussed below.  

(i) Replacement SG Adaptation Assessment Process and Farley BE LBLOCA Model 

Section 4.1.1.2 of Farley's Licensing Analysis Report described the process SNC used to adapt 
the existing approved Farley licensing Best Estimate LOCA (BELOCA) methodology to reflect 
installing the replacement SGs. The process included all elements of the BE methodology and 
considered input values, reference transient assumptions, various uncertainty response 
surfaces and distribution functions, effect of the changed containment conditions, and 
superposition correction. The adaptation process as used in this evaluation report does not 
necessarily include any specific finding resultant from its application. Based on sensitivity 
studies and comparative assessments, SNC concluded that the uncertainty elements of the 
methodology retained the basic characteristics of the current BELOCA licensing methodology.  
SNC had to re-perform only the reference peak cladding temperature (PCT) calculation and the 
superposition calculation in establishing the Monte Carlo structure for the replacement SG final 
PCT calculations.  

Based on our review, we conclude that the process used to adapt the existing BELOCA 
methodology to reflect installing the replacement SGs is acceptable because it is 
comprehensive and effective in identifying the necessary changes. We also conclude that the 
same overall process described in Farley Licensing Report Section 4.1.1.2 is acceptable for 
future SG change/LBLOCA analysis methodology assessments and adaptations, such as 
steam generator plugging levels outside those already considered in the present analyses.  
Based on this conclusion we find the adaptation process (Farley Licensing Report Section 
4.1.1.2) is acceptable for reference in the Farley Core Operating Limits Report (COLR), 
Technical Specifications, or other licensing documentation and may be used in future analyses 
in which SNC changes similar SG parameter values.
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(ii) Replacement SG LBLOCA Methodology 

The Farley BE LBLOCA methodology is based on the Westinghouse BE LBLOCA methodology 

described in WCAP-1 2945-P-A, which acceptably considers within its uncertainty processes 

input parameter values over ranges that bound their as-operated plant values. In SNC's letter 

of November 22, 1999, SNC confirmed that SNC and Westinghouse have processes which 

ensure that the PCT-sensitive parameters (values) used as input to the BE LBLOCA analyses 

bound the as-operated plant values for Farley. From our review of the Farley BE LBLOCA 

methodology adaptation process, we noted quantitative effects due to the input of parameter 

values reflecting the replacement SGs. However, the approved Farley BE LBLOCA 

methodology itself has not changed because none of its elemental processes have changed.  

Therefore, based on the continued acceptability of the LBLOCA methodology and SNC's use of 

processes to ensure that PCT-sensitive input parameter values bound their as-operated plant 

values, we conclude the Farley replacement SG BE LBLOCA methodology is acceptable and 

applicable to Farley. We find that SNC's LBLOCA methodology is suitable for reference in the 

Farley TS and COLRs as long as the processes for specifying analysis inputs continue to 

assure that PCT-specific input values bound the corresponding as-operated plant values.  

(iii) LBLOCA Analyses 

SNC performed licensing basis replacement SG LBLOCA analyses using the acceptable BE 

LBLOCA methodology discussed in Section f. (ii) of this safety evaluation. The licensing basis 

case is a cold-leg split break with a break discharge coefficient of 1.0 and 20 percent SG tube 

plugging. SNC identified that Farley Unit 2 continued to be bounding based on sensitivity 

studies performed as part of the previous power uprate analyses and on qualitative 
assessments of applying those analyses findings to the replacement SG analyses.  

SNC determined that ZIRLO fuel in the hot assembly bounded the other fuel types. The 

calculated licensing basis PCT is 2065 OF; the maximum total (pre-transient plus transient) 

cladding oxidation is 12 percent; and the maximum core-wide hydrogen generation is 

0.6 percent. These values fall below the criteria specified in 10 CFR Part 50.46 (b).  

Compliance with the 10 CFR Part 50.46 (b) criteria that the core remains amenable to cooling 

and for long-term cooling is qualitatively the same as the acceptable results from the previous 

Farley (power uprate) BE LBLOCA analyses.  

SNC used these bounding analyses for both units. Using the Farley Unit 2 analyses as a basis 

for both plants is acceptable because SNC has determined that the Farley 2 analysis is 

bounding for both plants. This is based on extensive sensitivity studies preformed for the power 

uprating of both Farley units with the approved licensing basis BE LBLOCA methodology and 

based on qualitative assessments adapting the sensitivity analyses results. However, 

significant differences in the two Farley unit designs could affect the validity of mutual portions 

of the uncertainty analyses in the BE LBLOCA model. Therefore, for future re-analyses, SNC 

must justify the applicability of the analytical results either by determining the bounding analysis 

from comparative sensitivity analyses of re-analysis scenarios for both units or by performing a 

plant-specific bounding licensing basis analysis for each unit.
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We conclude that the Farley replacement SG BE LBLOCA analyses are acceptable because of 
the following: 

* SNC used an applicable, acceptable LBLOCA model.  
* Parameter input values and ranges bound the as-operated plant values and ranges.  
• Calculated results comply with 10 CFR Part 50.46 (b) criteria.  

We find that SNC's LBLOCA methodology is suitable for reference in the Farley TS and COLRs 
as long as the processes for specifying analysis inputs continue to assure that PCT-specific 
input values bound the corresponding as-operated plant values.  

g. Small-Break LOCA Analyses 

Section 4.1.2 of Farley's Licensing Analysis Report discusses small-break LOCA (SBLOCA) 
re-analyses to reflect replacing the SGs, identifies the SBLOCA methodology used to perform 
the re-analyses, indicated that sensitivity studies were used to determine the limiting SBLOCA 
case, and gave SBLOCA analyses results.  

(i) SBLOCA Methodology 

The SBLOCA methodology used to analyze both Farley units for the replacement SG 
configuration is the Westinghouse NOTRUMP model discussed in WCAP-10054-P-A, 
as adapted to include the COSI Safety Injection/Steam condensation model discussed in 
WCAP-10054-P-AIWCAP-1 1767-P, Addendum 2, Revision1, July 1997. This methodology has 
been approved for application to Westinghouse power reactor designs, including the Farley 
units. Therefore, the NOTRUMP with COSI SBLOCA analysis methodology applies to both 
Farley plants.  

SNC's November 22, 1999, letter indicated that, for SBLOCA analyses, Westinghouse and 
SNC have processes to ensure that the values of PCT-sensitive parameters input into SBLOCA 
analyses bound their as-operated plant values for Farley. This assures that the input values for 
Farley SBLOCA analyses parameters will be appropriate, and therefore, the SBLOCA analysis 
methodology applies to Farley.  

(ii) Sensitivity Studies and Results 

SNC described sensitivity analyses, including break size, operating temperature, time-in-life and 
fuel type studies, that they performed to identify the worst-case SBLOCA scenario. The results 
for the bounding 3-inch SBLOCA analysis identify that the fuel with ZIRLO cladding is limiting.  
The calculated PCT is 2030 OF, and the calculated maximum local oxidation is 11.88%.  

(iii) SBLOCA Conclusions 

We conclude that the Farley Replacement SG SBLOCA analyses are acceptable because they 
were performed with an applicable acceptable SBLOCA model, with parameter input values and 
ranges that bound the as-operated plant values and ranges, and because the calculated results 
show compliance with the criteria of 10 CFR Part 50.46(b). We find that SNC's SBLOCA 
methodology is suitable for reference in the Farley TS and COLRs as long as the processes for
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specifying analysis inputs continue to assure that PCT-specific input values bound the 
corresponding as-operated plant values.  

h. Future LOCA Re-analyses 

In order to more effectively implement 10 CFR Part 50.46 reporting requirements and to 
validate the uncertainty analyses in the BE LBLOCA methodology, for future LOCA re-analyses 
it is necessary for SNC either to determine the bounding analysis from comparative sensitivity 
analyses of re-analysis scenarios for both units or to perform a plant specific bounding licensing 
basis analysis for each unit.  

2.0 Design Basis Accidents and Transients not Re-analyzed 

SNC indicated that the following design basis accidents and transients did not require 
re-analysis since either (a) they were bounded by the previously approved power uprate 
analyses, or (b) the analyses were not adversely impacted by the SG replacement 
(i.e., replacing the SGs requires only a minimal change to the current analysis of record, and 
the analysis still meets applicable acceptance criteria): 

"* hot leg switchover 
"• post-LOCA long-term core cooling 
"• rod ejection accident 
"• uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal from a subcritical 

position 
"• RCCA misalignment 
"• uncontrolled boron dilution 
"• partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow 
"• startup of an inactive LBB 
"• loss of external electrical load and/or turbine trip 
• excessive heat removal due to feedwater system malfunctions 
• excessive load increase accident 
"• accidental depressurization of the RCS 
"* accidental depressurization of the main steam system 
"• inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling system during power operation 
"* minor secondary system pipe breaks 
"* inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly into an improper position 
"* complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow 
• single rod cluster control assembly withdrawal at full power 
"• single RCP locked rotor 
"* rupture of a control rod drive mechanism housing 
"• steam system piping failure at full power 
"* anticipated transient without scram 

3.0 Technical Specification Changes and Evaluation 

SNC has proposed to change the SG water level low-low setpoint from 25 percent to 28 percent 
and the allowable value from 24.6 percent to 27.6 percent in TS table 3.3.1-1, "Reactor Trip 
System Instrumentation," and in ITS Table 3.3.2-1, "Engineered Safety Feature Actuation 
System Instrumentation." SNC also proposes to change the SG water level high-high setpoint
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from 78.5 percent to 82 percent; and the allowable value from 78.9 percent to 82.4 percent in 
ITS Table 3.3.2-1, "Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation." 

TS LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops Mode 5, Loops Filled," currently specifies that the secondary side 
water level of at least two SGs shall be > 74 percent wide range (WR). SNC has proposed to 
change the minimum SG water level to > 75 percent WR. In addition, ITS surveillance 
requirements 3.4.5.2, "RCS Loops Mode 3," 3.4.6.2, "RCS Loops Mode 4," and 3.4.7.2, "RCS 
Loops, Loops Filled," require that SG secondary side water levels be verified every 12 hours for 
required RCS loops. SNC has proposed to change the required water level in the surveillance 
requirements from > 74 percent WR to > 75 percent WR consistent with the proposed limiting 
condition for operation.  

These above proposed changes resulted from analytical values associated with replacement 
SG design differences and new analyses. These changes provide acceptable results for all 
effected transients and accidents. We find these changes to be acceptable.  

4.0 Conclusion 

The staff has reviewed SNC's proposed TS changes associated with replacing the SGs and 
SNC's supporting re-analysis and evaluation of design basis accidents and transients. Based 
on the review, the staff concludes that the proposed TS changes are acceptable.  

C. Containment Integrity 

SNC has performed containment integrity analyses for replacing the SGs at current uprated 
power to ensure that the maximum pressure inside the containment will remain below the 
containment building design pressure of 54 psig if a design bases LOCA or MSLB inside 
containment should occur during plant operation. The analyses also established the pressure 
and temperature conditions for environmental qualification and operation of safety-related 
equipment located inside the containment and the containment leak rate test pressure.  

SNC indicated that the containment functional analyses included assuming the most limiting 
single active failure and the availability or unavailability of offsite power, depending on which 
resulted in the highest containment temperature and pressure. Bounding initial temperatures 
and pressures for analyses were selected to envelope the limiting conditions for operation.  

1.0 LOCA Containment Integrity Analyses 

SNC has performed analyses to determine the containment pressure and temperature 
response during postulated LOCAs using mass and energy releases which incorporate revised 
Model 54F SG design parameters at the current uprated power level of 2775 MWt. As in the 
current analyses, the postulated LOCA analyses were performed for the double-ended hot leg 
(DEHL) guillotine break of reactor coolant pipe and the double-ended pump suction (DEPS) 
break. SNC determined that the DEHL break results in the most limiting pressure during the 
blowdown phase and that the DEPS break yields the highest energy flow rates during the 
post-blowdown period.
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SNC indicated that Westinghouse calculated the mass and energy releases in the containment 
for the Model 54F SG using Topical Report WCAP-1 0325-P-A. In this analyses, the 1979 
ANS 5.1 decay heat model with 2 sigma uncertainty factor was used. The same Westinghouse 
Topical Report and decay heat model were used in the current licensing basis analyses. The 
mass and energy release analyses were presented in WCAP-1 5098 (Ref. 10).  

The containment pressure and temperature response analyses for Model 54F SG were 
performed using the GOTHIC computer code. The use of GOTHIC computer code and input 
assumptions for Farley was determined acceptable in the current power uprate analyses. The 
primary change to the Model 54F SG containment analysis model from the power uprate model 
were the blowdown mass and energy releases because of replacement SG design. No other 
changes were made to the analyses which would significantly affect the calculated peaks. Only 
small changes to the residual heat removal heat transfer area and flow were modeled to 
represent plant design data with a margin for tube plugging.  

Farley Model 54F SG analyses calculated a containment peak pressure of 43.8 psig and a peak 
temperature of 2640F for the LOCA (DEHL and DEPS breaks). The current uprate LOCA peak 
pressure and temperature were 43.0 psig and 2630F. SNC indicated that the change in the 
LOCA peak pressure from present 43.0 psig to 43.8 psig is mainly due to the increased 
blowdown mass and energy releases associated with the Model 54F SG design (more tubes in 
Model 54F than Model 51). The calculated peak LOCA pressure of 43.8 psig and temperature 
of 2640F remains below the containment design pressure of 54 psig and design temperature of 
2800 F. SNC has proposed to revise the ITS to change the containment leak rate test pressure 
from 43.0 psig to 43.8 psig in accordance with Appendix J requirements.  

2.0 Main Steamline Break Containment Integrity Analysis 

SNC has performed the Model 54F SG analyses to determine the containment pressure and 
temperature response during postulated MSLBs inside containment for limiting conditions of 
operation at current uprated power. As in the current uprated analyses, the Model 54F SG 
analyses were evaluated for initial power levels of 102 percent, 70 percent, 30 percent, and 
0 percent and a spectrum of break sizes. SNC indicated that the Model 54F SG MSLB mass 
and energy releases were calculated using the RETRAN computer code as described in 
WCAP-14882-P under the limitations delineated in the report and the associated NRC safety 
evaluation. Earlier analyses used the LOFTRAN computer code. SNC presented the MSLB 
mass and energy release analyses in WCAP-15098. The staff has found the use of Non-LOCA 
RETRAN analyses performed in accordance with the methodologies as described in WCAP
14882 and the associated NRC safety evaluation acceptable.  

Containment temperature and pressure were calculated using the GOTHIC computer code.  
The same code is used in the current uprate analyses. SNC indicated that the primary change 
to the Model 54F SG containment analysis model from the power uprate model was the 
blowdown mass and energy releases input due to Model 54F SG design. Another key input 
change was specifying 8 percent condensate revaporization, as allowed by NUREG-0588, 
Appendix B for the time in which the atmosphere is superheated. No other changes were made 
to the model which would significantly affect the calculated peaks. Bounding limiting initial 
containment conditions were assumed for maximum pressure and temperature results.
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The Model 54F SG analyses calculated a peak containment pressure of 52.0 psig and a peak 
temperature of 367°F for the MSLB. The current uprate MSLB peak pressure and temperature 
were 52.4 psig and 3830F. SNC indicated that the small changes in peak pressure and 
temperature are mainly due to difference in MSLB mass and energy releases and 8 percent 
revaporization as allowed by NUREG 0588, Appendix B. The Model 54F SG MSLB peak 
calculated containment pressure of 52.0 psig remains below the containment design pressure 
of 54 psig. The MSLB peak air temperature of 3670F will last for < 6 minutes above 2800F and 
the containment structure temperature will remain below the containment design temperature of 
280'F. Also, updated calculated pressure and temperature curves for LOCA and MSLB cases 
will remain bounded by the curves used for equipment qualifications.  

Based on the above discussion, the staff finds the proposed ITS changes for replacement SGs 
will not affect the containment integrity as the calculated peak containment pressure and 
temperature remain below the containment design pressure and temperature and; therefore, 
are acceptable.  

3.0 Short-Term Subcompartment Analysis 

SNC indicated that they reviewed the short-term LOCA-related mass and energy releases to 
assess the effects associated with SG replacement. Although LBB approval for Farley included 
the pressurizer surge line, pressurizer surge line blowdown was used as bounding input for the 
RCL subcompartment analyses using GOTHIC computer code. Changes to reflect the Model 
54F SG and new grating platforms were included in the model. The result demonstrated that 
the RCS loop subcompartment pressure remains bounded by previous design basis analysis.  
The pressurizer compartment was not re-analyzed since the pressurizer spray and surge line 
conditions do not change for SG replacement.  

Based on the above review, the staff concludes that the SG replacement is acceptable as the 
subcompartment pressure loading analysis remains bounded by the current design basis 
subcompartment analysis.  

D. Post-LOCA Hydrogen Generation 

Hydrogen is generated following a LOCA inside containment from the zirconium-water reaction, 
corrosion of materials inside containment, radiolytic decomposition of core and sump solution, 
and hydrogen present in the reactor coolant and pressurizer vapor space. SNC indicated that 
the effect of SG replacement was reviewed for the above modes of post-LOCA hydrogen 
production and for combustible gas control system capability to maintain acceptable hydrogen 
concentration inside containment.  

SNC stated that two 100 percent capacity hydrogen recombiners, post accident containment 
venting, post-accident containment mixing, and post-accident combustible gas sampling 
systems are provided to maintain hydrogen concentration below four volume percent within the 
containment. Farley Nuclear Plant procedures specify placing the recombiners in service within 
1 hour after the LOCA, but SNC takes credit for their operation 1 day after the LOCA start.  

SNC used the hydrogen generation model based on NRC Regulatory Guide 1.7 to evaluate the 
changes from SG replacement. SNC used the LOCA temperature profile from the containment
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temperature accident analysis as an input for evaluating the corrosion rate of containment 
materials which generate hydrogen. The analysis results indicate that the post-accident 
hydrogen concentration inside containment will not exceed the lower flammability limit of 
4 volume percent with the operation of one hydrogen recombiner 24 hours after the start of the 
accident. Plant operators would initiate containment purging at day 7 following an accident in 
the unlikely event both recombiners fail to start. The dose due to containment purging added to 
the doses from other post-accident consequences would remain within the limits of 10 CFR 
Part 100. SNC determined the increase in hydrogen generation rate due to Model 54F SGs 
has a negligible effect on the hydrogen recombiners, post-accident venting, post-accident 
hydrogen mixing or sampling systems.  

Based on the above review, the staff finds that the SG replacement is acceptable as it will not 
impact the post-LOCA hydrogen control system.  

E. Radiological Dose Consequences 

SNC proposes to increase both the instantaneous and the 48-hour ITS values for dose 
equivalent 1-131 (DEI-131) in the reactor coolant to 0.5 mCi/gm. SNC performed analyses and 
evaluations to demonstrate that all acceptance criteria, including the dose criteria continue to be 
met for the proposed SG design change and DEI-131 increase.  

SNC identified the following design basis accident analyses as being impacted by the change in 
SG design: 

"* SGTR 
"* MSLB 
"* Loss of Offsite Power 
"* Turbine Trip/Loss of Load 
"* RCP Locked Rotor 

SNC indicated that the SG design change would not affect any other accident analyses. SNC 
calculated the doses associated with these accidents for individuals located offsite at the 
exclusion area boundary (EAB) and at the Low Population Zone (LPZ). SNC used assumptions 
consistent with the NUREG-0800 SRP, and also used the following major assumptions: 

" Dose conversion factors are taken from International Committee on Radiation 
Protection Publication 30 in lieu of the Regulatory Guides or TID-14844.  

" Iodine spike models as described in the appropriate sections of the SRP are used.  
Although not specifically required by the SRP, a pre-existing iodine spike is also 
modeled for the loss of offsite power analysis.  

" RCS specific activity is assumed to be 1.0 gCi/gm DEl-1 31, and the RCS operational 
leakage is assumed to be 1 gpm to the SGs, therefore bounding the proposed ITS 
limits.  

The staff reviewed SNC's calculation assumptions and performed confirmatory calculations.  
The following sections provide the results of the staff's assessment of SNC's re-analysis of the
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FSAR Chapter 15 accidents affected by the SG design change and the change in primary 
coolant TS levels for dose equivalent 1-131.  

1.0 Steam Generator Tube Rupture 

SNC evaluated SGTR radiological consequences using the guidance of SRP Section 15.6.3.  
Two cases were analyzed as described in the SRP: 

Case 1 - An SGTR with a pre-accident iodine spike of 60 ltCi/gm DEl-1 31 in the primary 
coolant.  

Case 2 - An SGTR with an accident initiated iodine spike with an appearance rate 
500 times the equilibrium RCS activity of 1.0 jiCi/gm DEl-1 31.  

Both cases assumed no tube uncovery and immediate flashing of primary-to-secondary 
leakage in the ruptured SG.  

SNC's calculated results meet the SRP acceptance criteria for each case as shown in Table 1 
below.  

Table 1 
SNC-Calculated SGTR Doses 

Dose (rem) SRP Acceptance 
EAB LPZ Criteria (rem) 

*Case 1 131 49 300 

Thyroid 
"**Case 2 18 7.3 30 

Whole Body 0.26 0.1 2.5 

* Case 1 = pre-accident iodine spike 
"**Case 2 = accident initiated iodine spike 

SNC also evaluated the impact of SG tube uncovery during the event for the new SG design.  
This evaluation assumed 1.0 [tCi/gm DEl-1 31 and a 1 gpm primary-to-secondary leak rate 
released directly to the environment for the first 30 minutes. The offsite dose results were 
within 10 percent of 10 CFR Part 100 limits. The staff reviewed SNC's assumptions and 
determined them to be acceptable. The staff also performed a confirmatory calculation using 
SNC's assumptions as submitted and confirmed the results. The staff finds the SGTR 
evaluation acceptable.
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2.0 Main Steamline Break 

SNC performed an evaluation of the radiological consequences of the MSLB using SRP 
Section 15.1.5 guidance, except that partition factors in the intact SGs were assumed to be 
limited to 10. Two cases were analyzed as described in the SRP: 

Case 1 - An SGTR with a pre-accident iodine spike of 60 [tCi/gm DEl-1 31 in the primary 
coolant.  

Case 2 - An SGTR with an accident initiated iodine spike with an appearance rate 
500 times the equilibrium RCS activity of 1.0 gCi/gm DEI-131.  

Both cases assumed no tube uncovery nor immediate flashing of primary-to-secondary leakage 
in the affected SG. SNC's calculated results meet the SRP acceptance criteria for each case 
as shown in Table 2 below.  

Table 2 
SNC-Calculated MSLB Doses 

Dose (rem) SRP Acceptance 
EAB LPZ Criteria (rem) 

*Case 1 7.4 3.4 300 
Thyroid 

**Case 2 6.9 3.3 30 

Whole Body 1x1 0-2  4.6xl 0-3  2.5 

* Case 1 = pre-accident iodine spike 
"**Case 2 = accident initiated iodine spike 

SNC also evaluated the impact of SG tube uncovery during the event for the new SG design.  
This evaluation assumed 1.0 gCi/gm DEl-1 31 and a 1 gpm primary-to-secondary leak rate 
released directly to the environment for the first 30 minutes. The offsite dose results were 
within 10 percent of 10 CFR Part 100 limits. The staff reviewed SNC's assumptions and 
determined them to be acceptable. The staff also performed a confirmatory calculation using 
SNC's assumptions as submitted and confirmed the results. The staff finds the MSLB 
evaluation acceptable.  

3.0 Loss of Offsite Power, Loss of Load, and Turbine Trip 

SNC evaluated the radiological consequences of a loss of offsite power, loss of load, and 
turbine trip bounding steam releases for all three events. SNC followed the guidance given in 
SRP Sections 15.2.1 - 15.2.6, except the partition factors are assumed to be 10. There is no 
tube uncovery nor immediate flashing of primary-to-secondary leakage. SNC's calculated 
results meet the SRP acceptance criteria for each case as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 
SNC-Calculated Loss of AC Power Doses

Dose (rem) SRP Acceptance 

EAB LPZ Criteria (rem) 

Thyroid 1.2 0.89 30 

Whole Body 2x10-3 lX10-3 2.5 

SNC also evaluated the impact of SG tube uncovery during the events for the new SG design.  
This evaluation assumed a pre-accident spike of 60 gCi/gm DEI-131 and a 1 gpm primary-to
secondary leak rate released directly to the environment for the first 30 minutes. The results 
were within 10 percent of 10 CFR Part 100 limits. The staff reviewed SNC's assumptions and 
determined them to be acceptable. The staff also performed a confirmatory calculation using 
SNC's assumptions as submitted and confirmed the results. The staff finds the evaluation 
acceptable.  

4.0 Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor 

SNC performed an evaluation of the radiological consequences of a single RCP locked rotor 
assuming 20 percent of the fuel clad/pellet gap gas is released to the primary coolant with 
subsequent leakage to the SGs and secondary coolant. SNC followed the guidance given in 
SRP Section 15.3.3. SNC's calculated results meet the SRP acceptance criteria for each case 
as shown in Table 4 below. The staff reviewed SNC's assumptions and determined them to be 
acceptable. The staff also performed a confirmatory calculation using SNC's assumptions as 
submitted and confirmed the results. The staff finds the RCP locked rotor accident evaluation 
acceptable.  

Table 4 
SNC-Calculated RCP Locked Rotor Doses 

Dose (rem) SRP Acceptance 
EAB LPZ Criteria (rei) 

Thyroid 6.0 8.7 30 

Whole Body 0.65 0.34 2.5 

5.0 Control Room Operator Doses 

SNC stated that control room doses for accidents other than the large break LOCA are less 
than those for the LOCA and were not explicitly calculated for SG replacement. SNC previously 
calculated LOCA control room doses for power uprate. In the NRC's Farley power uprate 
safety evaluation of April 29, 1998, the staff performed confirmatory control room dose
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calculations for several design basis accidents (including the LOCA and all accidents SNC 
analyzed for the current SG replacement) to confirm that LOCA control room doses were 
bounding. The staff finds that since the control room atmospheric dispersion factors are the 
same for all postulated accidents and since the offsite dose results for the SG replacement 
indicate that the previous LOCA offsite doses bound the re-analyzed accidents, then the 
previously calculated LOCA control room doses are still bounding for the SG replacement.  

6.0 Conclusion 

The staff has assessed SNC's evaluations of those accidents where the change from 
Westinghouse Model 51 to Westinghouse Model 54F SGs would impact offsite dose 
consequences. The staff has concluded that for those accidents impacted, the resultant doses 
would not exceed the acceptance criteria given in the SRP for each accident. Therefore, the 
staff finds the proposed replacement of the Model 51 SGs with the Model 54F acceptable from 
an offsite radiological dose standpoint. The staff also finds the change to the reactor coolant 
activity level of dose equivalent 1-131 in TS 3.4.16 and Figure 3.4.16-1 to be acceptable.  

F. Operational Leakage and Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program 

For the Unit 1 SG replacement, SNC proposed to delete the requirements and references 
regarding sleeving repair criteria, F* criteria, and voltage-based alternate repair criteria in 
ITS 5.5.9. These alternate repair criteria will still apply to the Unit 2 SGs until their replacement 
in 2002. SNC also proposed to change the RCS operational leakage limit in ITS 3.4.13 for 
Unit 1 from 140 gallons per day to 150 gallons per day. This is acceptable because the limit of 
150 gallons per day is consistent with the limit for Unit 2 and with the limit the staff 
recommended for other pressurized-water reactors.  

For the Unit 2 SG replacement, SNC proposed to delete all requirements and references 
regarding sleeving repair criteria, F* criteria, and voltage-based alternate repair criteria in 
ITS 5.5.9 in Farley Units 1 and 2.  

The sleeving repair criteria, F* criteria, and voltage-based alternate repair criteria are less 
restrictive than the traditional tube plugging limit which requires that any tube having a crack 
that is 40 percent through wall (tube wall thickness) or greater be removed from service. The 
staff finds that removing these alternate repair criteria is acceptable because the 40 percent 
through wall plugging limit in ITS 5.5.9 will remain the applicable plugging limit for defective 
tubes.  

SNC also proposed to delete preservice tube inspection in ITS 5.5.9.4 which requires SNC to 
perform a preservice inspection after the field hydrostatic test and prior to initial power 
operation. SNC stated that all tubes in the replacement SGs will undergo a shop-performed 
baseline eddy current examination after an ASME Section III hydrostatic pressure test. The 
Section III hydrotest will be conducted at a test pressure of 1.25 times the design pressure.  
Under the current ITS requirement, a field hydrotest is performed in accordance with ASME 
Code Section Xl with a lower test pressure than that of the Section III hydrotest. SNC stated 
that the field hydrotest will not affect the results of the shop-performed baseline tube inspection 
results. SNC concluded that the current ITS requirement for preservice tube inspection is 
unnecessary considering that all tubes will have undergone an ASME Section III hydrotest
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followed by a baseline eddy current examination before installation. The staff approved a 
similar technical specification change regarding preservice inspection for the North Anna 
Units 1 and 2 replacement SGs in a letter to Virginia Power Corporation on December 4, 1991.  
The staff agrees with SNC and finds that SNC proposed changes to preservice inspection in 
ITS 5.5.9.4 acceptable.  

The staff finds that removing sleeving, F* criteria, and voltage-based alternate repair criteria to 
repair defective tubes from ITS 5.5.9 is acceptable because the more restrictive tube plugging 
limit of 40 percent through wall will remain as the applicable requirement in the ITS. The staff 
finds that revising the RCS operational leakage limit for Unit 1 is acceptable because the 
proposed new limit is consistent with past staff recommendation. The staff also finds that 
eliminating the preservice inspection requirements in ITS 5.5.9.4 acceptable because the 
replacement SGs will have undergone a hydrotest and a baseline eddy current' inspection 
before installation. Thus, the staff finds the proposed amendment of the Farley Units 1 and 2 
ITS to be acceptable.  

IV. STATE CONSULTATION 

In accordance with the Commission's regulations, on December 27, 1999, the NRC notified the 
Alabama State official, Mr. Jim McNees of the Office of Radiation Control, Alabama Department 
of Public Health, of the proposed issuance of the amendment. Mr. McNees had no comments.  

V. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

The amendments change a requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility 
component located within the restricted area as defined in 10 CFR Part 20 and change the 
surveillance requirements. The NRC staff has determined that the amendments involve no 
significant increase in the amounts and no significant change in the types of any effluents that 
may be released offsite and that there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative 
occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has previously issued a proposed finding 
that the amendments involve no significant hazards consideration, and there has been no 
public comment on such finding (64 FR 56533, dated October 20, 1999). Accordingly, the 
amendments meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 
51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b) no environmental impact statement or environmental 
assessment need be prepared in connection with the issuance of the amendments.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Commission has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1) there 
is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by 
operation in the proposed manner; (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the 
Commission's regulations; and, (3) the issuance of the amendments will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.  

Principal Contributors: A. Cubbage, M. Hartzman, J. Tsao, R. Goel, M. Hart, F. Orr

Date: December 29, 1999
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